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Abstract 

This thesis reports a stud.;:/ i:Thich attempted to explore hoH a group 
of student nurses perceived their e:r~e:r:ience of beirlG learners of rru.rsing. 
In order to obtain the stu_dents' accounts of this experience, a 
quali ta ti vc rnethodol ogical approach Has adopted, cL-ra.Hing upon the \>Tork of 
Glase~ m1d Strauss (1967) on the generation of 'groQnded theo~J'o The 
fieldHorl:: tool;:: the fom. of infonnal intervieHs vri th forty student nu:rses. 
Certain predete:rmined topics provided the overall direction of the 
fieldHork; the students 1·rere encouraged to develop these and to raise 
axry others Hhich they thought to be pertinent to nu.rsing. 

The intervievJS 1·lere tape reco:rded and their analysis resulted in the 
emergence of six conceptual categories vrhich served as a fr~e1vor:C for 
the presentation of the mlbstantive issues raised by the students. Th_~e 

major themes are taken up from the data, these are: the student 
experience as a preparation for staff nurse '\'-lor:k, the fu_Dctional 
intercha..11.geabili "bJ of the student at!d the nursing au.xilia:ry and, the 
concept of medical dominance. 

This study sheds some light on the process of occupational 
socialisation in nursing and examines the question of profession and 
professionalisation in relation to nursing. Tne concluding discussion 
moves beyond the data and examines the occupational structure of nursing; 
this is relevant to the study because the students Here :preparing to 
become part of that structure. Horeover the occupational structure has 
implications for the recruitment of students and the organisation of their 
training. Four sub-groups Hi thin nursing are identified, namely: 'new 
managers', 'ne\·l professionals', 'rank &"ld file' and 'academic 
professionalisers'. A specu~ati ve discourse upon hoH these groups might 
articulate \vi th each other, in order to :produce ru1. efficient nursiP...g 
service, is offered ru1.d a::..--eas for further stu_dy are suggested. 
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1. 

11 the a.n.swer to the question 'l:lha t does 
tl1is social world mean for me the observer?' 
requires as a prerequisite the ansHering of the 
quite different questions 'Wb.at does the social 
Horld mean for the observed actor Hi thin this 
·Horld and 1.<1hat did he mean by his acting 1>li thin 
it? ... 11 

(Schutz 1964:7) (l) 

Schutz, A (1964) Collected papers II 
riartinus Nijhoff : The Hague 

studies in social. theory. 
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INTROIDC TI ON 
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This thesis is concerned with student nurses' experience 

of v-mrk both in the college of nursing and on hospital ,.,ards. 'llie 

study evolved from a larger ,.,ork pertaining to the organisation of 

nursing at ward level (Moult, Hockey, ~fulia 1978). The researcher's 

part in that study included some non-participant observational work, 

which attempted to relate the style of ward organisation to the 

amount of time which student nurses spent talking with patients. 

One of the main findings (l) of the observational study was that, 

whatever the organisational style of the ward, the student nurses 

spent little time simply talking with the patients. 

It was with this finding in mind that the researcher became 

interested in discovering more about student nurses' thoughts on 

nursing. Rather than continue '-Ti th an observational approach to the 

study, it v-ras decided to adopt a more direct line of enquiry and to 

elicit the students 1 vie,-Ts on nursing by means of the informal 

intervie'-T. It should also be noted that the original interest in the 

time student nurses devote to talking with patients was grounded in 

the researcher's own conception of nursing. This perspective, it 

was thought, should not be imposed on the interviews ,.,ri th the students. 

The fieldwork, therefore, laid no more emphasis on communication than 

upon any other aspect of nursing work. 

The underlying premise of this change in methodological tactic 

was that nurses' actions, particularly student nurses' actions, should 

not be taken at face value. There are other factors, social 

contextual factors involved which might affect what a nurse does. 

(l) For a further discussion see Appendix I. 
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These factors; cannot always be obser~ed and, moreover, they 

must be appreciated from the point of view of the actor. It 

seemed a logical progression, therefore, to move from non

participant observation of the students to a research style which 

allo\ved some insights into their activities and their construction 

of nursing. In other words, in order to provide some explanation 

of the finding that student nurses spent little time talking ,.n_ th 

patients, it was thought that it might be more appropriate to ask 

the students for their vie\vs on nursing rather than simply to observe 

them and dra\v inferences from those observations. 

The emergent study, therefore, has moved some considerable ,.,a;y 
from the original ¥Tork, \'!hi eh concerned itself much more with styles 

of ward organisation and nurse-patient communication. Once these 

specific concerns had been subsumed within a more g~neralised 

interest in discovering hm.,r student nurses vie'l.ved their world, the 

scope of the study widened. The result is an analysis of student 

nurses' accounts of their ,..,ork and training. 

The thesis is organised in two parts, the first deals Hi th the 

background to the study and the methodological issues, the second ,.,i th 

the data and their analysis. The first chapter sets the study into 

context and examines some of the seminal work on occupational 

socialisation. The second and third chapters offer a general 

discussion of ~ualitative methods and a description of the fieldwork. 

The fourth chapter describes, procedurally, the analysis, this chapter 

serves as an introduction to chapters five to ten; these are 

concerned \vi th the conceptual categories and, thereby, the data a..n.d 
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their interpretation. The last chapter draws out th:cee main 

issues from the categories and then speculates beyond the data 

to outline some of the \rider issues which the study raises: 

issues which concern the occupational structure of nursing. 



PART ONE 
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C HAP1.I'ER 1 

Backg:rpund to the study 
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Introduction 

Nursing and nurses have for some time caught the imagination 

of researchers; thus, the stu~ of student nurses is by no means a 

ne1'-1 enterprise. As evidenced by !·!acguire (1969), among the central 

topics of concern of both the nursing profession and outside 

investigators, has been the recruitment and subsequent retention of 

student and pupil nurses. 

~mcguire's review dates from 1940 and includes more than sixty 

studies concerned with nurse 'wastage' • She includes studies ,..,hi eh~ 

even if not directly related to 'wastage', shed some light on the 

overall question of nursing labour. The studies are grouped under 

the general headings: recruitment and selection, training and 

wi thdra\val, experimental training schemes, siclmess and absence, the 

qualified nurse and the hospital environment. }~cguire (1969:127) 

stated that: 

'There is a great need for continuing research in 
the general field of the training ru1d education of 
nurses. There are changes in the pool of potential 
recruits, changes in the concepts of medical and 
nursing care, changes in the programmes of nursing 
training, changes in the demands made by hospitals 
and local authorities for qualified nursing staff, 
which means that information must be available on the 
current situation of learners if plans are to be 
prepared in advance for the future'. 

The general tenor of J.'.facguire' s recommendations for further research 

is I."evealed in her remarks concerning future planning: her suggestions 

focus upon recruitment, training and wastage. In line 1ri th these 

recommendations many studies undertaken since Macguire' s review have 

tended to concentrate upon student nurse attrition and various 

aspects of nurse training (Birch 1975, Bendall 1975, Pomeranz 1973, 



Alexander 1980, Dodd 1973). With the exception of Dodd's work, 

the students 1 opinions vrere sought in these studies, for the most 

part, in relation to the specific questions of recruitment and 

training. The studies concerned with training include evaluation 

of experimental and variant approaches to nurse training and thus, 

draw upon research methods developed in education. 

Hockey (1976) undertook a survey, which had as its 8ubstanti ve 

focus 'the problems experienced and created by female nurses'. With 

this stu~ Hockey provides a description of the qualified members of 

the nursing work-force and gives some insights into 'women as nurses 

and nurses as women'. It seems, however, that student nurses have 

not been the subject of such an investigation which seeks to discover 

their views of nursing. They have been studied in tenns of 

recruitment, training and attrition rather than as individuals engaged 

in becoming nurses. There have also been methodological leanings 

towards suxvey analysis, the measurements of psychology and the 

strategies of educational research. \fuilst these studies undoubtedly 

have their place, they tell us little of what it is like to be a 

student nurse; the research offerings of the sociologists have more 

promise in this direction. 

Sociologists' interest in nursing has, to an axtent, in its focus 

mirrored one of their main reasons for study-ing medicine, v..amely, for 

its contribution to the sociology of occupations. \fuen sociologists 

have '·rri tten about nursing they have~ in the main, been concerned with 

nurses as the substantive focus of their stu~ of occupational 

socialisation. This chapter, therefore, concentrates upon the 

literature of occupational socialisation in medicine and nursing. 
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Occupational socialisation 

A focus on medicine has furnished the sociology of occupations 

,.,i th some of the seminal ,.,orks on professional socialisation (l1erton 

et al 1957, Becker et a1 1961, Bloom 1971). Two of these studies, 

which might be regarded as 'classics', are discussed here as an 

introduction to the socialisation studies which concern nursing. 

Merton et al (1957), in a collection of papers reporting separate 

studies, present a functionalist approach to their stu~ of medical 

education. Merton and his colleagues focus upon the acquisition of 

the professional role by the students, and consider the medical school 

as the socialising agency. This view of occupational socialisation 

is perhaps best summarised in the caricature supplied by Olesen and 

\ifhittaker (1968:5). 

'Once the educational system has formally started 
VTork on the student, his empty head is filled with 
values, behaviors, and viewpoints of the profession, 
the l~owledge being perfect and complete by the time 
of graduation. To achieve this state of grace, the 
student has smoothly moved ever aHay from the unholy 
posture of layman, upward to the sanctified status 
of the professional, being divested of worldly care 
and attributes along the vra;y. llie result: "the 
true professional", "the finished product", "the 
outcome of the system" ••• ' 

In the functionalist's view, the acquisition of values and attitudes 

of the medical profession is seen in terms of apprenticeship. llieir 

ver.y title, the student-physician, suggests a doctor's apprentice 

rather than a student role. Huntingdon (1957) found that: 

1 as students move through medical school they tend to 
develop an image of themselves as doctors rather thruL 
as merely students, especially in their clinical years 
when they have substantial contact Hi th patients' 
(in r1erton et al 1957 :186) 

<.a 
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The functionalist approach to professional socialisation, 

then, entails a focus of stu~ upon the students' eA~eriences 

Hi thin the context of the institutionalised body '·rhich nurtures 

and keeps the profession's knowledge and culture. In 1'-ierton' s 

Hords: 

'medical students are engaged in learning the 
professional role of the physician by so combining 
its component knowledge and skills, attitudes ~Dd 
values as to be motivated and to be able to perform 
this role in a professionally and socially acceptable 
fashion'. (Merton et al 1957:41) 

Merton et al (1957:7) demonstrate their con~idence in the medical 

school as the socialising agency Hhen they say: 

'~1edical schools (thus) become the guardians of the 
values basic to the effective practice of medicine 
It is their function to transmit the culture of 
medicine and to advance that culture. It is their 
task to shape the novice into the effective 
practitioner of medicine, to give him the best 
available knowledge and skills, and to provide him 
with a professional identity so that he comes to 
think, act ru1d feel like a physician. It is their 
problem to enable the medical man to live up to the 
expectations of the professional role long after he 
has left the sustaining value-environment provided by 
the medical school'. 

Clearly, the interrelationship bet,veen the medical school and the 

wider profession of medicine is assumed in the functionalist approach 

to professional socialisation. 

The second 'classic', Becker et al.'s (1961) 'Boys in \ihite', 

represents a challenge to the functionalist approach to professional 

socialisation. Becker et aJ. take an interactionist perspective and 

focus upon the actual 'work' of the members of the occupation, rather 

than their 'professional' claims and rhetoric. Thus, a study of 

professional socialisation will focus upon the students rather than the 
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school> or the professional role. 

Central to Becker et al' s vrork is the notion of a 'student 

culture' 1vhich develops as a distinctive sub-culture Hi thin the 

medical school. They use 'culture' in an anthropological sense to 

mean 

'a body of ideas and practises considered to support 
each other and eA~ected of each other by members 
of same group of people' (Becker et al 1961:436)~ 

The perspectives developed by the students in order to 'get th_rou&h' 

medical school, taken together form the student-culture. 

'They developed Hays of acting, studying and Harking 
Hhich made it possible for them to achieve the goal 
in the situation they had defined. Similarly~ the 
students in their clinical years saH the situation as 
one in 1.vhich the goal of learning 'i·That 1vas necessary 
for the practice of medicine might be interfered 1>li th 
by the structul~ of the hospital and by the necessity 
of making a good impression on the facu~ ty. As they 
came in to contact 1vi th clinical medicine they developed 
ne1v goals that were more specific than those that they 
had had before' (Becker et al 1961:436). 

:Becker et al, then, focused their attention upon hmv the student got 

through medical school, hoH they 'made out'. Their analysis is, 

therefore, much more to do Hi th how the student negotiates his 1-ra:y 

through the professional socialisation and, as such 5 pl~s a vital 

part in it. As Becker et al put it: 

'He (the student) adapts his behaviour to the situation 
as he sees it, ignoriP...g possible lines of action 'i"lhich 
appear pre-ordained to fail or un'i4Jorkable, discarding 
those 1vhich may cause coP~lict - in short, choosi:ng the 
action 1>1hich seems reasonable and expedient' (Becker 
et al 1961:~-42). 

The major difference be~-reen the approaches discussed centl~s upon the 

position of the student ,.,i thin the hierarchy. Merton a..nd his 

colleagues sa1.,r the student in tenns of 'junior colleague'- '.,rhereas 
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Becker et al saH him merely as a student, indeed they point out 

at length that: 

'students do not take on a professionaJ. role '\Y"hile 
they are students, largely because the system they 
operate in does not allo\v them to do so. They are 
not doctors and the recurring experiences of being 
denied responsibility make it perfectly clear to 
them that they are not' (Becker et al 1961:420) 

In the light of this distinction, the importance of the different 

emphasis upon medical school, in Merton's '\~ork, as socialising 

agency ruLd the student culture, in Becker's, becomes clear. 

Simpson (1980) in an introductory note on professional 

socialisation sums up the difference betHeen the t'\vo approaches '\vhen 

she says: 

'The induction (l) model pictures a profession as 
a solidary system ,.n_ th social control arising from 
shared outlooks and mutual interests. The 
professional school is conceived as both a part and 
an agency of the profession, charged with inducting 
students into it in a way that ensures its continuous 
structure and function. Studies of professional 
education employing the induction approach are grounded 
on the supposition that students learn norms and 
values and that as practitioners these norms and values 
guide them to act in '\vays consistent '\vi th the 
institutio1Lalised role of the occupation. The reaction 
model, in contrast, conceives social control as a matter 
of po'\ver. Behavioural options increase power; 
contingencies on behaviour reduce it •.• The reaction 
model sees learning to behave in a status as occurring 
after, not before, the individual occupies the status. 
Its exponents do not consider adequate or useful the 
asgumption of the induction model that a professional 
product is produced during professional education' 
(Simpson 1980:10-11). 

Simpson (1980) does not consider the approaches of Merton et al and 

Becker et al to be opposing, rather she suggBsts they address different 

(l) Simpson uses the terms 'induction' and 'reaction' wb~ch, for the 
pu_~oses of this discussion are s.ynonymous with 'functionalist' 
and 'interactionist' respectively. 
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issues. Further, she says that both Horks are crucial in the 

stuqy of professional socialisation and so attempted to bring the 

contributions of both approaches to bear on her longitudinal stu~ 

of student nurse socialisation. Simpson distinguished three 

dimensions of occupational socialisation, namely, 'education', 

'orientations', and 'relatedness to the occupation'. The study was 

then designed to: 

'view socialization as a complex set of dimensions 
to examine the extent of their directionality and 
persistence over time -vli thout specifying in advance 
'lr!hat those must be, an.d to observe the varied 
conditions and influences underlying the development 
and differentiation of dimensions of socialisation' 
(Simpson 1980:47-48). 

Simpson' s Hork is not dealt with extensively here as its main thrust 

lies not in empirical findings but in "theoretical efforts to extend 

research on occupational socialisation11 (Simpson 1980:.56). It is 

included in this brief revieH because it furnishes an attempt to 

combine aspects of the two major perspectives on occupational 

socialisation which have already been discussed. 

The main aim of the study ,..,as to develop a synthetic model of 

socialisation. Simpson (1980:226) argues that the research shows 

the importance of avoiding a static unidimensional or unidirectional 

conception of a complex processua.l phenomenon composed of interrelated 

processes. To sum up Simpson' s ,.,or:!{: in her own words: 

1 Our study has attempted to clarify the concept of 
occupational socialisation by specifying its 
mul tidimensiona.li ty. \>le have sho'm that it i_-r1vol ves 
learning skills and kno,<Tledge of the occupation, 
developing orientations to occupational roles and to a 
place in the occupation, and relating the person to 
the occupation. Each dimension consists of distinct 
processes, and these ,..,ere developed by different 
conditions' (Simpson 1980:22.5). 
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~~lst it demonstrated the potential of a multidimensional 

approach to the study of occupational socialisation, Simpson's 

study gives little insight into the students' experience of 

becoming nurses. Davis (1975) perhaps goes some Hay tm<~ards this 

in his paper 'Professional socialisation as subjective experience: 

the process of doctrinal conversion among student nurses'. 

owns that the paper \<Tas stimulated by the \vri tings of Everett 

Hughes, (l) which ~alled for studies of such transitions from 

l~'s status to that of the professional. 

Davis 

In this \<Tork Davis identifies six stages through \<Thich the 

students move in discarding their lay imager'J of nursing in favour 

of 'institutionally approved' image~r of the professional nurse. 

These stages, it must be noted, are analytic devices rather th~~ 

temporal entities; they are: initial innocence, labelled 

recognition of incongruity, 'ps,yching out', role simulation, 

provisional internalisation and stable internalisation. These 

stages describe hm<~ the students move from a lay conception of nursing 

to a realisation that "nursing school is not what we expected 11
, and 

then direct their attention towards discovering how best to satisfy 

the tutors, to tr.y out and eventually internalise the perspectives 

of professional nurses. 

As Davis puts it: 

'Despite occasional misgJ. v1ngs v1hich hark back to 
the initial lay imagery, the self image of students 
is by now rather firmly that of professional nurses 
of a particular doctrinal persuasion'. 

(1) in Men and their Work (1958:119-20). 

- \ . ~ 
d 
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Davis suggests that his analysis of the subjective experience 

of becoming a nurse confirms Hughes' (1958) seminal observation 

that learning a professional role is like 

'passing through a mirror .•• (to create) ••• 
the sense of seeing the Horld in reverse' 
(Davis' rendering of Hughes 1958:119-20) 

Davis goes on to say that: 

'it remains for sociology to follow the lead of 
Hughes and to generate models of professional 
socialisation that are far more faithful to this 
picture of thinking, feeling, ever-responding and 
calculating human actors groping their \<la;/ th..rough 
the ambiguities posed by the confluence of their 
lived pasts and imagined futures; models, in other 
words, which in their sociological richness and 
complexity transcend the dominant one available 
today - that of neutral, receptive vessels into 
Hhom knovlledgeable, expert members of a profession 
pour approved skills, attitudes and values' (Davis, 
in Cox and Mead 1975:130). 

The abandonment of the "empty vessels to be filled" vie\.J of 

occupational socialisation is the central concen1 of Olesen and 

\ihittaker's (1968) important work on student nurses. This work 

takes what might broadly be termed an interactionist approach, 

though the authors were influenced by existential phenomenology. 

The authors' description of the 'Silent Dialogue' furnishes both a 

most sensitive approach to occupational socialisation and a 

rationale for abandoning the empty vessel approach. 

'Embedded in the frequently banal, sometimes drear,y, 
often uninteresting world of everyday living, 
professional socialization was of the commonplace. 
In the mundane, not in the abstract or exalted, 
occurred the minute starts and stops, the bits of 
progress and backsliding, the moments of reluctant 
acquisition of a new self and the tenacious 
relinquishing of the old; the fluSh of pride and 
elation when telling a fellow student about a good 
evaluation or.listening silently and painfUlly when 
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being told of someone else's good marks; the feeling 
of relief that one had not been the object of group 
laughter in conference; the sense of w.xiety 'l'rhen 
learning from a classmate that yet another student had 
married or become engaged; the right look at the right 
time when discussing the patient ·v1i th the instructor. 
These matters consti t-u.te the silent dialogue ,.,herein are 
fused person, situation and i~~titution. Therein lies 
the heart of professional socialization 1 (Olesen and 
Hhi.ttaker 1960:297). 

Olesen a.'l1.d ~Thi ttaker state that their st-udy is 'about becoming' 0 In 

ma..ny Hey-s their work reflects the findings of Boys in 1\l11i te (::Seeker 

et al). Olesen and \·lhi ttaker (1968) describe 'studentmanship' 

Hhich was the term they used for the students' strategies for success 

and survival . 

'\·flnereas studentmanship eased the class through school 
by providi~~ a readily comprehended set of understandings 
about faculty and the school, this same set of norms 
proved to be as stringent for the students as Has the 
faculty. Student confo:rmi ty to the norms of student 
culture 1>1i th respect to meeting their 1-iell-ingrained 
competitiveness at the same time they bm-Ted to the 
dem~~ds of other norms for striving was no less complete 
than the formal role subordination to faculty. In this 
sense the norms of student culture constituted an added 
set of difficulties that sha::cpened a1.rareness, for 
presentations of self frequently had to be made for tHo 
audiences, faculty and peers~ whose re1.,rards and 
punishments 1...rere on the one hand official success or 
failure and on the other the esteem or derogation of 
classmates' ( Olesen and \ifhi ttal{er 1968:292). 

'Studentmanship' is, then, similar to the 'student culture' VThich 

Becker et al (1961) described among the medical students in Kansas. 

Both constructs describe hoH students develop perspectives on their 

day to day 1-.rork 1.;hich allo1., them to 'get through 1 and ac:bieve their 

long-te :rm goals . Olesen and \\Thi ttaker' s (1968: JOO) 1a1ork is best 

described by their o1m final remarks on ihe study: 
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'the \-Torkable model for study of students in 
the professions is the model of the student as 
an active, choice-making factor in his O\.J'n 
socialization'. 

On the evidence of the American literature it would appear that a 

study of the socialisation of student nurses in Britain might repay 

investigation. Studies of this kind have not been mounted in the 

area of general nursing. Hov.Jever, the VTOrk of ToHell (1975) a.11.d 

Din~oJall (1974, 1977) are mentioned here as examples of a 

sociological approach to the stu~ of nursing. lli.e substantive 

areas involved in these \-Torks \oJere, psychiatric nursing and health 

visiting. 

Tm-Tell set out to examine, from a sociological perspective, 

'the roles of nurses and the nature of their relationship Hith 

patients on the \•Tards of a psychiatric hospital'. His Hork takes the 

form of a case study of one hospital where he carried out fieldwork in 

three vJards • \milst Tmo1ell' s study \·!as not explicitly one of 

socialisation, he did focus upon the student nurse in his study of the 

nursing staff sub-culture. The vocabular'J of terms available for 

categorising patients, the perspectives used for interpreting patient 

behaviour and the concern nurses derive from their social role 

together form a set of understandings \<Thich are the nursing sub-culture. 

Towell \oJaS interested in examining ho\v these understandings \vere 

acquired by student nurses \vho \vere ne\v to the -vrards he studied. 

During his fieldwork To\oJell joined a six week induction course for a 

new group of students and thus, shared their initial experiences of the 

hospital. To\vell' s Hork, \.Jhilst clearly of interest to those concerned 

, .. ,ri_ th psychiatric nursing, demonstrates on a wider front the insights 
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Hhich can be gained from study of student nurses' worl:. 

inter-est in "the shared 'social worlds' of nurses on the 1¥ards" 

places him in the interactionist methodolog~cal caBp. 

'r.he closest to the realisation of a study of occupation~ 

socialisation in nursing is to be found in the v.Jork of Di11g1.;all (197h). 

He undertook a study of the training of health visitors using fieldworl-: 

methodsv In this study Dingt·rall abandoned the notion of socialisation 

in favour of 'aculturation'. Follmvint; Olesen and 1:/hi ttaker (1968) he 

arcues that the term socialisation is too closely bouJld up 11/i th the 

ideas of encul turation, Hhich involve the notion of a passive absorption 

of values, attitudes and perspectives. Dingv1all (1974:J:J) contends that: 

'the enculturation model sees acto~s as passive, 
moving in a smooth, unproblematic~ unilinear path 
tmvards passing out as completely finished products'. 

On the other hand, Dingt..rall states: 

'the acul turation model sees actors as 1--rorking on their 
\vorld to make sense of it, and their passage as u.neven~ 
continually problematic~ individually paced and 
incomplete ' • 

Thus, he suggests, that socialisation is so clearly associated Hith 

acul turation that it is misleadin..g; in describing· his study Dingwall 

states: 

'Consequently the stu~ is not about socialisation. 
It is about the social organisation of the acquisition 
of competent membership' (Din@vall 1974:40). 

Dinc;tvall' s work provides an account of how the students achieved their 

rroal, namely to become health visitol~. Ding1.rall' s 1'-!0rk is essentially 

an ethnograpby 1 ... rl:1ich draws upon the work of eth.YJ.omethodologists a.ud 

results in an account of the social organisation of health visiti1~ 

training and a discussion of hoH the students 'accomplish profession'. 
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No further discussion of this work is offered here as it is d.ra1m 

upon and explained, as appropriate, throughout the thesis. 

British nursing might still be said to stand in need of a 

study of the socialisation of its students. This thesis attempts 

to go some small v-ra:y tov-1ards meeting this need. To mount a 

longitudinal study of the socialisation of student nurses 1vould be 

both a lengthy and costly exercise. Tills study, instead, takes a 

detailed look at ho14J the students, themselves, describe their 1•Torld. 

\fuilst not claiming to be a socialisation study, this 1>1ork should 

provide some insights into what it is like to 'become' a nurse. 

Tb.is thesis, then, seeks to explore the student vie14J of nursing through 

an ruwlysis of students' accom1ts of their experiences. 
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CHAPT'AR 2 

Tne qualitative approach 
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There will inevitably be more than one way of approaching 

most research problems; the present study was no exception. The 

decision to use a qualitative approach was taken because the 

researcher felt that there was a need to get the student nurses to 

express their ideas about nursing in a spontaneous, essentially 

non-directed way. In this attempt to get close to the data it 

was thought that the uniformity, which a more structured approach 

would afford, could be sacrificed in the pursuit of qualitative data. 

This chapter is, then, devoted to an examination of the qualitative 

approach to social science research. It deals, in general terms, 

with quali ta ti ve methods and in particular with the notion of 

1 grounded theory' as propounded by Glaser and Strauss (1967). 

In sociology there is a long standing divide between the 

qualitative and the quantitative approaches to the collection and 

analysis of data. 'Ihe quantitative approach, which takes its lead 

from the physical and natural sciences, is propounded by those who 

favour a systematic and 1 objective' way of gathering 'facts' about a 

subject and then, by means of rigorous analysis, arriving at 

conclusions which it is argued are upheld by the data in much the 

same way as are the conclusions of the natural and physical scientists. 

Reliability and validity are two. major concerns of the sociologists 

adopting a quantitative approach. The qualitative methodologists, 

on the other hand, do not place so much emphasis on the idea of 

predicting human behaviour, rather they favour the understanding of 

the behaviour in the tradition described by Weber as 'verstehen'. 
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Qualitative and Quantitative approaches to reali~ 

1nere have been swings in the popularity of the qualitative 

and quantitative methods of social research. The Chica~o studies 

of the 1920s and 1930s employed methods of data collection which 

yielded rich descriptions of different groups of the population of 

the city of Chicago (Shaw 1930, 1931, Thrasher 1928, Zorbaugh 1929). 

lliese studies vlere undertaken in the spirit of experiment, with 

Chicago as the 'laboratory'. The intention of the leaders of the 

sociologists at Chicago was to present sociology as an experimental 

science (Park and Burgess 1921). They encouraged the researchers to 

study the principal forms of human interaction: competition, conflict, 

accommodation and assimilation in their diverse historical 

manifestations. These studies were to be undertaken with an approach 

similar to that of the natural scientist without letting moral concerns 

or practical reforms impede the study (Goudsblom 1977). Survey 

research developed between the two \iforld \ifars and emerged after the 

Second World War as the most popular sociological research method for 

a time (cf. Stouffer et al. 1949). The coincidence of the emergence 

of survey techniques and the development of computers led to a great 

deal of survey research and reinforced the popularity of the method. 

It should be axiomatic that the choice of method in social 

research is dictated by the needs of the study. Ho\vever, tbis simple 

approach to the choice has been cluttered by the desire of many 

sociologists to acquire 'respectability' by using the 'scientific' 

model in their research design. The availability of sophisticated 

techniques in handling data by computer has made the move towards the 

quantitative method an even more attractive one. Filstead (1970:5) 

goes so far as to say that: 
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predicting human behaviour, rather they favour the understanding of 

the behaviour in the tradition described by Weber as 'verstehen'. 
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'l1ost sociologists do not deny the immense heuristic 
value of qualitative data, to do so would indicate 
poor professional judgment. However, very few 
recognise qualitative methodology as a legitimate 
source of either data collection or theory 
construction • • 

There is in fact a tendency to consider a qualitative method to be of 

use only in the exploratory phases of a study, in order to open up 

substantive areas which must then be investigated to obtain the 

'facts' by a 'respectable' quantitative method. The qualitative 

method does indeed have its :place in the exploratory :phases of a 

research :project, but can also yield useful data in its own right. 

Nevertheless, there have been swings back towards a qualitative 

approach; the interactionist school emerged in the areas of the 

sociology of deviance in the 1960s (I1atza 1969, Becker 1963) and in 

the sociology of education and of mental illness (Young 1971, Rose 1962). 

This brief mention of the swing of the methodological :pendulum is made 

in order to emphasise the fact that there is nothing :particularly new 

about the adoption of a qualitative method and that current trends, 

along with the demands of the research, often dictate the 

methodological approach taken. Qualitative and quantitative methods 

both have their :place in research; the qualitative method is set out 

here as one approach to this study. llie following discussion involves 

a juxta.posi tion of the qualitative and the quantitative methods in 

social research in order to sharpen u:p some of the attributes of the 

approaches; it is not an attempt to discredit quantitative methods. 

lliere is little future in :posing one style of research versus another 

and engaging in internecine debate as to the superiority of one method 

over the other. 



Filstead (1970:4-6) refers to the 'understanding' approach 

as qualitative methodology and describes it as: 

'Those research strategies, auch as participant 
observation, in-depth interviewing, total 
p~rticipation in the activity being investigated, 
f~eldwork etc. , which allow the researcher to "get 
closer to the data" thereby developing the analytical 
conceptual and categorical components of explanation 
from the data itself rather than from preconceived, 
rigidly structured and highly quantified techniques 
that pigeonhole the empirical social world into 
operational definitions that the researcher has 
constructed'. 

In so doing, Filstead could be accused of doing too much violence to 

the quantitative approach in his concern to further the case for 

qualitative work. 

There is no reason why the two methods should not be used in 

hannony; it is not simply a question of one versus another. Lofland 

(1971:5-6) argues that there are humanistic and scientific goals 

involved in sociological work. The humanistic elements of the 

research are provided by close contacts with the informants and rich 

descriptions of the situation in question. The scientific goal, 

Lofland argues is: 

'That of explicit and articulate abstraction and 
generalisation, or in other words, analysis'. 

Lofla.nd points out that statistical portrayals must be interpreted and 

given meaning in a qualitative humanistic sense: 

'The bedrock of human understanding is face to face 
contact. Statistical sociology serves to amplify and 
to check on the representativeness, frequency and 
correlation of the knowing that is founded on that 
bedrock'. 

The point that is being stressed is that the qualitative method has 

something to offer in the collection of viable data and the formulation 

of theo:cy-. The position adopted here is neatly summed up by 
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Filstead (1970:8) if we allow for his 'evangelism'; he maintains 

that: 

'The assets of qualitative methodology in sociology 
need ~o b~ stressed and the shortcomings of 
quant1tat1ve methodology need to be exposed in their 
boldest relief, because the majorit,y of sociologists 
are oblivious to the assets of the former and 
euphoric about the techniques of the latt~r'. 

The qualitative versus quantitative debate is potentially endless. 

It is, however, useful to consider the method of social research in 

close relation to both the substantive area in question and the 

theoretical background involved. Bulmer (1977:1-33) in his writings 

on research methods takes as his starting point: 

'The interpl~ of problems, theories and methods in 
sociological research•. 

Bulmer9 s main thesis is that methods should always be viewed in the 

context of the problems and theories which they are used to illuminate. 

IJ.nis is a particularly useful point of view when faced with the 

qualitative versus quantitative divide. Sociologists need not 

pursue methodological hegemony but derive their approach from a 

consideration of both the problem in hand and the theory pertinent to 

it. In Bulmer 1 s words: 

'Like the chicken and the egg data and the interpretation 
of data are inextricably bound up - to conceive one 
without the other is to deprive sociology of its 
theoretical core' • 

Development of Sociological theories 

llie qualitative approach used in this study was, to some extent, 

modelled on the work of Glaser and Strauss (1967) and their generation 

of 1 grounded theory' • llia t is to sey a theory generated from and 

grounded in data. Before considering the work of Glaser and Strauss, 

a discussion of some aspects of theor,y development in sociology is 
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offered in order to provide a context in which to set 'grounded 

theory'. A distinction is made between the 'positivists' and 

the 'verstehen' sociologists. These two schools are discussed in 

relation to the analytic methods employed and the mode of theory 

developments in each. The question of the relationship between 

theory and the research problem is addressed, culminating in a 

discussion of the use of theory. 

It seems that when theory is mentioned in the social sciences a 

multitude of mea.nings can be attributed to the term. Sjoberg and 

Nett (1968:29-30) state that '~enever we seek an answer to the 

question 'what is meant by theor.y in social science?' we encounter 

definitions that are contradictory or, at best ambiguous". They 

distinguish three approaches of social scientists towards theor.y. 

Firstly, those who equate any kind of conceptualisation with theory. 

Secondly, the social scientists who identify social theory with the 

writings of classical sociologists such as Weber, Durkheim, I~ etc. 

Thirdly, those who reserve the term theory for a formal or logico-

deductive system. Sjoberg and Nett set out three main dimensions of 

a theory in science: 

'In a broad sense a scientific theory s~rves to link 
apparently discrete observations. More specifically, 
it refers to a set of logically interrelated 
"proposi tions11 or nstatementsn that are empirically 
mea.ningful, as well as to the assumptions the 
researcher makes about the method and his data. :rhus 
there are three dimensions to theozy in science: (i) the 
broad logical structure, or the form; (ii) the . 
generalisations or propositions concerning the patt~~ng 
of the empirical world (the specific content) and (J.D.) 
the assumptions regarding· the scientific method and the 
nature of the data' • 
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'I"J1Uo Hhi.lot Sjobcrc and Hett arGUe that social theory ca..11. ta2::e 

many fo:cms, their main thesio is that there is a need to recognise 

the intcr:r:-clationship bc"b:reen theorJ and method. 

Herton, in his Social Theory and Social Structure (1)57) states 

that 

'the Hord thco:cy threatens to become meaningless'. 

'Ihroughout the '"'ork he uses the term sociological theo:cy to mean 

'los:rically intercoru1ected sets of pro:posi tions from 
which empirical uniformities car1 be derived' . · 

Herton' s dcfini tion of sociological theor-J focuses attention on theories 

of the 'middle range' Hhich he describes as "theories that lie betHeen the 

minor, but neccssar; ·Harking hypotheses that evolve in abundance during 

day to day :r-esearchs a.Yld the all inclusive systematic efforts to develop 

a unified theory th..at 1.rill explain all the observed uniformities of 

social behaviour, social organisation and social change". Selltiz et 

al (1965:430) made the point tl1at the use of the term theo~J in the 

scientific sense must be distinguished from its use in common parlance; 

in the latter sense it tends to be speculative, 1.\rhereas in the former it is 

'the intention of theo~J in moden1 science to summaxise 
existing knm._rledge, to provide an explanation for observed 
events a.nd relations~i:pss and to predict the occurrence of 
as yet unobserved events and relationships on the basis of 
the explanato:cy principles embodied in the theor,y' . 

Selltiz et al draH attention to the fact that a theory is alHays to some 

c:r..tcnt tenta ti vc and potentially transient~ open to revision; unlike in 

ca:."'lier tines when theories Here thought to be the fip_al explanation. \·Ji ller 

(1)67:)) states that "a theory is an integrated set of relationships 

ui. th a certain level of V'alidi ty 1
'. Further, he maintains that 
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"before validation it is improper to refer to this set of 

statements as 'theory' regardless of their purity of fonn". He 

would rather the term "a set of hypotheses" was used and the "theory" 

label be reserved for validated hypotheses. 

There is no real consensus among sociologists about the nature 

of theory or explanation. Social scientists make observations and 

seek in some way to make sense of these observations. It is this 

making sense of observation that is at the root of the 'what is 

social theory' question. Should the social scientist, in his efforts 

to make sense of what he sees, seek to explain observed behaviour, 

categorise it or, make predictive statements on the basis of his 

observations? 'llie lack of con~ensus on this issue has some of its 

origins in the development of sociology as a discipline and the 

emergence of the different schools of thought and method. 

'Positivism' and 'Verstehen' considered 

Here the work of Sjoberg and Nett (1968) is drawn upon to aid the 

discussion of the nature of sociology and, in turn, the nature of 

theories and explanations. They distinguish two main schools of 

thought or intellectual traditions in sociology: the 'positivists' and 

the 1 neo-idealist tradition'. Positivists assume that scientists can 

attain 'objective knowledge in the study of the social and natural 

worlds 1 • The positivist tradition also holds that natural and social 

sciences Share a basic methodology, that they are similar because they 

employ the same logic of enquiry and similar research procedures. 

'Ihe te:an 'positivism' was coined by Auguste Comt~ in the early 

nineteenth century. Giddens (1974:2) argues that "the term has become 

one of opprobrium and has been used so broadly and vaguely as a weapon 
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of critical attack, both in philosophy and · 1 
1
· t 

SOCJ.O ogy, that 

has lost aey claim to an accepted and standard m.eaningu. 

Kolakowski (1972:9-19) distinguishes four elements of the positivist 

mode of thinking and propounds them in the form of rules. Firstly, 

the rule of phenomenalism, vrhich states that there is no real 

difference between 'essence' and 'phenomenon'. All 'knowledge' must 

be based on experience, that is related to a reality which can be 

apprehended. Secondly, and closely related to the first, is the 

rule of nominaJism, which says "we may not assume that a:n:y insight 

formulated in general terms can have any real referents other than 

individual concrete objects". Science aims at ordering the world 

which we know as a collection of individual observable facts; in so 

doing it uses abstractions. These abstractions, Kolakowski reminds 

us, are "no more or less than means, human creations that serve to 

organise experience but that are not entitled to lay claim to any 

separate existence". These abstractions give us no extra, independent 

knowledge of the world beyond that which is founded upon experience. 

The third rule is that which refuses to call value judgements and 

normative statements knowledge. Experience contains no such qualities 

as good and evil; experience cannot act in any sense as a moral 

dictator for action. Evaluations of a technical nature are possible, 

and statam.e.nts of true and false can be made with rega_-rd to the success 

or otherwise of an operation in achieving a desired end, but nothing 

can be said about the worth of that end. The fourth element 

identified by Kola.kowski is a belief in the essential unity of the 

scientific method. This unity implies that there are no qualitative 

differences between methods for acquiring valid lmowledge in all 

spheres of experience. Some positivists believe that all knowledge 
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will be reduced to a single science, usually thought to be 

physics. This choice is made on the grounds that among the 

empirical disciplines, it h s d 1 d of a eve ope the most exact methods 

description and encompasses the most universal of the phenomena 

found in nature. 

Around these four rules, Kolakowski states, positivist 

philosophy has built up an extensive network of theory covering all 

domains of human knowledge. Defined in broad terms Kolakowski says 

"positivism is a collection of prohibitions concerning human 

knowledge, intended to confine the name 'knowledge' or 'science' to 

the results of those operations that are observable in the evolution 

of the modern sciences of nature". 

Giddens (1974:3-4) argues that 'positivism' has meant somewhat 

different things to philosophers and sociologists and has consequently 

set out three connected suppositions which the positivistic attitude 

in sociology contains. Firstly, that the methodological procedures 

of natural science may be directly adapted to sociology. Social 

conduct can be treated as 'object' just as objects in the natural 

world are treated; human subjectivity is not seen as a barrier. 

Secondly, Giddens argues that the goal of sociological analysis can 

and mu.s t be to f o:rmula te 'laws' or 'law-like 1 generalisations, of the 

same kind as those formulated in the natural sciences. Thirdly' that 

sociology, like natural science, is 'neutral' in respect of values. 

That is to say sociology has a technical character and its research 

findings do not carry any logically given implications for either 

practical policy or the pursuit of values. 
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It is this narrovrer view of posi tiviam within sociology, 

rather than the broader Philosophical sense, to vlhich Sjoberg and 

Nett refer in their analysis of the intellectual traditions in 

sociology. 

The 'nee-idealist' school, notably Dilthey (cf. Hodges 1944) 

and Weber, held that the natural and social sciences are sepaxate 

entities and must therefore require different research strategies. 

They claimed that social scientists must take into account both the 

historical dimension of human action and the subjective aspects of 

human experience (Sjoberg and Nett). It was out of this tradition 

that Weber developed his notion of 'verstehen' or understanding. 

'Verstehen' is the descriptive term used by Weber to convey his 

insistence on the subjective point of view in the social sciences. 

Parsons, in his introduction to the translation of Weber's (tr. 

Parsons 1947:8) "The Theory of Social and Economic Organization" 

describes the position as: 

'A s.ystem of sociological categories couched in ter.ms 
of the subjective point of view, that is of the meaning 
of persons, things, ideas, normative patterns and 
motives from the point of view of the persons whose 
action is being studied'. 

For Weber (1947:80-89) sociology is "a science which attempts the 

interpretive understanding of social action in order thereby to arrive 

a.t a causal explanation of its course and effects". Weber 

distinguished two types of understanding, one which is arrived at by 

'direct observation' and a second, 'explanatory understanding', which 

is arrived at in terms of 'motive'. It is the second t,ype of 

· h · cruc;al .;Y'I the inte-r-nretive approach to data. understandj ng whic ~s ...... ....., .... ~ 

Weber def'ines a motive as "a complex of subjective meaning which seems 
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to the actur himself ur tu an obse~¥er an ad 
~v equate ground fur the 

conduct in q_ueatiun" .. 
Thue, the central idea of 'verstehen' is 

that the understanding of meanil"'.g is essential to the explanation 

of human action. If social scientists are to make sense of the 

social action of individuals or groups, then they muBt 'understand' 

the action from the subjective point of view of the actor or actors; 

social scientists must in Head's (1934:254) te:rminology "take on the 

role of the other". 

This 'understandingY approach to sociology has been ta.."ken u:p by 

others, Hho use ,.,hat can generally be described as interpretive 

methodss and depend heavily upon getting close to the data, 'l/hich is 

frequently collected by participant tecQniques (Becker 1961, Cicourel 

1968, 1974, Glaser and Strauss 1965). The positivists, on the other 

h~nd, are convinced largely by empirical data. Sjoberg and Nett 

(1968:69) sum up tl1e two positions, 'verstehen' and 'positivism' thus: 

1 The former conceive of social reality as fluid and 
emergiP~, with no sharp distinction between the 
scientist and the data of observation; they use the 
actor~s frame of reference in analysing and collecting 
their data. Ultimately they utilise understanding in 
testing the validity of their theory. The positivists, 
on the other hand, tend to vie,.; reality in mechanistic 
terms and assume the existence of a sharp dividing line 
between the scientists and the data of observation. 
They tend to ignore the actor's perspective. In the 
end t1.1.e positivists would judge a theory's validity in 
ten11S of its predictability'. 

This distinction between positivists and verstehen sociologists, which 

Sjoberg and Nett make affords, necessarily, a simplistic vie,., of 

sociological endeavour. Sjoberg and Nett, themselves, recognise that 

to distino~sh between sociologists' approach to the development of 

the~ry according to their major assumptions has its limitations. 
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HoHcvc:c~ they rnaintained that it ·Has a helpful , · t · · · to 
QJ..I3 l!l..Ctl011 

n[(:c in conoidcrinc 'Hethodolo{?j.os for Social 1tescarch'. 
Their 

c::amplo ic folloHcd in t:1e p:·escnt char>ter, vrhere the distinction 

Hill cervc to focuo the discussion of sociolo[,rical theorJ, and the 

ocopc for dcvclopinc, after Glaser a..11.d Strauss, a "grounded 

substanti vc thco:L:'Y". The:re are obvious li.mi tations to dividing 

socioloc,ists up in to tHo distinct croups; it necessarily misses 

the subtle combinations of approach achieved by some sociologists. 

Indeecl, \1eber himself, the protagonist of verstehen, attempted "to 

incorporate both 'causal explanations' and 'interpretive 

understandiYlG' into sociology". As Goudsblom (1977:18}-34) points 

out: 

'In the first parag--..caph of Economy and Society (1922, p. 9) 
Heber bridged, in one sentence, the seemingly 
insurm.ou_ntable cleavage bet1veen the tHo methodological 
traditions' . 

~c sentence to wh_ich Goudsblom refers is v!eber' s definition of 

sociolow as "a science Hhich seeks to tL11.derstand social action 

interprcti vely and thereby to explain it causaJ.ly in its course and 

its effects". Goudsblom argues that, despite \veber's concern for the 

'substantive mea..Ylings', "his design for interpretive sociology is 

actually objectifying and fon:nalistic". Goudsblom lilrens \ifeber' s 

W_:_"~:.hcim' n tjrpca of suicide, '11.rhi eh G<Judsblom says "3..L--e constructs 

i:nrentcd by a socioloc;iet, a..nd not categories in 1.,rhich certain groups 

o:f people ordGr their ov.rn a~riences". 



Uses of Theo:r:y 

The place of theory in sociolouv ~ 8 then 
o.J • , a much vexed 

question. Essentially there are two contexts · hi 
m w ·eh theory can 

be problematic. 
Firstly' in the relationship between the theory 

and the method used to arrive at .;t·, dl th 
• secon y, e purpose which 

the theory serves. These two isBUea are addressed below. 

The relationship between the theory and the research method 

varies depending upon whether the theory is being used to direct the 

research or the research is being undertaken in order to develop a 

theory. In the first case an existing theory can be used to explain 

or interpret the data, or indeed the data might simply uphold an 

existing theory. Deductive reasoning from the general to the 

particular is the underlying principle here. In the second case, 

that of theory development, the sociologist arrives at a theor.y 

inductively, that is he analyses the data and puts his own 

sociological interpretation upon them and thus formulates a theor.y. 

'I'hese two approaches, deduction and induction, are by no means mutually 

exclusive. Even empirists such as those described by Allen (1975:3) 

who 11 believe that facts are impartial and as such can tell their own 

stories, undisturbed by theories" make certain assumptions about the 

n.a ture o~ the phenomena they analyse; and as such can be said to have 

an implicit hidden theory. 

'!homa.s and Znanj ecki (1918-20) claimed in "The Polish Peasantu to 

have used inductive reasoning to arrive at their 'laws' about social 

organisation and social change among Polish immigrants to America. 

'Ihis wo:rk was hailed as a milestone in the history of American sociology, 

t as 'value' 'atti tude 1 and 1 definition of the introducing such concep s ' 

,-.-

I. 
; 



situation' to the sociological liter tur a e. However, in response 

to Blumer's criticism (1939) that the basJ.'s 
of the theories put 

for\.fard lay in the 'intimate familiarity' of the authors with the 

life of Polish .Americans, Thomas and Zna.niecki acknowledged that the 

link between the documentary and theoretical parts of the "Polish 

Peasant" was tenuous. 
This, according to Goudsblom (1977:45) 

demonstrated that "sociological facts could only be established and 

interpreted \.fi thin a previously conceived theoretical scheme". 

Znaniecki (in Blumer 1939 :91) in his comment on Blumer' s critique said: 

'No inductive science ever draws valid theor,y directly 
and exclusively from facts as they are given in naive 
observation, undirected and unrelated to previous 
theory. A fact is theoretically significant - is, 
indeed, a fact at all in the scientific sense - only if 
it serves either to raise a problem or to solve a 
problem. The fonmer happens when a ready hypothesis 
is applied to it; the latter when a new hypothesis is 
based upon i t 1 • 

\t./b.atever the ultimate relationship between theory and method, the two 

Should be considered along with the research problem. As Bulmer 

(1977 :4-5) has argued well, it is the relationship between the problem, 

the theory and the general methodology that lies at the heart of the 

'which research method' debate. The 'general methodology' he defines 

as: 

• The systematic and leo?ical study of the general principles 
guiding sociological investigation, conce:rned in the 
broadest sense with questions of how the sociologist 
establishes social knowledge, and how he can convince 
others that his lmowledge is correct'. 

'Ibis question of simultaneous consideration of the method, theory and 

the resea...1"0h problem is linked with the second issue, namely, what 

purpose is the theory to serve. Once the method has been chosen and 

deemed to be a useful was- of approaching the research problem, the 

major remaining question is _ is the theory thus developed useful, what 



is its function? It has been argued above fuat there are various 

expecta tione of a theory' in terms of vlhether it should be 

explanatory or predictive. 

At its simplest level, a theory can be seen to provide a way 

of relating concepts to each other in order to explain certain 

aspects of reality. Sjoberg and Nett describe the two kinds of 

explanation in the social sciences: 'verstehen' or understanding, 

and prediction. The 'verstehen' approach to data contends that an 

understanding of the data can lead to a sufficiently clear 

explanation which can be fo:rmulated as a theory and thus account for 

the data. The positivists, on the other hand, see prediction of 

events in a given area, on the basis of their data, as the key to 

adequate explanation of data and consequent theory building. In 

Sjoberg and Nett's (1968:290) words: 

'(verstehen sociologists) reject the notion of predicting 
human action in strictly mechanistic terms. Because of 
man's active role in reshaping his environment, many of 
these sociologists reason that we must rely upon theories 
that stress understanding rather than those that stress 
prediction per se'. 

If we remember the original distinction between the 'positivists' and 

the 'verstehen' sociologists, it can be argued that these two schools 

are as much divided in their view of the purpose of theory as they are 

in their methodological approach to social research. This is not 

necessarily to sccy that the choice of method alone affects the type 

o.f theory developed; al. though to some extent it conceivably must; 

it is more probable that the kind of theory developed will be 

dictated by and in line with the researcher's sociological stance. 
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1
.-Jhcthcr or not the thcorJ c~~pla.ins or preclicte He are still 

left with the problem of l:nm·ri:;.1G' vlhcther it accurately c:x:plains 

u:~_~ l):ecc1ict:-:; the realities of the data. In social science thcr~ is 

no ~r:cal outside '·.ro:r1<l of 'facto' Hi th Hhich the data can bG sai<l to 

:le chec~-:ccJ. a...nd Gaid to be 'richt r. Re:: (1~·61 :9-10) cont:.castG 

Dur~ 1lci1n' s conception of the 'avcracc type' ancl Ueber' s 'ideal type'. 

He sayn that Dur~::heim' o pu~rpose is primarily descriptive, in that he 

uses 'avcrazc ~JPc' becaUBc he cannot discuss eve~J e~)i~cal inst~~ce 

individually 6 The aver3-bre type is seen as "the best method of 

achievinc; sone measure of generalisation, \·rhilst at the same time 

remaining faithful to the facts". The 'ideal ~Jpe', on the other 

hand, is distinGJUished shaJ.."'_Ply, by Hebcr, from the idea of an average 

type. Heber used his 'ideal type' as a means of explanation not 

merely description. As Rex put it: 

'(Heber) also insists that it is the construction of 
the scientist rather than something Hhich emerges in 
a simple way from the facts'. 

Rex continues that: 

'Du.rkheim 1 s avera{Se type is :probably more of a theoretical 
construction tha.n his empiricism ·hrould alloi>T him to admit, 
and ·ueber's 11 ideal type" is probably less pure than he 
suggests. :Both are concepts Hhich are intended for use 
at the point at '\aJbich theorJ and description confront 
one another 1 • 

Gene m ti o!l of ' f';:."'undc d tile o r:r' 

'211c ·:>oint l-.rhich Rex (1)61) nares about desc~ption and theory 

co:tf:::'ontinc; one B.!wther is pe~tinent to the discussion of 'groundeCi 

theo:..:r' .. The central idea in 1 grounded theory' generation is that 

A full theo~ is aenerated from data by the procedul"eS of induction. 

discUDsion of the \\'O!:'~c of Glaser ~"ld Strauss is offered here in order 

to set out the idea of generating theory from data. It is offered 
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with the following caveats. Firstly, the arrival at a theory by 

inductive methods is by no means new to sociology. .Analytic 

induction was described by Znaniecki in 1934 and has been elaborated 

by Robinson (1951) and Cressey (1950); these works are discussed 

in Chapter 4. 'Ihe methods of Glaser and Strauss should be 

examined in the light of this fact. The second caveat is that the 

discussion of 'grounded theor,y 1 generation offered by Glaser and 

Strauss is rather nebulous in parts and as a result it is somewhat 

difficult to be clear about their intentions. However, they do not 

off er the book as a 1 how to do it 1 research manual but as a "book 

directed toward improving social scientists' capacities for generating 

theory that will be relevant to their research". They further claim 

to keep the discussion "open minded, to stimulate rather than freeze 

thinking about the topic". The whole approach to the work means 

that, in using it, the researcher must be constantly aware of how far 

he is remaining faithful to the spirit of grounded theory generation, 

given that there is wide scope for variance in the actual methods 

employed. 

Glaser and Strauss describe the generation of 'grounded theory' 

in a methodological work, which was written in order to develop the 

resea.rch strategy used in a study of dying patients in American 

hospitals (Glaser and Strauss 1965). This accotmt of the 

development of grol.ID.d.ed theory was considered before embarking on the 

present study because of the desire on the part of the researcher to 

adopt a 'verstehen' approach to the work and to proceed inductively. 

Glaser and Strau.ss talk of the 'great men', Durkheim, Weber, 

Mar.x who: 

:. 
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'Generated a sufficient number of outstanding theories 
on enough areas of social life to last for a long 
while'. 

1lliey argue that: 

'A ~ew men (like Parsons and l"J.erton) have seen through 
this charismatic view of the great men sufficiently to 
generate "grand" theories of their own. But even 
these few have lacked methods for generating theory from 
data, or at any rate, have not written about their 
methods. They have pleyed "theoretical capi taJ.ists" to 
the mass of "proletariat" testers, by training young 
sociologists to test their teachers' work but not to 
imitate i t•. (Glaser and Strauss 1967:10) -

Historically, as Glaser and Strauss point out, the change of emphasis 

from generation of theory to its verification was linked with the 

clash between quantitative and qualitative data. They argue that each 

for.m of data is useful for both the generation and verification of 

theory. In a paper describing the "Discovery of Substantive Theory" 

(1965), Glaser and Strauss state that: 

'Sociologists over-emphasise rigorous testing of 
hypotheses and de-emphasise the discovery of what 
concepts and hypotheses are relevant for the substantive 
area being researched'. 

They further contend that: 

'Qualitative research quite apart from its usefulness as 
a prelude to quantitative research should be scrutinised 
for its usefulness in the discovery of substantive 
theory'. 

By substantive theory they mean: 

''!he formulation of concepts and their inter-relation 
into a set of hypotheses for a given substantive area -
such as patient ca_-r-e, gang behaviour or education -
based on research in the area'. 

Glaser and Stranss put forward a method for generating theory from data 

using 'theoretical sampling' • 

[·. 



'"Theoretical sampli!J€" is the process of data 
co~lection for generating theory where~J the analyst 
jolntly collects codes and analy hi d t , . ' se s s a a ana 
decldes what data to collect next and vThere to find them 
in order t d 1 hi o eve op ·s theory as it emerges•. 

According to Glaser and Strauss, theory is in sociology "a strategy for 

handling data in research, providing modes of conceptualisation for 

describing and explaining"; they make three main points about theory. 

Firstly, that theor.y based on data can usually not be refuted by more 

data or replaced by another theory- it can be reformulated or 

modified but it will last. (l) Secondly, the ade~uacy of theory for 

sociology cannot be divorced from the process by which it is generated. 

Glaser and Strauss argue that a theory will be a better one to the 

degree that it has been inductively developed, from social research. 

Thirdly, the theory should 'fit' the situation being researched and 

•work' when put to use. 

'By "fit" we mean that the categories must be readily 
(not forcibly) applicable to and indicated by the 
data rmder study; by "work" we mean that they must be 
meaningfully relevant to and be able to explain the 
behaviour under study'. 

One of the major distinctions Glaser and ·strauss draw is that bet1.reen 

v theoretical sampling' and 1 statistical sampling' (random). 

Theoretical sampling is based on what Glaser and Strauss call 

• saturation of categories'. Categories are the conceptual elements of 

the theory; they provide a means of classifying the data in an abstract 

~ which makes them possible to consider. Categories are said to be 

saturated when no additional data are being found which can develop the 

(1) This contention the researcher finds a little too sanguine; 
it puts into question the worth of such a theory. 

as 
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category any further; when no new aspects are emerging. In 

short, the sample is not one which is predetermined numerically, 

and one which must be worked through, rather data are collected so 

long, and only so long as they are adding to the development of a 

particular ea tegory. Once a situation is reached where nothing new 

is emerging, the category is deemed to be saturated. In the words 

of Glaser and Strauss (1967:62) the difference between 'theoretical 

sampling' and 'statistical sampling' is this: 

'Theoretical sampling is done in order to discover 
theoretical categories and their properties, and to 
suggest the interrelationships into a theory. 
Statistical sampling is done to obtain accurate evidence 
on distributions of people among categories, to be used 
in descriptions or verifications•. 

Theoretical sampling is carried out in the overall strategy of constant 

comparative method which Glaser and Strauss describe as the way to 

proceed in order to generate 'grounded theory'. This method is 

described below. 

Firstly, by comparing incident for incident in the data, the 

analyst establishes the underlying uniformity of the phenomenon, and 

its var.ying conditions; these become the emergent concept. The 

analyst then compares these concepts with further incidents; this 

allows for elaboration of the theory and saturation of categories. 

Finally, he compares concept with concept in order to establish the 

best fit of concepts to the data which indicated them. This process 

becomes clearer with an example from their data. 

'When the analyst observes several doctors and nurses 
hovering over a VIP on an intensive care unit, and he 
observes the ignoring of a lower class black on 
emergency ward with a gaping knife wound, he may generate 
the concepts rrsocial value" of a patient and medical 
attention and the hypotheses that the higher the social 
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value the more and quicker the medical attention 
UL~der the condition of immediate need of care'. 

vn1en the analyst compares further incidents Hi th his concepts: 

'\'Then the medical team discover that the dentist in 
emergency is actually a derelict alcoholic 1<1ho has 
not practised for years their attention and effort 
may shift to others. Social value is both apparent 
and recalculated as ful~her aspects are learned about 
the patient'. 

Lastly, Hhen concept is compared 1.,ri th concept: 

'The analyst may have generated the concept of social 
value of patients Hhen looking at a full spectrum of 
patients viho are recovering and dyin_g, and the concept 
of social loss Hhen just looking at dying. "Social 
value" is on a higher level of generality tha._n "social 
loss", since it implies the latter as its scope 
encompasses all patients, including dying patients. 
For dying patients, either concept may vlor·k \·Tell but 
social loss fits better into the imager,y of the 
theors' (Gla.ser 1978:49-50). 

As it has been suggested above, some sociologists 1¥ould argue 

that tllis method of arriving at theory from data is not all that ne1v. 

:Bech..hofer (1974:77-78) Hhilst applauding Glaser a1J.d Strauss' call for 

the generation of theor.t rather than theor'J testing, stated, in his 

discussion of their notion of theoretical sampling, that: 

'The search for contrasting empirical situations is 
suggested by good experimental practices, and the 
search for conceptually related, but empirically 
different situations is very much good scientific 
practice'. 

:Bechhofer concludes his critique by reiterating that he does not 1t{ish 

to belittle the 'theoretical sampling' procedure, but 

'rather to suggest that it simply makes explicit 1vhat 
good sociologists have done fo~ a long time, and that 
it is quite reconcilable \vi th scientific method and 
theory development vie1Yed as Hhat scientists actually 
do, rather thru1 as a mech~1ica.l and rather automatic 
procedure' . 
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The 'grounded theory' approach has the appeal of flexibility 

in that the emerging conceptual categories direct the future data 

collection, and unforeseen lines of inquiry can be pursued in a 

way which is not possible with more rigid research designs. 

Vfl;y generate Qgrounded theo;yW? 

Two main issues arise from the discussion of sociological 

theories which are pertinent to the generation of 'grounded theory'. 

First to be considered is the method of handling the data in the 

grounded theory approach; whereby categories are used to describe, 

in conceptuaJ. tenns, the data and thus build theory. The 'categories' 

of Glaser and Strauss have similar conceptuaJ. uses to the 'ideal 

types' of Weber. As it has been argued above, these labels for data 

are useful when theory and description confront one another. For 

descriptive purposes the notion of an 1 average type' (Du.rkheim) is 

appropriate whereas, for abstract thought, categories and the 'ideal 

types' (Weber) are conceptually useful. Indeed, they are the very 

means by which the findings are moved from the descriptive to the 

explanatory. Secondly, in connection with the sampling issue comes 

the question of generalisability of findings. If the data are 

subjected to inductive procedures and a theory developed, what, then, 

does this theory have to offer in tenns of a sociological explanation 

beyond the data in which it was grounded? 

It is maintained here that sociologists must start with the 

assumption that there are regularities in the social world to which 

they can, through patient study, have access. Thus, although the 

inductively developed theory does not have the extra 1 edge' that it 

might have if it could claim a basis in a large, randomly . s~lected, 

sample, it does still have the explanatory powers required of a theory, 
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plus the qualitative depths which other methods do not allow. The 

ultimate answer to this question lies with the theory which is 

eventually developed. If indeed the theory does explain some 

aspects of, in the case of the present study, the student nurses 9 

world, then the method used to arrive at the theory grows in 

stature. 

The notion of 'grounded theory' development in relation to the 

present study is taken up in the last chapter. For the present, 

suffice it to say that it was the spirit rather than the letter of 

'grounded theory' which guided this study. This chapter has provided 

a general introduction to qualitative methodology, the next addresses 

itself to the method employed in this study. 
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CHAPTER J 

I'1ethodological issues and fieldwork 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is concerned with the research technique 

adopted for the study, namely, the informal interview. The 

chapter opens with a brief description of fieldwork and the 

interactionist perspective and continues to consider, in turn, the 

fieldwork literature, the early days of the interviewing, a 

demographic picture of the students interviewed and, lastly, the 

process of doing the fieldwork. 

It will make the task clearer if we anticipate a little and 

state the nature of the data, and their mode of collection, before 

considering the details of the method. The data comprise forty 

tape recorded interviews vThich the researcher undertook \vi th student 

nurses. These interviews were transcribed and the original tapes 

preserved; thus the data are in both recorded and written form. 

The literature reviewed is concerned \vi th the intervie\'1 as a 

technique of data collection and with 'fieldwork' methods; in 

particular with participant observation. The generic term 

'fieldwork' is a useful description of the method adopted in this 

study. Schatzman and Strauss (1973), in a discussion of 'field 

research', encompass various qualitative research methods and 

consider their usefulness as 'strategies for a natural sociology'; 

the emphasis being on the 'natural'. There are several strategies 

available to the researcher who wishes to make a study of a 

phenomenon from the perspective of the subjects of the research. 

These include participant observation, interview and the use of life 

histories and documents as research data. The method of data 

collection most commonly associated with qualitative research is 
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~artici~ant observation. Indeed it tends to be the most 

frequently described field research strategy and,. as such, almost 

r)ecomes S;)'11onymous vri th the q_uali tative method. 

A qualitative fieldi:Tork approach i.•Tas taken in this study in 

order to yield data i·Jbi eh allm\r some explanation of nursine from the 

point Of VieH of the student nurseo The v.ray in 1-ibich data are 

obtained constitutes m1 important part of the construction of the 

data, the researcher must begin by ~1alysi115 the perspectives of the 

participants in order to elicit the social meanings of their actionso 

In this endeavour it is the researcher's job to produce ru1 account of 

hoH the participants see the situation or phenomenon in question; the 

ru1alysis then goes beyond this point Hhen analytic concepts, which 

transcend the meanings of the actors~ are developed. To a large 

extent, the production of the participants' perspective depends upon 

the researcher's knm..rledge of the social settingo Participation in 

the setting for long periods allovJS this lmm.;ledge to develop o In 

the present study the researcher i·ras to some degree familiar with the 

setting of Hhich the students Here providing their accounts. T'ne 

researcher had practised as a nurse and, as such, vTas familiar Hi th 

nursiD..g jargon and the v1ays of hospitals in general. In this respect, 

then, the researcher did not enter the research situation from a 

position of entire nafvete. Ho\'!ever, the researcher's e},.rperience of 

nurse training , .. ras not that of a conventio11al three year programme, 

neither 't>Jas it undertaken in the hospitals in this study. 

Participant observation stresses the part played by the l~searcher 

in the generation of the data; the observer's aim is to provide an 

account of the phenomenon and an ex:pl,ana ti on of it through a..n 
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understanding of the perspective of the 'actors'. It is this 

production of data through interaction with the subjects of the 

research which is crucial in fieldwork. By the very nature of 

the method the researcher and the data are inextricably bound up. 

It is contended here that the close involvement of the researcher in 

the production of the data is as true of the informal interview 

method as it is of participant observation. The field data 

produced are handled in much the same way as the field notes of 

participant observation might be handled; hence the distinction 

between interview and participant observation, insofar as it is made 

in the review of the literature, is not such a clear cut one when data 

collection and analysis are considered empirically rather than 

conceptually. 

The interview data represent the students' perspectives on 

nursing and are handled as fieldnotes, or interview data from an 

interview undertaken during participant observation, might be handled. 

It is not the intention here to claim that the methods are entirely 

interchangeable, clearly the data yield will be different, but not, it 

is contended, greatly so. The important point is that the data 

produced by fieldwork provide an account of a situation from the 

actor's perspective. In the informal interviews the students 

described their experiences, and in a sense, could be said to be 

replaying events from their nursing world for the benefit of the 

researcher. Thus the informal interview seems to sit more comfortably 

among other 'fieldwork' strategies than alongside the more structured 

versions of the interview, as employed in survey work. 
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As a research strategy participant observation has become 

closely linked with the sociological perspective of symbolic 

interactionism. Before proceeding to describe the method of data 

collection a brief description of the 'interactionist' perspective 

is offered. 

Symbolic interactionism 

Interactionism is not a unified perspective in sociology. Rock 

(1979:32), in a discussion of the 'roots of symbolic interactionism', 

states: 

'Instead of representing the fruits of an American 
version of the immaculate conception, (interactionism) 
shares an intellectual parentage with Marxism, 
Durkheimian functionalism, phenomenology, positivism 
and the sociology of Max Weber'. 

Blumer (1962) provides us with a clear description of the perspective 

when he says: 

'The term "symbolic interaction" refers, of course, 
to the peculiar and distinctive character of 
interaction as it takes place between human beings. 
The peculiarity consists of the fact that human beings 
interpret or "define" each other's actions instead of 
merely reacting to each other's actions. Thus, human 
interaction is mediated by the use of symbols, by 
interpretation, or by ascertaining the meaning of one 
another's actions'. (in Rose 1962:179) 

Contemporary interactionism, Rock (1979:4) tells us, "must be 

understood as a culmination of prolonged thought. Its hostility to 

detailed explanation reflects an aversion to certain forms of 

rationality". The perspective has been one handed down very much by 

oral tradition. A group of social scientists at the University of 

Chicago was largely responsible for the development and gro'\>Tth of the 

interactionist perspective; the teachings of George Herbert Mead at 

Chicago in the mid-1920s furnish its central ideas. lY£u.ch of the 

[, 
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systematic publication of Mead's (1934) work was, however, 

achieved posthumously on the basis of his students' lecture notes 

(cf. Elumer). Other sociologists at Chicago, notably Everett 

Hughes, added empirical vTeight to the perspective through their 

research. 

The interactionist perspective has survived and become what now 

appears to be a minority tradition, which is at odds with mainstream 

sociology. Interestingly, as Rock points out, in its early days 

symbolic interactionism and American sociology were virtually one; 

but, as the more explicitly systematised functionalist perspective 

took hold, symbolic interactionism vias displaced. It must be said, 

however, that many sociologists who engage in 'fieldwork' of one kind 

or another vlould not willingly adopt the 1 a bel of 1 symbolic 

interactionist'; and, hence, the label is not entirely satisfactory. 

Although, if such sociologists had to accept some perspective-

oriented title, that of interactionist would be the most apposite 

(Cuff and Payne 1979). 

The underlying theme of I1ead 1 s work is the distinction between 

'animal reaction' and 'human conduct'; conduct is based upon the 

possession of a mind. :t-fun, he argues, can be both the object of an 

experience and the subject insofar as he is aware of experiences. 

l'iead argues that man has a 1 self', that is that he can react socially 

towards himself as well as towards others. Society according to Mead 

operates by means of 'significant symbols' which have a shared common 

meaning; these symbols are 'tJords which man uses to communicate. 

Mead's position is neatly summed up by Meltzer: 
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'Tnc human individual is born into a society 
characterised by symbolic interaction. The use of 
siQ.1.ifica.nt symbols by those around him el'l..ables him 
to pass from the conversation of gestures - Hhich 
involves direct llilllleaningful response to the overt 
acts of others - to the occasional ''taJ.r..ing of rolesu 
of others. This 11 role takingu enables him to share 
the perspectives of others. Conc'Urrent Hi th role 
ta.lr..inc the self develops, i.e. the capacity to act 
to'V-Tards oneself. Action toward oneself comes from 
vie1•ring oneself from the standpoint or perspective, 
of the "generalised other'r (the composite 
representative of others, of society, \4}'i thin the 
individual). \ifl.oich implies defining one's behaviour 
in terms of the expectations of others' (Manis and 
Heltzer 1972:17-18). 

Insofar as man is both subject and object of experience, deterministic 

explanations of human action do not satisfy the interactionist a f-lan 

is able to interact Hith and respond to the sociaJ. entities Hith 

"\•rhich he comes into contact; thus 9 a..n. individual's action is the 

result of his negotiations 11i th the social realities he encounters. 

Blumer (1962) argues that most sociologists ignore the perspectives 

of the subjects of their research; they tend to vieH human society 

in terms of structure and organisation and to treat social action as 

an expression of structuJB ru1d organisation. Thus he says: 

'Relia..nce is placed on such structural categories as 
social system, culture, norms, values 1 social 
stratificationy status positions, social roles and 
institutional organisation' (in Rose 1962:188) o 

These, he says, are concepts 1vhich are used to analyse society a.n.d to 

account for social action Hi thin it. BlQmer goes on to say tP..at, 

fro~ the standpoint of symbolic interaction5 social orgrulisation 

should be seen as a framework within 1>1bi eh acting units develop their 

actions: 
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1 Structural features, such as "culture", "social 
systems", "social stratification" or "social roles", 
set conditions for their action but do not determine 
their action. People - that is, acting units - do 
not act toward culture, social structure and the like; 
they act toward situations•. (in Rose 1962:189-190) 

A final question is posed by Blumer, namely, whether society or 

social action can be successfully analysed by schemes which refuse 

to recognise human beings for what they are, that: "persons 

constructing individual and collective action through an interpretation 

of the situations which confront them". Rock (1979), in a discussion 

of social forms, which draws on the work of Simmel, goes some w~ 

towards answering this question. 

Rock (1979:36-37) points out that man is not reacting with given 

realities which can be said to exist in some real, 'out there', sense. (l) 

Society and social action do not have an independent existence; in 

Rock's words: 

1 The attempt to adjudicate what is the irreducibly real 
unit of social existence is an absurd exercise because 
all phenomena are the s.ynthetic creations of those who 
deal with them. All that men confront is an 
environment of constructions which they have organised 
out of experience'. 

Men, Rock argues, produce society by their interactions with each 

other, they impose structure upon it in an attempt to understand it. 

llius: 

'All phenomena are artificial and, in the sense that they 
could be otherwise, they are also arbitrary. They are 
neither invented nor discovered, but produced. Society 
and its components are ongoing accomplishments, they are 
in a state of continual production as their members 
actively impose order on the world. They have no 
reality outside that accomplishment'. 

(1) 'I'1a.n' is used merely as a stylistically convenient term. 
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Rock takes up Simmel's notions of 'social forms' and 

'sociation'; the latter referring to the orderly interaction 

which ensues when individuals encounter one another and engage in 

mutually responsive conduct. The 'social forms' are the vehicles 

by which individuals accomplish the contents of their interactions. 

The forms provide the means by which others might recognise and make 

sense of the content of unique human interactions. Without these 

forms Rock (1979:40) argues, the contents cannot be known; he s~s: 

'It was through the production, recognition and 
resolution of forms that sociation became structured, 
intelligible and concerted action. In forms, 
individuals transcend themselves. They cease to be 
isolated atoms and become parts of systems of sociation 
whose properties cannot be inferred from their separate 
characters alone. vllienever people speak, meet, make 
love, fight or play they realise the contents of their 
behaviour in social forms. Without those forms the 
contents would be destined to remain permanently 
inarticulate and unknown. \L/i th those forms they are 
transmuted and harnessed'. 

Thus, social forms are, as Rock puts it, 'the currency of social 

intercourse•. They make the contents intelligible but are also 

regulated by properties which have their own logic. In the sense 

that forms take on an existence, which is independent of content, they 

can be employed to order individual's interpretations of situations. 

Thus, for.ms become for Simmel, Rock tells us, "synthetic a priori 

modes of knowledge which lent unity and organisation to the potentially 

anarchic universe of experience. It was through forms that the 

sociologist and actor alike conferred order on what they did and saw". 

Social forms, then, allow for some structuring of what would 

otherwise be unintelligible content; whilst not denying that the order 

is imposed by man in his attempt to understand his world. Thus, 
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social forms do not represent the type of schemes Blumer refers 

to which do not recognise the interpretive work which human beings 

do on the situations which confront them. The interactionist's 

viewpoint should be perhaps tempered with caution for, as Rock 

(1979:43) points out: 

'In all their manifestations, however, the forms can 
become so liberated that they are experienced as 
externally coercive objects which limit choice, 
restrict perspectives and infuse motivation ••• There 
is thus a constant war between man and the language 
of forms which he must employ. His life is forever 
being externalised into a fixed organisation which 
impairs his capacity to develop. Moreover, as these 
forms take on an autonomy, so they achieve an 
objective logic of their own'. 

Interactionists insist that the organisation of social life arises 

from within the society itself and out of the processes of interaction 

between members of that society. Whilst not discounting the influence 

of external factors, of, for example, physical environment, 

interactionists argue that their impact upon mans' social action is 

dependent upon mans' adaptation to these external factors. The 

structuralist approach which states, broadly, that the actions taken, 

values held and relationships formed, by individuals in a society are 

the products of, or at least greatly influenced by, the structure and 

organisation of that society. Interactionists reject this 

structuralism because it reduces the individual 1 s actions to mere 

reactions to external forces. Symbolic interactionists 

'Do not see society in some kind of well defined 
tightly integrated system of parts. Rather, "society" 
is seen to be a rather loose arrangement of quite 
heterogeneous groupings - occupational, organisational, 
ethnic, class, status, political, religious and so on'. 
(Cuff and Payne 1979:18) 
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In this sense structure is seen to be there but much more 

open to 'negotiation' and less imposed. Strauss et al (1963) used 

the concept of 'negotiated order' to describe this interactionist 

view of society and its organisation. 

The interactionist perspective is far from succinct and 

unified; it does have at its heart a concern for the meaning of 

social action from the perspective of the participants. Thus, both 

the perspective and the associated methods are firmly based in the 

Weberian tradition of 'verstehen'. Skidmore (1979:233) puts the 

case for symbolic interactionism thus: 

'Is there no sense, then, in which symbolic 
interactionism can be said to "explain" social life? 
It does not do it very successfully by rigorous 
deductive methods or by establishing covering laws 
and advancing hypotheses. Yet as a method of making 
one understand by telling a tale in terms of a 
perspective on human affairs, all the while asserting 
that this perspective is really "the wey it is", 
interactionism achieves a "soft" explanatory style 
that is valuable to sociology in its own way'. 

2. THE FIELDWORK LITERATURE 

The informal interview method of data collection presented some 

difficulty in terms of literature to be consulted. The large 

literature concerned with interviewing techniques, whilst offering 

some useful insights, was all too often firmly rooted in the methods 

of the survey researcher. On the other hand, an examination of the 

qualitative literature reveals that much of this research involves 

participant observation as a fieldwork strategy. Thus for the 

purposes of the present study the researcher consulted both the 

interview literature and that concerned with participant observation. 
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Participant observation has been employed to study the 

work of nurses, Kratz (1974) looked at the work of community 

nurses with stroke patients. Towell (1975) employed the strategy 

in a study concerned with understanding psychiatric nursing and 

Di~~all (1977) used the method in a study of Health Visitor 

training. In the present study it was hm>T the students viewed 

their nursing Horld that interested the researcher; whilst 

participant observation could have been undertru(en, the informal 

intervievr 1.Jas settled upon. It 1.Jas felt that, provided sufficient 

rapport and informality could be established, many of the advantages 

of the participant observation method, in terms of data yield, 

could be attained without engaging in the long bouts of field,vork 

required in participant observation. 

Junker (1952) described four theoretically possible roles which 

a sociologist, carrying out fieldwork, might adopt. These roles 

were further investigated and described by a member of his research 

team, Gold. Gold (1958) presents the roles as a continuum ranging 

from the complete observer to the complete participant; in between 

these extremes lie the observer-as-participant and the participant-

as-observer. The complete participant role entails the researcher 

concealing his identity and purpose from those whom he studies. He 

then takes part in all the activities of the group a..nd interacts 

with the members as if he were truly one of their number. Similar 

behaviour is displayed by the researcher adopting the participant-as-

observer role; the ~cial difference being that he reveals his 

identity and purpose to the group. Tne complete observer role 

involves the researcher removing himself entirely from the subjects 
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of his research; in this role he does not interact socially \nth 

his informants. The observer-as-participant role Gold describes 

as that "used in studies involving one-visit interviews". 

The difficulties, mentioned above, concerning placing the 

data collection technique used in this study among the fieldwork 

methods are to an extent, resolved by reference to Gold's work. 

The informal interviews, undertaken in this study, can be placed on 

a structured-unstructured continuum, lying closer to the latter end. 

If, however, one considers the researcher's role rather than the 

nature of the intervievTs, then the researcher can be said to have 

adopted, in Gold's terminology, an observer-as-participant role. 

vli thin the context of the other observer field,.;ork roles, this one, 

according to Gold, "calls for relatively more formal observation". 

He also points up its weaknesses, which he argues stem from the fact 

that the researcher has only brief encounters with informants. The 

brevity of the encounters, Gold suggests 1 might lead to 

misunderstandings on the part of both interviewer and informant. 

The lack of a continuing relationship denies the researcher the 

opportunity to correct any misunderstandings and other difficulties 

encountered with the observer-informant relationship. 

Becker et al (1961) in the study of medical ~tudents which has 

been discussed above, used participant observation as a means of data 

collection. They took on participant-as-observer roles. This meant 

that they followed the medical students not only through their lectures, 

demonstrations, clinical and laboratory work but also into their leisure 

time, in the residences, canteen, bars etc. The students and faculty 

staff were aware of the researchers' observer role even though they 

participated so fully. 
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In a paper discussing the merits of this method Becker and 

Geer (1957) state that: 

'the most complete form of the sociological datum, 
after all, is the f onn in which the participant 
observer gathers it: an observation of some social 
event, the events which precede and follow it and 
definitions of its meaning by participants and 
spectators, before, during and after its occurrence. 
Such a datum gives us more information about the event 
under study than data gathered by any other 
sociological method. Participant observation can thus 
provide us with a yardstick against which to measure 
the completeness of data gathered in other ways, a model 
which can serve to let us know what orders of information 
escape us when we use other methods'. 

\rJhil st some sympathy can be extended to Becker and Geer in their 

enthusiasm for a useful method,.it does seem that their attitude 

towards other methods of data collection is somewhat narrow. Trow 

(1957) takes exception to the 'yardstick' position which Becker and 

Geer give to participant observation. He says: 

'It is with this assertion that a given method of 
collecting data- any method- has an inherent superiority 
over others by virtue of its special qualities and 
divorced from the nature of the problem studied that I 
take sharp issue 1 • 

He offers a less contentious alternative: 

1 That different kinds of info:r:mation about man and society 
are gathered most fully and economically in different 
ways and that the problem under investigation properly 
dictates the method of investigation•. 

Becker and Geer (1957) compare their fieldwork results with "what might 

be regarded as the first step in the other direction along this 

continuum: the detailed conversational interview (often referred to as 

the unstructured or undirected interview)". It is this "step in the 

other direction" which is discussed here. 

An interview, as defined by Haccoby and Maccoby (1954:499) is "a 

face to face verbal interchange in which one person, the interviewer, 
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attempts to elicit information or expression of opinions or 

belief from another person or persons11 • Richardson et al (1965) 

classify interviews by their degree of structuring or 

standardisation. The aim of the structured interview is to achieve 

standardisation of the data. It is used primarily to verify 

hypotheses derived from existing theories (Sjoberg and Nett 1968:193). 

There are several advantages of the structured interview; it is 

relatively cheap, efficient in terms of time and the groundwork for 

analysis can be incorporated in the instrument. That is not to sczy 

that the validity is guaranteed; 11 standardised questions with fixed 

choice answers provide a solution to the problem of meaning by simply 

avoiding it11 (Cicourel 1964:108). As Sjoberg and Nett (1968) also 

observe, the greatest disadvantage of the structured interview is the 

imposition of the researcher's own categories on the data. 

Such imposition is also possible with data collected in an 

unstructured interview. Sjoberg and Nett (1968:19)-196) pose this 

disadvantage rather sharply: 

'the researcher's own methodological and theoretical 
commitments structure the manner in which he begins 
his questionnaire ••• The social scientist who values 
the formal testing of hypothesis more than he does 
discovery, is apt to devise rather rigid categories 
for his questions, to pre-code the latter and to design 
dummy tables, all in the course of developing the 
questionnaire. Typically he then proceeds to collect 
the materials, summarises them according to some pre
arranged plan, fits the data into the tables and 
carries out the predetermined statistical analysis'. 

This point which Sjoberg and Nett spell out so clearly means that 

there is no room for the emergence of information which has not been 

foreseen. 
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A well established example of the difficulties encountered 

in interview technique lies in the work of Roethlisberger and 

Dickson (1939:271). In their classic study "Management and the 

Worker", Roethlisberger and Dick son give an illuminating account 

of the turnabout in interview technique which took place during the 

study. The interviews with employees were initially undertaken in 

traditional personnel department style with the interviewer leading 

the conversation and the employee following. llie authors state 

that: 

'As the interviewers became more aware of the kind of 
material that they were trying to elicit from the 
worker, they found that for several reasons the 
questionnaire method, or direct type of interviewing, 
was unsatisfactory - the direct type of interviewing 
tended to elicit opinions on topics which the 
interviewer rather than the employee thought to be of 
importance'. 

It is interesting to note that such was the faith placed in the 

'direct interview' method that its shortcomings were only discovered 

in the Hawthorne studies quite fortuituously, when a group of 

interviewers were discussing the difficulty of interviewees' 

'wandering' off the topic. In the words of Roethlisberger and 

Dickson "this conference marked a turning point in the interviewing 

method; it revealed certain obvious defects in the direct question 

method11
• They did, however, recognise that the interviewer must 

play some active role and give some direction to the interview when 

they stated that: 

'On the one hand, an indirect type of interviewing was 
preferable if the spontaneous convictions of the worker 
were to be obtained, and these could only be obtained by 
not asking too many questions and by following rather than 
leading the interviewee. On the other hand, this method 
had its limitations for if the interviewer asked too few 
questions the interview tended to remain at the level of 
polite conversation9 • 
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IntervieHs '"'hich are free of ma....Y:Jy of the constraints of the 

structured intei"rim·T are sometimes te:rmed •u._nstructured intervie\•ls' • 

The label 'unstructured' is something of a misnomer because such 

intervieHs often do, in fact, have some deeTee of st!:'llcture, albeit 

covert. It is the u._nderlyine structure '"hich distinguishes a 

purposeful intervievT from a social conversation. The researchet 

must have defined goals for the intervieH. Bogdan and Taylor (1975:108) 

say, with reference to the intervieH: 

'If you m1derstand your goals, your subject ~~d the 
intervieH situation, there is a Hide latitude in 
\'lhat you can d.o. \\That is ultimately important is 
not your procedures but rather your frame of reference' • 

The term 'informal intervieH' is used to describe those undertaken in 

the present stu~r; 'infor.mal' conveys the conversational, flexible 

style i.·ri thout denying such structure as there Has. 

'r.r.1e infoD.na]_ intervieH takes the form of a conversation. S chat zma...n 

a..nd St:rauss (1973:73) describe such intervie·Hs usefully: 

'The interviewer does not use a specific ordered list 
of questions or topics because this amount of fo:rmali ty 
Hould destroy the conversational style e He may have 
such a list in mind, or even in hand, but he is 
sufficiently flexible to order it in a:n:y Hay that seems 
natura]_ to the respondent and to the intervieH situation . 
.A.fter all, \vhat do~s one do Hhen the respondent, ,.,bile 
ansHering the first question, fully ansvmrs the third 
a...n.d sometimes questions six ru!d seven? Far from being 
disorganised by tbis state of affairs, the intervie,..rer 
builds upon '"hat has apparently become a shared event. 
Conversation implies tl1.is very property'. 

Schatzma..n and Strauss a_-re quoted at length because they sum up the 

essential character of the infomal intervieH. This approach, 

therefore, Has chosen not so that the i:P..nemost thoughts of the 

respondents might be exposed, this Hould indeed be phi loso:phically as 
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\vell as methodologically problematic for the researcher; rather 

it Has chosen for its flexibility and potential for all01•ling 

unJoreseeen ideas to be expressed by the respondent. 

HYman (1~54) holds that the interview method of social 

investigation is open to criticism because of the interpersonal 

situation in 1>1hich the data are collected. This is necessarily 

true. If the data are to be readily analysed and compared on a case 

for case basis, the response must be obtained from fairly Ul1ifor.m 

questions. Yet, if the data are to be more than superficial, the 

intervieHcr must be free to probe around the question u...YJ.til he is 

satisfied that he has captured the respondent's me&Li:n.g. Cicourel 

(1964:74) argues that in tryin~ to make the interview a more precise 

and reliable instrument of social research, sociologists are t~Jing 

to achieve several incompatible objectives. He cites several 

inBtances of these incompatibilities: 

'Standardised questions and 8.11.8\-Ters yet focused and 
unfocused probes; 11 good :rapport11 yet detachment of 
respondent and intervieHer; avoiding role prescriptions 
and role conceptions that are irr·elevant to the data but 
necessary to complete the intervie1.Y; assuming that the 
intervie1..;er' s ideology- may never affect the subject w s 
responses' • 

Cicourel takes his argument further in his reflections on Hyman' s 1..,rork 

on intervie1>1 error. He says that the evidence put fori-Yard by Hyrnan~ 

of error present in intervie~ring by experienced researchers, appears 

convincing. He goes on to say: 

'Conceive of error as evidence not only of lm..; 
reliability but also of "no:rmaJ. 11 interpersoP..al relations; 
of the ways in 1>1hich persons come to interpret each other 
as social objects in the course of social interaction'. 

If 1-re insist on regarding the intervieH from Hyman' s standpoint then 

"error11 must be the product of the interactiorrist approach, as this 
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maintains that interpretation and detennination of each other's 

me&J.ing occurs bebveen actors 0 The interactionist argument turns on 

the very criticism Hbich Hyman levels at the intervie1·J, D..amely the 

interpersonal situation in vrhich the data are collected. 

rfuere is, it ·Hould seem, an inherent problem with the intervie'I.·T 

method Hbich seeks to obtain meaningful, valid a.nd reliable data. This 

problem stems from the necessary social interaction bet'Heen intervie'\.Jer 

and intervie1-1ee. The remarks of Bertrand Russell (1927:30) quoted by 

HYman (1954) put the question of interpretation of data into perspectiveo 

'The manner in Hhich animals leaiTI h..as been much studied 
in recent years, 11!i th a great deal of patient observation 
and experimentation . 0. One may say broadly that all 
the aP~s that lUlve been carefully observed lUlve 
behaved so as to confi:rm the philosophy in Hhich the 
observer believed before his observation began. Nay, 
more, they have all displayed the national 
characteristics of the observer. Animals studied by 
Americans rush about frantically, Hit_h an incredible 
display of hustle and pep, ~!d at last achieve the 
desired result by chru1ce. Animals observed by Genllill1S 
sit still and think, and at last evolve the solution out 
of their inner consciousness'. 

There is a fine balru1ce bet1veen basing an intervieH on a series of 

ideas and hunches, yet still allmv-ing the respondent to introduce ne'\-.r 

thoughts and concepts to the study; and alloHing the underlying 

perspective to so dominate the intervie1..r that there is no chance of 

u_nforeseen topics or concepts being introduced by the respondent. 

Considerable attention had to be given to the underlying structure of 

the intervieH, '\vhich is referred to as the agenda. There are sever~ 

inherent da.11..gers in simply allm.Jing the intervie'\.J to run its course 

1uthout any form of directives or guidelines. ScP..atzman and Strauss 

discuss the \.Jay in '\vhich the interviewer must set the pattern for the 

intervieH 1r.Jhen "the intervie1.-ver does most of the leading and the 
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respondent does most of the talking". Thus the interviewer has 

~n agenda, a selection of topics to be covered during the course 

of the intervie\-r, and must introduce these in such a \'lay that it 

appears to the respondent that he is free to say whatever he wishes 

on the subject and, to some extent, to dictate the subject. In 

other words, although the researcher has a clear aim in mind when 

using the informal interview, the method must be sufficiently flexible 

to accommodate new ideas during the course of the research. 

The problems of dealing '\'li th qualitative data are numerous. The 

end result of an informal intervieH must be categorised in some way. 

This process is considerably less daunting if some strategy is 

employed during the interview which ensures that the questions are 

pitched at the right level so that both researcher and respondent have 

the same frame of reference in their discussion. The art of 

questionnaire formulation offers several lessons in this area. The 

main pre-occupation in designing the questions is to ensure that they 

are unambiguous. In an informal interview questions can always be 

rephrased, explained, probed in a freer manner than in a questionnaire 

schedule; nevertheless, some underlying principles of question 

formulation are worth noting. 

Lazarsfeld (1972:193) discussed the 'art of asking why' and put 

forward three main principles. Although the examples given by 

Lazarsfeld are connected with market researCh questionnaires, his essay 

has some implications for less easily defined substantive areas. His 

first principle, that of specification, concerns ascertaining what a 

question means. He points out the dangers of using just one question 

and taking the respondent's answer at face value; he suggests that 
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follow-up questions which are more specific will help to solve 

this problem. '.The researcher must keep in mind what it is he is 

trying- to find out. The second principle he offers, the principle 

of division, is probably the most enlightening. In Lazarsfeld 1 s 

te:rms it "consists in adapting the pattern of our questionnaire to 

the structural pattern of the experience of the respondent". This 

he says is in conflict with the usual procedure. "Traditional 

opinion is that a question should be so worded as always to insure 

the same reaction on the part of all those interviewed". Lazarsfeld 

advocates what he calls 'loose and liberal' handling of the 

questionnaire and that the question be fixed in its meaning not its 

wording. This is a particularly helpful point to bear in mind 

throughout the course of an informal interview. The third principle, 

that of tacit assumption, is similar to the principle of specification 

in that it points up, once more, the fact that everything concerned 

with formulating the questions to be asked depends upon the purpose of 

the study. The interviewer and respondent must take certain things 

for granted and proceed from that pointe In the market research field, 

from \oThich Lazarsfeld draws his examples, he says: 

'The problem of tacit assumption constitutes such a 
strong limitation upon the use of questionnaire 
alone that it is sometimes necessary to resort to a 
combination of experiment and interview'. (Lazarsfeld 1972:197) 

The question of tacit assumption has implications for the informal 

interview; the interviewer must probe sufficiently to discover, in 

Lazarsfeld1 s terms "what the answer means". 
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Recording the data 

'Ihe method of recording the interview was considered at some 

length. The initial reaction of the researcher was to reject the 

use of a tape recorder because of the problems of transcription and 

the possibilit.y of inhibiting the students.. However, on reflection 

the advantages of using a tape recorder, the main one being obviating 

the need for the researcher to take notes during the interview, 

outweighed the disadvantages. Thus the tape recorder was used in 

order to facilitate the conversational st.yle of the interview, and 

to save the researcher the task of hand recording the students' remarks. 

It is a difficult enough task to follow the respondent's train of 

thought, allow spontanei t.y and to cover the points from an agenda 

without the added task of writing it all down. Lofland (1971) 

supports the use of a tape recorder in his writings on intensive 

interviewing when he says: 

1 One must be thinking about probing for further 
explication or clarification of what he is nmv saying, 
formulating probes, linking up current talks with what 
he has already said, thinking ahead to put in a new 
question that has now arisen and was not taken account 
of in the standing guide (plus making a note at that 
moment so one will not forget the question); and 
attending to the interviewee in a manner that 
communicates to him that you are indeed listening'. 
(Lofland 1971:89) 

3. T01·1AROO THE INTERVIEvl - EARLY DAYS 

On the basis of a number of group discussions with student nurses, 

an exploratory questionnaire was drafted and given to a group of twenty 

student nurses. Explora to.ry work is generally undertaken in order to 

give an indication of the outcome of the main study. This work 

enables the researcher to refine the tools, smooth out any foreseeable 
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problems of analysis and generally confirm the ade~uacy of the 

research design, before embarking on the main study. 

In the early stages of this study it was thought that the wa;y 

in which the nurses• views would be elicited would be twofold; by 

postal ~uestionnaire with a small number of follow-up interviews. 

The ~uestionnaire covered three main areas. Firstly, basic 

demographic details, sex, age, age on leaving school, educational 

achievements, marital status and residence in or out of hospital 

property. Secondly, ~uestions about why the respondent became a 

nurse, expectations of nursing before starting and the respondentVs 

current ideas about nursing. Finally, ~uestions designed 

specifically to elicit the nurses own priorities in patient care, 

ideas about the organisation of nursing care and their perceived 

difficulties in achieving these priorities. 

There was a ver,y poor response to this explorator.y ~uestionnaire, 

only five out of twenty were returned. This fact alone pointed to 

the need for further consideration. The five completed ~uestionnaires 

did give some indication that the nurses found difficulty in 

establishing a rank order of their priorities in patient care. Where 

the ~uestionnaire involved ranking priorities in nursing activity 

(cf. Anderson 1972) the students had put comments such as 'depends on 

ihe situation', 'you can't rank these, they all matter'. This 

response convinced the researcher all the more of the need to interview. 

'Ihe areas of nursing thought to be important included comfort of the 

patient; giving reassurance and clear explanations to the patient; 

taking care of emotional needs. 
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These data were limited because of the form that the questionnaire 

took, and particularly by the fact that it was self-administered. It 

was thought that the information yielded would be fuller if the 

questionnaire were administered by the researcher. There seemed 

little point in undertaking that type of questionnaire survey and 

conducting follow-up interviews. It was therefore decided to develop 

an interview technique which would elicit the student nurses 1 views on 

patient care and their nuxsing world. 

In the time lapse between the exploratory questionnaire being 

distributed and the return of the completed ones, the researcher was 

gradually moving towards the idea of using the interview alone, rather 

than as a follow-up to a number of questionnaires. The poor response 

rate was, therefore, really only tangible support for a decision that the 

researcher was already in the process of reaching; that is the decision 

to ascertain the nurses' views about nursing by means of informal, tape 

recorded, interviews. A consideration of the literature led the 

researcher to this conclusion, along with an intuitive desire to adopt 

a flexible, qualitative approach to data collection. 

The grounded theory approach to the study made it inappropriate, in 

one sense, to undertake a pilot study of the conventional type, that is 

a "small scale replica of the main study" (Krausz and Miller 1974). 

Yet the role of the early work in this type of study is crucial; one of 

the main aims of this work was to give the researcher experience in 

conducting the interviews and in handling the tape recorder both in the 

technical and social sense. The other was to arrive at a style of 

interview that seemed best fitted to elicit the views that nurses had 



about nursing care and their nursing life in general. 

rrhe study could not be envisaged in advance because of the 

possibility of the emerging conceptual categories altering the 

nature of subsequent intervie,..rs; therefore, in the strict "small 

scale version of the main study" sense, a pilot study could not be 

undertaken. ~n the other hand, the nature of a pilot study is 

evolutionary in that one approach is tried and the outcome observed, 

on the basis of the outcome alterations are made and a second approach 

tried until a satisfactory method has been adopted. Tne mechanics 

of this, that is altering one's approach on the basis of previous 

findings, are exactly those involved in generating grounded theory. 

In one sense, therefore, the pilot study was a trial run for the main 

study, in that the skill of directing the intervie,..,ing on the basis 

of findings from previous interviews was practised. 

Thus, the first interviews provided an opportunity for the 

researcher to gain experience in the informal intervie'"' technique; 

different approaches were tried until the researcher '"'as satisfied 

that the approach adopted did enable the nurses to express their 

views about nursing in a spontaneous way. The tapes from these 

interviews were analysed in a limited ,.,ay; the tapes ·vrere played 

back in order to ascertain what vie,.,rs were expressed by the student 

and to begin to conceptualise the emergent themes. The researcher 

also took particular note of the style of ~~e interview and by 

processes of trial and error attempted to improve the technique. 

Before these intervie,,.,s were commenced the researcher held a 

few small group discussions 'o~i th student nurses in order to see 
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whether it was possible to get student nurses to discuss their 

ideas about nursing and its organisation. rrhese sessions vrere 

useful largely because they demonstrated that the students were 

quite forthcoming in their discussion. One group was particularly 

critical of the college of nursing. This heartened the researcher 

because one of the main reservations about obtaining the volunteers 

for interview in the study, through the college of nursing, ,.,as the 

fear that the researcher might be regarded as part of the 

establishment and this, in turn, might affect the data. 

Early interviews 

The interviews were undert~~en primarily to elicit the views 

that the students held about nursing. The subject matter of the 

research can best be summed up by fue question - what do student nurses 

think is important in nursing and how do they see their world. The 

interview was designed with a view to explaining, as fur as was 

possible, why the students held the views that they did. Certain 

topics which the researcher thought might be pertinent were included; 

these topics were arrived at through a consideration of the literature 

and the researcher's personal experience of nursing. 

The interviews were conducted in a conversational style. The 

researcher started by asking opening questions about why the student 

became a nursing student and \vha t expectations she had of nursing, 

prior to starting. After these general opening remarks the researcher 

tried to get the student to define nursing. Questions such as: 

Hany definitions have been attempted in order to say 
what nursing is. If you had to define nursing what 
would you say that it is? 
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~o you think that we could try to define nursing, 
1.n your own terms, what does nursing mean to you? 

There were then several topics which the researcher either introduced 

or pursued if the student mentioned them spontaneously. These 

topics were the organisation of nursing care at ward level, what 

types of organisation the nurse had experienced and would prefer to 

work in. The socialisation process was explored by questions 

concerned with who had influenced the student during training, if she 

could say ho\v she had acquired the knowledge and skills that she now 

had. The nurse 1 s views on talking with patients v1ere discussed again, 

either spontaneously as they arose or if the nurse did not mention 

communication the researcher introduced the topic in such a way as 

"what about talking with patients?" 

llie first three pilot intervie\vs were undertaken with recently 

qualified staff nurses. This group of nurses was selected purely on 

a convenience basis in that the staff nurses were contacts of a 

colleague of the researcher and willing to be involved in the early 

work. The interview agenda which was used at the first interview 

consisted of four A4 sheets of questions, with an equal number of 

sheets providing a checklist on the left hand side of the page. This 

method of conducting the interview succeeded, it seemed, in setting a 

formal tone rather than the desired informal nature of the interview. 

Subsequently the researcher condensed the content of the A4 sheets 

onto a single small index card. The use of the card was retained 

throughout the work. 

The first three interviews revealed several important points about 

the researcher's technique. lliere was a tendency not to probe deeply 
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enough, or ask 'why' often enough. It seemed that if the 

question 'why?' had been pursued more vigourously the views of 

the nurses might have come through more readily. However, it mey 

well be that the nurses would have been unable to answer many 'whys?' 

Garfinkel's (1967:35-45) work concerning 'routine grounds of everyday 

activity' is pertinent here. His concern is to demonstrate that 

society's members experience and know order in their everyday lives 

because of the taken-for-granted status which familiar scenes in life 

have. In an attempt to probe the taken-for-granted elements of 

interaction, his students carried out exercises with friends whereby 

they probed answers to questions, answers which would in the normal 

course of events satisfy them. The students fonnd that further 

probing and questioning in response to what the person being questioned 

thought to be a perfectly good answer, led to bewilderment and rank 

hostility. For example: 

'Subject: I had a flat tyre. 
Experimenter: vJha t do you mean, you had a flat tyre? 
(She appeared momentarily stunned. Then she answered 
in a hostile way): 
What do you mean, what do you mean? 
flat tyre. That is what I mean. 
a crazy question' • 

A flat t.yre is a 
Nothing special, what 

This extract illustrates the point that if the taken-for-granted element 

of an interaction is ignored, and one party asks what seems to the other 

a silly, out of place question, then the stability of the exchange is 

lost. If the student nurses had been asked 'why' too often by the 

researcher when they felt they had supplied adequate accounts, the 

researcher's probing might have proved counterproductive. 

The preliminary questions about expectations, reasons for becoming 

a nurse were not actually producing useful data, neither were they 
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breaking the ice for the rest of the intervie,\r. T'.ae question 

about defining nursing yielded text-boo}: type ansv.mrs; this was 

evidenced not only from the anm..,ers (Si ven but from the ''~a::f in -vrb.ich 

the nurses expressed them and the language they used, e.g. 11 trying 

to look after people ,.,ho have some ph~ysical or menta]_ illness and 

trying to support them through their treatment and their illness11 " 

The ver.J fact of startin_g by asking for a definition did set the 

tone of the intervieH on something of a question and ansHer basis, a 

style \-Jhich the researcher Hanted to avoid in order to alloH the 

students' ov-m ideas a.YJ.d values to come through. 

The rest of the early intervieHs (5 in all) vJere conducted in 

rather a different style. .A more direct approach Has used in the 

hope that instead of aslung subtle, often too subtle, questionss the 

direct questions would enable the student nurse to reveal her ideas 

to the researcher. It Has decided that the student ''lould be told 

that the researcher Has interested in the vieHs vrhich she held in 

relation to nursing. In this Hay the researcher hoped that Hhatever 

came out of the intervieH \..rould be useful, insofar as the nurse had 

a clear idea of ,.,hat the researcher Has interested ino This 

preamble was therefore used: 

'I am interested in what student nurses think about 
nursing. The kinds of things I Houl d lilce us to talk 
about, from your own experience so far, are - Hh_at you 
think nursing is all abouts vJhat vie'\<JS you have on 
patient care, hm.., nursing is organised - hospital life 
in general. Perhaps to start ,.,rj_ th - Hhat matters most 
to you in nursing, i.e. '"hat do you thin..l{ is really 
importru1t in cari1~ for patients'. 

The topics covered in the rest of the inte:r:v-ie'.r were those covered in 

the first three intervie,vs. The main difference here '\·ras the approach. 
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The initial outline of topics for discussion seemed to help to 

set a more informal style. Once the student nurses had given 

an idea of their views on nurs;ng the t f ~ res ollowed more naturally. 

The researcher experimented with becoming more involved in the 

discussion, offering an opinion now and again as a form of 

encouragement. This appeared to be a successful tactic in that 

the nurse would volunteer further comment in more of a discussion 

than an answer to a question. 

There came a point in this early work when the researcher felt 

considerably more at ease with the interview than had been the case 

at the start. Interviewing is a complex process and in this case 

a fairly costly one both in tapes and time. Perfection takes a 

long time to reach (if it ever is reached) and so a fairly arbitrary 

cut off point was made when eight interviews had been carried out. 

The use of tl1e tape recorder had been decided upon before the 

work began because it was thought that the anticipated analysis 

demanded its use. The flexibility of the method of data collection 

necessarily has implications for the mode of analysis. The analysis 

tactics were difficult to envisage until the data collection was 

underw~, yet they clearly had to be considered in order to reach a 

decision about recording data. Analysis is more fully discussed in 

the next chapter. Suffice it here to say that, 'grounded theor.y', 

generated from data, requires that analysis takes place alongside 

the data collection. Because of this it was thought that a full 

record of the early data would need to be available to refer to for 

reconsideration during the later stages of analysis. Categories 

which emerged in the early stages could be reformulated or modified 
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by constantly referring to the data. An actual recording rather 

than merely a transcript conveys the flavour along with the content 

of the intervie\'1. The possession of a recording of the interview 

as well as a ~ed transcript further strengthens the researcher's 

claim to the data being more akin to participant observation type 

data. Also, the fact of having tape recorded data makes it possible 

to verify any particular point which may arise in the analysis. 

Fears that the nurses Hould not be at ease '"i th the recorder \vere 

soon allayed. One of the nu:.cses intervie\'led during the early stages 

did not feel happy \'li th the recorder and was hesitant for a few 

minutes, making references to the machine "I hate that thing on, it's 

really difficult". The researcher offered to turn the recorder off 

and continue without, but the student preferred to carry on and very 

soon became more relaxed and fluent and apparently unaffected by the 

taping. 

This experimental stage in development of the interview achieved 

its main aims. Firstly, giving the researcher experience of the 

informal interview and secondly, the development of a style of 

intervie\..r \•Jhich appeared to be successful in eliciting and recording 

the ideas and opinions that the students held about nursing in a wa;y 

which rendered the data amenable to analysis. As strict comparabilit,y 

of interviews was not called for, the natural improvement of the 

researcher's interview techniQue, as the study progressed, could be 

accommodated without endangering the research design. 
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4. ABOUT IJ.:HE S TOJ)ENTS 

The data were collected by means of informal interviews with 

a small number of student nurses. The researcher's aim was to 

interview a group of student nurses who were willing to discuss their 

views on nursing in an open and free wa:y. The researcher made the 

decision to include only those students for whom the current training 

programme was the first nurse training they had undertaken. This 

was because the socialisation of the students constituted a research 

interest. The students involved in this study were included on a 

volunteer basis and are not held to be systematically sought out, or a 

representative group. The qualitative approach to the study and the 

attempt to generate a 'grounded substantive theory' demanded that the 

interviewees were volunteers; it was their \villingness to participate 

which was the important inclusion criterion rather than any 

statistically oriented reasons. It was thought that a genuine desire, 

on the part of the students, to discuss their ideas about nursing \vas 

a prerequisite to obtaining worthwhile dat~. 

The data collected were from student nurses from two Scottish 

colleges of nursing; the students were at three different stages of 

their three year training. These are described as 'early', 'middle' 

and 1 late 1 stages, where the terms refer approximately to eight months, 

eighteen months and thirty months respectively. The students in the 

'late' group were in fact in the six month period known as 'pre-

registration' - that is to sa:y they had sat their State Final 

Examinations but had six months experience to gain before becoming 

Registered General Nurses. 
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It was decided to approach groups of student nurses, whilst 

they were in the colleges of nursing attending lectures, in order 

to explain the research project and to obtain volunteers. Nurse 

training is organised in such a way that all the nurses in one 1 set 1 

(that is in one particular intake) spend spells of time attending 

lectures in the college (see Appendix 2 for description of training). 

This timetabling of nurse education made the task of finding a group 

of students from which to elicit co-operation in the study an easy 

one. The Directors of Nurse Education of the two colleges of nursing 

were approached and their permission to proceed obtained. It must be 

said that the researcher met with nothing but wholehearted and 

enthusiastic co-operation from all the staff from the Director to the 

secretarial staff. It 'vas agreed with the tutors concerned that the 

researcher should approach various 'sets' in order to explain the study 

and ask for volunteers. This Has done over a period of months in 

order to stagger the interviews and to obtain access to students at the 

three different stages. In order to distinguish between the groups 

of student nurses which were approached and those who volunteered and 

were subsequently interviewed, the former are referred to as the peer 

group and the latter as the volunteer group. 

The two colleges of nursing included in the study were chosen for 

their proximity and convenience. The researcher had to have fairly 

easy access to the hospitals in order to carry out the interviews with 

the student nurses • One college was attached to a city teaching 

hospital and the other to a large hospital situated some miles outside 

the city and within a few miles of a new town • As the colleges were 

chosen for reasons of expediency so were the 'sets' selected on the 
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basis of criteria which might be described as convenience criteria; 

convenient in the sense that the particular 'sets' approached were 

chosen because they happened to be in the college at the time when 

the researcher was ready to interview. Once the interviews -vrere 

underway the researcher was able to plan ahead and approach 

appropriate 'sets' en masse, whilst they were in the college. 

Once the 'sets• had been selected, the researcher arranged with 

the tutors concerned to have a short session \oTi th the students in 

order to explain the study and to ask for volunteers. The researcher 

explained her work in research to the student nurses and described the 

present study and her interest in obtaining the views of student nurses 

by means of informal interviews. 

This preamble went along such lines as: 

'I am interested in finding out more about what student 
nurses think about nursing. There is a lot written 
about what nurses should do and about how nursing 
should be organised, but more often than not this comes 
from trained staff. It seems to me that you people 
are doing a lot of the nursing and it would be a good 
idea to find out what you think'. 

This introduction invariably met with laughter after the suggestion 

that the researcher was interested in what they thought of nursing. 

There was general agreement upon the fact that they did much of the 

work. The researcher then went on to say something like: 

1 The interviews will be very informal, I have some 
topics I want to talk about but mainly I'm interested 
in finding out what you think is important and following 
up your topics. I'd like to tape the interviews, simply 
so that I don't have to sit and scribble whilst we talk; 
I know they can be a bit off-putting at times, but I'm 
the one who will be playing them back, and I hate hearing 
my own voice'. 
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This part of the 'sell' met with a mixture of interest and 

reticence. The latter seemed to be largely due to the fact that 

the students were not sure that they would have anything to say. 

Sometimes they asked "what sort of q_uestions will you ask?" whereupon 

the researcher reiterated that it would be more like a conversation 

than anything but that "we might start with something like - what do 

you think is important in caring for a patient?" 

Questions were invited from the students and then volunteers 

asked for. The majority of the 1 sets' were female and after two had 

been approached and only two male students volunteered, the researcher 

asked for female volunteers only, explaining to the men that as 

numbers were so small, a single sex sample was being sought. In 

practice most of the men would have been excluded by virtue of the 

fact that they had, for the most part, already one nursing q_ualification 

in psychiatry and the students selected for this study had to be 

undertaking nurse education for the first time. At the outset it was 

not clear how many interviews would be req_uired; the data were 

allowed to direct this decision. However, some guideline was needed 

if interviewees were to be sought. A fairly arbitrary figure of 

fift,y was settled upon and it was estimated that out of each 2 set', 

which ranged between 16 and 30 students, about one third could be 

expected to volunteer. In order to obtain a sufficiently large number 

of nurses from which to draw the volunteer group, one 'set' in each of 

the 'early', 'middle' and 2late' stages was approached in each of the 

two colleges. That is to say, 155 student nurses were approached, 56 

volunteered and 40 were eventually interviewed. In the later stages 

of the study the researcher had a list of potential intervie'\-rees from 
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the original 56 v.rho had for one reason or a-"Ylother been unavailable 

for interview earlier. Some volunteers had said at the outset 

"get in touch when you want to interview me", or "I'll put my name 

dowtl and you contact me". This flexibility was ideal for the study 

method as later interviews were very much directed by earlier ones 

and it was convenient to have a group of potential interviewees 

available vrhen required. In order to maintain interest in the study 

the researcher wrote periodically to all the volunteers either to 

make appointments, give a very general idea of the progress and to 

give notice of an impending request for an interview. 

This method of data collection was necessarily very flexible 

because of the approach of the study. It Has difficult at times to 

maintain some order in the data collection schedule, \vhilst keeping 

abreast with the analysis and maintaining the student nurses' interest. 

Small numbers made this task easier than it might have been and the 

informality, which the researcher tried to maintain, did, in the long 

run, bear fruit in terms of the data obtained. 

The volunteers 

The 'volunteer' group dra\m from the t\.,ro colleges was distributed 

as shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 Distribution of the volunteers between colle~es 

Early stage lYliddle stage Late stage 

College A 4 5 8 
College B 5 10 8 

Total 9 15 16 



As it has been stated, the group of student nurses intervim¥ed 

in this study is not held to be a representative group. This 'sample' 

was obtained for interviei.,r in the spirit of Glaser and Strauss' (1967) 

'theoretical sampling' and not in any statistical sense. Although 

there '"as never an intention to generalise from the 'volunteer group' 

either to the 'peer group' from which the student nurses selected 

themselves or beyond, it was felt that some means should be found of 

determining if there were any obvious reasons why the 'volunteer' group 

might have produced possibly atypical data. Thus, the 'peer' group 

and the 'volunteer' group Here compared on a number of variables in 

order to determine whether or not the nurses in the 'volunteer' group 

were demonstrably different from their peers in ways other than their 

desire to volunteer for inclusion in the study. In short, the nurses 

interviewed were compared on the demographic variables age and 

educational achievement, \fi th the peer group from which they had 

volunteered. Although the volunteers, by definition, \tlere not 

selected by any recognised sampling method which would enable the 

results to be generalised to a wider group of student nurses, the data 

are intrinsically \tlorthwhile because they represent a freely given 

account of the student nurses' world. 

The data were collected from the college records for all the 

student nurses, both the 'peer' group and the volunteers. Permission 

to do this was obtained from all the students when the study was first 

explained to them. These data were analysed using the Statistical 

Package for the Social Sciences (197S). This was thought to be an 

appropriate means of ~nalysing the data even though the numbers were 

small. Because the data had to be coded and set up for analysis in 
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some way and the availability and ready usage of the statistical 

package made it an obvious choice. It was thought that non-

parametric tests would be the most appropriate for the type of 

analysis required here. Non-parametric tests demand no assumptions 

to be made about the shape and distribution of the population and 

are thus more suited to this rather unsystematic data set than are 

their parametric counterparts. 

In this study the ~funn-Whitney U test was employed in order to 

determine vThether there ,.,ras any difference, in terms of age and 

educational achievement, between the group of student nurses 

intervie,.,red and the peer group from which they volunteered. 

The student nurses who volunteered were in the main between the 

ages of 17~ and 22 years. There was a small number of mature 

students within the entire group approached (the 'peer' group and 

'volunteer' group); some of these students had already studied 

nursing and were State Enrolled Nurses, others had considerable 

experience as nursing auxiliaries. The study was explained in such 

a ,.,ray that it was apparent to these mature students that it was 

students who were relatively new to nursing that were being sought 

for interview. Hence the mature students did not volunteer. 

The mean age of the 'volunteer' group was very similar to that 

of their 'peer' group; the scatter, however, was more marked in the 

'peerv group. 
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S.D. 
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Mean ae;e for all student nurses by group 

Volunteer group 

18.9 
1.9 

40 

Peer grou12 

19.8 
4.7 

115 

When the students over 30 years are discounted the groups become 

more homogenous. 

TABLE ~ Mean ~e for student nurses under 30 years by group 

Volunteer grou:E Peer group 

Mean age 18.9 18.7 
S.D. 1.9 1.7 

n 40 108 

The similar mean ages of the volunteer and peer groups is thus 

accounted for by the fact that there were more students in the peer 

group and that the seven mature students (over 30 years) \-Tere among 

the peer group. Neither the Mann-Whitney U nor the T-test revealed 

any significant differences between the volunteer and peer groups in 

terms of age. 
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TABLE 4 (l) Educational achievement of all student nurses by group 

Volunteer e£EOU:E Peer grouE Total 

Mean no. of 'Highers' 1.8 2.1 2.1 
Mean no. of I Ql grades or 

levels .5.5 4.3 4.6 

The Jl'la:nn-Whi tney U test was employed in order to determine whether 

there was any statistically significant difference in terms of 

educational achievement between the two groups. The only finding 

which approached significance was the difference between the mean 

number of 'O' levels possessed by each group. This difference was 

found to be significant at the 0.00.5 level of confidence. Although 

the 'peer' group had a greater number of 1Highers 1 certificates (in 

terms of the mean) this finding, whilst worthy of note, was not 

significant. The frequency of occurrence of other qualifications 

was too small to comment upon in terms of differences between the two 

groups. 

Thus the only demonstrable difference between these two groups, 

the 'volunteer' and the 'peer' group, was that the 'volunteer' group 

had significantly more 1 01 level certificates than their peers; 

whereas the student nurses in the 'peer' group had more 'Highers 9 

certificates than those in the 'volunteer' group. This finding is 

encouraging insofar as it allays the fear that the 'volunteer' group 

might have proved to be the more able and possibly more articulate and 

(l) 'Highers' refers to the Scottish Certificate of Education (s.c.E) 
Higher grades •. Scottish 1 01 grades in the S.C.E. and English 
Ordinary Levels in the General Certificate of Education are classed 
together here. 
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thus atypical group. The statistical tests empla.yed here 

demonstrate that there was no obvious difference in the academic 

abilities of the two groups. It is, however, interesting to 

speculate, in passing, on this finding. It could be that the 

bright students, with a strong motivation to nurse- 'vocational 

group' - attain good 'O' levels yet once they are eligible to enter 

nurse training they are willing to leave school before taking Higher 

certificates; the suggestio(\ being that becoming a nurse is of more 

importa:qce to them than attaining academic standing. \fu.ilst those 

who stay on to do their Higher certificates come to nursing with a 

different motivation. The eagerness of the 1 0 1 level group to 

start nursing, could have been reflected in their keenness to discuss 

nursing with the researcher. A number of the 'volunteer' group did 

state at interview that they had left school just weeks before they 

should have taken their Higher examinations; the reason given was 

that they had been accepted by the college of nursing to join the 

next intake; once this offer came they had no further interest in 

educational advancement in any area other than nursing. 

5. DOING FIELDWORK 

This discus&ion is offered in order to convey some feel for the 

interviews and hence, the study as a whole. The intention is not to 

describe the content, although passing reference is necessarily made 

where appropriate, but rather the way in which the interview happened. 

When data are obtained by means of an informal, conversational style 

interview the researcher's approach and setting up of the situation is 
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as important as, and indeed one could argue almost more important 

than, the questions asked. 

Approaching the students 

The researcher was anxious to present herself to the students 

as someone outside of the hospital organisation and with nothing to 

do with the college of nursing. It was felt that any perceived 

links with the 'establishment' might affect the nature of the data 

obtained. It \vas, of course, necessary to indicate where the 

researcher was based and although it was felt that it would suffice 

simply to say "from the University of Edinburgh" to the students, the 

researcher considered that the point of entry (the staff of the 

college of nursing) would require more detailed information. It 

was also thought that the students might find the interview easier 

to handle if they knew that the researcher was herself a nurse. 

Thus, introductions were made always by the researcher saying that she 

came from the Nursing Studies Research Unit at the University of 

Edinburgh. Having said that, it was always possible to shift the 

emphasis depending upon who was involved. Thus, the nursing research 

angle was stressed with the college staff, whereas several of the 

students, who showed an interest in the study, were freely told that 

the researcher was writing the study up as a postgraduate thesis. 

This often stimulated a feeling of comradeship in the 11 We are all 

students together11 sense. This, in turn, helped to create the 

informal atmosphere that was thought to be desirable for the interview. 

The fact that the researcher had decided to approach the student 

nurses through the college in the first instance did put the research 

on a fairly formal footing from the start. The tutors were, as 



individuals, very friendly tm.,rards, supportive of, interested in 

and helpful to the researcher. T.ne study was discussed \<li th each 

tutor whose students were to be approached and asked for their help 

in the study. However, when it came to the tutor introducing the 

researcher to the groups of student nurses they tended to do so in 

a formal way using 'Miss' as the prefix to the surname (although the 

researcher never introduced herself in this way) and managing to 

convey to the class that the forthcoming short session with the 

researcher was a compulso~J event: in doing this the tutors 

seemingly destroyed any hope of informality. 

This is, at one level, a trivial point but as the researcher had 

only twenty to tv1enty five minutes in \vhich to 'sell' her study and 

obtain volunteers it was crucial that barriers should not be put up 

between her and the students. Having anticipated this sort of 

difficulty, the researcher always arrived for these occasions in smart, 

but casual, clothes and tried not to appear to be anything \vhich might 

be described as 'establishment' in the world of nursing. Once the 

tutor left the room, the researcher re-introduced herself using her 

Christian name and stressed the fact that she was grateful to the 

students for their collective ear and, after a very brief description 

of the study, invited anyone who was not interested and might have 

other thLngs to do to feel free to leave. 

The students were, by and large, interested and willing to help. 

Even those who said that they did not wish to be interviewed were 

curious about the study in terms of what sort of topics the interviews 

covered, how would the data be handled and would there be axry feedback. 

Volunteers were a little slow to materialise initially on each occasion 
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that the researcher approached groups of students. However, once 

one or two gave their names as volunteers the rest followed. The 

group to begin with provided a pressure which discouraged volunteers. 

Had the researcher put the question the other way round and asked 

who was not interested, she might ·Hell have obtained a larger number 

of volunteers. This was never considered seriously as a strategem; 

it is mentioned simply as a comment on the role of group pressure in 

the quest for volunteers. In order to ease this process, the 

researcher did not remain at the front of the classroom, but moved 

among the students taking names and addresses, sometimes making dates, 

other times exchanging telephone numbers. In this way it was hoped 

to establish some rapport with the students and to implant the idea of 

informality before ever the intervie,vs began. At the end of this 

short session with the students the researcher thought that the general 

feeling of the students was one of friendly interest which bode well 

for their future co-operation. 

The interviews 

Once the students had volunteered to take part in the study they 

contacted the researcher at their convenience and an intervie'v was 

arranged. For the most part the interviews took place in the flats 

of the student nurses or in their rooms in the nurses' residence. The 

rest were carried out either in the tutorial rooms in the college of 

nursing, or on several occasions in the researcher's flat. Apart from 

the interviews held in the tutorial rooms (six in all) the interviews 

were conducted over coffee. This helped to produce an informal. 

atmosphere and detract attention from the tape recorder. It also was 

gratifying for the researcher to feel so welcomed by the students; the 



gesture of the coffee put the encounter into an informal social 

context. 

Although the researcher had gained some experience in 

interviewing during the first qtrial runs', there was obviously still 

room for further improvement as the study progressed. As in the 

early attempts at interview, the researcher took into each one a card 

on which her main prompts and opening questions were written; also a 

notepad which was used to make a note of anything said during the 

interview which she wished to return to but did not want to interrupt 

the flow at that time. Both of these aids were explained to the 

student so that they did not destroy the conversational nature of the 

intervie'.;. That is to say, the researcher explained that, whilst 

her main intention was to ask the student what were her views on nursing 

and to discuss what the student thought was important, she did have an 

agenda. The notepad was justified with a remark such as, "don't let 

it put you off if you notice me scribble down the odd word as we go 

along, it is just in case you say something that I ,.;ant to come back to 

and I 9m likely to forget if we get onto another topic meanwhile". The 

need to use a tape recorder had been explained right at the start when 

the researcher first approached the students in the college of nursing, 

and no objections had been raised. The researcher confirmed with the 

students that its use was acceptable before starting the interview. 

Before the tape recorder was switched on the researcher reiterated 

the purpose of the study and emphasised the fact that it was a 

conversational style interview and that she was particularly interested 

in the views that the students had, rather than to get through a list 
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of pre-determined questions. This v1as made clear by the 

researcher seying something like "This isn't going to be a question 

and aJ.1SvTer, Robin Day-t:y-:pe interviev.r, but much more of a 

conversation. I 'm interested in \-Yhat you have to say a.Yld ,.,e can 

take it from there"o 

The researcher used the period of time Hhilst she 1>1as settiYl..g up 

the recorder to put the student at ease for intervie,.,; tbi s time 

often coincided Hith the student mal<-.ing coffee. Thus~ this dual 

activity of looki:n.g for sockets, enquiring about milk and sugar and 

boiling kettles gave both participants in the forthcoming social 

enconnter something concrete to do Hhil st brealdng the ice and 

establishing a rapport. In order to ease the Ha:y into the intervieH 

the researcher always told the student that she Hould repeat her 

opening remarks into the tape recorder as soon as it 1.Jas sHi tched on 

so that the student did not have to start, as it Here, cold. Thus 

the researcher ai'ter some general remarks Hould say something along the 

lines of - 'rhlhat matters to you most in nu.rsing - Hhat do you think is 

really importa.nt in nursing1" 

There Has some inconsistency in the last part of the opening 

question in that the researcher sometimes added the 1.rord 'care' 1vbich 

tended to focus the discussion into the patient care aspect of nursing . 

.A.l though~ even if the \<lord 'care' was included the preceding preamble 

indicated to the student that the researcher 1o1as interested in ,..,rhat 

aspects of n.u.:rsing meant to them. :r.1.ost of the students started to 

reply in terms of patient care ho\.Jever the opening question Has phrased. 



1.·'. 

For example, 11 Loo1r.; V\,.... aft th 
LUU~ er e patient, thinking of the patient 

as a person" (7). (l) "To get the patient comfortable, make him 

feel as comfortable as possible" (14). Other ideas were sometimes 

introduced immediately, for example, one student said: 

~Basic nursing care of the patient is important, 
to achieve this you must have a very well organised 
system - so everybody lmows what they are doing. 
You can't have people looking after people properly 
unless they do lmow what is going on and what they 
are supposed to be doing'. (8) 

This student focused the interview on one of the topics of the agenda, 

that is organisation at ward level and so led the interview into that 

area without the researcher having to direct the conversation. 

Similarly another student placed the emphasis from the start on the 

position of the student nurse in the ward hierarchy when she said: 

'I think more could be done for patient care - student 
nurses should have a little mores~'. (13) 

Yet others focused on the social aspects of the work and started the 

discussion in terms of job satisfaction. 

1 Meeting people, mixing with them you never go in and 
have two days the same - you 1 d never get that in an 
office'. (23) 

If the opening question did not meet with any response the researcher 

was obliged to expand upon it and fill the potentially embarrassing 

silence; so early on in an interview it was felt that a silence could 

be off-putting for the student. Although later on there were quite 

natural pauses when the student tried to gather thoughts, or think of 

an example. During the later stages it seemed that the student had 

(1) Figures in brackets, throughout the text, show the code numbers 
of the interviews. 
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virtually forgotten that the tape recorder ,..,as on a...nd so pauses 

v.rere less difficult to handle than \<Tas the case at the outset. 

As the intervie,..,s progressed the researcher became more au 

fait '"i th the agenda and fou..11.d that she could remember topics which 

Here touched upon at an early stage in the inter'lrim.,rs and retur11 the 

student to the topic via another route much later in the inter"rie\<T. 

As this ability developed so did a true conversational style. Some 

students '"'ere, by the nature of tbi ngs, more responsive at intervieH 

than others. There was a tendency for some to give fairly limited 

anmlJ'ers and any attempts to probe further often passed by '"'i thout 

success. In most cases short a.D.sHers vrere expanded if the researcher 

prompted Hi th 11 Hhy?" or "hm<T \'!as that?" or 11 ca11. you tell me just how 

you mean?" etc. Such probing vras undertaken \..ri th sufficient caution 

so as to preserve the natural conversational style and not to 

antago~ise the student (cf. Garfi~cel 1967). 

As the researcher became more at ease Hi th the agenda &J.d the 

intervieHing tecruliq_ue itself, she began increasingly to offer an 

opinion in the intervie\·Js and at times the discussion became quite 

animated. Sometimes~ a.11.d especially if the student Has clearly 

comfortable Hi th her opinions 9 the researcher \.Jould either play devils 

advocate or put foi'\vard an argument and ask Hhat the student thought 

about it. This~ in the more conceptual and articulate students, often 

provoked a response \J.hich furthered the discussion and elicited their 

opinions on the matter. other students tended simply to agree ,.,i th 

the researcher or say, as one student did, "yes, I'd never t...h.oug_h.t of 

that but you are -right". 
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Provided that this mode of eliciting data is treated 'l.vi th 

caution it is useful, as the researcher learned during the course 

of these interviews. Clearly, if the acquiescence of the student 

is taken to be synonomous ,.,i th the student having independently 

volunteered the opinion with 'l.vhich she simply agreed, this ,.rould be 

an abuse of the technique. If, on the other hand, such an argument 

put foi'\'ITard by the researcher led to useful data and an independent 

flll'thering of the argument by the student, use of such data is a 

different matter. 

The ideas that students raised in one interview could be tested 

out during later interviews if the opportunit.y presented itself or if 

the researcher felt that it was a point which she vranted to develop. 

This progression from one intervie'l.v to the next is very much in the 

spirit of 'grounded theory generation'. The testing of hypotheses 

and search for negative cases, advocated by Glaser and Strauss (1967) 

was carried out in this more rigorous follow up in the later interviews 

of themes which emerged in the earlier ones. The fact that the 

researcher was becoming increasingly familiar with the data and the 

method enabled this progression to take place. Much of the skill in 

this area lay in quick thinking on the part of the researcher so that 

points which were potentially relevant to developing categories could 

be picked up and developed as the students raised them. The mental 

acrobatics involved confirmed the researcher's belief that Lofland 

(1971) was right in advocating the use of a tape recorder. 

At the end of the interviews the researcher was convinced of two 

things. Firstly, that the use of a tape recorder was an imperative 

in this study. It did not cause any problems for the students, most 
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of them, when asked afterwards, said that it hadn't hindered them, 

indeed many ceased to think about it after a few minutes. Secondly, 

that the conversational style interview did seem to be an appropriate 

means of getting students to talk about what they considered to be 

important in nursing. 

Having taken one course of action in a study it is only possible 

to speculate about how the method stands up against other a1. ternatives. 

Nevertheless, it does seem reasonable to suppose that any more 

structured a method would not have yielded the kind of data obtained 

by the informal interviews. The researcher would not have opened up 

some of the areas which were eventually covered had the interview 

been more pre-determined. It seems certain that the range of data 

and the opportunity to follow certain lines of enquiry and to drop 

others would not have been afforded by a more directed approach. 
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CHAPTER h 

Strategies for analysis 
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This chapter is concerned with the procedures employed in the 

analysis, rather than the outcome of the endeavour. The work of 

Schatzman and Strauss (1971) is dra~m upon extensively. Their 

discussion of 'note' making was of particular use in the analysis 

of these data, not least because of the simultaneous collection and 

analysis of data which the method entails. This approach rules out 

the possibility of pre-determined techniQues of analysis, as 

Schatzman and Strauss (1973:108) put it: 

'Qualitative analysts do not often enjoy operational 
advantages of their quantitative cousins in being 
able to predict their mm. analytic process; 
consequently, they cannot refine and order their raw 
data operations built initially into the design of 
the research' • 

The analysis is, therefore, a process which is bound up with the data 

collection. The data are treated then as an accumulation of 

information which is constantly being updated and elaborated, rather 

than a collection of data to be analysed later. lmalysis is a 

lengthy, continuous process where each stage builds upon the last and 

towards the next so that a well integrated report of the data is the 

end product. 

Schatzm~n and Strauss (197g:109) discuss strategies for a natural 

sociology in a work in Hhich they deal with Field Research. They 

state that: 

'Some researchers are satisfied to deal with uncodified 
anecdotal data and depend almost entirely upon the 
fortuitous development of insight; at the other end of 
~he spectrum are those who laboriously codify their data 
and apply more systematic analytic techniques, including 
statistical ones, to arrive at social theory'. 
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The approach used in this study vias a balance between these 

two extremes. However committed one is to the qualitative method, 

it is inevitable that a certain amount of classification and coding 

will be carried out if the data are to be analysed and some 

meaningful interpretation communicated to others. There is no 

detraction from the qualitative approach inherent in classification. 

The essence of the method lies in the w~ in which the data are 

collected, analysed and interpreted. 

Approaches to qualitative data 

Before describing the strategy employed in handling the data, a 

review of techniques used by others, who have been faced with 

unstructured qualitative data, is offered in the form of a short 

account of some approaches to the problem. Barton and Lazarsfeld (1955) (l) 

addressed the question: 

ll,fuat can a researcher do vThen confronted by a body of 
qualitative data- detailed, concrete, non-metric 
descriptions of people and events, drawn from direct 
observation, interviews, case studies, historical 
writings, the writings of participants?' 

In order to answer this question they looked at one hundred studies in 

order to describe the most characteristic types of qualitative work. 

In doing this they begin by discussing the value of the simple 

observation, progress through these studies which classify data, to 

those in which several variables are inter-related through 

qualitative analysis. Finally, research where the analyst, in trying 

(1) Barton and Lazarsfeld in McCall and Simmons (1969), pp.l63-196. 
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to encompass a great number of dimensions without m.aking each 

explicit, sums up a general pattern; this, argue :Barton and 

Lazarsfeld, is: 

'The point at which ~ualitative research is most 
creative, most controversial and most difficult to 
describe'. 

The role of ~ualitative data in the support of theory is touched upon. 

:Barton and Lazarsfeld discuss the phenomenon of the "surprising 

observation", they say that fre~uently observations are made which are 

outwith the researcher's expectations. The importance of the 

"surprising observation" they sey, is that it can raise problems for 

investigation. A well known example of a problem raising observation 

was the surprising finding of Roethlisberger and Dickson (1939), in 

the studies at the Hawthorne Electric Company Plant, that experimental 

changes in the physical work conditions did not account for the 

increase in production in the observed group of workers. When 

Roethlisberger and Dickson investigated this surprise finding, it led 

to their describing the 'Hawthorne Effect'. :Barton and Lazarsfeld say 

that: 

1 The ability to take a cormnonplace fact and see it as 
raising problems is important because it can lead 
ultimately to such enlightenment'. 

Single quaJ.i tative observations can also be useful because they can 

indicate some large scale phenomenon which cannot be perceived directly. 

Barton and Lazarsfeld cite three types of situation where particular 

Two of these are attention is paid to ~ualitative indicators. 

mentioned here as they are pertinent to this study. Firstly, 

"situations in which simple qualitative observations are used as 
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indicators of the functioning of complex social structures and 

organisations, which are difficult to subject to direct observation11 • 

Secondly, situations in which "qualitative evidence is used to get 

at psychological data which are repressed or not easily articulated -

attitudes, motives, assumptions, frames of reference etc." They 

cite Stouffer' s "The American Soldier" (1949) as an example of an 

indicator of the functioning of complex organisations. Barton and 

Lazarsfeld state that: 

'Hanting an indicator for the complex notion of the 
"anny caste system" pointed to an institutionalised 
symbolic act: enlisted men selected for officer 
candidate school were first discharged from the army 
and then re-admitted in their new and very different status'. 

Barton and Lazarsfeld point out that the extent to which the 

interpretation of indicators remains an art or, to what extent it can 

be made a science is an important problem for qualitative research. 

The two uses of qualitative indicators described above were 

thought to be pertinent to the present study. The intervie,vs were 

designed to tap precisely these sorts of areas 'vhich are difficult to 

observe; namely, nurses' views concerned with the practice of n~ing 

and the complex social and organisational structures witl1in which the 

nurses operated. 

Barton and Lazarsfeld address the problem of classification and 

use of categories; they describe the types of descriptive systems as 

ranging: 

'From crude lists of "types", each defined individually 
without clear logical relationship to others, to fully 
systematic typologies in 'vhich each type is a logical 
compound of a small number of basic attributes'. 
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They go on to s~ that: 

'Classifications near to the unsystematized end of 
the continuum, preliminary classifications should 
not be underestimated as they represent th~ first 
step toward the ideal fully systematic classification. 
Until the data are ordered in some wey the analysis 
of relationships cannot begin, more refined categories 
nor.m~ly d~velop out of the attempt to analyse 
relat~onships between preliminary categories· there is 
an interacting process be~veen refinement of' 
classification and the analysis of relationships'. 

Lengthy quotations from Barton and Lazarsfeld are employed here 

because they so aptly and clearly spell out the process under 

discussion. In their estimation a 1goodv preliminary classification 

must provide: 

'A workable summary of the wealth of elements in the 
original data and include - even if in unsystematic 
form - the basic elements necessary for understanding 
the si tuation1 • 

They suggest that good examples of classifications, unsystematised but 

fruitful, can be found in the work of the Chicago urban sociologists 

(Park and Burgess 1921, Thrasher 1928). 

The possibility of qualitative data being analysed in such a 

way as to suggest relationships between two variables is discussed by 

Barton and Lazarsfeld. They point to the well accepted fact that the 

existence of a relationship between two variables can only be 

demonstrated in a cause and effect fashion by controlled experiment or 

by statistical analysis of a sufficiently large number of cases. They 

do, however, argue that research based only on qualitative descriptions 

of a small number of cases, can nonetheless pley the important role of 

suggesting possible relationship, causes, effects and possibly dynamic 

processes. They, in fact, go so far as to say: 
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'It can be a::--gued that only research which provides a 
wealth of rruscellaneous, nnplanned impressions and 
observations can pley this role'. 

Analytic induction 

Qualitative research, as described above, is seen in terms of 

its potential for developing the hypotheses for future researCh. 

However, not all sociologists would limit the interpretive method in 

this way. Znaniecki proposed the method of analytic induction in 

1934. On the basis of a small number of cases, appropriately 

examined, he maintained that a hypothesis could be tested; with the 

provision, and it is a crucial caveat, that no negative cases are 

present. Znaniecki (1934) claimed that this was the true method of 

the physical sciences and should be that of the social scientists too. 

Analytic induction, he said, could lead to exhaustive lmowledge of the 

situation under study and to causal laws. 

'What sociologists should do is this: first, discover 
what characteristics in a given datum of a certain class 
are more, and which are less essential; secondly abstract 
these characters, and assume, hypothetically, that the 
more essential are more general than the less essential, 
and must be found in a greater variety of classes; thirdly, 
test this hypothesis by investigating classes in which the 
former and those in which the latter characters are found; 
fouxthly, establish a classification, i.e. organise all 
these classes into a scientific system based on the functions 
the respective characters plczy- in detennining them. This 
would be a proper anaJ.ytic induction in full' • 
(Znaniecki 1934:259-60) 

Robinson (1951), in a discussion of analytic induction, puts one of the 

claims of Zna.niecki succinctly thus: "he holds that analytic induction 

gives us universaJ. statements of the form All S are P, instead of mere 

correlations to which there are always exceptions". 

Cressey (1950) explains the process of analytic induction as a 

research procedure in this wczy-: 
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'(1) A rough definition of the phenomenon to be 
explained is fo:rmuJ.ated. (2) A hypothetical explanation 
of t~t ~henomenon is formulated. (3) One case is 
stud1ed 1n the light of the hypothesis with the object 
of determining whether the hypothesis fits the facts in 
that case. (4) If the hypothesis does not fit the facts, 
either the hypothesis is re-for.mulated or the phenomenon 
to be explained is re-defined so that the case is excluded. 
(5) Practical certainty may be attained after a small 
number of cases have been examined but the discovery by 
the investigator, or any other inv~stigator of a single 
negative case disproves the explanation and requires a 
re-formulation. (6) This procedure of examining cases, 
re-defining the phenomenon and re-formulating the 
hypothesis is continued until a universal relationship is 
is established, each negative case calling for a re- -
definition or re-formulation'. 

The production of a theory which has universal application and takes 

the fono. of causal la\'1 is rare, if not absent, in social science. 

Explanations of data in universal, causal terms hold true only for 

specific social contexts. The question of defining the phenomenon to 

be explained and constructing a hypothetical model, in order to explain 

it is taken up by Becker whose work provides some useful insights into 

t..h.e handling of qualitative data. In a paper, "Problems of Inference 

and Proof in Participant Observation" (19.58), Becker describes the 

"basic a.naJ.ytic operations carried on in participant observation". 

The paper concer.aed with inference and proof is helpful because Becker 

deals ,.,i th analytic operations carried out upon qualitative data and, 

the reporting of the results of such analysis. The problem of a mass 

of unstructured, qualitative data is common both to participant 

observation studies and the present one. Becker distiP~shes t..hTee 

distinct stages of analysis conducted in the field and a fourth stage, 

,.,hich is carried out \<Then the field\<Tork is complete. The first til..ree 

stages he describes as: 
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'The ~et:ction and definition of problems, concepts 
and ~ndices; the check on frequency and distribution 
o~ t~e ph:nomena; and the incorporation of individual 
f~d~s ~to a model of the organisation•. 

The fourth stage of analysis, according to Becker, "involves problems 

of presentation and proof". 

It is the first of the four stages which is taken up here. In 

the selection and definition of problems, Becker says that the 

researcher: 

'Looks for problems and concepts that give promise of 
yielding the greatest understanding of the organisation 
he is studying and for items which may serve as useful 
indicators of facts which are harder to observe 9 • 

Typical conclusions from data, he argues, are that such a phenomenon 

exists, or that two phenomena \vere observed to be related in one 

instance. Although this conclusion says nothing about the 

frequency or distribution of the observed phenomena, Becker argues 

that: 

'By placing such an observation in the context of a 
sociological theory, the observer selects concepts 
and defines problems for further investigation. He 
constructs a theoretical model to account for that 
one case, intending to refine it in the light of 
subsequent findings9. 

This stage of analysis, as identified by Becker, has some promise for 

the present study in that it offers a way of gradually building up a 

theory which might explain the data in terms of why students held 

certain views and how they were able to accommodate these views in 

their lives as student nurses. 
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Constant comparative method 

G1aser and Strauss (1967:39-40) offer their constant 

comparative method as an alternative to analytic induction in 

order to arrive at a theo~ grounded in data. They maintain that 

Znaniecki 
1 
s (1934) analytic induction is concerned 1-.ri th the generation 

and proof of theories which accoQnt for specific behaviour. The 

theory, thus arrived at, is confronted with negative data and re-

formulated accordingly. The constant compa_-rative method, Glaser and 

Strauss point out, is intended to generate and suggest, but not test 

hypotheses; it does not insist on Qniversalit.y or proof. 

1 Generating hypotheses requires evidence enough to 
establish a suggestion - not an excessive piling up 
of evidence to establish a proof and the consequent 
hindering of the generation of a ne1v hypothesis 1 • 

Tne method adopted for this stud~y resembles th..at of the constant 

comparative method. As the categories emerged i terns of data Here 

examined in relation to the categor,y in order to see if they could be 

included. Negative data \.Jere found and discussed a.11.d modifications 

to categories made accordingly. The method cou~d not be said to ape 

anaJ.ytic induction, hoHever, as there \.Jas no "h~ypothetical fol-mulation 

of the phenomenon" 1vhich the method demands. Tbis -vras absent because 

the themes of the study developed gradually from its very open 

beginnings. 

'l\10 further sources of literature are offered here in order to 

set out t\!J'o rather different weys of handling qualitative data. The 

work of Knafl and Grace provides a fairly structu_-r-ed Ha:y of ha..ndliYl..g 

intervie\.J material; 1<1hereas Schatzma..n a..nd Strauss discuss strategies 
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for making sense of field notes. 

Knafl and Grace (1978:16-20) in a study- "Families Across the 

Life Cycle" used a symbolic interactionist framework in order to 

"uncover then communicate the world view of the various family 

members '"e have been studying". 'lliey based their approach on the 

work of Glaser and Strauss (1967) and "began investigations with 

rather broad research questions and objectives in mind". The 

researchers involved in the studies in "Families Across the Life 

Cycle" carried out tape recorded interviews, using interview guides. 

They describe their method thus: 

'We studied data from specific interviews, seeking to 
identify the key issues or categories, the components 
of these issues and the relations between these issues. 
We were then able to generate a rudimentary theoretical 
model of some process'. 

They transcribed the interviews, checked them for accuracy against the 

tapes and once several were accumulated the development of coding 

categories began. These categories became the major components of 

their emergent theoretical models. 

'In order to develop such coding categories, we read a 
sample of completed interviews and formulated what vre 
believed to be major conceptual themes in the specific 
process under consideration. These tentative categories 
were then applied to a second sample of interviews and 
revised in order to take into account a:ny data not 
covered by the initial categories'. 

Their final interpretation of the data: 

r Typically began with the analysis of indi vid~ coding 
categories and progressed through the fo:rmulat~on, 
evaluation and integration of hypotheses'. 
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The vTork of Kna£1 and Grace is mentioned here because they do 

explicitly recognise that the approach taken in their study was the 

one propounded by Glaser and Strauss (1967). They describe the use 

of "qualitative sort cards", cards which represented individual 

respondents and were punched to correspond to the number of coding 

categories which applied to the respondent; these cards also contained 

the comments made by the respondent which appertained to the punched 

categories. \r/i th the data thus ordered, Knafl and Grace \t.Tere: 

'Able to consider all the data on a given categor.y 
as well as look at the relationships between and among 
categories'. 

It would seem that Knafl and Grace managed to find a balance between 

reducing respondents' comments to a series of unyielding categories, as 

can be the case with the coding of open-ended data; a.nd leaving the data 

in an info:r.ma.l state from \vhich to make inferences and generate theor.y. 

However, it must be borne in mind that the 'interview guides' used in 

their study vTere fairly unifo.nn and therefore, the data possibly lent 

themselves more readily to codification of this kind. 

'Theoretical notes' 

A more flexible method of handling the interview data is suggested 

in the work of Schatzman and Strauss (197~). The present study drew 

heavily upon their \vork and for this reason a fairly lengthy discussion 

of it follows. Schatzman and Strau.ss deal with Field Research and 

offer what they tenn "strategies for a natural sociology". 'llie authors 

stress that it is not a "how-to handbook" but that they have written 

with a focus on the researcher. 
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'Thus ~h; fiel~ researcher is depicted as a strategist; 
for vl~ thout lmear - specific design - for the most part 
precluded by the natural properties of his field - the 
researcher mv~t develop procedure as he goes•. 
(Schatzman and Strauss 197l:vii) 

The Hork is organised in te:rms of strategy for entering; getting 

organised; '"atching; listening; recording; analysing and 

communicating research. The focus of this present discussion is on 

strategies for recording and analysis. 

Schatzman and Strauss distinguish three types of notes that the 

researcher might mal(e; these are "observational notes", "theoretical 

notes" and "methodological notes". Their discussion relates to 

field research Hhere the predominant method of data collection is 

participant observation and thus "observational notes" are defined as 

"statements bearing upon events experienced principally through 

watching and listening. They contain as little interpretation as 

possible and are as reliable as the observer can construct them". 

Each "observational note" should stand by itself insofar as it can be 

llllderstood as an element of the data. 

If the researcher wishes to go further than the 'facts'', he writes, 

according to Schatzman and Strauss, a "theoretical note". These are 

inferential notes with "represent self-conscious, controlled attempts to 

derive meaning from any one or several 1 observational notes 1 ". The 

researcher makes an interpretation of the observation which he feels 

could have some conceptual future. In Schatzman and Strauss 1 (197~ :101) 

words: 

'He interprets, infers, hypothesizes, conjectures, he 
develops new concepts, links these to older ones or 
relates any observation to any other in this presently 
private effort to create social science•. 
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A "methodological note" is a note '\<Thich relates to the research 

strategy rather than the substantive area under study: 

'A me~hodological note is a statement that reflects 
an operational act, completed or planned: an 
instruction to oneself a reminder a critique of one's . ' own tactJ.cs'. 

Schatzman and Strauss sum up the role of a methodological note rather 

neatly when they say that: 

'Methodological notes might be thought of as 
observational notes on the researcher himself and upon 
the methodological process itself'. (Schatzman and 
Strauss 1971:101) 

This fom. of note ma.k.ing was thought to have potential for the present 

study, in that it offered a means of ordering the data from the 

infonnal intervie'\-rs. The 11 observational notes 11 were the actuaJ. 

interview transcripts; which consisted of either verbatim or 

paraphrased sections of the intervie'\-r (both fonns are mentioned 

explicitly by Schatzman and Strauss). The "theoretical" and 

ttmethodological" notes were fo:rmulated in the way Schatzman and Strauss 

describe. 

Schatzman and Strauss also describe a means of relating the three 

types of notes. They cite, as an example, the case where a researcher 

has made "observational notestt on several occasions on the same 

phenomena he may write a "theoretical note", possibly discounting the 

phenomenon as commonplace, or tentatively explaining it: alongside this 

he may make a "methodological note" reminding himself to carry out some 

analytic procedure relating to the observational and theoretical notes • 

.As a result of this, he may '\<Trite another "theoretical note" of his 

'findings' • The recording of notes can therefore be seen to be a vi tal 

part of the formulation of theory, gronnded in the data. 
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'Packaging' is another useful tactic which Schatzman and 

Strauas (1971:102-103) describe. This, they offer as a means of 

handling the large volume of data and interpretations that the 

researcher produces, especially in the early stages. The need for 

ordering the data into a system vlhich facilitates information 

retrieval at a later date: 

1 For \>Thatever he may be seying about his experiences 
now, he knows that later they may be conceptually 
tra.nsf ormed, as nevT ea tegories emerge in his thinking. 
Then he will find it necessary to make "analytic 
searches" for the older items to bring them to bear on 
the emergent ones'. 

'Packaging' is then, a method of ordering the data which facilitates 

storage and retrieval: 

1 A "package" of data is an abstract rendering, in brief 
paragraph form (a half dozen sentences or less) which 
tells of a single, distinct event (observational note) 
dra\·Ts an inference (theoretical note) or makes a tactical 
decision (methodological note). The package is so 
prepared as later to be scanned and comprehended at a 
glance'. 

Analysis tactics 

Each intervie\>T was recorded on a cassette tape and so at the end 

of the field work the researcher had forty tapes each lasting between 

45 minutes and 1 hour. The first stages of transcription were 

started as soon as was possible after the interview. :Bearing in mind 

the strategies of Schatzman and Strauss, the researcher listened to the 

tape, jotting down the main themes of the interview and making some 

preliminar,y theoretical notes. This note mfL~ing was done in a 

spontaneous way at the first hearing of the tape so that the ideas and 

beginnings of conceptual categories could emerge freely. 
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The second pleying of the tapes was carried out in order to 

transcribe the intervie\v. The researcher made her o1-m transcripts 

(although at a later stage sixteen of the tapes were re-transcribed 

verbatim by an audio-t.ypist). It was not considered that every 

word of the interview need be written down and so the transcript 

consisted of a mixture of shorthand terms for the researcher's 

questions, summaries and verbatim accounts of the student's 

contribution and theoretical notes. The actual process of 

transcribing the tapes was a tedious, yet curiously rewarding business. 

The fact of having to sit and transcribe rather than being presented 

with a fait accompli forced the researcher to begin to look at the 

interview in an analytic wa:y from the start. Lofland (1971:91) said 

of this analytic procedure: 

1 Transcribing tapes is a chore. :But it also has an 
eno:rmous virtue. It reauires one to study each interview. 
Listening to the tape, piece by piece, forces one to 
consider piece by piece whether he has accomplished 
anything in the interview or not. It stimulates analysis, 
or at least this is the proper frame of mind to adopt \vhen 
putting the interview down on paper' • 

Lofland (1971:91) also advocates the inclusion in the transcript of "a 

distinction, concept or an idea" as they occur to the researcher. 

This is consistent with the "theoretical notes" of Schatzman and Strauss. 

The transcripts made for this study were made along the lines suggested 

by Lofland: 

'It is probably not necessary that one transcribe ever,y 
word, exclamation or pause that occurs in an interview. 
Indeed, there mey be entire answers, descriptions, and 
the like given by the interviewee that one will feel need 
only be summarised or .recorded in the write up as having 
occurred. The point here is that one wants a written 
record of what the interviewee said so one can find it 
again, but one does not necessarily need a verbatim 
transcript of ever,ything1 • 
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In this '..;ay the written record indicates what is on the tape, if 

a transcript of certain sections are required, they can be made 

later. 

The transcripts were studied in order that the major themes 

of the data could be determined. As the in tervie\tJ's prog-..cessed the 

researcher became aware of some of these predominant categories; but 

nevertheless a detailed study of all the data at the end of the field 

'..;ork was essential. At this point, the theoretical notes ,.,ere 

transferred onto index cards, along with the student code, ,..;hich 

alloHed cross reference Hith the relevant tape. Nm-.r theoretical 

notes Here also made as and Hhen this further study of the transcripts 

dictated. As the researcher became more familiar with the data, licl{s 

be~tJ'een categories and potential categories became apparent. In 

fo:r:muJ.ati:ng these lin.ks the strategy of 'packaging' Has used. During 

the process of analysis an original set of about thirt,y conceptual 

themes Here combined and integrated by means of comparing pieces of 

data and 'shu£fling' the index cards until the final categories 'l."iere 

identified. 

Lofland (1971:127) has some ver,y useful, ru!d practical, suggestions 

in his discussion of '.Analysing Social Settings' ; his ,..;ork ,..;as dravm. 

on heavily for bot..h. a.n..alytic and 'spiritual' guidance. Perhaps his 

most i.11sightful 'fri tings are concer.aed ,.,i th what he calls "little piles 

of paper and actually 'rr'i ti.ng text11
• He puts great emphasis on 

preparation of material aP~ tl!oughts before writing but then goes on to 

say: 
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'It seems, in fact, that one does not truly begin to 
think until one concretely attempts to render thought 
and analysis into successive sentences. All the 
elaborate preparation described above amounts mostlY 
to a device that allows one's head to work in an 
orderly fashion when it comes right down to saying 
something on paper. For better or worse, when one 
actually writes he begins to get new ideas to see new 
connections, to remember material he had not remembered 
before'. 

Lofland's point about ideas emerging as the writing takes place was 

true of this study. However much ordering of the theoretical notes, 

making of searches for extracts of data and sketching of arguments 

took place in order to start vrri ting; it was only once the vrri ting 

started that the real shape of the category took shape. It is also 

true to say that only at this stage was the category sho'l.m to stand 

or fall. In Lofla.nd' s words again: 

'He may begin to find that a section just does not make 
sense. It will not write. Even more disturbingly, 
while actually writing he may find that the entire 
general design could and should or must be re-done, 
re-conceived or re-ordered'. (Lafland 1971:127) 

It was often during the attempts to write up a category that the 

combination of several categories occurred. The connections could be 

seen more clearly and the merger of two or more major conceptual 

themes \vas the result. A final word from Lofland (1971:129) concerns 

the balance between analysis and description; a crucial one in 

qualitative work. He describes it in terms of analytic and 

descriptive excesses and where there is: 

'Description and analysis together \vi thout one crushing 
the other (they) constitute enlightening and balanced 
sociological work'. 

Note: Thro~1out the extracts from the transcripts 
( ••. )=edited by researcher 

= natural discontinui~J in speech 
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\fuen this balanc.e eY..ists Lofland refers to the r-esult as a..Ylalytic 

description. The researcher has aimed for such a balance in the 

present work, the reader, hm~Jever, '\•rill need to be the judge of that. 

This is as far as a description of the analysis ca::.r1. usefully go 

for the nature of the 'I.•Tork rna.'k::es a detailed description of the mode 

of analysis redundant '"'i thout the attendant data and interpretation. 

To return to Rock's (1979) discussion of social forms, it is necessary 

to lLave both the form and the content if either are to be of use in 

describi1~ a phenomenon. Simmel's comparison of grammar ru1d utterance 

with form and content is useful here. A description of the analytic 

procedure is of little arai.l Hi thout inclusion of data, as indeed 1.~Jould 

be a discussion of the data 1.vi thout recourse to analytic procedures. 

'No form 'I.•Jould appear 1.>1i thout content, a.1J.d content 
could not become manifest Hi thout form. It is 
neither possible to examine pure form 1..;hich lacks all 
content, nor pure content ,..,b.ich lacks all form' 
(Rock 1979:41). 

Insofar as the researcher can lcnow, the intel~retation presented 

represents a plausible explanation of the data and the students' world. 

This kind of study sta.nds or falls upon the credibility of the story it 

tells and interpretation it makes for the reader. 

Strong (1979:250) has a.n insightful footnote in his methodolog~cal 

appendix which seems to be an apposite close to this chapter: 

'Some authors have been so disturbed by the failure to 
generate foolproof interpretive methods that they have 
abandoned all interest in conventionaJ. subject matters 
and concentrated solely·on analysing the methods that~~ 
used in eve~day life to this end; their hope being that 
here at ·least some certain~r is to be found ••. The best 
'"'e can ho-pe for in this world, even if 1.-Te study practical 
reasoning~ is a plausible sto:cy'. 

' ~ 
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CHAPTER 5_ 

'Learning and Harking' 
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'lhe catcco:r:y 1 le<:n"l'l.irlc and ·VTorking', started out as a 

convenient handle to the data concerned VTith the stu.dent nurses' 

accounts of their experiences in the hospital '\·Tard.s. It seemed 

that, a~though the students possessed the student title, in practice 

they '\vere often functioning as members of the work-force. The 

development of the categor.r involved several issues vrhich are 

addressed belm·r, in an attempt to explain, from the students' 

perspective, the position in '\•Thich the student nurse finds herself; 

namely, that of student 'doing nursing' '\vork. 

~he students saw the college as the source of the theoretical (1) 

input to their training and the demonstrator of the correct way to 

carlJT out practical nursi1~. On the '\vards, ho'\•Tever, they found that 

not only '\vere college techniques not used, but that nursing 

a~~iliaries often had as much, if not more, responsibility as the 

students for the basic care of patients. These data led to a 

discussion, in subsequent intervie'\·ts, of the place of 'theo::cy 1 in 

nursing and a questioning of whether it was, in fact, necess~J. 

That is to sey, if the students and auxiliaries functioned in a 

similar '\vey, '\vhat vtas the justification for the theoretical component 

of nursing education. The competence of the student as a worker, 

capable of undertal(ing the necessary tasks to complete the nursing care 

routines, is examined in the context of her supposed student role; 

thus, the service versus education division is explored. This 

discussion has implications for the needs of student nurses throughout 

their training in terms of support and guidance. 

(1) 'Theoretical' is used here in the way ti1at the students used the 
term; that is to describe the content of their college lectures. 
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College versus ward 

One of the most striking features of the students' account of 

their nursing vrorld was the difference between nursing as taught in 

the college and nursing as it was experienced on the wards. 

fact of student nurse life is not an exceptionally new one. 

This 

Indeed, 

it is almost a part of nursing folklore that these differences exist. 

Olesen and \1hi ttaker (1968 :143) fonnd that the student nurses in their 

study experienced the same phenomena: 

'Perhaps the most exquisite dilemma of all with respect 
to faculty-staff (i.e. college-,·Jard) relationships lay 
in instruction. It was incumbent on facul t to indicate 
what they thought ·vrere the best ways of doing things, 
weys that sometimes ran counter to what students savr 
staff doing on the wards' • 

What is interesting is the fact that, whilst the differences are quite 

profound, the students accepted them quite readily. It was generally 

held that the college should teach the "correct" way but that in the 

real world there '"as not time for this and so the 11 correct" \vey \'las 

adapted on the wards to suit the prevailing situation. At the 

operational level, this ward/college difference is a clear cut fact of 

the student nuxses 1 life. However, there are a number of inter-related 

issues involved when the question is examined more closely. These 

issues are explored below and some tentative conclusions drroin. 

Student nurses are ta...'ken into the health service on what is 

essentially an apprenticeship basis. Their time is divided between 

lectures and demonstrations in the college of nursing and practical 

nursing experience on the '\'lards, in a variety of special ties. The 

students fonn a large part of the \vork-force on hospital wards. 

Although they always work under supervision, as they are not legally 

qualified to practise independently, the degree of supervision varies 
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enormously, at one end of the continuum 'nominal' v.rould describe 

it most appropriately. One of the major difficulties facing these 

student nurses, it seemed, Has the balancing of the roles of '\otorker 

and learner. The dichotomy is becoming ever more a:pparen t as the 

colleges of nursing move in the direction, albeit slowly, of other 

institutions of higher education. That is to say, the student 

nurse is being encouraged to develop the student side of her role, 

and this thrm>~s the '\>Torker element into greater reflief. The 

students naturally learn much of their practical nursing skills in 

the hospital vlards. Thus they have to determine how to select the 

'good' from the 'bad' influences which they encounter. After they 

have determined this, they must develop a style of '\>Tork, with both the 

qualified staff and auxiliaries, Hhich '\>Till allm>~ them to function in 

the vlards in such a -vnzy as to facilitate their learning. This 

facilitation is achieved in part by thew~ they relate to the 

permanent staff but largely by their willingness and ability to be a 

member of the work-force on the ward. 

The student nurses are aware of the differences between the college 

weys of 'doing nursing' and those of the permanent staff of the '\>Tards. 

Since the student nurse spends much of her time on the wards it is at 

one level a matter of simple expediency which leads her to perfect ways 

of discovering and complying with the 'ward ways' of nursing. 

Student: 

How much do you think what you are taught in the college 
ai'fects hm.r you nurse, rather than what you see people 
do in the wards? 

I think it is, you know, you get taught in school the 
proper way for everything but you've never got time to 
do the proper way in the wards. I think you should, you 
knm-1 I mean you don' t really have that much time in 
scho~l· so I mean the theory is good ( ••• ) you need it, ' . 
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what you get but like the nursing they just sort of 
teach you the basics in the school and the proper 
wa;y to do it so that when you go into the wards, r. mean, 
yo~'ve got, well, you know what should be done, what's 
go1ng on, so that you're not really totally ignorant about 
what's getting done ( ••• ) (1) 

This student had no difficulty in both seeing and accepting the fact 

that the style of nursing taught in college did not resemble exactly 

that found on the wards. Although she recognises that the college 

teaches the 1 proper' vra;y of nursing her later comment about lmovring 

11'\>lhat' s going on" vlhen she is on the '\>lard indicates a more important 

function of the college. This has to do vTi th introducing the students 

to sufficient theory to allow them to function as part of the ward 

sta£f. Clearly, if a student nurse was entirely unaware of the 

possible range of events which might surround different categories of 

patients, she 't.>~ould not make a useful member of the '\>lard sta£f. !fuus, 

although there is not deemed to be time on the ward for the nurses to 

carry out procedures in the 'college '\-Tay', the college teaching seems 

to fu_-rnish the background information which enables the students to 

function on the wards • 

.Another student said that she preferred an orderly '\>lard where 

things were done Vproperly' which led to a discussion of where she 

learned to nurse 'properly'. 

K.N:. : • • • and you find the wa;y the sister organises the Hork 
affects the way you actually nuxse? 

Student: Yes, because if you've got somebody who is really 
slightly slapdash - the permanent members of staff tend 
to be like that you kno'\>1. They sa;y 1 don v t bother doing 
it like that' (in the case of some dressings being done 
in the bathroom); its not sterile at all and you feel 
'\>lell this isn't really right but when somebody seys 'we 
haven't really time to do that just stick a bit of 
gauze on', and that's it. I feel that if the sister 
were here ( ••• ). 

K.M.: How does that a£fect you and your development as a nurse? 
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Student: Well it \'lorries me from time to time because I like 
it when I go to a \'lard where things are done properly, 
you knm._r, things are done the right \•18~. And I think 
at the same time it also makes you awfully - \<Tell you 
change - you go to another ward and do things as you 
have been doing them in the other place ( ••• ). 

K.N.: \\Then you relate back to the proper \<Ta;;r of doing it, 
\vhere do you pick that up from - do you know? 

Student: From the school, I think. rlliat' s \..rhat I found \•Then I 
first came out of school - was the way things Here done 
we were taught how to do it properly- its not all that 
different from Hha t ,.,e saw happening in the ward. 

K.I'1.: And hoH do you come to terms with that? 

Student: Vlell, I think in school you are taught the correct Hay 
of doing it but you have to make slight modifications \vhen 
Harking in the \vard or you cru1. still manage to do thin..gs 
properly. (5) 

This student started out by giving an example of hm-1 things were not 

al\>Tays done 'properly' on the \>Tard. :By the end of the exchange she Has 

s~i11g tlLat the differences were really mere modifications of the 

'proper Hey' • She did not attribute any blame to the trained staff \>lho 

were doing the 'sterile' dressing in the bathroom but thought that if 

the '"ard sister were present things vrould be done 'properly'. 

llie students appeared to sanction the 'Hard wey' of doiP_g things 

because it v.ras efficient and. worked, even though it was not entirely 

correct. There are studies in the area of industrial sociology which 

illustrate similar behaviour in organisations. There are, on the one 

hand, hard and fast rules \.f..r1.ich must be seen to be obeyed and not 

dismissed as impractical; a.11.d on t..l-:le ot...l'ler, these same rules are 

frequently broken. The breaking of the rules is a necesSalJT part of 

the smooth functioning of the organisation; ne\-r members must be 

socialised in this legitimated breakiYl~ of the rules. Bensrnan and 

Gerver (1963) describe the breaking of one rule in an airplane factor,y 
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in the United States. The use of the 'tap' is a means of achieving 

alir;runents in assembling aircraft '1.1/ings, \&~here during the :production 

process the correct alignment between nuts and plate openings :b...ave 

become distorted. Use of the 1 tap' is both dangerous~ and forbidden, 

yet it is freq_uently used '\•Ti th the unofficial sa.nction of the foremen. 

Bensman and Ge rve r argue that analysis of devia.ncy \vi thin an 

organisation using a functionalist vie'\v is not helpful 0 This, they 

sa:y, is because it assumes a total approach; all parts of the 

organisation 1'-lorldng toHards the same ends. In such an analytic 

approach deviation from the rules implies a rejection of the norms of 

the system; the authors suggest a different analytic approach, Hhich 

says people not systems have ends and these are accommodated in 

collective behaviour. Tney fou.nd that from the vie'\v:point of 

production the use of the 'tap' is imperative to the functioning of 

the production organisation, even thought it is one of the most serious 

\vork crimes. This is recognised even at official levels, al thoug..1-J. 

only in indirect Hays. 

The students in the present study described behaviour \'Thich they 

kneH to be incorrect yet Hou.ld justify in the name of accomplishing 

the task in hand. The student's comment about such behaviour not 

happening Hhen the Hard sister was there illustrates the fact that some 

notion of right a...'1.d 1•TrOY'I_g ·Has operating. One could speculate that the 

sisters lmeH very well \~hat \.ras goiD_g on, but, unofficially, chose to 

ignore it. 

Similar devia.nt, yet accepted and organisationally necessar,y, 

behaviour was described by Ditton (1977) in the case of bread salesmen. 

This involved 'fiddling the customer' and Di tton explains hoH ne'\.r 
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workers were ~ocialised into this behaviour: 

'institutionalised socialising arrangements are 
deliberately constructed by the bakery management to 
teach recruits to regularly and invisibly rob customers 
on behalf of the company' • 

Whilst it is not being suggested that similar criminal behaviour goes 

on in hospital, the analogy with the industrial scene is an 

interesting one. It seems that the acceptance of an 'official' set 

of rules alongside organisationally acceptable deviance is not peculiar 

to nursing. This acceptance is evidenced in the comments of another 

student 1<1ho thought that the nursing practised on the wards was not too 

different from school: 

'the big difference is that the corners are cut, in 
school you do the \t~hole thing, on the wards sometimes 
you don't have the time'. (11) 

The overriding impression given by the students in their discussion of 

the differences between the wards and the college was that of a matter 

of fact approach to the divide. It seemed that the student nurses, 

although they came to study nursing at the college of nursing were not 

in the least perturbed by the discrepancies they encountered in the 

wards to vrhich the college attached them. 

The Clinical Teacher 

'Ihe differences between the wards and the college of nursing can 

be perhaps best highlighted in the consideration of the function of the 

clinical teacher. 'Ihe clinical teacher is a member of the staff of the 

college but is responsible for the practical side of the teaching and 

thus most of her work with students happens on the wards. 
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K.rvr.: Is there much relationship between '\vhat is taught in the 
college and what you see on the wards? 

Student: No, you have not got time to do what they tell you. 
Some of the things, like say in some wards they go just 
about right by the book, but in other wards its just a 
case of do what you can by the book. Carry on as best 
you can. It is just using your commonsense. 

K.M.: I just wondered; you hear people talking about running 
the ward as if it is something different from anything else 
that goes on (we have discussed it in earlier interviews), 
be it teaching students or nursing patients, it is as if the 
ward has to run. 

Student: I think a lot of teachers in the school should go back into 
the wards for a while, because, I mean, you get teachers 
telling you things and you go into the wards and you just 
cannot relate anything to what they have said at all ( ••• ). 
They do go around the wards but I do not think they are 
there long enough to see what actually goes on; and then 
everybody is on their best behaviour. 

The student went on to say how working \vi th a clinical teacher on the 

vTards \vas not similar to the way ward vTork \vas usually carried out: 

Student: ( ••• ) in the school you would be there for hours if you 
1..rere doing a bed bath, I mean, say if you are on the 
surgical ward and you have got 25 patients you cannot take 
an hour on each patient or you 1..rould be there for the rest 
of your life. 

K.11.: And when your tutors and clinical teachers come into the 
ward do they actually '\tTork with you? Obviously they do 
not do everything at tl1e speed you would do without them; 
do they just take you and one patient and pretend it is 
lilce it was in the school? 

Student: Huh, huh, that is exactly hovT they do it. It is just one 
patient and everybody else is wiped off the map. (24) 

It seems that the ward/college divide does not exist on all wards to the 

same extent. The relationship between the clinical teacher and the 

ward staff varies, in some cases the ward sisters and the clinical 

teacher strike up a good working relationship and so the resultant 

experience can be a realistic one for the student. On the other hand, 

as the last studentsw comments demonstrate, the clinical teacher can be 
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seen as the college brought to the ward and whenever she chooses 

to work with a student for a few hours the student is deemed to be 

pair of hands lost to the vrard. .Although the reality is that the 

clinical teacher represents an extra pair of hands; the fact that she 

wishes to nurse according to the ways of the college rather than the 

faster adapted ward ways negates her contribution to the \.fork-force. 

The clinical teachers were seen to belong to the college of nursing, 

yet did at times further the service ends of the \-Tard rather than the 

educational needs of students. Clinical teachers were also seen by 

some students to be closer in touch with the reality of the ward 

situation than were their colleagues in the college; they could help 

the students to adapt their college training to the ward requirements. 

One student gave a rather extreme example of this \vhen she described her 

experiences as a first year student on a gynaecological ward. She had 

been told in the college that ju..nior students \-Tould not be required to 

collect major surgical cases from theatre; they might conceivably be 

required to bring patients back after minor operations. The clinical 

teacher had show.a her what to do in both circumstances "just in case". 

This precautionary measure was taken by the clinical teacher because the 

ward had no allocation of senior students; thus the chances of a first 

year having to undertake senior students' duties were high. The 

clinical teacher anticipated service needs and allowed these to subordinate 

the students' educational needs by introducing, out of context, the 

necessary knowledge for tl1e care and transport of major surgical patients. 

This 'craSh course' approach was dictated by the needs of the wa_~ not 

those of the student. 
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A similar experience was sometimes described in relation to 

night duty., One student described her experience as a junior night 

nurse when "you are not supposed to be in charge as a jmlior on 

nights, but I was because we were short staffed". She enjoyed this 

experience and said that she gained confidence through it. It was 

the return to day duty which presented problems; when she said 

"everything is taken away from you, back to being just a wee student 

who doesn' t really know very much". In this case the extra 

responsibility was seen by the student to be a positive learning 

experience; yet, in service terms, it was clearly just an expedient 

measure. The withdrawal of responsibility once experienced, was 

frustrating for t.h.e student. In some w~s this oscillation of status 

depending upon the prevailing circumstances is one of the underlying· 

difficulties for the student throughout her training. It is a theme 

which is picked up again below in the discussion of student and 

nursing auxiliary relations. 

Students and Auxiliaries 

In the light of this brief consideration of the student nurse's 

position, it seems that the student nurse is trying to do two things 

during her three years of training. The first is the raison d'etre 

of her presence in the health service, namely to gain registration. 

The second is to function efficiently as a member of the main work-force 

of nursing. These two aspects of the student nurses' activity are 

never mutually exclusive by virtue of the fact that in order to obtain 

registration the student must put in a given number of hours practical 

nursing in a series of prescribed areas. This practical experience 
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must be accomplished satisfactorily, accordL~ to the standards of 

the ward staff.. In order to meet these standards, it seems that 

the students must displey an ability to function as one of the work-

force of the ward,. However, there remains the important question of 

emphasis; whether service or educational needs are given priorit.y .. 

The students spoke a great deal about the amount of 

responsibility vrhich they had on the wards; tb.is was often discussed 

in relation to the work that the nursing auxiliaries did and the 

student• s position, in terms of author'i ty, vis-a-vis the auxiliaries. 

There were mixed feelings among the students towards ~he 

aUYiliaries largely because of the tension which exists be~veen their 

reliance on the auxiliary for help in getting to knovr the \vard 

routines and their insistence upon some differentiation between 

aUY...ilia.ry vrork &"'1.d nursing work .. 

Students sometimes felt th~t as junior nurses they had often been 

passed over for a nursing amr..iliary if there vlas a job to be done 

\vbi eh the sister or staff nurse knevr that the auxiliary v.Tould be able 

to do more quickly.. It takes more time to explain and sho,.; something 

to a student than it does to ask another, already competent, person to 

do the job .. Nevertheless, the students saw the value of the 

auxiliaries and were ~uick to defend them if they felt the researcher 

\.Jas being in a:rry way critical of them .. On one such occasion the 

researcher had suggested that the students had some basis, other than 

experience, upon which to make their decisions and so, even though on 

the face of it the au:xilia_ry nurse appeared to be more competent, the 

student did have a more legitimate stance from which to proceed, 

namely t.L~e r theoretical' component of their training .. The student 
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responded by seying that ulots of auxilia.:tzy" nurses were very good" 

and that a lot depended upon the personality of both the nurse and 

auxiliary .. The researcher pursued the issue about nurses working 

from a different starting point from the auxiliaries, who worked 

from past experience, which, it must be remembered, was sometimes 

considerable. This met \ri th a fi:rm defence of auxiliary nurses .. 

One student's comment exemplifies the students' feeling that 

the ward sisters tended to go to the auxiliaries before students 

when they wanted work done. 

K .r~t. : Do you ever find that au..uliaries are doing things that 
the students should be doing, because they have this 
relationship vli th the sister? 

Student: Yes, it's not supposed to happen, as far as the No 7 's 
(}lursiv~ Officers) are concerned it doesn't happen; but 
it does, a lot. T'ney talre the upper hand, especially 
\vi th the junior nurses. 

K.M.: Is that hospi tal-\ride, or particv~ar wards? 

Student: Particular wards, I think, on the surgical side they 

K .. M.: 

tend more, the auxiliaries do their own Hork; bed baths, 
things like th..at. They tend to do their own \vork, 
water jugs and tl1...ings like this o Medical side they 
tend to do the nurses' work, things students could be 
doing. 

What sort of things on the medical ward? 

Student: Things like, they'll tell the student \lJhat they should 
do \ri th this· patient; you knoH like 'this is ho\v we get 
them up' - like one the other day, patient had to get a 
bandage and re-bandage his feet; she just took it off 
and bandaged it up.. (10) 

Another studentj when talking about geriatric nursing, said that there 

was no difference in the work of students and the auxiliaries; even 

in the areas of care where some technical :rroxsing knowledge is 

required. 
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Student: ( .. "") I think there is nothing wrong with aUJd.liaries 
apart from the fact that vmen something technical does 
~ome along they think that because they have been there 
r. or years t-h.ey have the expertise a_11d start telling you 
what to do 'you should.n' t be doing that like that nurse' -
that s~rt of thing. It gets you quite annoyed because 
you think, I know you've been here for years but you 
haven't done any theoretical side of it and you don't 
really know what you are doing, just because you t ve seen 
other people doing it. 

K.M.: So really I think that's what I was getting at; I'm not 
actually suggesting that we should do away with nurse 
training.. But you are there as the work-force but quite 
often you are not allowed to put your thin..king into 
practice, because you have got to do whatever is done 
there.. It seems to be 'IJThat people are saying, what 
would you say about that? 

Student: I 11/0uld agree with that. Most places have got a set 
routine, I suppose they have to but you've got to stick 
to it and if you have any ideas you get 'we don't do that 
here dearie, get on with it'. (37) 

The observations of the first student are of interest because they 

serve to highlight the areas of nursing v.1hich she was prepared to 

recognise and defend as 'nursing'. She resented the interference 

from the auxiliary nurse in overt technical tasks such as dressings 

and bandaging; while she was not prepared to distinguish between her 

own basic care of a patient and that offered by an auxiliary. rrhis 

view she maintained even when the researcher pointed out, at some 

length, that the auxiliary can only, for example, look after stroke 

patients so long as each patient behaves in much the same way as the 

last .. That is to say the auxiliary can only work from past experience. 

Whereas the nurse has a backgrormd of 'theory', which naturaJ.ly benefits 

from experience, but she can thus plan care and anticipate reactions 

without a previous personal experience of the situation. The 

commonsense knowledge which the auxiliaries exhibit should not be 

underestimated. The researcher's comments, made in order to see what 
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the student would say about the difference between her and the 

auxiliaries, were perhaps a little too polarised. The auxiliary 

as a functioning front line worker cannot be considered to be devoid 

of a store of experiences which she has assimilated into some working 

knowledge, at a commonsense level. However, the second student 

(above) recognised the distinction between knowledge and experience 

as a basis for action. 

As it has been suggested above, the students see the auxiliary 

as a major figure during their time on the wards. The students 

often identified the auxiliary nurse as the person who teaches them 

what to do when they go to a new ward. The auxiliary is often a 

long standing member of the permanent ward staff and as such knows a 

great deal about how the ward works and how sister likes things to be 

done (cf. Hardie 1978). This theme is developed in Chapter 9. 

Suffice to say here that the nursing auxiliary is, for the student, an 

important force to be reckoned with. When the student first arrives 

on a ward she needs the auxiliary, for it is the latter who, more 

often than not, initiates her. When the student eventually finds her 

feet she seems to have difficult,y in shaking off her previous 

dependence upon the auxiliary who seems to remain an important figure 

and not one to be critical of or to feel superior to. The 1 ogical 

conclusion to this kind of argument is that in practice there is, in 

some areas, very little difference bet\<Teen the work of the student 

nu_-rse and that of the auxiliary.. On the surgical wards there is 

possibly more of a distinction because of the amount of technical 

nursing to be done. 
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The work of the auxiliary, as portrayed by the students, is 

of some importance; particu~arly when the auxiliary is a 1 ong 

standing member of the ward team. The auxiliary is in a 

potentially powerful position, even though she is at the bottom of 

the hierarchyc The stu_dents said that they relied on auxiliaries 

fur guidance in their early days and saw that the ward sisters made 

free use of theme Mechanic's (1968:416) discussion of the p0wer 

sou~ces of the 'lower participants' in complex organisations is 

relevant here: 

'It is not 1musual for lm._rer participants in cvmplex 
organisations to assume and wield power and influence 
not associated with their formally defined positions 
\vi thin these organisations' .. 

Mechanic argues that these workers have personal power and no 

authority .. There is a distinction to be made, he says, be~feen 

formal and informal power .. The formal power holders in an 

organisation are those near the top of the hierarcl~, by virtue of 

their formally structured access to iYl...forrnation and perso11..nel c Yet, 

Mechanic says: 

'lower participants in organisations are frequently 
successful in manipulating the formal structure 
because they may have informally attained control 
over access to information, persons and 
instrumentalities'.. (Mechanic 1968:418) 

This type of informal power, Mechanic suggests, is often gained where 

there are "numbers of well entrenched lower-rankLYJg employees,. &'i'Jd at 

the same time high rates of turnover among higher-ranking persons in 

the organisation" .. This, of course, sums up the position of 

auxiliaries and student nurses in the hospital wards. 
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0Practice' versus 'TheuEY' 

This line of discussion led to an eA~loration of the place of 

theory in nursing. 'Theory' is the ter.m which the students used 

to describe the lectures which they had in the college, in other 

words the book-work, as opposed to their practical work. Thus, 

'theory' does not have anything to do with 'theories of nursing' -

it is simply the term used in contradistinction to 'practice'. If 

nursing auxiliaries, who receive little or no fur.mal trai~~, can 

do most of the nursing which takes place, why have a large theoretical 

input in the general nurse training? 

During discussion with one student the question of practical 

versus theoretical nursing arose. vfuilst most of the students 

would, with varying degrees of conviction, defend the need for 'theory' 

in nurse training this student thought it was not all that important. 

K.M.: What I am really interested in is what you think is 
important about nursing, and if it helps to start with 
thinking about patient care .. 

Student: The comfort of the patient is really important as well ••• 

K.M .. : Hovl do you .... 

Student: Your attitude towards the patient physically and mentally, 
you know, telling the patient; how gentle you are with 
the patient. The practical side of nursing I think is 
more important than the theoretical side at the moment, 
as a student nurse, the responsibilities you are given as 
a student nurse makes it more important to be more 
practical than theoretical, I think. 

K.,1'1.: ( .... ) What would you call theoretical, do yau see it as 
two separate sides of the 

Student: It's not alw33s two separate sides, eventuaJ.ly things 
throughout your trair.dL~ do click together better; but 
as far as practical nursing, when you're with the patients 
on the ward just doing your basic nursing care without 
thinking what's actually wrong with the patient, as with 
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the 'Nursing Process', you work from the 'nursing 
care plan' without really knot<Ting the diagnosis or 
what's wrong with the patient. (35) 

Another student defended the place of theory for its intrinsic 

interest value. 

K .. N.: Do you find that ycyu learn more on the wards or in the 
college, or is it different things that you learn? 

Student: You learn more on the wards but you lea.....-rn while you' re 
doing them. ( ••• )you sort of say this is done for 
such and such a reason; but in college you've got it 
dovm on paper, you've got it in your books - exactly 
why it's done. The practical you learn on the ward, 
but it's best to know the theor,y behind it. 

K.M.: Yes, because some of the conversations I've had it 
almost seems that there are two things going on - you 
are 1 earning all the things that you need to \Yri te down 
to pass the exam on the one hand and then things are so 
different, in some ways, on the ward and other things 
you don't reaJ.ly have to lmow so long as you do the work .. 

Student: I like to know wby I' m doing things. I' m curious - at 
school I found subjects that I had to understand easier 
than the ones you just learnt off a page because I like 
to know why I do things. That's what I've found on this 
block actually, (the student was in the college for a 
'study block' at the time of interview) ~uite difficult 
because you had doctors' lectures and the exams weren't 
on the doctors' lectures; your exams were on the nursing 
care, and I was getting so caught up in all the little 
blood cells moving around (reference to haematology 
lecture). Then I was thinking but I don't need to know 
that, but I mean it was nice to know that in the background. 
I found myself sort of caught up in aJ.l the details. 

K.M.: Is there a tendency to feel that the lea~ning theory side 
of it is condition, signs, symptoms and biology or what 
have you; and really the nursing does not figure very 
largely, or does it, in w'.aat you feel you have to learn? 

Student: I don't really think it figures very large at all. I 
mean it's nice to know but when you are actually nursing in 
the ward ( ••• ) because you are doing the procedure you're 
not really thinking I am doing th-is because of such and 
such a reason ( ••• ) (30) 
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When the students discussed theor,y, as opposed to practical nursing, 

they were not a1 ways referring to the same phenomenon. The 

student quoted above clearly linked 'theory' with medically oriented 

studies such as diagnosis. Theory and disease conditions were often 

compared and juxtaposed with basic nursing care, viz: 

'When you first start all you do is basic nursing care, 
after that it is lost, all you do in other Blocks is 
diseases; basic nuxsing care doesn't come back into it'. (39) 

There was also often an implied hierarchy in the terminology, "just 

basic nursing care" compared \'li th "lumbar punctures and sterno-marrotvs 

as demonstrated and explained by the doctors•. 'lliis is one of the 

many examples in the study of the dominance of the medical profession. 

The students appeared to be attracted by the lead taken by what 

Freidson (1970) has called the 'dominant profession' in health care. 

Knowledge which is linked with medicine appears to be prestigeous 

lmowledge and therefore it is legitimate to draw upon it in order to 

bolster the status of nursing. Knowledge about 11 just basic nursing" 

was not, it seems, regarded by the students in the same light. The 

question of what might be considered to be legitimate and illegitimate 

knowledge, upon which to base nursing status, is addressed in relation 

to professionalism in Chapter 10. 

The data presented above are examples of the mixed feelings of 

the students towards the role of t theory 1 in nursing. One question 

which the data posed was: why have a large theoretical component in 

the general nurse training? 

It seemed from the wa;y in which the students used the word theory 

that it did have a variety of meanings. Sometimes it meant the 

knowledge base upon 'Which to found an activity, more commonly it was 
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simply used to distinguish the parts of nursing which are taUght 

in the college rather than those learnt on the wards. However, 

as \>le have already seen, theor.r was generally taken to mean 

medically oriented facts based on diseases and their signs and 

symptoms. There was an overall impression that the students savr 

nurse training in terms of a series of medically oriented lectures 

in the college, basic nvxsing picked up on the first wards and some 

follow-up demonstrations of medical techniques, supplied presumably 

so that the student nurse becomes competent in assisting at these 

procedures .. The professional dominance of medicine is reflected 

even in the nursing education programme. 

Clearly it is too simple an approach to reduce all of nursing to 

a few categories, distinguishing between technical and basic care, 

with a view to specifying which of these tasks must be undertaken by 

trained, or at least learner nurses. The socio-psychological factors 

and the 'how is it carried out' aspects of nursing care are considered 

by many to be all-important. However, the fact remains that, 

according to the evidence of the students in this study, much of t.h.e 

nursing experience which they had was carried out in settings where 

they could be seen to be interchangeable with the auxiliaries. Some 

of the students in the study discussed this interchangeability in terms 

of what it meant for professional nursing. One student said that 

auxiliaries were doing more nursiv..g work than they used to, "they are 

coming into student territory - doing more and more things". She 

gave as an example auxiliar,y nurses taking patients' temperatures and 

pulses, and queried whether the auxiliary would note the quality as well 
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as the rate of the pulse. '~e are taught to look for abnormalities 

and consequences, e.g. fibrillation - suppose then the charts were 

done by an auxiliary" • 

These tasks a:re being sloughed off to the auxiliaries in much 

the same way that they were once passed from the doctor to the nurse. 

They have become low-prestige and routine tasks which nurses are seeing 

fit to hand over to the auxiliaries, who are only trained in an ad hoc 

way to do whatever is required of them. As one student put it "given 

a good training by a t.,ard sister they (auxiliaries) are good and 

valuable". Hughes (1971:307) describing how, in striving for 

professional status, nurses are handing on their work to 'aides and 

maids' .. In this professionalising effort, paradoxically, the nurses 

are taking over cast-off medical work. This taking on and casting off 

should be undertaken with caution, as Johnson (1978) warns by quoting 

Augustus De Morgan (1872: 377) who said: 

'Great fleas have little fleas upon their backs to bite 'em 
.And little fleas have lesser fleas, and so ad infini turn'. 

Wh.y theory? 

If one is going to argue that theory is an important part of nurse 

training and, that it is important for patient care, a case has to be 

made for the utility of theory in tem.s of patient welfare rather than 

in terms of successful professionalising on the part of nurses.. The 

question of interchangeability of students and auxiliary nurses could 

well damage the case for the former. In the case of the latter it 

could be suggested that the introduction of theory into what might 

othert>Tise be an essentially boring job serves to maintain the morale of 

the nurses and attract intelligent people into the work. 
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The case for the utility of theory in nursing practice is 

addressed first. If it is to be argued that all nurses need some 

training, currently a three-year programme, then there must be some 

economic, if not ~ny other argument for maintaining this policy. 

It must be the case that nursing care has to be carried out by 

trained personnel if a cogent argument is to be put fo~vard for 

trainir~ the current numbers of nurses. Clearly, nursing care is 

not al\vays undertaken by qualified staf'f; the majority of the nursing 

work-force comprises unqualified and untrained personnel, namely 

students and nursing auxiliaries respectively. Nursing auxiliaries 

and learner nurses are at present working under the supervision of a 

small number of trained staff. The whole system is dependent upon a 

constant stream of students presenting themselves for training each 

year. The process continues in this way because qualified nurses are 

constantly leaving the work-force. The newly qualified staff nurses 

form a highly mobile population in that they move from post to post. 

There is also movement in and out of nursing; the most common reason 

being marriage and family. Employment of nurses has to be looked at, 

it must be remembered, in the wider context of the labour market and 

in the light of the changing role of women in society (Mercer 1979). 

Thus, the system continues to provide a large work-force of students 

and to lose a substantial number of trained staff, albeit temporarily. 

'What of the interchangeability of students and auxiliaries? One 

student described the operation of the student allocation policy on 

different wards. On the wards where there was a large number of 

students allocated there were consequently few auxiliaries. Moreover, 

in such a situation the auxiliaries only help the nurses, "they are 
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really only nursing aides". The students form a mobile work-force 

which can be shunted aroQ~ the hospital as and where required. 

The auxiliaries can be seen as gap-fillers where there are not 

enough students allocated; a fact which exemplifies the 

interchangeability of students and auxiliaries. The researcher put 

this type of argument to one student. 

Student: The NHS couldn't survive without auxiliaries, the 
publicity recently about not callLng them nurses etc. -
I don't think is justified.. I learnt basic nursing 
care as an auxiliary. (Student spent few months prior 
to training in auxiliary work) 

K.1'1.: You could argue that an auxiliary can do anything if shown. 

Student: They don't realise the implications you should know - wby 
you do '\~That you do, that's where nurse comes into her own. 

K.M.: Do you see that in practice or does she do no better tha-n 
the auxiliary because when she gets into the ward she 
follows the routine instead of putting what she learnt 
into practice? 

Student: I think you can see it in practice. Though you see a lot 
of bad practice in students and trained nurses (implication 
being not just bad practice from auxiliaries). You see a 
lot of students who don't function well. 

K.M.: If you put a set of students in to function routinely .. 

Student: I actually find in some wards that the auxiliary will teach 
the basic nursing care. That 1 s OK, with in-service 
training; they are taught more or less mat we are taught 
in block. I don't know that it af'fects me that nurses are 
getting more responsibility but what could annoy me would be 
if I thought they were not doing it properly.. I feel that 
auxiliaries are being given lists of their duties on more 
wards now because nurses feel that their territory is being 
encroached upon. (31) 

The above discussion is presented in order to demonstrate firstly hO\v 

the student nurse defended the auxiliaries' position especially when the 

researcher was seemingly attacking the auxiliary nurses' competence. 

It does seem, according to the students, that for the most part an 
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auxiliary, with limited but focused training, could undertake 

much of the routine basic care, under sui table supervision. 

The arguments for a theoretically oriented nursing training 

seem to be aimed at the professionalisation of nursing rather than 

the improvement of patient care. The questions of profession and 

professionalising are addressed in Chapter 10; mention is made here 

in order to set the worker/learner divide into some context for 

discussion. 

Student or Worker? 

The researcher was interested in how the students saw their role 

on the wards, that is in terms of being a worker or a learner. This 

issue produced some interesting discussion which relates, in part, to 

the whole question of profession vis-a-vis nursing. The main point 

being that if student nurses can move from ward to ward in fairly 

rapid succession, find their way into an established routine and then 

proceed to care for patients in the manner prescribed by their seniors 

with or without much more knowledge of the patient than the nursing 

auxiliaries have, can the end product of this training be a 

professional. 

The distinction drawn from the data between student nurse as 

learner and student nurse as worker has some close connections with the 

differences between the wards and the college of nursing. It has been 

singled out for separate discussion because it does have some subtly 

different consequences. One student comment, which was very much to 

the point, sums the category up neatly thus: "you just forget what you 

were taught in school and go ahead and work for the ward". One 

student thought that even the qualified staff should do the 'basic 
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tasks t because "that's nu_-rsing, at least what I see nursing as" .. 

This led to a discussion of how she got aJ.ong \ITi th the permanent 

staff. 

Student: SEN's I get on really well with because they are in 
with the patients. Staff nurses I don't know; some 
of them I get on reaJ.ly well vli th but not on a 'ttTorking 
basis. They are giving ycru. the orders, you run to them 
for help and that's it. ( ••• ) \ihen you first go on the 
ward they are really helpful but if you don't progress as 
quickly as they think you should they can tu_rn round and 
be really nast"-.1. 

K.M.: Progress in what way? 

Student: Well if you go on say your first \vard and they think 
after, say, three weeks you should lmo\•T how to do things 
li..."k:e bed bathing, observations and things like that, 
simple things, and if you are still incom-petent in that 
then they can tur-n on you. (27) -

T.he·student had been talking about the different w~s of doing things 

on the different hospital wards. The emphasis seemed to be upon 

learning how the ward staff, or more properly, the ward sister liked 

things to be done. The researcher raised the student/worker divide 

issue: 

K.M.: ( ••• )Do you see yourself as a student who has come here 
for an education or do you see yourself as a worker? 

Student: A worker. You see, vell both at the same time but for 
instance; when you are in block you definitely see 
yourself as a student and this is a good opportunity for 
you to learn. and \>.fhen you are on the ward you are not only 
trying out what you've learnt but you' re taking in how that 
actually works, in a day to day basis. Also if you were 
just regarded as somebody there to learn, you picture a 
student nurse just standing there watching everyt:hing; 
'Whereas obviously that is no good because you are part of 
the work team and especially in a medical \'lard you are 
there to pull your weight, just the same as the auxiliary 
or anybody, and if you don't they'll let you know about it. 
In that respect when you are on the 'I.<Tards I thi:nk, sometimes 
you thirl.k, what is this, cheap labour, this is ridiculous, 
especially on some medical \vards, on the other hand there is 
no reason why you shouldn't be doing it. But you don't feel 
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"t.L"'1at you. are beil"l_g filled full of vi tally important 
knovlledge, the fact that you have been emptyi!l.g bedpans 
for the past two hours and that I1rs X needs her bed 
cha..YJged again.. It's both of them at the same time, but 
when YW~ are on the 'tvard ycu are a worker first but you 
a::-e learning the \>lork as you gu along., It's hard ·to 
describeo I knm4 \vhat you mean ( ...... ) I don't see myself 
as being a student like a student, like a student at 
university; I see myself as being trained but you' re 
working as yuu'~e being trained, it's an apprenticeship 
VJPe thing.. For that reason I think we are entitled to 
ju~t as good a salary as anybody else that's pulli~.g their 
weight and vrork:ing hard, on the other hand you. have to keep 
up your book work etc. (29) 

This student's comments are quoted at length in order to illustrate 

the discussion of apprenticeship and nursing .. 

The students can be seen to be Ln a position which is, in some 

respects, similar to that of an apprentice .. One student actually 

differentiated be~1een her status and that of a universi~r, or 'real' 

student; and in doing so she employed the label apprentice. Yet th.e 

terms of the stctdent nurse's apprenticeship are some\-lhat different 

from those of the traditioDAl apprentices to craftsmen .. The students 

move around fre~uently and can~ot be said to be apprenticed to 'masters', 

firstly, because of this mobility and, secondly, because it seems that 

much of their time is spent \vorlr.i...ng with auxiliaries .. The medical 

students in the study by Becker et al (1961 :194) \vere seen to develop 

apprentice roles d~~~~·their second year: 

t The student does clinical rather than academic \IJ"ork .. 
That is he gets h..is tra.Lning primarily by working 1.ri th 
patients rather than through lecturers and laboratory 
work 6 • • Thoug.1-J. he remains in many senses a student, he 
becomes much more of an apprentice, imitating full-fledged 
practitioners at their work and leru.-vning what he will need 
to know to become one of them by practisLng it under their 
supervision' 6 
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The medical students were working with qualified doctors during this 

apprenticeship. In the case of student nurses their 'craftsmen' 

should be the qualified sta£f with \vhom they vrork; yet it is, 

according to the students, much less frequently that they v.rork wit-h. 

trained staff tha..n they do \'li th other students and auxiliaries. 

T.he quasi-apprenticeship nature of nu~se training is shovh~ in 

an interesting light vlhen it is cunsidered that much of the on the job 

learning happens betv.l~en learners, ser~or apprentices teaching j~ior 

apprentices, as it were. This teaching sub-culture is not altogether 

a surprising factor when considered alongside the comments which 

students made about their ability to function efficiently as workers. 

If the trained staff expect the student to pick up the 'job' in a 

short space of time &nd fill ~he vacant slot on the ward; whenever 

the student needs to lmmv how to do somethiY1.g in order to function 

efficiently, she is more likely to seek help from a fellow-apprentice 

than a trained member of staff. This reliance on other students 

rather than the 1 craftsman' serves to :point up the contradictions in 

the simple notion of a student apprenticeship. 

Student nurses felt that the trained staff expected them to 

become efficient \vorkers in quite a short space of time. This staff 

expectation can be seen as a consequence of the student nurse being 

viewed as a worker. It also demonstrates the kind of consequence of 

the worker/learner divide which go beyond the ward/college differences. 

This expectation is of interest on ~vo counts, firstly, ~he stu~ent 

nurses are, by definition, learners and as sv_ch should not be expected 

to slip into full work roles immediately. Secondly, the very fact 

that the students move from ward to ward militates against their 



becoming efficient workers in a short space of time because each 

time they achieve that state they are moved on. 

The trained staff are the nurses on whom the learners might 

model their behaviour. The students complained, hmvever, that they, 

did not often get the chance to work with qualified staff. Ward 

sisters sometimes spent their time in the office and so students got 

few opportvr.Qties to see a ward sister wor¥~ with patients~ This 

was not always the case; one student said "you are ver-J 

impressionable on your first \vard, watch the sisters, these are the 

people you model yourself on" .. Most of the students could remember 

one nurse, often a se~~or student, whose behavioux had impressed themo 

"In the first and second year you model yourself on others if I was 

impressed by them, I acted li-lce them - not so much now". This 

student said that you could pick up a lot of different ways of doing 

things and so she opted for the "tutors way". 'lliis presumably 

represented some constant force in the trai~~ng. 

One further aspect of the position which the student nuxse finds 

herself in has to do with the support which she receives during her 

training. Consider this student's comments: 

K.M.: How do you get to k_now how you are getting on? Is 
there much feedback? I lmov.r you get an assessment on 
each 'tvard, but on a day to day basis can you feel if you 
are any use to them? (Referring back to student's 
comment about being useful) 

Student: You know yourself if you have been in the v.ray or are 
being helpful - t..11.e way they act towards you ( ••• ) 

K.M.: Do you get any positive feedback if you are doing well 
or is it just 
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Student: No - just if you're not doing well. Prefer a weekly 
assessment, not necessarily written but just to say 'you 
did well this week but do some more on your nursing care'. 
I think that a ward report is awful. 

K.M.: It 1 s a bit late arrywa:y isn't it? 

Student: Yes, if they told you at the time you could change, it's 
just left and written in a report later. 

Later on in discussing the differences between ward and college the 

same student went on to say that some of the things which are 

acceptable on exam papers would be laughed at if mentioned on the ward. 

She didn't think that this could be pointed Gut to her tutor: 

Student: I don't like it but that's the way they are (i.e. 
practical ward nursing and college teaching different), 
there is nothing you can do to change it; unless you 
go to Miss- ( ••• )knock on her door and have it out with 
her, I'm sure she'd be very chuffed (with sarcasm). 

K.M.: (Pointed out that the worker/student divide was one of the 
analytic concepts i..rhich she was exploring at the moment). 

Student: It is, it's true. You don1 t·like saying it to your 
tutors or they say 'a trouble maker her you lmow' • They 
sa:y 1 any problems you have just come dmm' like my personal 
tutor, I couldn't tell him anything .. 

K .. M.: Do you feel you get much support if, suppose you make a 
mistake ( ••• ) you said you get told off when things are 
wrong; and not told \<Then they are well, do you feel that 
you are not really supported? 

Student: \vell if you do '\<1Tong, they let everybody knm<T about it. 
Clinical teacher gets informed, get told to come up, they 
never came to see you. The Nursing Officer gets told and 
it gets written down in your t..hing (record).. (28) 

The lack of support felt by the students was closely associated with 

their need for some feedback from the qualified staff. One of the 

strangest features of the •apprenticeship' was the reward system. A 

student could often tell how she was progressing by the attitude of the 

trained staff. Hif you are getting on OK the staff leave you alone -

they don't really bother you". This, according to one student, could 
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sometimes be frightening as she had more responsibility than She 

felt ready for; she also felt that this gave the trained staff an 

11 easy time". It seemed that the reward for being a good apprentice, 

and seeming to be coping and "getting on all right" was te; be deprived 

of attention from the trained staff.. Thus, the revrard for gvcd 

behaviour was no teaching. One student had difficulty in 

interpreting the reaction of the trained staffs \·lhen asked abuut 

feedback from the staff she said that she sensed her progress from 

Hhat she \vas given to de;. She savr it in terms of hovr far the 

trained staff trusted he:L·, "if left to myself they know I' 11 do it" .. 

However 9 she did \1onder if they \-<Tere not "just cutting corners a...nd 

giving it to me because they can't be bcthered to do it11
.. Her 

other explanation~ in the light cf the fact that anuthe~ student from 

her set never gc·t the same a.mvunt of 1 senio;:o ·v.rork' tu do \·Tas that 11 I 

don't know if I get it because they don't like me or because they 

trust me!" Such was the interpretation of the feedback received by 

this studento Her vie\vS 9 \vhilst not shared by all the students, 

serve to highlight the whole question of the re-vrards, feedback and 

insights involved in leal~ to nurse- 'on the jobi. 

Assessment and Counselling 

The idea of th.e students' need for feedback and scme idea of hmv 

ah.e is performing led tc a conside~ation cf the question of suppc~t 

for student nurses during tr~~- The college of nursing r~s on 

personal tutor lines, that is to say each student has a tutor who is 

responsible for her welfare, academic and personal, throughout her 

period of tr~ng. It is interesting to note that there is no 
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separation of the academic from the personal aspects of the tutor's 

role .. rllie common practice in higher education is tv l1..ave an 

academic tutor 8..J-"1.d a personal tutor; in some attempt to separate 

academic assessment and progress from perso~~ affairs. Several 

students said that t.h.ey \vou~d nut go to t..h.eir personal tutor if they 

had a problem .. This \•Tas sometimes simply a :perso11..ali ty difference .. 

One student talked about the difficulties she had experienced in 

talking to patients about their diagnosis" She said that there 

could be no help from the college in these matters, it vras much better 

and realistic if it came frum the ward staff" The researcher asked 

if the personal -bu.tor could have been of any assistance "don t t t:bi...nk 

the tutor is much help, I wouldn r t go to mine - tries too hard to be 

nice11
o There vTas also a fairly general feeling among the students, 

typified in the above extract, that an~thing discussed with a personal 

tutor would be entered into the student's files and work in some w~ 

qgainst them .. 

The tutor's dual role of assessor and counsellor does not appear 

to be an acceptable, or credible, one from the students' perspective" 

The students were suspicious that counselling sessions might degenerate 

into assessment activities resulting in negative information goin~ into 

their files .. 

There were, hmt~ever, very real problems facing t..h.e students and 

some coping mechanism is clearly needed. The tvro extracts below 

illustrate their difficulties: 

'I've become ver,y cynical about life, more depressed than 
I used to be - now I've seen vlhat can go wrong in life ... o 

I think everyone is dyL11.g, everyone has got cancer; I 
have to go home to see friends etc. who are not dying'. (38) 



T.he researcher asked if she had any support over this in her 

training for instance did she feel she was allowed to be upset. 

"No .... just be a nurse and smile". She did qualify the reply by 

saying it depended upon who she was working with and how they 

reacted. Also, talking to other students, both on the wards and 

in her own set, was of great help. Another student summed up the 

general need for support of students when she described her early 

dczys in nursing "first couple of days especiaJ.ly, it's sheer hell

the last thing you can think of is how to reassure someone else; 

you want to be reassured yourself". 

The question of support for student nurses is raised again at 

various points in this analysis. In this context it seems that 

support is being offered in a formal way by the college of nursing yet 

the students feel that support is needed on the wards. It therefore 

becomes a matter of chance and luck, depending upon \vho the student 

is worlcing with as to whether she gets the desired help or not. The 

learner/worker divide is relevant here; on the wards the student 

nurse is often regarded simply as a worker and so should be able to 

cope with her lot. The college of nursing sees the student as a 

learner and offers the personal. tutor service accordingly. The 

student, balanced between these roles, often misses out on the support 

ah~ needs. 

Much of the problem, it is suggested here, lies in the blurring 

of assessment and tutorial responsibilities both on the wards and in 

the college. The students felt unable to express any doubts or 

difficulties, for which they might reasonably expect advice and tutorial 

help, in case they simply got recorded and counted against them. ~..o.is 
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fear suggests that much more emphasis was laid, according to the 

students, upon assessment than on counselling and supporte 

Discussion 

In this chapter the student nurse's dual status of student and 

worker has been examined. This divide is upheld structurally by 

the split which the students perceive between the college and the 

The students were very ambivalent in their attitude towards 

this divide. There was a tendency to see both sides of the problem 

and in so doing they could nei th.er reconcile the tv.ro nor come dmm in 

favour of one or the other. 'Ihis is an important point as it 

reflects the ambiguities v.rhich exist in nursing; and \vhich are 

clearly present in the students' nursing world. Perhaps the most 

striking part of the analysis is the apparent interchangeability c_,f 

students and auxiliaries as part of the \•lurk-force .. This last point 

led to a consideration of the need for a theoretical component of ths 

student nurse 1 s training. The major reasons put forwa_m for the 

inclusion of theor,y were firstly to distinguish the student role from 

that of the auxiliary; and secondly, to provide an interest in some 

of the monotonous and less stimulating areas of the work. 

The conception of student nursing as a quasi-apprenticeship v.ras 

raised and is taken up again here. It is maintained that apprenticeship 

is not an entirely satisfactor.y term for the student nurse training 

system for the reasons aJ.ready mentioned, namely lack of a ':master' and, 

student mobility. 'file former is the most fundamentaJ. reason. .A 

craftsman who had an apprentice attached to him invariably linked his 

craft to some scientific lmowledge in the daily carrying out of his 

task. He also had a pride in his craft of whic_h he was indeed master. 
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The apprentice in such a situation was tutored in the relevant 

science, mathematics, geometr.y etc. (Bravenman 1974). 

The question of a need for theor,y in nursing in order to 

stimulate the student nurses in areas where the t-rork is dull and 

repetitive is closely tied up with the idea of the interchangeability 

of students and auxiliaries in the work-force. Braverman's notion 

of 'degraded work' is pertinent here. His argument put briefly, and 

it is to be hoped without doing it much violence, states that as 

technology has advanced the labour processes have become at once 

sophisticated and tedious. Sophisticated because of the technology 

and detailed plaxiD.ing involved for one set of t<rorkers and tedious 

because the v1ork can be broken down into smaJ.l parts \'lhich require 

little or no skill to performo Scientific managers rmdertake the 

creative part of the process, whilst workers at the operational levels 

are left with the tedious aspects of the \'lork. Thus, as the 

literature reveals, the worker becomes alienated from the product of 

his labours and his work is as such de-skilled a.J;ld degraded (Marx, 

Blauner). 

The place of the craftsman in this process disappears. A 

comparison can be made to some degree, ,.n_ th the si tu.ation in nursing. 

The 'scientific Illa.l18ger8 9 are the trained staff, notably the ward 

sisters, and the workers, all those \'fho are not managers, namely the 

students and auxiliaries. The work is planned by the qualified staff 

and carried out by the unqualified. From this perspective the student 

nurse cannot be seen to be an apprentice, she is not lea-~ a skill 

from a recognised craftsman, rather she is working with a fragmented 

set of tasks which make up :patient care. The price of the loss of 



craftsmen, conventional wisdom has it, is a lack of pride in 

work and a lovrering of standards. 

'They (scientific managers) have not yet found a way 
to produce workers who are at one and the same time 
degraded in their place in the labour process, and 
also conscientious and proud of the~r work'. 
(Braverman 1974:133) 

Whilst this analogy should not be :pushed too far as it serves merely 

to illustrate a tendency toward tedious, and other, work being 

carried out by untrained staff in nursing, it can be taken a little 

further. Drucker (1954:284) in a critique of scientific management 

said: 

'It does not follow that the industrial world should 
be divided into two classes of people; a fev1 who 
decide what is to be done • o. and the many '"ho do 
what and as they are being told' o 

Drucker went on to s~ that even the simplest of jobs should involve 

some pla:nning. This, as Braverman points out, was not an entirely 

new idea for Adam Smith once recommended "education for the people in 

order to prevent their complete deterioration under tl1e division of 

labour" (Braverman 1974:39) o 

The introduction of 'nursing care plans' and nursing according 

to the Nuxsing Process could be seen as a means of introducing some 

decision making and planning element for the 9many' in nursing. (1) 

Similarly, the 'theory' which goes into the student nurse trairl-ing 

could be seen to serve the purpose put forward by Adam Smith. 

Indulgence in analogy can be taken so far as to miss the point 

of the argument. Clearly, it has to be remembered that nursing is a 

human service occupation and thus the forms of degradation, de-skilling 

and alienation, if indeed they occur, will not be so overt as their 

1.. A problem-solving approach to nursing; this is fully discussed 
in Chapter 11 
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counterparts in industry. However9 the general principle of 

enabling work to be done by the less skilled through the 

supervision of the qualified is one well recognised in achieving 

nursing work. In :Braverman v s words : 

qEver,y step of the labour process is divorced, so far 
as possible, from special knowledge and training and 
reduced to simple labour. Meanwhile the relatively 
few persons for whom special knowledge and training 
a_~ reserved are freed, so far as possible, from the 
obligatio11_s of simple labour. In this wa:y, a 
structu_~ is given to all labour process, that at its 
extreme polarises those whose time is infinitely 
valuable and those whose time is worth almost not~~ng'. 
(Eraver.man 1974:83) 

:Braver.man was discussing the division of labour in the context of 

capitalist enterprise. The application of capitalist rationality 

was introduced to nursing by the Salmon Report. (l) Carpenter (1977) 

in a discussion of 'the new managerialism and professionalism in 

nursing', says that Salmon 11 ex:plici tly called for a managerial 

structure based on the industrial model of professio11~ised ITULnagement 

as under advanced monopoly capitalism". This managerialism 

developed, in the main, at one level removed from direct patient care 

on the wards. Ca._ryenter points out that in this, fomal structur-e, 

power, prestige and remuneration are to be found to greater degrees 

the further away from patient contact one gets. This discussion is 

taken up in relation to professionalisation in Chapter 11. Braverman 1 s 

comment on the distribution of knowledge can be said to be true of 

nursing if one looks at the ward sister, staff nurse ~nd auxiliary 

nucleus of pemanent staff on eac_h ward. 

(1) Report on the Committee of Senior N1L.-r>Sing Staff Structure (1966). 



The students' complaint that they did not often get a chance 

to \.rork \'li th trained staff is consistent \.Vi th the de-skilling 

argument insofar as trained staff can be seen to be exonerated from 

simple fo:rms of labour, hence it is left, by and large, to the 

student nurses. This is ho-vr nursing has been made to \t.Tork. 

Throughout their training students have been used to the notion of 

a nursing hierarchy on the Hard., Those at the top are seen to be 

able to do what v1ork they wish whilst those at the bottom must 'get 

the work done'. This system is perpetuated and justified by the 

fact that each student passes up through the system to a position 

when she may, eventually, be more selective in the work she does. 

It is then perl1aps not so su_ryrising that the student nurses are 

expected to come and go in the de-skilled sector of the division of 

labour. Nor is it surprising, in the light of this analysis, that 

the students felt themselves to be evaluated according to their 

capacity to become efficient workers. Indeed, one might say that 

they savl themselves to be evaluated as members of the work-force 

according to their competence as nuxsing ~~iliaries. 
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CHAPTER 6 

'Getting the "\vo:ck done' 
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This chapter is concerned with the students' description of 

\l!ork on the hospital wards .. The students described the styles of 

management employed in • running the ward' .. Alternative foxms of 

orgav.i.sation emerged \vhere there v-ras no ma_nagerial lead from the ward 

sister; these are discussed. 'Getting the "1.-lork done' is explored 

by looking at 'routines' and the means of gupervision employed by the 

1...rard sisters .. Thus, the category is elaborated in order to explain 

the students' view of their nursing work. This categor,y is not 

unrelated to 'just passing through' and 'lea:rning and \>forkiP...g' ; (l) 

but its main focus is concer:r1.ed 1<1i th hoH the stu_dents do their nursing 

work on the wards and hm-r the ward organisation presents itself to the 

student nurse. 

In describing the constraints of the \'-lard, as perceived by the 

students, t~is account is not intended to present a deterministic 

explanation of the students' social 1vorld. The students, as adults, 

are able to negotiate, to an extent, their relationship with the 

prevailing structure and thus come to some working relationship 1AJi thin 

this .. Whilst it must be said that some elements of the hospital 

social structure are less tractable than others, the students do h_ave 

a certain amount of manoeuvring room .. They should not be thought of 

as passive objects being acted upon by the social realities which they 

encounter, in the fo:rm of the college, ward staff and patients .. 

One of the underlying interests in this study had to do with ho\<r 

nursing \t~ork organisation9 at ward level, impinges on the stu.dents" 

During the interviews the issue of ward organisation was often raised 

by the students; where this vras not the case the researcher 

1. Chapters S and 9 



introduced the topic, in broad terms, by asking how the nursing 

care was organised on \vards on wnich the student had. worked. 

The question of how vlard. work is organised invariably led to 

comments about 1 getting the work done' and • getting the wa...-rd 

cleared'. Clarke (1978) in a paper entitled 'Getting through the 

work' describes nurses' attitudes towards work in the long-stay 

geriatric vlards of a psychiatric hospital e The present study owes 

an intellectual debt to Clarke for the notion of 'getting the work 

done'. This is discussed more fully belm>~. 

Running. the ward 

When asked how the nursing work was organised on the different 

wards the students commonly said that there were marked differences 

between the wards. However, as they went on to describe these it 

seemed that there were some factors common to most -vrards, as \>Tell as 

individual differences. The follo\>iing extracts serve to illUBtrate 

some of the points. 

Student: I think the type of nursing depends on the s ta.ff that · 
are there all the time. 

K.Ho: The pe:rmanent staff on the \>lard. 

Student: Huh, huh; they've got an awful lot of influence on, 
well the way the -vrard is ru.n.. Some '\>.Tards you have to 
do certain things and therefore that affects the way 
you nurse. 

K.M.: Can you give any examples- what kind of things? 

Student: Back rounds, especially pressure areas, well a:oy sort 
of pressure areas, even in the same ward you get the 
different staff; say the SENs do one thing one way 
and the sister likes to do it another. Sometimes it's 
very confusing ( ••• ) 

K.f-'1.: Yes, hovr do J10U find that to work with, if you've got to 
keep changing in one ward it must be difficult. 

/ 
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Student: It's very difficult because like I say, you've got 
to remember who 1 s on; in one vrard I vras on i£ the 
sister was on you didn't make the beds until after 
dinner; if the other staff \tfere on (i .. e. in charge) 
you'd to make the beds. (24) 

Another student distinguished between different types of ward but then 

went on to describe individual characteristics of the ward sister. 

K.M.: Do you find the ways the different sisters run their 
wards similar or do you find quite a Change from one to 
another1 -

Student: Yes, they are quite different, you can't really compare 
medical \U th surgical; you have to compare one surgical 
ward with another, basically the same type of patients. 
(o •• ) I find the attitude of the ward sister does make 
a difference. There is one ward where the sister got in 
a flap about everything, if on a-n early she stayed on until 
7 p.m. (instead of 4.30 p.m.) to see if you are all right; 
if' a student 1 s in charge she was 1 phoning all the time 
saying have you done this e tc" That set a guddly 
attitude on the ward, you never get ono Others are do1m 
to earth. The ones who work themselves are good; the 
ones that sit in the office, people resent them and don't 
work as well for her, if the ward sister mucks in, it 
makes a difference. 

K.Ivi.: Yes, that keeps cropping up; \v'hether everyone should join 
in or not - how do you see that? 

Student: Definitely should - yes. 

K.M.: Do you see the '\tJard sister's role as different from the 
rest of the nurses or should she be the same? 

Student: No, fair enough, I kno\v she has mee ti.P...gs but if you are in 
wards that are really busy, like the \>lard sister in Neuro. 
had time. I don 1 t kno\.r how they get to k:no"t•T their patients 
if they are sitting in the office all day, just can't. I 
think there are fewer ward sisters like that now; i t 1 s the 
older ones that do less. 

'What about the way the nursLng work is organised. 
you go on, how do you know what to do? 

'When 

Student: It's slightly different on eac_h ward. Obviously the basic 
thing is in the morning they get a bath or bed bath, aJ.wa;ys 
drugs and charts to do. And by the time you've done a few 
yeara, or a few months you know what has to be done, it's 
just the order i ti s done in that differs on the different 
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wards; you soon get into the \..ray of it. (36) 

It seems that however much the students learn in college about 

individualised care and care plans for patients, as soon as they 

reach the wards they are confronted with something rather different. 

They spoke in terms of ho\..r the sister ~runs the ward t and whether 

one sister's ways were like anothers. The students had little 

difficult.y in perceivli~ the similarities and differences between 

wards and as the student quoted above says 11you soon get into the 

way of it". The most likely explanation for this ability to get 

into the way of it lies in t11.e fact that the nursing work is 

presented to the students in form of sets of routines. These 

routines can be designed in te:rms of content by the \vard sister. In 

this way the sister can be seen as the a scientific manager' (cf. 

Braverman 1974). This \vas, hot.'lever, not al\..rays the case o If, for 

example, a student is told to do a back round she knows, from the 

similarities between wards that she has to undertake a 1 round 1 of all 

the patients attending to their skin care. The exact mechanics of 

how she goes about this will var,y from ward to ward, or as we saw 

above, even within the same ward depending upon who is on duty at the 

time. 

The students aJ.so had strong ideas about how they liked to be 

dixected in their work by the ward sister. They spoke of igood1 

ward.s, iwell organised' wa:rds, and some were quite clear about how the 

care should be organised. In this connection, the students also 

commonly expressed the opinion that the trained staff should join in 

with the work. This in fact is interesting, as it gives some indication 

of how nurses view 'work'; i t 1 s exemplified in the case of t-he student 
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quoted above, the students equated 'work' with physically looking 

after patients. The ward sister who sits in the office is thought 

not to be working and out of touch with her patients. This is 

co:n.sistent with Clarke's (1978:77) findings: 

'Both the interview and observation material in this 
study suggest that the nuxsest ideas of what properly 
constituted "work" involved expending physical energy, 
doing something during the time they were paid for'. 

Styles of m~ryagement on the ward 

It seem.s, then, that there are several factors which contribute 

towards a student working well within the organisation of a ward. 

The \.fay in vrh.ich a ward is 'run' is, to a large extent, dependent 

upon the management style of the ward sister. Two distinct types 

of management were distinguished by the students; one where the 

patient is the central focus, commonly referred to as patient 

allocation, and one where the tasks and routines are the main features. 

The former style was less frequently encountered by the students. 

Patient allocation is a way of organising the deliver,y of nursing 

care in which each nurse is allocated one or more patients and is 

responsible for their care. The use of detailed care plans, in which 

written individualised instructions for the patient's care could be 

found, was the hallmark of a patient oriented style of management. 

Clearly, severaJ. individual care plans could be combined and 

translated into routines in terms of the whole ward and thus not all 

sisters who used care plans also used patient allocation. Pembrey 

(1978:237) in her stu.dy of wa_m sisters' management of nurses concluded 

that "the degree to which the ward sister managed the nursing \.faB 

strongly associated with the degree to which the nu_~ing was organised 
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on an individual patient basisu. 

Extracts from interviews presented below a:re offered in order 

to give some flavour of the styles of management of nursing wo:rk 

before their implications, for students, are discussed. 

K.N.: It just reminded me when you talked about starting the 
baths and the thought of them being worse than doing them. 
One of the things that people have talked about is 
'getting thxough the v-Tork' and 'getting the ward cleared' 
and thinking in routines. Is it possible to think of 
individual patients once you get into the ward ( ••• ) or 
does it become a different way of going about things? 

Student: 1ili hah; you see I personally feel that the ideaJ. 
situation in hospital would be one n~~e to two patients, 
or one nuxse to one patient, depending how ill they were; 
and for them to be responsible for their total care. 
But on the other hand you see, when you do have the grades, 
different grades of staff, ~hen that's like asking a first 
year student to special somebody; t.vhereas usual.ly 
specialling would be done by a stu~ent further on. (1) 
Somehow you have to divide it, hm-r far they can go 
specialling that patient and how much responsibility is 
to be put on ·somebody else. So I thirLlc in a way the 
individual care doesn't happen quite so much, it is hard to 
do. Especially if you thi..ilk of a ward wi t."Yl so many 
patients and it's their time to be bathed so you vlant to 
make all the beds; get them all to the toilet and all 
dressed, sat in chair so you can give them all their cup 
of tea. You do tend to start thiTl.kiD_g like that rather 
than nov-1 I must remember that rJirs So and So needs to have 
something or other done and she should really have it done 
before or something like that" Or let's leave her till 
last. 

K.M.: The routine takes over. 

Student: Yes the routine, let's get it all done then we'll have time. 
You never, I don't thilLk you ever reallY achieve that, we'll 
have time; it never actually comes. I think it could be 
more individual, just depends. ( ••• ) Critically ill people 
they are going to be individually bed bathed and so on 
anyway; so in that respect that's not so much routine that 
is individual care. Seems to depend on ho\•7 severe their 
illness is. (29) 

1.. t Specialling' refers to one nurse looking after one, usually 
seriously ill, patient 
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This student describes lucidly how the patient centred st,yle of 

management is the idealised form of care, and all too frequently 

not realised because of the pressure of numbers and time. The 

recourse to 'routines' is the most common solution to the problem. 

Menzies (1960) described the splitting up of patient care into 

routine tasks in order to protect the nurse from anxiety. This, it 

is suggested here, might be the real reason for the dislike of 

individualised care; the data allovl no more than speculation. 

The -b.vo extracts belo\v describe the management by 1 routine' style 

which some students favoured. 

Student: I've worked on a wa._-v>d where the sister had quite 
definite ideas. I thought it was good. They also 
had written out like a card with v1hat they called an 
oral hygiene rou.nd as v18ll as a back rou.nd. The oral 
hygienes were done at 10 a.m. and after lunchtime, during 
the afternoon and after teatime and before they went to 
their beds at night; \>Thich I thought was very good and 
which I've never seen anywhere else ( ••• ) I thought it was 
good because it's something that's more or less forgotten 
about in a busy ward, you know the oraJ. hygienes a....~ never 
done two or fourly hourly, they are never done regularly, 
i t 1 s just when somebody has got nothing else to do that 
they seem to remember to do them, I found that it was very 
good ( ••• ). 

K.M.: You think that by having a few set routines like that it 
does make sure that things get done rather than ••• 

Student: It sounds very, laying down the rules, very military-like 
but I found that it worked well because things get done and 
you knew that things had been done you k:nov1, whereas you're 
starting something and somebody says 1 oh, I've done that'. 
Nobody knows what arzy-body else has done and half' the time 
things either get forgotten or they get done two and three 
times. (23) 
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K.M.: How have you found the v.rork organised on the ward,· 
'"as it the same on all or different? 

Student: Well the first ward was really unorganised just running 
around all day trying to get thxoug...h. the work, getting 
shouted at for not doing this and not doL~ that. The 
second ward was all very, very organised, you had this to 
do then that to do anot..h.er time, and you did get through 
the vTork I think more efficiently. 

K.M. : Hovr v.ras it organised, was it written down or ••• 

Student: No, you were given a report in the morning and aJ.located 
to jobs and you had to do, say, all the charts, or you 
were caring for post-op. patients. 

K.M.: Which did you feel happier in? 

Student: Personally I felt happier in the ward \>There it was all in 
a muddle because I like working where I've got something 
to do aJ.l time and I can 1 t say when I've finished t..h.is I 
just sit do\>m. 

K.M.: In the one that \vas in a muddle did you find that you had 
more variety of things to do? 

Student: Yes; on other I \>Jas usuaJ.ly on charts, did dressings once. 
But on the first ward you did everything, I got an awful lot 
more experience. (27) 

The students appear to sympathise with the underlying principles of 

patient allocation and tend to view this type of organisation as an 

'in an ideal world', style. The fact of a ward full of patients 

requiring care makes the operationalisation of care seem to the students 

almost impossible without resorting to routine blocks of care being 'got 

through' in terms of a workload. As one student pointed out the 

seriously ill will be given individualised care anyway because of the 

1 s~ecialling 1 mode of care which co-exists in a system of ward routines. 

A patient is 'specialled' when one nurse, usually a senior student, 

undertakes all the care for that one patiento w Speciallw_gv is a form. 

of work allocation with which the students were all familiar. Their 

practical objections to patient allocation were often rooted in their 
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experience of 'specialling' which is undertaken by a senior 

student; thus the arguments against patient allocation ar~ based 

largely on the fact that junior students vrould often not be capable 

of totally caring for one patient. Routinised ea_~ was favouxed by 

some students because it represented a fool-proof s.ystem of getting 

through the work without items of care being missed out. Indeed, it 

might be argued that the certainty \.Vhich a routine provides would also 

benefit the patients. If an unfailing system of care is in operation 

then the patient can rest assured that his needs will be met. Just 

as the students felt that with routines, 'thingE get done', the 

patients might gain se curi "bJ from a similar belief. Routines, of 

course, are only as good as their makers and operators. 

Management and non-manegement 

So far, tvro styles of management have been described, one focusing 

on patients and the other on routines. Students v1ere verg much a\.vare 

of the presence or absence of leaders~ip in a ward. There were students, 

however, who described wards where t..he nursing '\vork just seemed to 

happen. In other words, there was no overt management strategy coming 

from the wa_nd sister. This non-management has implications for the 

organisation of nursing work, insofar as it leaves room for alternative 

organisational forms to emerge. These alternative for.ms are discussed 

later in the Chapter. 

The notion of non-management emerged as a result of students' 

comments about the type of ward organisation which they enjoyed. The 

student who enjoyed the "ward where it was all in a muddle" because she 

liked to be kept busy. She also got the opportunity to undertake a 

wider range of tasks than she would have managed in a ward which operated 
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by 1 routines' • 

This was not ever.yone's preference however, as instanced in 

the following extract. 

Student: Well, I enjoy working in a '"ard where the person in charge 
lmm...rs what they are doing and lmows what they want you to 
do. So youre told beforehand, you know, a certain job and 
I don't mind being given directions at all, because well at 
my stage (first year) you can't, you're not in a position to 
be able to organise yourself t..h.at particularly well. So I 
like to know that the person in charge of the ward is, you 
know, has got it all thought out and I'm quite happy to, you 
know, get on '"ith v.1hat I'm told to do ( .... ). 

K.M .. : \fuat is it about that, I mean you sound quite definite that 
you like it vThen t..he person at the top lmows what they are 
doing. Ho\oJ" does that affect your nursing? 

Student: Well you can concentrate on one particular job and you can 
get on with it and finish that and then you knovr that you've 
got such and such to do. It, well gives you a more relaxed 
sort of attitude to working because if you are running about 
all over the place doing lots of little t..h.ings and you're 
just about to do one thing and somebody comes and says '"ould 
you mind doing such and such, it throvls me off balance and, you 
know, you' re rushing and probably not doing it properly ( .... ) .. 
I think the sister's very important in that she can establish 
a good ward routine which ot..h.er people can, you know, carry on 
when she is not there. 

K .. M.: What sort of things go in to a good routine would you sa:y? 

Student: \vell it's sort of having certain things happen at certain 
times; like how much you actually achieve before you serve 
breakfast and you lmmv whether patients shou~d be bathed and 
things like this. So that, you kno,.,, you can go on duty, you 
know exactly \vhat' s going to be happening in the morning and 
you can get on with it and you're not sort of chopping and 
cb~ing eve~ day but ~~e sister knows things are happening 
in a logical sequence. 

K.M.: So you know where you are. 

Student: Yes, you know how much more's to get done before lunch or tea. (5) 

Routine care then, ca...n be seen in terms of sets of tasks being 

performed by nurses in a timetabled order throughout the day; routine 

in the sense of being a generalised approach to care rather than an 
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individualised one$ J3y thinking in terms of routines the care 

of the patients on a particular ward is seen in terms of 'nursing 

work' to be achieved by a certain time. Clearly, tb~s state of 

affairs has differLng consequences for the patients, the students, 

the ward sister and her permanent staff .. This routine approach to 

care means tlLat the ward sister can devise her timetable of tasks 

which can be handed out to student nurses according to their abilities .. 

The students are then able to achieve the v.rork on the basis of 'gettin_g 

through' their allotted amount. The patient, it seems, does not 

necessarily receive many benefits through th~s system, except perhaps, 

as it was mentioned above, he ca.n be sure of receiving his care"' A 

benefit wh~ch should not, perhaps, be dismissed so lightly. Ther-e is 

a case to be made for the patient \vho is only interested in obtaining 

efficient nursing ca..-1'8; Vli thout any of the socio-psychological overlays 

which come \vi t.h. the individualised care ethic o 

Student: I think the patients must sort of feel they are on an 
assembly line; first of all they get their beds made, 
then washed or bathed, oral hygiene.. Don't all get 
everything done at once - there's no \Aiay you can do that -
can't go back and forwards, you would have to have everything 
out ( i.e. necessary equipment). ( ..... ) 

K.M.: 'What do you think of that as a system? 

Student: It's OK for me, I don't know how the patient feels .. (28) 

The idea that the ward is run to suit the needs of the staff rather than 

the patients was a recu_-rrent one. One student pointed out that it v.ras 

only as she got on in her training that she came to realise that the 

patient had to come first .. 
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K.M.: Have you seen different wards being organised in 
different w~s, the ones you've worked on so far, have 
they got much in common or are they ver,y different? ( ••• ) 
is there anything you can carry from one ward to the next 
or are they e • cr. 

Student: No, there is an awful lot that you can caxry on that you 
pick up. I t.1.ink the main thing is that as you get on in 
your traLning you realise that youx patient is the most 
important th.i.rl.g., I thLYLk -vri th rrry first wards I tried to 
impress, Hell not shoH off impress, but I tried to create 
a good impression and hopefully I thought sister vrill think 
I'm a hard \'Torker and I'm caring., When we were busy I used 
to become harrassed if the patient was being slotv and noiv I 
feel I'm totally changed; sister can just '"ai t, this patient 
is taking her time, fair enough she's ill ( ••• ) a lot of 
basics you just carry through, routines and everything. 

So ho"tAT do wards differ from each other then? Do different 
sisters have different '.vays of organisL""lg things? 

Student: Yes, some are a lot more trivial. than others. In the 
m.ajori ty of wards you go and take a swg(nornanometer) round 
and put thennometer in mouth, in one ,..,ard you have to get a 
trolley for the case notes and sphyg.( ••• ) and the sister goes 
mad if you don't do that. Just these trivial things that 
~nnoy you that you see no reason for and don't understand. 

K.M.: Ho1.., do you find out what to do, ivhich trivial. bits suit? 

Student: Either a S/N or a student tells you or you get a rotv from 
sister it's as simple as that ( ••• )you learn as you go 
~hough, some are so strict about aseptic techniques and others 
aren't. (21) 

This student pointed out that a lot of the '"ards had much in common and 

that often the matters which present the students with problems of 

adjustment from wa...-rd. to ward are trivial. Her comments about putting 

the patient first, now that she is a senior student, should perhaps be 

treated with caution. \fuilst she was not the only student to make this 

point, there is aJ.w·ays the possibili t~r that such remarks a...~ made in 

order to impress the researcher. Taken at face vaJ.ue it seems that this 

student had initially put the organisation and ward routine first, not 

least because she was attempting to impress the ward sister; only 1>1hen 
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she became a more senior student did she put the :patient first. 

Clearly, this possibilit.Y of 'impression management' is one whiCh 

persists throughout a study -vrhich employs this method. Arzy" such 

piece of research is founded on trust and it must be taken on trust 

that the data were offered and gathered in good fai~n. Attention is 

drawn to the question of impression management here because in this 

particular extract it does show the student in a favourable light, one 

which she might well have manufactured. The fact that she vra.s not 

alone in claiming to have become more assertive as she progressed 

through her training adds to the credibility of her comment. 

Alternative organisational forms 

The provision of guidelines by the ward sister is not, of course, 

axry gt:tarantee that they \vill be follovred. One student said that "a lot 

of the good vrard.s have care laid down, .... others the care given is 

optional - so how good the care is depends on the student nurses on the 

floorn. If a ward sister does not supervise and issue guidelines the 

care falls into the hands of the students on the staff. As it has 

been mentioned above this can be organised along the lines of the official 

hierarchy or the social structure of the ward - structures which are by 

no means independent of each other.. Indeed, the interaction of the 

official hierarchy and the prevailing social structure is an important 

point to consider. Although, as has been argued, the student's position 

Should not be seen in deterministic terms neither should it be thought 

of as being entirely the result of negotiation. The nursing hierarch_y 

is a social rea.li ty with which the student must contend; and its 

presence has implications for her negotiations within the social structure 

of the ward. 
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The hierarchy which exists in ~he nursing structure is evident 

on many wards. This fact is relevant to the discussion insofar as 

the kinds of tasks carried out by the individual students on a ward, 

which does not have specific routines laid down by the ward sister, 

are often dictated both by their position Ln the hierarchy and their 

relationship with the :pe:r:manent staff on that particular ward. The 

given hierarchy can be used as a dependable substitute for any more 

imaginative division of the work which the ward sister might have 

devised in her routines. The category 2learning and working' is 

closely linked with this concept and is described elsewhere. The use 

of the hierarchy, in terms of the who does what in the organisation of 

ward nu.rsing, was summed up neatly by one student \vho said: nrf you 

~~ a staff nurse you don't get a bedpan, if you are a third year you 

don't get a bedpan - if you have no stripes - you've got the bedpan". 

The ward sister is the person who sets the general tone of a ward 

and decides how the i.vard should be organised. At least, it is true to 

say that it is generally premised that the \vard sister controls the ward. 

However it is clear from these data that the way in which nursing care 

is actually organised at patient level does not always accord with the 

directives of the ward sister. This is the case because the ward 

sister is only one of the several people involved in the deliver,y of 

patient care. The ward sister operates accordLng to her own ideas about 

a ward, yet, she does this in the context of a nursing hierarchy, 

from auYiliaries, through the students to her staff nuxses. The 

students are, generally speaking, a malleable breed who are used to 

obeying ward sisters 2 instructions; the trained staff and auxiliaries 

are in a different position vis-a-vis the sister ~~d as such .form a 
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social sub-structure with which the student must contend. Thus, 

although the ward sister is ostensibly the person who dictates how 

the patient care shall be given the forces in operation beneath her 

can have a profound effect upon hov.1 the ward tvorks. This is true of 

circumstances both where the sister manages and does not manage the 

nurses. 

There seemed to be several options, not necessarily mutually 

exclusive ones, pertaining to hotv the ward was 'run' o The sister as 

the official leader could adopt a firm role and control the nursing 

work either by patient centred or routine task centred methods. In 

running her ward, the sister had to have some means of exposing her 

style to her staff and students so that they could knm-1 what was 

expected of them. This exposure could take a vride ranging form, from 

the very overt tactics of work books, closely prescribed, supervised 

and accounted-for care running either along individual or routine lines, 

to a total lack of direction from the sister, in which case other 

mechanisms came into operation. Students gave acconnts of both task 

centred and patient centred organisation of nursing work. Some 

students expressed a preference for patient centred nursing but readily 

accepted the necessity for a routinised approach because this was the 

was to get through the work. Knowing what to do and being occupied 

were central concerns for the student nuxse, and active management by 

the ward sister fulfilled, on the whole, both of these needs. 

If direct supervision was not given by the sister the two major 

alternatives lie in ei t..11.er the official organisational hierarchy com.i_ng 

into play when staff nurses, enrolled nurses ~nd senior students more 

or less decide what will happen; or the infomal social structure is 
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used to bring some order to the '\'lork .. This sub-culture which can 

develop quite strongly on a ward or among a group of students then 

becomes the major organisational force which ensures deliver,y of 

patient care. The effects of both the official hierarchical 

structure and the informal social structure which make up the \!J'ard 

climate are discussed below. 

The situation in which the sub-culture rule is allowed to emerge 

was t,ypified by one s~~dent who said: 

'Obviously people's ability to orga._nise varies a lot -
some v1ards are very vTell rill1., you knm,r exactly where 

I 

you are; at report each person is told vrho to work 
with and what to do ( ••• ). ~fl other wards eve~Jone 
scatters after repor~ and does their o~m thi~~'d (8) 

Everyone "scattering" vli th no directives from the -vrard sister leaves 

the path open for some other meaJlS of :running the \vard coming into 

effect. Several students mentioned that if they \vorked on a 

disorganised '\>lard the students often got together a.Yld organised 

themselves. This type of student co-operation is all the more 

effective if the students are from the same set or are friends outside 

the hospital, as was sometimes the case. This sub-culture approach to 

organising patient care is dependent upon either the hierarchical 

nature of the official organisational structure on the ward or the eo-

existent social structure. The importance of the social structure 

was highlighted by one student "fho said right at the start of the 

interview that she aJ.weys likes to knmv who she is working with for 

the shift. 

The pe:rmanent staff of a \'fard, that is the trained staff and the 
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auxiliaries often formed a social group of their own and ran the 

ward on the basis of this informal structure. As it has been said, 

a common complaint among the student nurses vias that trained staff, 

especially staff nurses, often left the students to do the work 

whilst they enjoyed prolonged coffee breaks in the office. It -vras 

during the discussions of ward organisation that the question of 

whether the ward sister or staff nurses when they are in charge should 

join in as part of the nursing work-force on the ward. 

K.M.: Have you got any preferences for thew~ some of the ward 
sisters have organised the w~ the actual nursing is 
carried out, who does what etc.? 

Student: Not really. I like when the staff nurses help in a ward 
and ward sister helps as well. You find in a lot of wards 
the staff nurses go and drink coffee and things like that, 
if the ward isn 1 t that busy and the students are left to 
get on with all t..h.e boring tasks, like a care round. I 
think with a care round, well, it's up to the whole of the 
1/[ard team to try and help, because it can be so heavy and 
take so long. 'When it comes to charts and things I think 
the staff nurses should help as well because you find in 
casualty and theatre the staff nurses are great at helping; 
it's t..h.em in charge. In wards you sometimes find it's the 
senior student in charge because the staff nurse is always 
in her room; she may have the doctors, the report and a lot 
of paperwork but I still feel that in a lot of cases they 
could try and come in to the ward and mix \'li th the patients, 
if not with the staff. (21) 

The fact that the work is 1heavy• was often the main reason put forward 

by the students for wanting the trained staff to join in and help out. 

is consistent with the students' notion of there being a job to be 

done and their desi:t--e for an 'all hands on deck' approach to doiv..g it. 

Clarke (1978:78) found a similar attitude to nursing work: 

t Leaving aside what they would have liked to do, the 
main aims of the nurses, in particular on the long-stay 
wards, centred round getting through the work, work being 
defined in terms of physical tasks. The language they 
used to describe ~h.e work emphasised this: "the work loadu; 
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11WOrJ.rJ.ng hard 11
; npulling yoUT i.Afeight 11

; "pulling 
togethe:c11

; "mucking in" (ooo) 1 o 

The student quoted above referred to the tasks which the students 

were left to do as "boring tasks" and gave as an example the care 

roundo It is interesting to note that the particular task, which 

she dismissed as 11boring", is one of the number of nur·sing 

activities which can be said to be independent of medical orders. 

Thus whilst the:ce is a move to inc:L·ease independent nu.::.:sin_g activity 

and develop a 'body of nursing knowledge' to this end, the very 

pr-actice of this nursing is he::ce regarded as bo::.,ing and left to 

student nurses. The idea of steps in the labour process being 

divorced from knowledge and thus allowing the labour to be carried 

out by less qualified pe:csonnel (Braverman (1974: 8 3) is relevant here. 

The staff nu.rses and sisters could be said to be adopting the role of 

overseers with the necessal~ knowledge for planning and oruerin~ care, 

whilst ~he students see the behaviour of ~he trained in terms of their 

shirking the 'boring' tasks. Boring tas~s, incidentally, are 

not deemed. to require knowledge for their performance, as evidenced by 

the perceived interchangeability of students and auxiliaries. 

Routines 

Routines were considered by the students to be, to an extent, 

inevitable if care is to be rendered by institutions .. Patients are 

categorised according to medical condition and care is dealt out in 

routinised batches by both medical staff and, followiP~ their example, 

by the nursing staff. ]y the nature of things many of the needs of 

patients are held in common, the normal functions which they generally 

perform for themselves according to what might even be con.sidered to 
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be a fairly common timetable must be met by the institution. 

Thus, eating, washing, and sleeping times are scheduled according 

to the hospital's idea of an average day. Routines are problematic 

on two main counts, firstly, they very readily get out of step with 

their puxpose and thus begin to meet ends other than those for which 

they were primarily designed. Secondly, routines are to an extent 

aJ.l absorbing. If some matters can be dealt with routinely, why 

not others? Routine then becomes the only line of approach to any 

task or situation. In the latter case routines c~~ become petty 

and irritating, seemingly serving no pur-pose ot..11er than the 

proliferation of routine; this in particular is a problem with 

hospital or ward routines. 

Ward routines can be described in terms of external and interTial 

routines; the former a_~ those which are imposed on the ward from the 

wider hospital context, examples '\vould be meal times, visiting hours, 

doctors 1 rounds. The distinction,. it must be remembered, is an 

analytic not an empirical one. It merely serves to clarify a 

discussion of the data. Internal routines are those which are 

specif'ic to and within t..he control of the ward, such things as '\vhen 

pati. ents are bathed, ward reports given, etc. Axiomatically the 

external routines put constraints on the organisation of each 

individual ward and thus dictate or at least limit the scope of 

internal routines. From the point of view of a student nurse, 

however, the concept of a routine is an important one; she is able 

to distinguish the organisational style of one ward from another 

largely on the basis of its routines. External routines, once 

grasped can be transfe1."red from ward to ward, whereas internal ones 
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must be learnt afresh each time. All wards are in some senses 

similar to each other and in others they are different: it is the 

external routines which make them similar and the internal ones 

which make them different. 

The notion of 'getting through the work' was frequently linked 

to the idea of routine on a ward. The idea of a certain amount of 

work to be got through before a certain time was common. If nursing 

is conceived of in these terms it rapidly becomes an activity apart 

from caring for patients. 'Running. the ward' takes on its own 

character and although in the first instance strategies for 

organising patient care en masse were developed of necessity there is 

a tendency for the machinery of organisation to take over. The 

essential nature of nursing can be sacrificed to the organisation of 

care, which is indeed ironic as the patient, the object of the care, 

is the raison d 1 etre for the organisation itself. 

Getting through the work in this routinised way appealed to those 

among the students who enjoyed the 'pace' of the work. Some of the 

students expressed a liking for 'being busy' as distinct from 'looking 

busy' which is illustrated in the extract below. Surgical wards were 

often preferred to medical wards on the grounds that they were "more 

exciting, a larger turnover, quicker pace". 

K.M.: One of the things that keeps cropping up in these interviews 
is people talking about 1 running the ward 1 and 1 getting the 
work done' like you said a list of tasks to be done, it 
never seems to bear much resemblance to the total patient 
care bit that you get in college. Ib you find a big 
difference? 

Student: Oh yes. College is obviously to the book. You go to the 
ward and everybody does their own thing. I find that as 
well, as long as you get through the work; it doesn't 
matter about the patient, you've done your work. In ( ••• ) 
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if you sat down and talked to patients·, which is what 
they need up there even as a junior nurse you can talk, 
they (the staff) get reaJ..ly mad, you should be working 
sort of thing. But you are there to talk to the patient 
as well ( ••• ) 

K.M.: Even there that wasn't seen as domg something. You have 
touched on something else which crops up - this constant 
looking busy even if nothing to do. 

Student: Mm mm. 

K.M.: Where does that feeling come from, does anyone actually 
tell you that you must always do someth:ing? 

Student: No, it's just they look at you 'now what are you doing 
nurses just sta.nd:ing there you should be rushing and looking 
as if you're working'. It's always the impression ypu get. 
I've never been anywhere where they allow you to stand around 
if there is nothing to do; you have got to do something. (8) 

It is interesting to note how this student makes the distinction between 

doing the work and looking after the patient. She also pointed out the 

need to be seen to be busy which many of the students discussed. 

this is consistent with Clarke's (1978:79) findings: 

'Talking or listening or waiting for a patient to do 
something for herself, are regarded as less work-like 
than ndo:ing" something for the patient such as dressing 
or bathing. Some of the patients shared this view, 

Again 

"you'll catch it, haven't you anything else to do?" they 
joked with nurses who sat down and talked for any length 
of time'. 

The notions of being busy and gett:ing through the work seem to be tied 

to the question of for whose benefit is the ward being 'run'. Routines 

are tied to the shift system of hospital nursing and the amount of work 

to be done through the routines was often timetabled according to the 

hospital shifts. The division between night and day staff is well 

recognised :in nurs:ing. The students referred to the clash of routines 

between the shifts which often run independently of each other. An 

example was given of back roilllds or oral hygiene rounds being carried 
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out in quiek succession, that is at 8.30 p.m. by the day staff, 

repeated at 9.30 p.m. by night staff. Similar clashes were 
:>.-

described in the mornings. 

The overriding consideration between shifts seemed to have to do 

with getting through the work which was considered to be the province 

of one shift before the next shift arrived on duty. This aim was 

often strived for irrespective of the unexpected events of one shift, 

which might have put the routine behLnd schedule. 

Much of the rush and adherence to routine could be attributed to 

the general uncertainty of ward life. If there is at least one thing 

which can be relied upon, namely the routine, other calamities can be 

coped with in some way. This uncertainty factor is a fairly sound 

justification for the hurried nature of nursing work if it is considered 

within the context of individual shifts, and this, according to the 

students, does appear to be how the work is thought of and divided up. 

The nurses are c?ntinually working quickly in case the unexpected crops 

up and throws the schedule routine out of phase. The rush, after a 

crisis, which is necessary in order to remain on schedule, is 

anticipated and employed before any crisis occurs in a 'just in case' 

sense. Thus, nursing care is carried out jn a series of hurried 

routines with a sense of only. jJst keeping ahead of time in case some 

delaying event should arise. Clearly,/ if there were not seen to be 

such rigid divisions between what work is appropriate for one shift to 

do as opposed to the next, this rushed approach to nursing would be 

redundant. The routine would then cease to be the driving force rather 

it could become an organisational tactic for ensuring that nursing care 

was given in an unhurried manner. 
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Routines, it must be said, should not be dismissed out of 

hand. Davies (1976) argues that nurses have pursued a rather 

clifferent occupatio11..al strategy from that 1.vhich seeks to professionalise .. 

The strategy includes "subordination to doctors, accepta..nce of a wide 

~ of tasks, and, in particular, routinisation of their 1..rorktt. In 

her cliscussion of the routinisation of \vork, Davies claims that nurses 

are seemingly satisfied 1.-r:L th this .. Davies accounts for all three 

elements of the occupational strategies adopted by nursing by setting 

them into an historical context, but she poses the question: why do 

they persist? Routinisation of work: 

'serves to lessen stress. The consequences of error can 
be severe, the \Yitnessing of pain can provoke considerable 
anxiety for the nurse and routine behaviour and 
subordination can help solve these problems by 
depersonalising a situation (.A.bel-Smi th, !>1enzies)' • 

More intriguingly Davies suggests th.-at routinisation of \.fork actually 

helps to maintain ~~bordination of the nurse to the doctor .. Davies 

also comments that routinisation of vrork 

'has been noted as a solution in situations of high 
tu_~over. The familiarisation of newcomers is much 
facilitated where procedures can be relied on to be 
identical where channels of reporting and limits of 
responsibility are set'. 

This last function of routinisation, \Alhilst recog71..ised in the present 

stu~, is not entirely borne out. The discussion is expanded in the 

consideration of the category 'just passing through' (Chapter 9) .. 

Discussion 

The division of opinion which exists about the overall desirability 

of routine versus individualised approaches to patient care has 

implications beyond the simple question of - does the patient receive 

his care? It raises issues of delegation and accountabilit,y, 
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professionalism in nursing and the place of professionals or future 

professionals (the students) in the context of an organisation. 

As it has been suggested above, routinised, carefully prescribed care 

can, to a large extent, obviate any need for the exercise of 

professional judgement on the part of the care-giver. If the nursing 

work is organised along individualised, patient allo ea tion lines, then 

the questions of use of professional judgement and discretion on the 

part of the nurse are more likely to arise. In concrete terms, in 

the routine-style organisational setting the nursing work could be 

labelled "charts, dressings and water jugs" for one nurse; and 

"bedbaths and oral care" for another. In the individualised care 

system one nurse may be given Mr X, Mr Y and Mr Z whilst the other 

nurses are, also, allocated a group of patients. Clearly, if the work 

is allocated in this way the room for the use of discretion on the 

part of the student is greater in the latter case. Although it should 

be remembered that the care plans for Mr' s X and Z might well spell 

the .care out in some detail and thus decrease the discretionary 

potential for the student nurse. 

The students appear to require a certain amount of independence in 

their work, yet they need to be sure about what is expected of them in 

order to exercise this discretion. The notion of discretion has to be 

set against the overall pattern of ward organisation, and the nursing 

hierarchy. Discretionary limits can be set to students work whether 

they are involved in a system of individualised care or task-oriented 

routinised care. The question of direction and supervision proved to 

be a moot point among the students. Broadly, it could be said that 

the more senior students began to resent supervision as they became 
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experienced, whereas the junior nurses appreciated it. This, 

indeed was not a surprising discovery. The consequences of the 

presence or absence of ward sisters' dictates are, however, of 

interest. If students are to become qualified practising nurses in 

their own right they do need supervision and aid in order to attain 

this status. By the same token if care on a ward is to be organised 

as a connnunal activity trained staff and learners alike must follow 

the directives of one overall controller, namely, the ward sister, 

although it must be said that with the shorter vrorking week the ward 

sister is absent from the ward for a large proportion of the time. 

Difficulties arise firstly, if the trained staff wish to exercise 

professional autonomy and make their am clinical decisions on the 

basis of professional experience and judgement. Secondly, if the 

senior students wish to flex their muscles in this same direction. 

Clearly, the second consequence is more easily contained as the 

learners do not have the authority upon which to act independently. 

It does, however, raise interesting questions about the tra:ining of 

nurses, organisation and the exercise of the professional judgement 

to which, as registered nurses, they must lay claim. 

The ward sister is faced with patients to care for and an 

nnqualii'ied work-force with v.mich to effect the care. The question of 

supervision of the students' work is therefore a crucial one. It 

seems that there are at least two alternative types of solution to the 

problem of supervision, namely, bureaucratic and professional. The 

ward sister may well feel justified in resorting to the tactic of 

degradation of the work; that is to say divorcing it as far as 

possible from specialist knowledge and reducing it to simple labour 
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( Braverman 197 4), in order that the students might carry it out. 

Insofar as the students saw themselves to be interchangeable with 

the auxiliaries in the work-force this tactic has a degree of 

plausibility. That is, until we consider that the student nurses 

are moving towards a position when they too will be qualified and, 

if the professional model is accepted, they should carry out their 

nursing work on the basis of their knowledge and professional judgement. 

The difficulty with this lies in the fact that the students have had no 

experience during their training of exercising professional judgement, 

by virtue of their student status. 

It could be argued that the ward sister's recourse to this 

division of labour approach to achieving nursing care stems from the 

fact that it is in terms of groups of tasks, rather than on the basis 

of any professional judgement, that she has always nursed and thus still 

plans care along the same lines. In other words, to suppose that the 

student is progressing towards attaining a position from which she will 

nurse according to professional modes of practice is a false premise. 

Perhaps the ward sister organises her care by employing an hierarchical 

approach to allocating nursing work for the simple reason that she has 

not moved on from this conceptualisation of nursing organisation since 

her o"Wn student days. One conclusion drawn might be then that students 

are being taught in the only way that the sister knows which she also 

picked up as a student nurse, namely to divide patients up into entities 

of care which are graded and carried out by students of appropriate 

seniority, or indeed by auxiliaries of sufficient long standing. 

As it has been suggested earlier there are difficulties involved 

in accepting the professional model for nursing which takes place within 
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the hospital organisation. The co-existence of a bureaucratic 

hierarchical management system in nursing and the fact that several 

qualified nurses may work together at one time in the same ward 

creates a contradiction which must be resolved. Resolution could 

be achieved if the individual staff nurses are given both authority 

and the attendant accountability for the care of a number of patients. 

In this way each qualified nurse can exercise her own professional 

judgement and work accordingly. The evidence of this study suggests 

that this style of management is rarely encountered, although it is 

beyond the scope of the study to say any more than that. 

The issue in question has to do with the work of professionals 

within organisations which are run along bureaucratic lines. 

Stinchcombe (1959), in a study of construction work, argued that: 

'the greater degree of professionalisation of its labour 
force enables the construction industry to function with 
a minimum of bureaucratisation. The workers employed 
are for the most part skilled craftsmen who can perform 
their tasks without much direction and control from 
superiors because their work is guided by standards of 
craftsmanship which are akin to professional standards. 
In short a professionalised labour force constitutes an 
alternative to the bureaucratic organisation of work'. 
(Reported in Blau and Scott 1963:208) 

If we accept for the moment that nursing is a profession, then Stinchcombe's 

remarks concerning the construction industry have some relevance for 

nursing. Also, nursing carried out along n standards of craftsmanship" 

lines, or even professional lines could provide a more sanguine outlook 

for the student nurse. If 'craftsmen' are to be found in the wards then 

the student m~ well be apprenticed to them in a rather more satisfactory 

w~ than the present as the data of this study suggests (as discussed in 

Chapter 5) • 
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The questions of professionalising and professionalism are 

addressed in Chapter 10. The data discussed in this chapter in 

relation to the category 'getting the work done' lays much of the 

groundwork for a discussion of profession and nursing. For, thus 

far, the main argument has been that nurs:ing is conceived of as work 

to be 'got through' by a work-force of student nurses and auxiliaries 

whilst the qualified, 'professionals', look on from their position as 

managers. The process by which the nurses discover how to 'get 

through' on the wards is the subject of the next chapter. 
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CF.Jl...PTER 7 

'Lear-Qing the rules' 
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This category emerged from the data concerned with how the 

students discovered what was expected of them on the hospital wards. 

The students described how members of the permanent staff made their 

expectations of the students known. This process of finding out and 

reacting to staff expectations is the concern here. Broadly, this 

ea tegory can be said to explain the data concerned with the occupational 

socialisation of the student nurse, as it were, 'on the job'. The 

data in this category are most appropriate to the reaction approach to 

socialisation, that is to say following Olesen and Whittaker (1968) 

and Becker et al (1961) the student, rather than the professional role 

is the central focus. The notion that the students react to the 

process which they are experiencing and negotiate their role and 

behaviour accordingly (Simpson 1980) seems to be relevant here. 

The following discussion is concerned with several interrelated 

thames which, together, form the substance of the category. Stated 

briefly, the argument is, that student nurses were very soon made aware 

of what was expected of them in terms of speed, and accomplishing a 

sufficient share of the nursing work by 'pulling their weight' • Social 

control on the ward and the concept of unwritten rules of the ward are 

explored within the context of occupational socialisation. 

If the occupational socialisation of the student nurse is to be 

examined it is necessary to first question how the students perceived 

both the nurs:ing role and its acquisi tiono Merton (1957:287) summed 

up the process of socialisation thus: 

'the process by which people selectively acquire the values 
and attitudes, the interests, skills and knowledge - in 
short the culture - current in the groups of which they are 
or seek to become, a member'. 

. l 



This definition was given in relation to the socialisation of 

medical students, Merton suggested that socialisation takes place 

primarily through social interaction with people who are significant 

for the individual, namely the staff of the medical school, fellow 

students and other hospital personnel. In the case of the student 

nurses in this study, the permanent staff,trained and untrained, of 

the wards and the other student nurses appear to have been the 

significant people in this respect. Thus, the question of how the 

students acquire the role is rather more easily addressed than how 

they perceived the role of a qualified nurse. 

The students' notion of 'nurse' 

The researcher asked the students about their ideas with respect 

to what a nurse should be; this topic often arose when the question 

of the 'ideal' nurse or the stereotype nurse was under discussion. 

Some of the students said that they had not expected nursing to be as 

it is, yet they found it difficult to describe what they had expected. 

Thus the data concerning the students' image of an ideal nurse are by 

no means exhaustive but worthy of comment as an introduction to the 

category. 

One student typified the position of many when she talked about 

the 'student mould' that the staff expect students to fit into. 

Student: Well I'd like to be able to sometimes do things that you 
want to do in the ward, not to have everything, you Imow, 
got to just fall into the mould all the time that a student 
should be and just do that ( ••• ) 

K.M.: So what's the student nurse mould that you say you are 
supposed to fit in? 
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Student: Just sort of doing what you're told and sort of not 
questioning. I sometimes feel the nurses, the student 
nurses who do that are much happier - just looking round 
at them - they are much happier because they don't create 
any problems and they don't get into trouble -not that I 
have, I've always been very lucky. But they don't have so 
many problems, they must go puppet-like about their work 
a:nd don't question anything, don't understand it. If you 
don't under stand why you' re doing the thing - I don't see 
the point of doing it. (32) 

This student recognised the stereotype student nurse image when she 

said that they "fall into the mould". The students suggested that the 

permanent staff on the wards did not regard them as individuals, rather 

as part of a work-force made up of different grades of nurse. Thus, 

so long as a ward has its complement of junior and senior students 

slotted into the available spaces, the students need not be thought of 

as individuals. Indeed,. the student quoted above suggests that the 

student finds her life easier and happier if she fits into her slot 

unquestioningly. The attitude of the permanent ward staff, as 

described by the ~tudents, is perhaps not too surprising. It is a 

reasonable response to the labour situation which confronts them. Thus, 

whilst the students might find this reaction to their presence on a 

·ward annoying, and describe it in terms of a complaint against the ward 

staff, it is, from the ward staff's viewpoint, a rational response to 

the fact of mobile student labour. 

Another student explained how she came to terms with being a student 

nurse when she said that at first she did not know how to react in a 

hospital. This feeling of not knowing what to do or how to behave was 

common to many of the students. The following extract is part of a 

discussion concerned with feeling more at home in the hospital, and 

illustrates the point: 
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I don't Imow, you are just more relaxed in the environment, 
I think. Because when I first started off ••• maybe because 
you don't know the ward and you don't Imow how to react in a 
hospital; you get used to it, even if its a new ward, just 
because you know what the hospital is like or you've worked 
there before, or even you know the kind of routine of most 
wards. I think you relax more yourself and it makes it 
easier to talk to somebody, whereas if you are a stranger 
yourself its slightly harder. 

You said you didn't Imow how to react in a hospital, how 
have you learned to do that? 

I don't really know, I suppose its just come from experience; 
before I was petrified of hospitals even if I go to see 
somebody in a hospital I 'm quite scared but I think when you 
work there ••• if I was in hospital myself I'd be slightly 
nervous but because I'm working there I know how to go about 
it, you're more relaxed ( •• o) You do copy the older nurses 
in a lot of things you do, how you explain things and how you 
listen to a patient. I th:ink you copy a lot of people, I 
suppose it must be from copying other people - but to behave 
as a nurse I don't think anybody knows how to do that you don't 
imagine yourself as a nurse on a ward, you know you are a nurse 
but ••• not many people think of it at the time. 

You mean the public image of the nurse you don't think of 
yourself as ••• 

Yes, the kind of Florence Nightin~ale thing. Nursing is not 
what I thought it would be; ( ••• ) it wasn't what I'd gone into. 
You just kind of imagine something and its not what its like so 
you don't imagine what you're doing is nursing • •o doesn't 
follow story books you read when you're younger. 

Can you say what you expected? 

Can't really; just imagined it all different, I think its very 
academic, you really have to be intelligent to be a nurse which 
I think is very wrong., Because there are a lot of good nurses 
that aren't intelligent but people who are kind, know how to 
handle people and relax them ( ••• ) (39) 

This student talks about copying other nurses, many of the students 

mentioned this behaviour, often in relation to copying other students. 

However, she still maintains the idea that there is a way which is 

acceptable for a nurse to behave even though she does not claim to know 

what it is. The idea of a public image of the nurse was popular with the 
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students. They said that the patients have preconceived ideas 

about how a nurse should behave and what she should be like. The 

image that the patient has of the nurse was often thought to be 

quite important for the student nurse's self esteem. If the patient 

thought that she looked competent and knowledgable then the students 

said that they were more likely to feel competent. As in the case 

of the student above, who had a rather romantic notion of nursing, 

many students did not feel ready for what they encountered in nursing. 

The question of whether nursing is too academic or not sufficiently so 

was raised several times by the students. 

Occupational socialisation 

The following themes which emerged from the data, underscore the 

idea that the students were taking on the role almost on a day to day 

basis. The notion of anticipatory socialisation occurring during the 

three years as a student does not appear to be useful in the light of 

the students' descriptions of their experience. 

Following Olesen and Whi ttaker (1968) and Becker et al (1961), it 

seems reasonable to suppose that the students concern themselves with 

adapting to current situations rather than preparing to take on the role 

of qualified nurse in the future. Simpson (1980:12) in defending a 

combination of induction and reaction perspectives on occupational 

socialisation argues, 

'followers of the reaction approach reject the inculcation 
of guiding norms and attitudes as an explanation of 
behaviour in future situations, partly because the future 
is unknown until it is experienced, but more fundamentally 
because this approach sees behaviour as emerging f'rom the 
transaction between self and exigencies of situations'. 



The students were introduced to the expectations of their role 

almost as soon as they begru1 to work on the wards. The permanent 

staff, it seems, wasted no time in letting the students know that 

they were expected to 'pull their weight' and to 'get through the work' 

in as short a time as possibleo The students spoke of the speed with 

vrhich they were expected to 'l.vork on the wards which did not compare 

with the ways they had been taught in colleges The way in whi eh the 

students spoke of the need for speed demonstrates just hovl real they 

found the pressure from the permanent staff, to conformo The students, 

'l.vhilst on the one hand lmowiYl.g 'l.vhat they had been taug_h.t in college, 

were prepared, on the other, to justify the hurried approach to ward 

nursing in the same terms used by the ward staff .. Tl1..is \vas exemplified 

by one student during a discussion about there not being time for the 

sister to teach on a busy vJard: 

K .. N .. : And you are left to find out for yourself in 1.rards where 
they are understaffed and so they don't l~ve time to teach. 

Student: Yes.. Fair enough in geriatrics, that's where you can really 
learn your basic nursing care, the care of the elderly 
patients, you have the time to talce time 1ri th a back round 
and do the full ward in an hour a.i'1.d a half because there's 
nothing much doing in geriatricse Whereas, if you go up 
from geriatrics to a busy surgical vlard, the junior nurses 
still take the amou.nt of time to do a back round, \vhich you 
cru1't do if you've got a busy theatre list, you're admitting 
emergency patients and they (the juniors) are needed for 
somewhere else to do another job ~~d are still doing a back 
round.. Its just not on ( ..... ).. Its adaptability, you've 
got to adapt to your ward situation \<There you can take your 
time and \.Jhere you can't ( ...... ) .. 

K .. M .. : So the difference you are talking about is the speed with 
1..vhich you do the back round, not that you do anything 
different, is that right? 

Student: Its the speed. You can take your time in geriatric wards or. 
wards that aren't busy. But the same list you do goes on up 
in surgical as it does in medical. You c~n. take your time 
in a medical ward, but the minute you go up into a surgical 
ward you've got to learn how to do that in a flash ( ... o)o (4) 
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This student had not only adopted the permanent staff's rhetoric 

and explanations for the speed of work, but she also supported the 

idea, and was prepared to uphold it in front of junior nurses. In a 

sense, she can be said to have been fully socialised into the nurse 

role in accordance with the wishes of the permanent staff. She had 

not only taken over their attitudes towards the work but was prepared 

to hand tham on to other students. 

Not all students were so prepared to go along with the notion that 

nursing at speed was not only necessary, but a good thing. The 

following extract puts this alternative viewpoint. 

Student: (.o.) I've been told it takes seven minutes to do a 
bed bath. If they are not finished by 10 a.mo you are 
falling behind.. We should be allowed to do things in the 
time they take to do.. I've been on wards when I suddenly 
think, I'm being slow; there mightn't be any other 
pressures or other things to do, but I take time because 
that's the way the ward is going. 

K.M.: The sort of pressures you are talking about, these are hard 
to define in some ways aren't they? For example, you could 
have a sister who says you must be done by 10 am. and you 
still have two legs and a bottom to do. But again, even if 
there isn't a sister who is hurrying you up do you sometimes 
feel like you said just then - 'I'm being slow'. What is it 
that's pushing you then? 

Student: An alarm clock inside, probably just your own personal feeling 
of what others think of you. 

K.M.: This comes back to what you said earlier about 'the nurse' 
would do it quickly (as opposed to Nurse C. cc) 

Student: Yes, you hear some nurses are slow. They may be, doesn't 
mean she can't be a good nurse. I've seen these mad machine 
nurses, I'm thinking of one now, its like a production line. 
The staff nurse recently started on a medical ward - a very 
easy going ward, you feel free to do your work properly. I'd 
do bathing with her, I 'm not a fast bather - what's the point -
bathing with her was like a competition. Like one of these 
old films speeded up. The patient maybe chatting away and her 
not really listening to a word saying yes and no maybe; 
totally within herself.. I felt she was working to make it 
look good in the front office. (7) 



The above extract illustrates several interesting points from 

the data. This student did not value speed, indeed she could not 

see any patient benefits from working at such a pace. However, she 

clearly recognised that it was a trait which did create a good 

impression in some nursing circles. She suggested, for example, that 

the "mad machine" staff nurse was only doing the amount of work that she 

did in order to impress the nursing hierarchy, the "front office". She 

had worked in wards where, she felt, the timetabling of the care was 

strict, even going so far as to time bed baths. Yet, she could still 

feel pressurised into hurrying in her work when there was not any overt 

pressure being brought to bear. The 11 alarm clock" inside her was a 

point which, in one way or another, a few of the nurses made; it was 

mentioned sometimes in the context of junior and senior student nurse 

behaviour. A third year student claimed that she had become much more 

likely to defend her behaviour as a senior student than she might have 

been at the start of her training. In the following abstract this 

point about "the alarm clock" was pursued by the researcher. 

K.M.: Do you find there is a sort of feeling in nursing that if you 
are fast you are good, it doesn't matter how you do it so 
long as you get it done by ••• ? 

Student: Yes there is a feeling, I don't think its necessarily right 
but there is. I mean everybody likes being on with staff 
nurse who is going to have the ward all in order; and sister 
is going to come on and everything 1 s going to be done, 
towels are not on radiators, soap not wet in the lockers and 
clothes not hanging out of the doors - it doesn't really make 
that much difference to patient care, you Imowl Everybody 
likes, I mean its just the usually accepted way, the ward 
has got to be tidy( ••• ) 

K.t1.: In some of these :interviews we have talked about this kind of 
thing, and its often quite difficult to pinpoint why people 
feel like that, its not necessarily that someone keeps saying 
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'you must be quick' - but the students say they feel 
that they are looking over their shoulder all the time 
and think 'I've been in here a long time, I wish this 
patient would hurry up ' • 

Student: Yes you do, you do. 

K.M.: And I wonder where that comes fr_am, there is a sort of 
stereotype of a nurse that should be fast. 

Student: I think, well there seems to be and the more jQnior you 
are the more I used to try and fit into that category but 
now I turn round when somebody says 'what have you been 
doing in there?' I still keep the speed up to get as much 
done as I possibly can, if I've been in for a long time, and, 
say, a patient starts crying or something, you can't just say 
'oh, shut up' - you can't really sa:y that. You say so and 
so is upset so I stayed rather a long time in there and that's 
that. I've got to the point where it really doesn't bother 
me, if someone says 'you've been in there for ages' - I just 
say ' too bad' • ( 32) 

The cormnents of the last student demonstrate, not only how the student 

nurse might become more adept at defending her own behaviour as she 

becomes more senior, but also, and more importantly, that the need for 

such defence clearly exists. Her description of the tiqy ward in which 

everyone likes to work and the idea that 'speed' somehow equates with 

'good' in nursing exemplify the feeling, among the student nurses, that 

such a thing as an 'ideal nurse' or at least 'ideal nursing' exists, if 

only in the form of some distant grail. 

'Unwritten rules' 

The students found it difficult to explain where the idea that 

nursing work should be done quickly, came fran. As a result of exploring 

this theme the notion of 'unwritten rules' of the ward emerged. These 

rules were not overt, but were made kno'W!l and enforced by more subtle 

means. Stated briefly, the 'unwritten rules' said that students should 

work quickly and 1 pull their weight' in doing a fair share of the work. 

MOreover, if there was no work to be done they should endeavour to 'look 
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busy' in order to preserve the overall atmosphere of activity and 

efficiency. 

At the early stages of the development of the 'unwritten rules' 

dimension of socialisation category the researcher asked one student 

in the course of a discussion of ward organisation: 

K.M.: Is there an unspoken set of rules ••• 

Student: Yes. 

K.t-1.: Of the way you are meant to behave in a hospital? 

Student: Very definitely yes. I think there is. 

K.M.: How do you feel them if you don't hear-

Student: Just from looks yo~ get, if things are out of place they 
just look at you, just find out not from asking anybody 
its just there somehow, you just know it- that's accepted 
and that's it. People sometimes emit it so strongly that 
you just know that you don't do that sort of thing. 

K.M.: A little bit like doing everything in a hurry-

Student: Everybody normally works in a hurry so you had better not 
do anything else. (7) 

The student quoted above put into words the way in which the 'unwritten 

rules' are enforced. The fact that the student felt that all the staff 

needed to do was to give a 'look' in order to ensure that the student 

toes the l:ine, indicates that there is a fairly clear and universal 

understanding within the wards of the expectations associated with the 

role of the student nurse. 

The concept of 'pulling ones weight' arose again in this context. 

It has been described in Chapter 6 (cf •. Clarke 1978). In the context of 

how the students are socialised through their interaction with permanent 

staff, 'pulling your weight' in order to 'get through' the work are both 

pertinent concepts. The students talked of the need to demonstrate that 
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they Here 'doing Hell on the 'l.vard' and their surest Hay of achieving 

this \vas to 'pull their 'I.·Teight' .. Students could recognise instances 

when another student or a member of the staff was not doi1~ their fair 

share of the ·vrork .. The extract belovT illustrates this point: 

Student: You can maybe have one staff nurse or one enrolled nurse 
that does fee1 themselves above everyone ( ..... ) she spends 
half the time in the office, before we had even had report 
she'd be 'l.vri ting out the menu cards vThile vre are trying 
to give out breakfasts, then rush into report and ruSh out 
again to get them all to toilet ( ..... ). It was resented 
by everyone on that ·Hard just one particular nurse.. O'.a the 
other hand, she vTas one ''rho did a lot of caring.. She 
didn't do much of the hard grind stuff, but if there v.ras 
someone seriously ill she would sit with them 'I.<Thich is 
importa..."lt.. CJ.a. the other hand people 'lllould say 'why is she 
just sitting there when 'l.ve have all this to do?' You have 
your priori ties but she never pulled her \-reight vrhether there 
was something that need done or not( ••• ). r1ucking about 
vTith forms, discharge papers, files etc .. 9 when there 'I.·Tas work 
to be done. She \vas only one, most of the staff were in 
there 'I...Ji th their sleeves rolled up just the same as us.. ( 29) 

Here the student nurse took exception to the way that a member of the 

permanent staff was not 'pulling her "'might' .. It is interesting to note 

that 'pulling her weight' clearly referred to physical work. The 

student recognised the care vrhich the nurse in q_uestion eave to seriously 

ill patients, but felt, nevertheless, that the 'hard grind' should be 

shared by all. The overriding impression of these discussions 'l.tJas, once 

again, that nursing '\tJork is hard a.n.d heavy \vork to be got through .. 

Because of this, students, qualified staff, and auxiliaries alike are 

expected to join in and 'get throu.g..h.'. If we accept that this is hm.; 

the work is viet·Ted by the students, a suggestion tvhich is supported by 

Claxke (1978), it is not surprisLn.g that there is an elaborate system of 

moraJ. pressure and social control in operation in order to ensure that 

the \vork is shared .. T.ne 'u.nwri tten rules', it could be argued, are 

unttJritten because to voice them or formalise them would necessitate the 
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open recognition of nursing in these 'workload' terms. Terms which 

go against the general tide of caring and 'professional' ideals. 

students or qualified staff who do not 'pull their weight' and do a 

'fair day's work' (Clarke 1978) can be seen to be letting the side 

down, or not playing fair. 

Talking versus working 

If such a s,rstem of social control is to work, the expectations 

and sanctions must be clear to those involved. Inspection of the data 

in this area led to the recognition of the part that talking to patients 

played in this control. The students often suggested that the 

permanent staff did not recognise talking with patients as nursing work. 

The researcher, therefore, followed up the whole topic of talking versus 

working. The following extract makes the point: 

Student: Sometimes people in charge of the ward object, they like 
you to work all the time, tend to forget that you should 
go and speak to patients if they see you stand and talk 
tend to think you are skiving - just not pulling your 
weigh to 

K.M.: You used the word. -vmrk - is talking work as far as you are 
concerned? 

Student: ( •• o) Yes, but just seen as being lazy not pulling weight, you 
get sent to clean cupboards and things. (10) 

There seemed to be several interrelated factors concerned with the 

'Lmwritten rules' of the wards and their enforcement. As it has been 

said, the main 'Lmwritten rule' isthat the students should 'pull their 

weight'. According to the students one of the prime indications of 

their not do:ing this, as far as the trained staff were concerned, was 

their talking with patients. Thus, even if there was little work to do 

it was, generally speaking, more acceptable to try to 'look busy' than to 

demonstrate lack of work by talking with patients. This argument is 
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posed rather sharply, and necessarily simplified, in order to make 

the point. Not all wards operated such a clear cut system of 

ensuring that students pulled their weight .. Some ward sisters, the 

students said, encouraged than to talk with patients Whilst others 

"allowed" them to .. Interestingly the use of the word 'allowed' in 

this context, whilst indicating a more liberal approach to nursing 

work, still belies the fact that the students have internalised the 

idea that physical work is what nurs:ing is about. 

The concepts of talking versus working 'looking busy' and social 

control are, as it ~s been suggested, interrelatedo The followmg 

extracts seem to illustrate the point and form the basis of a 

discussion of occupational socialisation .. 

One student said that if she got on well with the sister she could 

feel more relaxed in the ward. 

K.M.: Does this affect your relationship with the patients do 
you think? 

Student: I think so, because if you are sort of frightened of the 
sister you're probably frightened to go up and talk to 
patients because she'll think you know that you're not 
getting on with your work. But I think also I found with 
the younger ones (sisters), who realise that you have to 
talk to the patients, sort of understand them, and I mean, 
it might not look very good if a nurse is sort of sitting 
down by someone's bed, she looks as if she's not doing 
anything, just sitting having a blather, but I think its 
very important for the patient rather than just seeing 
these nurses rushing up and down all the time and not 
bothering with them. ( 2) 

Another student said: 

We are all taught to talk with patients. I've been to 
wards where you feel you shouldn't talk to patients, its 
not working, you should be washing walls or cupboards -
if you're talking to patients you're skiving not working. (8) 
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The first extract above demonstrates the ambivalence which the 

students felt towards talking with patients. They knew at one 

level that it was a good thing for the patients and, indeed, an 

essential part of nursing; yet, the rhetoric they used suggested that 

they had internalised the prevailing dicturn of work before talk. 

Another student, in describing how a ward sister could show her 

'care' for patients, said: 

Student: ( ••• ) she would go up and talk to patients and tell nurses 
to go and talk to patients rather than having them looking 
like they are busy. When I first went into nursing the 
big thing was for every nurse to look like she was doing 
something, even if she wasn't, she'd look like she was doing 
something. I find· some other sisters just don't believe 
that and they want you to talk to patients - one way of 
showing they care. There's a lot of feedback on those 't-vards. 

K.M.: From? 

Student: From the students to senior staff. 

K.M.: Why do you think that is, because the -

Student: ~Tell, because the students are talking to the patients and 
getting more information. Probably because on those wards 
the sisters aren't like - frae the old school they are very 
friendly( ••• ) one sister will not forbid you but you didn't 
get to talk to the patients unless you were actually doing 
something for the patient at the time.* Whereas, on another 
ward in a quiet spell you could go and sit down and talk to your 
patient and nothing would be said, in fact, you'd probably be 
thought of as a valuable member of staff ( ••• ) could help in 
your nursmg care. (17) 

This student puts forward a practical reason for talking with patients 

when she mentions feedback. Her rationale for talking with patients is 

interesting in that she redefines it as a useful part of nursing which 

can provide information for the s-enior staff and 'help in the nursing care 1 • 

In a sense, she legitimates talking in terms of its function and almost 

equates it with other forms of nursing work. She then goes so far as to 

* Many of these students spoke with ·a strong Scottish dialect; 
frae = fromo 
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say that by talking to patients the students can be seen as valuable 

members of the ward staff, because of the information which tha,y 

gather whilst talking .. 

Another student put forward a positive reason for talking with 

patients when she said that if a student didn't talk with patients it 

might be suggested in her ward assessment that she lacked confidence. 

Talking with patients was considered by the students to be a possible 

sign that they were not pulling their weight and consequently creating 

a poor impression with the permanent staff. This latter point is of 

importance to the students as they receive an assessment from each ward 

vmich counts towards their professional registration. Thus, apart 

from the fact that the students' 'day to day life on the wards' was made 

more comfortable if they discovered and obeyed the 'unwritten rules'; 

they had good reason to wish to create a favourable impression, namely 

their ward report .. 

' Loo king busy' 

The ward report and the 'looks' given by the permanent staff are 

not the only means of ensuring that the 'unwritten rules' are obeyed. 

The other students form a source of social pressure as described by this 

student. Again, the discussion centred around the key factor, talking 

with patients. 

K .. M.: You said you wanted to create a good impression ( ••• ) There 
seems to be a general idea of ~~at a good nurse is. 

Student: Uh uh. 

K .M. : The image of a bustling efficient nurse who never has time to 
stop ( ••• ) Where do you get ihat image from? There seem to 
be things that nurses do which aren't quite sensible, like 
looking busy all the time, finding things to do. 
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Student: There is a feelmg in the ward that you can't sit down 
and chat to a patient and no matter if a staff nurse or 
ward sister says 'Yes go and chat to patients it's all 
right', you've got this thing inside you that says no, no, 
I should be going to do this - which is very bad, I don't 
Imow where it's from ( .... ) In first year whenever I spoke 
to a patient I always stood up never sat down, thought 
sister would think I 'm being lazy or something which is 
ridiculous, if a nurse is always standing up and patient 
always lying down it hardly puts the patient at ease ( ••• ) 

K.M.: ( ••• ) When you think someone might think you're lazy, you 
said the ward sister ( •• o) is there any pressure from the 
other staff, or even your own fellow students - someone has 
an easy day and I've done all the work feeling. 

Student: Yes I suppose there is, if you're sitting chatting to 
someone and your fellow student goes into the sluice, you 
keep on thmking I wonder what she is doi.ng, I wonder what 
she is stocking up or cleaning. You feel you should be 
helping her with hard work - it's OK if two of you are 
standing talking but then a patient is not so much at ease 
with two people- better one to one ( ••• ) It is true if 
your friend is working you should be helping her and not 
sitting down chatting to a patient. You feel chatting to 
a patient is not working it's more pleasure. I think that 
is where the feeling is from( .... ) Yet eac~n~se knows 
that to talk to a patient is very important. \21) 

Another student felt that it should not be necessary to 'look busy' 1-rhen 

there was nothing to do. 

Student: I think they find on the wards that if you've got maybe say 
half an hour and all the work's done, you Imow, there's 
nothing really to do, well most people, nurses in training, 
they just want to go and talk to patients or something whereas, 
you know, the sister comes in and she '11 make you scrub out 
the slu.ices, say, or the treatment room which is a complete 
waste of time, it's getting scrubbed about ten times a day, 
you Imow, and she's just doing that for the sake of, you know, 
giving you something to do. It's a waste of time sort of 
speaking to the patients, you know. Things like that, they 
annoy me. I mean if all the work's done I don't see any harm 
::in doing what you want to do. You Imow, like talk to the 
patients and even studying. I mean you get exams and that, I 
mean when there ' s not a lot of work to do in the ward there' s 
no reason why you couldn't study but you know they make you 
either stand about, empty buckets, scrub out the toilets or 
somethingo I mean things like that are really wrong. I 
think, you know, they should make a sort of format, like if 
for every ward if there's nothing doing, you know, you should 
be allowed to study or talk to patients instead of tryillg to 
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look busy, I mean which is ridiculous because everybody 
Imows that you' re just trying to look busy.. I mean even 
when visitors come in they say 'is this you trying to look 
busy' • Well, I mean they must have some weird ideas 
about what nurses do, you know. Because when they see 
you you're always sort of hanging about looking for 
something to do because at visiting times especially there's 
not a lot you can do. 

K.M.: That's strange because earlier you said the patients tend 
to think, and I would agree because I've seen it too, think 
you're always too busyo How do you find that to cope with 
when, in a way also it is sometimes difficult isn 1 t it when 
you have got spare time just to go and talk to patients? 
How do you feel about that? 

Student: Host of the time I suppose you are too busy but I think 
patients conjure up this image that nurses are too busy, you 
can't interrupt them because I suppose it's just force of 
habit you' re always rushing about and I think there' s so much 
said about nurses and doctors and you know how they're always 
busy, so much to do and I don't think they realise that, I 
mean, you know, you're not like that all the time because I 
mean there's always times that you 're not busy and there's 
not a lot to do. (4) 

This student put forward concrete suggestions for legitimate activities 

which students could indulge in when there is no 'work' to do. She 

suggest-s that the 'looking busy' tactic does not even convince the 

visitors and furthennore it blocks the patients' access to the nurse. 

On these grounds she favours study time or talk:ing to patients as 

legitimate activities when the physical nursing work is done. 

Discussion 

The 'un-written rules', then, are that the students should 'pull their 

weight', v.rork quickly and 'look busy' even when there is little or 

nothing to do. The rules are enforced by the sanctions available, in 

varying forms, to the work-force on the ward. The ward sister has, as 

her ultimate sanction, the students' ward reportso The other permanent 

staff, and indeed the students themselves, resort to group pressures and 

social controls of a more subtle nature. The following discussion draws 
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upon literature which is relevant to these data. 

Pill (1970) describes the work of nurses on childrens' wards 

usmg Goffinan' s (1958) analyses in 'Presentation of Self in 

Everyday Life'. Pill applies his suggestion that there are 

particular aspects of work which are accentuated in the presence of 

other people and other, less creditable, aspects which are suppressed. 

'One of the most popular conceptions about the role of the 
nurse is that she is continually busy even overworked. 
This theme cropped up constantly in the interviews at home 
with the mothers before the child went into hospital, when 
asked what they thought about unrestricted visiting ••• 
(Mothers) mentioned that the staff had a lot to do and 
their fear of 11being in the way". The latter remark 
indicates an implicit recognition that the ward is somehow 
the nurse's territory, a feeling that is certainly shared 
by the nurses. The mothers are, following Goffman's 
interesting analysis, 11outsiders 11 trespassing on the nurses' 
place of work. The introduction of unrestricted visiting 
means that the nurses are, or likely to be, under 
observation the whole day by 11outsiders"; who will therefore 
be in a good position to see exactly what and how much the 
nurses do'. (Stacey et a1 1970:118-120) 

Pill (in Stacey et al 1970:118-120) found a similar activity to the 'looking 

bu~' tactic described by the students in the present study; she describes 

this as 'make work'. She also describes the ways in which the nurses 

achieved the impression of a busy ward. 

'The nurse also quite frequently disappears "t.ffiilst parents 
are in the ward ••• reappearing at intervals to glance 
round briefly. This fosters the impression of activity'. 

In the context of unrestricted visiting, Pill suggested that the nurses 

found difficulty in determining what behaviour was appropriate in terms of 

r on stage behaviour' i.n the 'front regions' and relaxed behaviour in the 

'back regions t • In her words: 

'Following Gof.finan it can be argued that the nurse fosters 
particular impressions and gives performances to patients, 
to senior members of nursing staff and to vi si tors from 
outside, and that various parts of the ward are socially 
defined as "back" and "front11 regions in various contexts'. 
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The nurses' behaviour, described by Pill, supports the notion 

of 'looking busy' developed in the present study. The students 

appreciated that they engaged in 'front region' behaviour much of the 

time, yet could not see why 'back region' behaviour could not be 

carried out in the wards; as instanced by the student who thought that 

study should be an accepted activity on the ward. 

It is interesting to note that one student cited above, felt 

better about talking to a patient if another student was also talking. 

She describes an implicit feeling of guilt which is attached to sitting 

and talking when one student cannot be sure what the other students are 

doing. This feeling of unease can probably be explained in terms of 

the student feeling that she might be letting the side down on two 

possible counts. Firstly, there might actually be some work to do, in 

which case she is not 'pulling her weight'. Secondly, although there 

is no actual work to do, the other students may be engaging in the 

'looking busy' tactic whilst the student who is talking to the patient 

is demonstrating, by the very act of talking, that she is not working. 

Not only is she not working, but she is not prepared to adopt the 'look 

buo,r' tactics which support the efficient nurse front dictated by the 

'unwritten rules' of the wards. 

The social pressures which the students described, from both fellow 

students and the permanent staff, ensure that the overall pace and 

'output' of work remains constant. There is an extensive literature 

in industrial sociology which describes what has been called 'restriction (l) 

(1) Lupton has reservations about the tenn 'restriction of output' 
because of its disapproving overtones, but he uses it as it is the 
term most often applied in the literature. 
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of output' (Lupton 1963, Ray 1952, 1954). These studies are 

essentially concerned with reasons behind the gap between expected 

and actual output from industrial machine shops. The v-rorkers 

indulged in manipulation of the piecework scheme. Roy (1954) 

concluded that workers behaved as they did in order to protect their 

economic position. The restrictive behaviour of the workers was 

aimed at establishing some control over the working situation and 

earnings. This power struggle is best described by one of Ray's 

(1954) informants: 

'What do you suppose would happen if I turned in $1.25 
an hour on these pump bodies?' 

'Turned in? You mean if you actually did the work?' 

'I mean if I actually did the work and turned it in! t 

'They'd have to pay you, v-rouldn' t they? 
the agreement?' 

Isn't that 

'Yes, they'd pay me - once! Don't you know that if I 
turned in $1.50 an hour on these pump bodies tonight 
the whole God-danmed Methods Department would be down 
here tomorrow? And they'd re-time this job so quick 
it would make your head swim! And when they re-timed 
it they'd cut the price in half and I'd be working for 
85 cents an hour instead of $1.25l' 

The general impression given by these studies is that as soon as a 

worker increases his production the management takes advantage of it, by 

cutting the piecework rate. It could be argued that the nurses have 

to appear to be fully occupied throughout their spell of duty, otherwise 

the administrators responsible for allocation might move them to a busier 

area of the hospital. So long as talking is not deemed to be v-rorking 

it adds to the time which the nurses 'waste'. The 'looking busy' tactics 

could, therefore, be compared with the 'time wasting' or 'loafing' which 

the machine shop workers had to engage in so that they could appear to be 
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working as fast as the job was 'timed' without actually achieving 

the required ou-q:,ut. The socialisation of new machine shop workers 

described by Ray (1952, 1954) is similar to the descriptions of the 

students in the present study o The staff, qualified and unqualified, 

and other students soon make the newcomer aware of both how much work 

she must do, and how busy she should appear whilst doing it. 

The words which one student used to describe the work-talk 

dichotomy, namely "work versus pleasure", suggest an extremely 

puritanical view of what nursing should be like.. This conception of 

talking versus working upholds the idea that nursing is work to be got 

through, rather than to be enjoyed along the way. The notion that 

talking is not working is important on two counts. Firstly, the 

students work under some considerable stress if they feel that the 

patient wants to talk yet they are equally aware of a strong opposing 

pull to get the work done. Secondly, if the general ethos on the 

wards is that talking can only take place once the work is done, the 

possibility of putting the much vaunted individualised patient care 

into practice becomes remote. 

It is argued here that because of the way in which nursing is 

construed, namely as work to be done, a tension is produced between the 

ideal form of nursing and its operationalised fo:nn which is practised 

on the wards. The operationalised form of nursing is hard to fault 

when it is considered within the context of the busy ward .. It does 

provide an efficient means of 'getting through' and clearly, as these 

data suggest, the work then talk dictum makes a degree of sense. The 

student nurse is caught in this tension insofar as she receives the 

idealised notions about nursing from the college and experiences social 

pressures on the ward which urge her to nurse in a different way. 
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Tne question of occupational socialisation is an interesting 

one in the case of nursing.. The early work concerned with 

medical students (r.furton 19.57) took the conventional view of 

socialisation v.Then the behaviour of the stv..dents 1.vas seen to be 

controlled and shaped by the medical faculty 
9 

tvhich acted as the 

agent of the medical profession. The students graduAlly acquire 

the professional cul~~ and become fully fledged professionals. 

Later \vork by Becker et al (1961) suggested that the students had much 

more of a part to play in their socialisation ~nd indeed saw the whole 

process in ter.ms of a negotiation of behaviour be~veen student and 

professionals o The exponents of this reaction model of occupational 

socialisation do not consider that the attitudes and behaviour learned 

during professional education are the major i~~luences on the future 

behaviour of the students (Simpson 1980). Becker et al focused upon 

the students rather than the role for Hbich they Here being socialised; 

by doing this they discovered that the students' major preoccupation 

had to do \rith short ter.m goals of meeting the requirements of the 

curriculum rather than longer term goals of achieving professional 

status. 

The reaction approach to socialisation appears to be more fitting 

to student nurses than the induction approach; moreover it is debatable 

whether the socialisation of the student nurse can be said to be a 

professional socialisation or merely a training, 'on the job', which 

produces functioning nurses. This question is addressed in Chapter 10. 



CHAPTER 8 

'Nursing in the dark' 
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This category emerged ai'ter a number of interviews during 

whiCh students described their difficulties concerni~~ what they 

could say to patients. The students complained that they were 

often left short of information9 or, as some put it, "in the dark", 

about patients' diagnoses. Moreover, t.he student nurses frequently 

did not know how much the patients themselves knew of their 

conditions; hence t.he idea of "nursing in the dark11 emerged .. There 

is a wealth of nursi11..g literature, particularly in the nursing press, 

vrhich is devoted to communication \vi th patients. Nurses are being 

eYJ1orted to talk witl~ patients~ to explore their social circumstances, 

to nurse t.he whole patient and so on. During these interviews it 

became apparent that there are very real barriers to this style of 

nursing inherent in the way nursing is organised on the wards. One 

factor which appears to militate against student nurses talking freely 

with patients is the wa;y in vlhich information is handled by the se!'...ior 

staff on the wards. Also, as discussed in Chapter 7, the expectations 

of the trained staff are such that the students felt that talking was 

not a legitimate activity, so long as there Has physical -vrork to be 

done. 

There is a tendency for the ward report, which students receive 

at the start of a shift, to be brief and inadequate as a basis for their 

work .. The following students' comments on this issue serve to 

illustrate the point: 

'You know sometimes, on some wards, you don't get a 
proper report about the patients and you don't feel safe 
sometimes - not because of your o\m knowledge but because 
you don't know what's going on in the ward.. Its left to 
the senior nurses but the ones who have got to do the 
basic work, the student nurses, are not told properly; 
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and you don• t know v.!hat to say to patients when they 
ask thi~~s~ just because you are not well enough 
infoxmed about them.. You've got to go and ask this 
and that one. .And you lmow a patient turns round and 
says, "I've got cancer" and you say "have you?" or 11you 
haven't", you lmow, its such that sometimes you don't 
even lm0\<1.. The \1/ard that I 'm in just now, you might 
not get a report for six or seven days' .. (32) 

lrn.other student said: 

Student: ( ...... ) the radiotherapy Hard had sixty patients and I 
think seven doctors 9 you know, this sister coul~~'t be 
expected to come out on to the ward. She'd seven 
doctors' rounds every mor.ning or something, you lmo1.-r, 
what else could she do? But she Has the type that 
hoarded the information ~~d just let it leak out slowly 
to all of us. You lmoH, its very bad on a ward like 
that ( .... ) .. 

K .. Ivl: .. : How did you actually knm..r vThat to do? 

Student: I had to keep rushing back a.Dd forward to senior members 
of staff - what should I do, what should I say, you know, 
patients lost a lot of faith .. 

K.M .. : Did you have any sort of patient allocation, or 'those 
are your patients', 'you do those beds', anytl1ing like 
that? 

Student: Yes, she would likely sew you \..rork in th..at room and you'd 
have six patients and you'd honestly be going round 
thinking, I \vonder v.rha t' s \IToTI_g Hi th this one.. You know 9 

cancer of v.rhat, and you may be just had six patients but 
you knei..r very little about t.."hem, only v.rhat you could get 
out of the nursi11_g care plan.. And a;rryway, \vhen you got 
a report on sixty patients it was, you b1ow, ~xs so and so 
has such and such, sixty times; you lmow, I've lost \<lhat 
the first one had anyvray. 

K .. M .. : So did you feel that you nursed well on that ward? 

Student: Not really that well I don't suppose, I mean your nursing 
care was good from the point of pressure sores and that 
kind of thing, you knO"~;l 9 but as far as knowledge of t.."he 
patient and the patient's social circumstances you know, 
you know very little. You couldJ.1.' t approach them even if 
you'd wanted to. It was just like going into cold water, 
you knew notning. You know, you just started from scratch. (35) 
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The above extracts point up not only the main feature, lack 

of information, but hint at the cause of this state of affairs .. 

Tne senior nurses have the information yet do not pass it on to 

t.h.ose \vho are in closest contact vTi th the patients, namely the 

students. The stu_dents' lack of information leads, it seems, to 

fur~h.er difficulties. \men a student does not lmo\v all the facts 

of a patient's case, this, coupled with not knov1ing how much the 

patient knows9 forces the student into an avlk\4ard position.. She 

must cope with. the situation by tellin~ the patient something, whilst 

at the same time preserviTl..g her own position, in terms of saving face 

tvi th the patients. 

How much can the student S§l..y? 

In short, the student suffers from at best9 incomplete information 

and, at worst 9 absence of information. According to the students, this 

state of affairs is brought about largely by the way in \-Jhich 

information is handled by the senior staff. The over-riding impression 

was one of student nurses being left in the uncomfortable position of 

being front line workers with barely enough information to work on. 

The students' accounts suggest that they believed that the trained 

staff were in possession of the information which they lacked. It is, 

however, conceivable that the trained staff were also "in the dark" in 

some connections and were merely concealing this fact from the students 

by seemingly thoarding' the infonnation. .Alternatively the trained 

staff might have been employing 'functional uncertainty' (cf .. ])avis 196o) 

as a device for maintain~ their control over the students. ])avis 

suggested that doctors used clinical 'functional uncertainty' in order 
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to control their doctor-patient interactions. Doctors, Davis 

argues, declare their uncertainty of diagflosis whilst still 

conveying a competence ivhich suggests that their patient management 

is reliable .. It is suggested here that the trained staff might be 

engaging in a variant of this 'functional uncertainty' as a mea.ns of 

retaining power .. 

A common problem, aside from not knowin~ enough about the patient, 

vras that the students often did not know what the p~tient had been told. 

Consequently, the students have to develop strategies for coping with 

this information gap; strategies which often involve evasion a.nd a 

guarded approaCh to nursing. 

The folloiring extracts illustrate the students' position .. 

Student: ( ..... ) you have to play ignorant, you know, you say 
'I'll get someone to speak to you about it', which is 
really bad because they may have plucked up a lot of 
courage to tell you. You have to have a staff nurse or 
a sister come and speak to them about it, you know, it 
would be good if they had better communication between 
some senior members of staff, you lcnow, they seem to hoard 
all the information and nobody gets to know it. 

K.M.: Because even if you have to say 'I'll get sister', you 
could at least appear as if you kneH the situation instead 
of \vondering 'what is she going to ask me next? 1 Does it 
a1 ter your behaviour to\vards the patients at all, when you 
are not su_~ what they know about their condition or what 
you can say to them? 

Student: Yes, like on t.."l-le radiotherapy ward, its who kno\>lS what, 
they are aJ. ways anxious to know what it does ( ..... ) • The 
few times they have asked me you can al\veys sort of palm 
it off, 'I'm not very sure', or 'I can ask sister'. Its 
amazing the people who don't realise that radiotherapy is 
a treatment for cancer you know. (35) 

Another student said: 
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Student: ( ...... ) there cou~d always be more communication but on· 
the other hand, there are so nuL~ reasons ~my there 
can't be. I hate to go on about short staffing but 
sometimes, the time when the patient is actually really 
needing someone to go ~~d talk to him just h-appens to 
be the time when no one has got the time, and later on 
when somebo~ has got the time they are not ready to 
talk about it ( ••• ). 

K.I'1.: Have you found that you have been kept in the picture 
sufficiently with wh~t's going on to be able to tell the 
patients what they V.Tant to lmo'W? ( ...... ) It has been 
suggested at some of the earlier interviews that junior 
nurses have been the ones that have been closest to ~he 
patients and the patients \rill tend to ask them.. But 
often they haven't been told, say, whether a patient knows 
his diagnosis or whether he has talked to anybody about it. 
Ho\v have you found this? 

Student: Well I don't think there is enough, I don't know if any of 
the students get to kiLOW ~ny more, I don't think its just 
junior nurses, I thi~k it is probably the other students 
as \vell.. But on the other hand there are some things that 
they will tell the more senior students but they just sort 
of brush it off as if to say 'oh you don't need to lmo\v 
about that', with a non-stripe o As you say, it is true 
that people do ask you more, the jUDior nurses get asked. 

K.H .. : And hm.r do you find that to handle? 

Student: You do feel ignorant, you do feel that you don't really 
know enough about this pe~son to really judge it for yourself 
\vhat you should say. 

K.M .. : Which seems to be what people are saying, you are short of 
information anyway just simple things, that the doctor might 
have said to the patient and you just don't know whether he 
has or not. 

Student: That's right. (l) One patient asked me if he was dying, I 
said 'Oh, don't be silly, you're doing fine' or something 
like that. Whereas I had a pretty good idea that he wasn't 
going to live, I was not absolutely positive and also I wasn't 
gure whether anybody had spoken to him or anybody had spoken 
to his relatives, whether anybody had actually said a.n_ything 
concrete or not. Although I think most people would not 
actually reassure and say 'you are doing fine', not say 'you 
definitely will live' but 'you are doing fine' or something 

1. Note that the researcher had asked for a simple example of 
information lack. 
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like that as an easy "-'8.Y out.. :Because you don't "t<Tant 
to truce the responsibility on yourself for saying, 'you 
are going to die tomorrow', or 'you are not going to 
live' .. 

K .. M .. : Especially \vhen you haven't been told anythi!l_g., 

Student: Especially when you haven't been told any~hing9 you don't 
lrnow· where you are. I think that is very important, 
again I don't think that is just the junior nurses

9 
I think 

maybe the sister YJlows maybe the doctor won't have told 
anybody, you just don't kno"r where you are; or they !Ila0'be 
have spoken to the relatives and told them that they are 
goi!l~ to die but have not told the patient, so the patient 
isn't supposed to know that the relatives know but you don't 
know i..Jb.o lmows. So \vhat if the relatives come up to you a...nd 
say 'how long do you think he has got?' and you say, 'oh~ he 
is doing fine' but the doctor has told them that he is dying .. 
( .... ) I think we have to be a team a;nyway, bet1<1een medical 
a...nd nurses and I think if you have come to a conclusion about 
something everybody should be put in the picture and then 
also told vmat is to be done about it, the doctor decides that 
the patient isn't to be told, then O.K .. fair enough that is up 
to him to decide because it is his responsibility, but lets 
all of us know \vhat is goin_g on.. ( ..... ) so you are not only 
put in embarrassing situations but you might mal<.:e a mistake.. (29) 

The first student said that she 1.vould 11play ignorant" in order to avoid 

having to answer a patient's question which she Has ill-equipped to 

ans1ver .. She felt that, if ~he senior staff were to keep the juniors 

more informed and not 'hoard' the information, life might be easier for 

the student nurses. The second student, quoted above, highlighted the 

general aura of m1.certainty v1hich surrounds the question of talking to 

patients. The problems which the student nurses face are quite acute, 

as they constantly encounter patients >...rho may or may not know their 

diagn.oses .. Questioning of the students by these patients can be difficult 

because sometimes the student has no \<Ta:f of knowing \vhether t_h.e patient 

simply 1vants to discuss >.vhat he already lrnows or if, indeed, he is seeking 

infor.mation about his diagnosis. It is interesting to note ~hat whilst 

the students gave the impression that lack of information caused, in the 
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main, small, irritating, day-to-dey problems, when t.hey gave an 

example it w·as invariably a dramatic one of diagnosis disclosure .. 

It might be argued that this kind of 'dramatic' event occurs much 

more frequently in the students' imagination and ~nticipation of 

problems rather than in their actual experiences. The stress vlhich 

comes from "nursiYl..g in the dark" is much more likely to stem from the 

ever present threat of a patient sayin_g 'am I going to die?' rather 

than from the student actually experiencing its realisation. The 

researcher gained the impression that the 'does he know?' encou_nters 

v1hich the students recalled 1.rere very much part of their student 

'story-swapping' practice. It is probable therefore that a kind of 

folklore grows ~~ich keeps alive the dramatic side of nurse-patient 

encounters, yet l¥hich bear little resemblance to their daily 'l.olard work. 

The student nurse's position in the hospital hierarchy has 

important implications for the 1¥ays in \~J"hich she ca...n handle the 

situation in 'I..Jhich she is placed.. She is a junior, unqualified, 

member of the work-force and as such invariably has to follo\v specific 

orders or the general policy of the ward. The students often expressed 

their o\ .. rn personal views on whether or not patients should be told the 

truth. They did, on the whole, though, recognise that there had to be 

an 'official line' to follow; the formulation of this line was 

generally considered to be the responsibility of the medical staff. 

The student quoted above made it quite clear that she v1as willing 

to follo\v the 'official line' but had difficulty in determiil.ing what 

it was because information \vas hoarded by senior staff. The following 

extract puts the other side of the coin, although this student concedes 

that an 'official line' is necessar,y. 

1. I am grateful to Jim Mcintosh for this coiDID.ent. 

(l) 
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Student: ( ••• ) Host of the patients in my v1ard have got mu1 tiple 
sclerosis and thi11..gs like that. There should be a 
policy where you know ivhere you stand with these people; 
you can't possibly support them if they know they've got 
something nasty and they are just waiting for you to tell 
them they've got something nasty 1 exactly vlhat it is .. 
Its really weird, they ask you t~ese questions, you've got 
to be so much on your guard in case you say something. 

K.I1 .. : ( ...... ) This is somethin..g which has been brought up, until 
now, by more junior students - about them being really on 
the spot because they are always doing the basic care and 
the patients will say to them 'what about this?' and they 
never know whether they are being played off against 
somebody else, vlhether they (the patients) really don't 
know or i.vhether they don't want to hear.. And quite often 
the student doe sn' t lm0\4 111ha t to say a;rr;r.-ray, be cause she 
doesn't know( •.• ) 

Student: Well, I've got to the stage 1.1here I lmmv if I 'm played off 
against somebody else, usually, w~ess its my first day on 
a Y.Tard.. Just the 11a;y the patients phrase things and that, 
a_nd usually you just try to be truthful.. I 'm totally 
against people sort of adopting this sort of optimistic 
kind of thir~, its so characteristic of a lot of nurses, 
you know, 'you're going to be alright', or 'that wound 
looks lovely' when the thing looks absolutely revolting 9 

really, I think that's terrible. .Any patient v1ith htlif an 
I.Q. will see through that. It is possible I thin~ to sort 
of strike a happy medium '\vi th a patient and just listen to 
:him saying very little. You knoH, they say something like 
'I thinJ\: I might have got cancer' you just say 'oh, yes 
there is al\vays this possibility but you must \vai t for the 
results of your tests'. wnereas they (the nurses she 
referred to) say 'oh, no, no, you can't have cancer' - that's 
ridiculous because the patient is bound to feel they are 
thinking they have got it until they are proved 11rong .. (32) 

T.his student believed that patients should be given the facts, ho\4fever 9 

the policy of the consultant was not al\<Iays to tell the patient and so 

She felt that she had to follow the official line; ~his was possible 

so long as the policy was clear. Although, in general, she said that 

when possible she tried to be truthful. She felt that it was possible 

to adopt a "happy medium" app:-::oach and usually just listened and said 

very little. In contrast though, another student said that she had 
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clifficul ty in h .. at''1.dli:ng situations where she was not aJ.lo1.red to 

tell a patient about his condition when he asked. She thought 

that if a patient asked a nurse about his condition, a-'Yld the nurse 

lmev.T the diagnosis, she should be able to say something .. This 

rather spirited approach to disclosure 1.ras not common among the 

students .. On the whole, they were content to follo\<1 the policy of 

the consultant in ch~rge of the case so that the patient got a story 

vlhich 1.,ras 9 at least, consistent if not accurate .. 

The following student's comments exemplify this .. In discussing 

talking with patients the question of '\vho should give inf'o:rmation 

axose: 

K.M.: ( .... )Would you say that it is part of the nurse's role, 
rather than the doctors side of thiv_gs? 

Student: No, I would say it was the doctor's side. Because if a 
patient is going to be told something its better coming 
from a doctor or a surgeon rather tha-n a nurse, unless 
the nurse has been specifically told to tell the patiento 
It sonnds better coming from a doctor than it vrould do a 
nurse. (4) 

This latter approach points up the implication which the issue has for 

nursing's claim to 'profession 1 ; this is discussed elsevThere (Chapter 

10).. It is, however, interesting to note here the acceptance by the 

students of a subordinate position for nursing, in relation to medicine 

in the area of communication. This subordination is only one example, 

among many, of the prevailing medical dominance ·which, one could argue, 

prevents nursing from claiming professional statusa 

Evasion 

Even when the students accepted and follo\oTed a-n 1 official line' 

they experienced difficulties in doing so. The students complained that 

they had to be evasive with patients and, on occasions, "fob them offu. 
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' 

The phrase ufobbi11_g off" was used by the students .. The student 

cited belo\1 had some difficulty in describing how she decided what 

to say to patients and eventually conceded that patients were often 

"fobbed off" .. 

K.M .. : Do you think it helps when you know a bit more about 
the patient. You often hear younger nurses are 
frightened that a patient will ask them somethin~ that 
they have not got the answer to ( .... ) 

Student: :Basically, if a patient asks you something you just, I 
don't knm1, I never really t..h.ink about that.. Nost people 
say that they don't know, on the whole, so you ask 
somebody else and they go, or you say I'll get so and so to 
speak to you - if you don't know anything.. I thin_k 
basically its still the same and now (i.e. she is a more 
senior student) you maybe tell the patient Hhat you thin.."!{ 
they should J.r,_nm.,r.. It depends upon what they kno-v; already, 
it depends on what they have, what' s \vrong \vi th them, hov1 
much you tell them 9 and how much you fob them.. Its true 
you fob people quite a lot in nursing. ( ..... ) It is 
difficu~ t ( .... ) vThen you 1movl more than they knoH.. Its 
difficult to cope with .. 

K.M .. : Yes, especially if you do not know how much they knmlJ'., 

Student: And you think they must lmow sometP...ing, or more than I 
tllink they knovl. And actually, they are testing you, 
fishi:n.g for extra bits of information. It is difficult to 
lmm1 really unless you have been told directly ho\1 much they 
kno\1 you tend to fob t-hem then until you lmoH exactly \vhat 
they know .. 

K.M.: And how do you feel ~hen you are doing the fobbing? 

Student: Terrible sometimes, but you are told it is not your decision 
as to ho\v much your patient kno,vs in the situation so you fob 
them off.. But you don't like it because you look at the 
patient and you think, you are a human bein_g a...nd you are 
entitled to kno\..r because it is you.r life. 

The discussion then moved towards how the information giving could be 

handled on the wards. More specifically, how up-dating of information 

should be carried out. 

Student: I think the staff should be told at the report, at lunch 
time - tell you then. I thm"k basically the '"hole staff 
should knov.r. 
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K .. H .. : Then everybody has the same. 

Student: 'Ihe same grou..11ding to know how to fob the patient off 
or how to deal with them if they ask you. 

K .. M .. : I was just ·wondering, you said you felt awful to keep 
fobbing them off. Do you think that if it was more 
organised, in that you knew everybody was doing it, that 
it was the thing to do, vwuld you feel any better about 
it? 

Student: Probably, that you \vere not the only one t:b..at was totally 
fobbing them off; I mean you knew that they were going 
to have the same story .. 

K .. I1 .. : \·lhilst you \AJere fobbing them off v.ras there, possibly, the 
worry at the back of you::r: mind that you were doing 
something different ~~ay? 

Student: That somebody is going to come along and tell them 
something else? Probably 9 I think so 9 but you see, I 
think you would be a lot better if you lmew eve:r"Jbody Has 
doing the same.. Then it would just seem like a wee '1.-Thi te 
lie, but you're really fobbing them off. (9) 

It appears that the students were forced to be evasive with t~e patients 

for thxee main reasons. Firstly, because they often lacked the 

necessary information, secondly, they did not knm>I how much the patient 

lmew of his condition a..nd thir-dly, because they had been instructed not 

to tell t.~e patients a.nythi:ng. Clearly, the third situation is t..he 

least problematic of the three. If a consul ta.nt does not v1ish a patient 

to be told the di~nosis, tl~en the nu~sing staff are not in a position 

to ignore this decision. The question of lack of information is rather 

more complex .. vlhether the student is not in possession of the relevant 

facts, or~ does not know how much info~tion the patient has, is a 

matter of practical as v!ell as analytic interest.. T'.ne student has the 

problem of handling tbe situation in either case; ~~ough the tactics 

used and the difficu.l. ties encountered v.rill differ .. 
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The students expressed a fear of telling a patient sometb~ng 

which he did not already kno\v.. The general confusion about who 

kne\v \•lhat made this a reaJ. problem. The students, especially junior 

ones, found themselves \•mrking closely with patients about \.frlom they 

sometimes b1ew very little ~~d still less about the patient's own 

insight into his condition. If a patient asked a question about his 

diag~IJ.osis, the students Here not al\<Jays in a position to lmm-r whether 

he Has 'fishing' for further information, which the medical staff had 

seen fit to deny him, or, ivhether he '\<Jas simply tryiTl..g to discuss bi s 

condition. 

This question of 1\mo lmovm \-lhat' has been described by Glaser 

and Strauss (1965) in terms of 1 awareness contexts'. They discuss the 

nature of awareness contexts rrurroUL~ding dying patients, their relatives 

and the hospital staff. For instance, \vhen the staff &""ld the relatives 

kno\v that a patient is dying, yet the patient does not lmmv, Glaser and 

Strauss describe the si~Qation as one of 'closed awareness'. They 

describe three other t;ypes of avrareness contexts using the equally self

explanatory labels 'open', 'mutual pretense', and 'suspicion awareness'. 

The notion of aHareness contexts is applicable to the present study 

in the interpretation of the students description of information handli!l~. 

T.he students were essentially describii'I_g what Glaser and Strauss V<muld 

call a 'closed awareness context' .. The difference lying in the fact that 

this 'closed' aspect could also relate to the students position, vis-a-

vis the trained staff.. Indeed the students felt that in some cases the 

patients lme\.r more tr...an they did and 1;1ere simply looking for additional 

information or confirmation of 1vhat they already knew. 'Suspicion 
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a'\1/areness' might describe such situations.. It is not the 

intention here to fit these data into the categories dra1~ up by 

Glaser and Strauss; rather to use t.h.eir work to highlight the 

uncertainty which surronnds the whole business of student nurses 

taJ.k..ing \vi th patients o The uncertainty both of their o\m kno\vledge 

and that of the patient seemed to be the crux of the problem faci~~ 

the students .. The lack of information of which the students 

complained was not alvrays crucial life and death information.. If 

students are not kept up to date about \·That a patient knows and does 

not know about his condition it can make nursing and talkiTl..g with l1..im 

a delicate business.. Because of the prevailillg awareness context a 

student's construction of a conversation might be very different from 

the patients. The stu.dent quoted above talked about patients 'testing' 

you and fishing for extra bits of information. The an.B\-78:!'8 i.vhich she 

gives a patient are thus dictated by her perception of his request for 

i!l_formation. Just as the patient has little control over the nurse's 

interpretation of his remarks, so does the nurse have little control 

over the patient's interpretation of hers. It might be that the student 

nurses create an impression of conspiracy for the patient vrhen the facts 

of the matter are that they, quite simply, don' t have the al1S\ver .. 

Patients may read ominous meanings between the innocent lines of a 

student's evasive reply to a question. Where there is uncertain-bJ and a 

lack of facts the chances of misunderstandi!l_gs occurring are likely to 

increase .. Thus, it could be argued that the uncertainty involved in 

"nursing in the darku caused more of the p:;:-oblems for student nurses than 

did the actual lack of information. 
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Uncertainty 

It is interesti~~ to note here, that whilst uncertainty is 

seen to complicate the student nurse's life 9 it has been shown to 

be of positive use to docto~s in their dealings with c~~cer patientsc 

Mcintosh (1977) found that doctors used uncertaint,y as a means of 

limiting the degree of disclosure to patientso Davis (196o) 

introduced the notion of 'functional u_~certainty•., by \..rhich doctors 

declared their lack of certainty, thus enabling the medical profession 

to manage and limit its interaction vli th patients .. r1clntosh suggested 

that uncertainty \vas used in a subtle \va;y in his study, so that it was 

alluded to rather than openly professed .. Mclntosh (1977:67) describes 

hoH doctors used euphemistic terminology such as 'nasty cells' and 

1 activity' \•ih...ich does not, in itself, imply uncertainty .. 

'The use of this sort of tel~nology also solved a 
potential dilemma for the doctor: namely hoH could 
he use a pretence of uncertainty to restrict i~Jormation 
while at the same time conveyi~~ to the patient th~t he 
kne'\>T \vhat he \fas doing? The method adopted \vas, as we 
have seen, to use terms t.vhich, \fhile implying uncertainty 
in sufficient degree to allay patients' fears~ also 
avoided a more explicit profession of it. The doctors 
could not opep~y profess to be uncertain about the 
diagnosis, a£ter having completed their investigations, 
1.ci thout the risk of losing the patient's confidence in 
their ability to treat them. But, the use of terms like 
11 suspicious cells" clispleyed appropriate combination of 
uncertainty and confidence in \>That they were doing to 
convince the patient that, whilst they mi~ht not be certain 
of the precise r.12.tlL-re of their condition, they \vere 
suffici~ntly conversant with it to be able to treat it 
effectively' .. 

This extract underscores the subordinate position of nursing, vis-a-vis 

medicine in the area of communication ,.,i th patients .. The doctor is 

able to use information and the lack of certaint,y in its presentation 

as a means of control of and power over patientso He is able to 
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function in a comfortable fashion because he is in control of the 

'line' that the patient is given. Furthermore, he spends far less 

time with the patients, and probably exercises a greater degree of 

control over any interaction with patients than can the student nurse. 

On the other hand, such 'uncertainty• leaves the patient full of 

questions which he is very likely to ask the nurse; often the student 

nurse. In the wake of such a complicated and subtle communication 

pattern of the medicaJ. staff, the student nurse is left with both the 

patient's received uncertainty from the doctor and her otm uncertainty 

which stems from a lack of information about what has gone before. 

Mcintosh (1977 :71-77) suggests that· the nurses t<~ere "in a position, 

had they wished, to bring the doctors' efforts at communication 

management to nought". In contrast to the students' accounts in this 

present study, Mcintosh found that the nurses were "kept well informed 

about the patients' diagnosis and treatment"; they were thus potential 

sources of the information which the patients desired. He does, however, 

state that: 

'Junior nurses had much less experience of what the 
medicaJ. staff told patients, primarily because they 
often lacked the opportunity to acquire it'. 

The nurses, Mcintosh found, gave the same reasons as the medical staff 

for not telling patients, namely, 11 they believed that patients did not 

want to know". This statement might, however, beg the question - from 

where do the nurses take their lead in arriving at this opinion. Mclntosh 

suggests that the nurses "feared that distressed and aggitated patients 

would make life more difficult for them11
• It might also be further 

evidence of the dominant position of the medical profession. 
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The students clearly did not like having to be evasive in 

their dealings with the patients. The students' position is at 

once eased and compounded by the fact that they have no control over 

it. If they are told 'not to tell' then they must not; if they are 

not given information, their position is suCh that it is difficult to 

obtain. Yet they are placed in a position of having to do something 

when the patient asks his question. The fact that the students' 

position is not one which they adopt voluntarily does not make the 

evasion and the "fobbing off" any easier to come to terms with. 

One student, who admitted to answering questions in as vague a 

way as possible, seemed to take refuge in the fact that she had no 

choice about being evasive with the patients. Her description of 

answering patients' questions was unique among the students interviewed. 

It is cited here in order to throw the main argument of this chapter 

into relief. '.Ihe majority of the students expressed concern about the 

restrictions placed on their talking with patients. This student had 

a rather different attitude: 

K.M.: How do you feel about the nurse's role in giving 
information, how have you found it? 

Student: \vell, at the moment I ti"J to be as vague as possible and 
pass it on to the sister( ••• ) I try to be as vague as 
possible you know, put it down in as broad terms as 
possible. Well, if they have an obstruction, well they 
want to kno\v what a.n obstruction is, you just tell them 
it's something that's clogging their insides up. And if 
they ask what is it - '\oihat is clogging my insides up - just 
say - could be anything from constipation - millions of 
things can clog you up. .And I have found in my experience 
so far that that more or less satisfies them, knowing that 
you can't boil it down to one particular thing or if there 
are still tests being run on them- just say 'I don't know, 
we haven't got the results of the tests'. Then tell ward 
sister or whoever is in charge at that time - that they have 
been asking - and 'What I have said so that they are in the 
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picture in case somebody else gets asked and that it 
slips out. You know - it keeps you in the clear 
because as sure as fate they're bound to come up and say 
vlho else has been asked. It keeps you in the clear but 
at the moment I try to be as vague as possible and pass 
it on to the ward sister. (1~) 

This student, apart from seeming to be content with evasion and vague 

explanations, made a practice of telling the ward sister what she had 

said in order to "keep in the clear" .. This style of handling the 

patient's question, whilst not typical, did seem to offer a solution to 

the problem of truthful communication. Indeed, viewed in this way the 

problem did not exist. 

Not all students were prepared to be evasive. There was, even so, 

a reluctance to admit to complete ignorance when a patient asked a 

question. 

Student: If I don't know then I'll tell them I don't know the 
answer and I '11 find out for them rather than fob them 
off with something. 

K.r1.: And have you al'\t.Tays been like that, when you '\t.Tere a ju..11ior 
and you really didn't lmow, or probably knew a lot less 
about things and it happened to you more often? 

Student: I think then rather than just say you didn't know directly, 
say you weren't very sure. 

K.M.: I've often wondered if there is something in nurses that 
they are alweys supposed to do everything, the public see 
them as, well I don't know what they see them as, but they 
can cope with any situation and you are rather taught a 
little bit that way, I just wonder how, when a patient asks 
something, is it easy for a nurse to say 'I don't know'. 

Student: No, because, \t.Tell it depends on what they ask you, but they 
tend to look at you as if you are stupid if you don't know 
the answer. I think it is better to say 'I'm not really 
very sure•, than spin a yarn of what you think it might be, 
then find out. (10) 

Another student: 

K.M.: Do you find that you have to kind of hedge your bets 
sometimes if you don't know what the medical staff have told 
them? 
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Student: Mm, you have got to kind of, you ••• 

K.M.: How do you deal with that? 

Student: You go round about it in a very non-cormni taJ. way, I 
think you just try and make your patient feel that you 
have answered the question, you know, saying that you will 
check and try and get the doctor to speak to them as well. 
Tell them something that's going on, if you can ( ••• ) you 
feel pretty useless if you really don't know. Once or 
twice I've had to s~ 'I'm sorry, I just really don't know 
what's going on but I'll find out for you•. You feel 
that you are lacking. (18) 

It appears from the above extracts that, alongside the strategies for 

coping with nursing on the basis of scanty information, the students 

had to find ways of 'face saving' when they \•rere in awkward situations. 

Student nurses seem to find difficulty in admitting when they do not 

know something. The ideal image of a nurse, who can cope, knows all 

the ansv.rers and is al\.rays efficient, is, in some way, seen as a grail 

to strive for. 

Clearly, if students are often deprived of the necess~J information 

required to function in the front line, and, furthermore, do not like 

to admit when they don't kno\>T, there are times when student nurses find 

the work verJ stressful. Student nurses are exposed to the worst side 

of life at quite a young age, and have to cope the best way they can 

(cf. Menzies 1960). As it has been argued, the students felt that there 

was a move away from the patients as they become more senior. This 

leaves the junior students, to a greater extent, in the fron_t line. 

These students are least well equipped to cope, by virtue of being short 

of confidence and experience, less knowledgeable than their seniors and, 

for the most part, the youngest nurses on the ward. Also, the junior 

students do not have the status, nor the permanence, which would help 

them to function in this front line position. Without trying to explain 
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their position in too deterministic a way, it does seem that, because 

a student is seen to be a junior, and one who is just passing through 

the ward, she cannot hope to carry off her duties in the same style 

that a senior student or staf'f nurse might .. Nevertheless, patients 

do commonly turn to the junior nurses because they are the members of 

the nursing staff that the patients encounter most frequently. Mcintosh 

(1977:76) found the opinion of the junior nurses divided upon the issue 

of Y.Thich sector of the nursing staff was questioned most often. Some 

thought that the constant presence of the juniors encouraged questions, 

others that patients '\vould not ask juniors, as they did not like to upset 

them. 

The following extract seeks to illustrate some of the points of the 

above discussion. 

K.M.: 

Student: 

K.M.: 

Student: 

K.M.: 

Student: 

K.r1.: 

How do you find talking with pati.. ents, do you find 
it easy1 

At first I found it ver.J difficult, but I thi:rL"k that was 
because I was very sby and hadn 1 t had much experience so 
obviously as I've got more into nursing and I've become 
more confident, more able to talk freely, also as I've 
become more senior, it gives you a feeling of confidence 
when you are talking to them ( ••• ) felt very junior and 
very inferior, which I don 1 t feel so much no'\v I feel more 
on an equal basis, '"'i th anybody. 

How do you feel about information giving? 

That's quite important especia.J.ly nowadeys. I was quite 
surprised at how much patients knew about their condition ( ••• ) 
Patients do ask you a lot and they do ask you awkward questions. 

How do you find that you alwczys know what the medical stai'f 
told patients or are? 

You are sometimes left in the lurch ( ••• ) 

How do you deal wi t_n it if you are in the 1 urch, as you sa;y, 
because you never know? 
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Student: I'd refer it to somebody senior to myself (laughs) 

K.M.: Which is presumably no bad thing, because you could be 
in a position where a patient is asking you to say 
something that he hasn't yet been told, whose responsibilit.Y 
is that ( .... )? 

Student: I would never tell a patient something that I d.idn 1 t tbink 
that the doctor hadn't alrea4y told him, I would refer it to 
someone more senior, e.g. charge nurse, because it is the 
medical staff's responsibili "bJ and if they pass it over to 
the nursing staff then it's the nurse in charge of the ward' s 
responsibilit.y. Because right now I don't feel that I'm 
capable of telling somebody that they have cancer or that a 
relative has passed on. I don't know how I'm going to take to 
that because I almost got left with it once and it is very 
frightening because I wouldn't have knov..TU what to say. 

K.M.: ( ..... ) in a few months time when you are a stai'f nurse and you 
do get landed '\vi th this ( .... ) 

Student: I don't kno'\v how I'm going to react, I suppose I'll jump that 
bridge when I come to 'it. (17) 

This student felt subordinated as a junior nurse. As a second year 

student now she cannot envisage telling any patient that he has, say, 

cancer. When asked ho'\v she felt that she would cope when she became 

a staff nurse and had to do these things, she said that she "would jump 

that bridge when I come to it". This, rather flippant, ans'\<rer is, of 

course, nearer to the truth than many might care to adm.i t. The question 

of anticipatory socialisation is discussed elsewhere (Chapter 7) but 

comments such as the one above serve to emphasise the point that this type 

of socialisation is not prevalent in nursing. 

EstablisA:LAg a 'professional' relationship 

How, then, does the junior nurse le~~ to handle her role? This 

chapter has been concerned with the students 1 description of taJ..kiT~..g with 

patients. It is appropriate, therefore, to examine the question of 

acquisition of the skills and behaviour expected of qualified staff, with 

reference to establishing a 'professional' relationship with the patient. 
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A number of the students said that they watched senior staff at work 

and copied their approaches to the patients. This was not aJ.ways 

considered to be enough, as evidenced by the student quoted below. 

Student: Well, I don't think we get enough in our training, 
enough sort of formal education on how to speak to folk. 
We get psychology lectures but nothing really on how to 
just sit dovm and speak to somebody. The other day I 
was put in a situation '\vhen a patient v.rae dying and 
nobody expected her to die, sort of thing.. As soon as 
she did, and at the time there were six of her relatione 
round the bed when she sort of took her last breath, and 
they all broke down, and everything ••• And I sort of 
suddenly realised I was in that situation and I thought 
'oh heck - what do I do no'\.f?' I ushered them off and made 
them a cup of tea and asked if there was anything I could 
do - and .... Even if you did have formal education in how 
to speak to folk, I don't think you can until you have come 
up against it. (34) 

The example given by the student quoted above is a rather 'dramatic' 

one yet serves to illustrate the position in which the students find 

themselves. She made the point that little formal instruction is given 

which might help the students in these situations, but v.rent on to say 

that she doubted the utilit.y of such instruction in any case. It seemed 

that, whilst the students vrould like some guidance and reassurance as to 

the efficacy of their actions, ~hey are mostly resigned to the 'baptirnn 

by fire' which they experience. The student still has the problem of a 

lack of qualified nurse status when she is being asked to ca;rry out work 

which, it could be argued, is more properly the concern of the trained 

staff. The data allow no more than a few discursive remarks. The 

researcher suggested to the student, quoted below, that the students were 

in a clifficul t position when it came to establishing a 'professional' 

relationship with patients. They are seen by the patients as students 

and, as such, might not be viewed in the same light as, sa:y, the sister 
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or staff nurse might be .. This led on to a discussion of how the 

relationship is founded. 

Student: (. • .. ) You have to shovr that you are a friend to them, 
that you are willing to be a friend first and that they 
can rely on you to help them, to show that you are 
interested in them as people .. 

K.M.: How do you find that, it vras interesting that you used the 
word friend, is there any difference between that and the 
professional image of the nuxse? I'm interested in just 
how you go about making a relationship with people. 

Student: \![ell of course you still have in have a professional 
attitude but on the other hand I don't think anybody vrants 
to be seen as a starchy person, they want to see that you 
are hu.rrum but that you are capable of doing certain things 
in a professional manner. lliat they can depend on you to 
give them the right help that they need but without being 
a complete alien special kind of person, that you can't 
communicate with. 

K.M.: So would you say a friendly professional? 

Student: Yes. 

K.M.: I wondered too a little bit about how you manage to develop 
that as a junior nurse, how do you go about it because you 
are at a bit of a disadvantage if the patient is going to 
thin."k: 1 she has only just started'. 

Student: Well, I think it is also an advantage in a wczy, I think that 
it is easier for the junior to show that you're accessible 
as a person because the patients are not really expectiv~ you 
to do anything terribly technical or anything right from the 
first word. Also you are nervous too and you want iD make 
friends, you lcrrow, have a friendly basis with people, you 
don 1 t want to be scowling and hiding and thinking everyone is 
thinking you are a fool for not knowing something. I find 
it quite easy to talk to people a:ayway and I 'm usuaJ.ly quite 
chee~ on a ward. I think if they see you singing or 
something like that, smiling or joking they think 'oh vThat a 
nice friendly tJrJ?e of girl' and that brings dov.m the doubts 
that you might have that you might be a sadist or something 
( ••• ). I think it is just your general attitude on the ward 
and your wey of speaking to the other nurses as well and also 
how they treat you - I think gives them an idea of what type 
of person you are ( ••• ) (29) 
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'Professional', was the word used by the students in order to 

describe the nature of the relationship with the patients, which 

they felt was appropriate. There seemed to be two main opiv..ions 

expressed by the students in relation to the ease with which students 

could establish a relationship with the patient. One school argues 

that, the student can only try out her qualified nurse role, and its 

appropriate behaviour when she is a qualified nurse. The other 

maintains that the junior student is closer to the patient and can, 

therefore, develop a friendly relationship with patients, who, in 

turn, vTill not expect too much of her, precisely because of her junior 

position. A further complication exists for the student who wishes 

to copy the behaviour of senior staff. This lies in the fact that 

role-modelling, it could be argued, has its limitations insofar as when 

a ward sister or staff nurse speaks to a patient or answers his questions, 

she does so from a particular status position which the patient 

recognises. The patient sees this as her province, to ma~e a crude 

analogy just as he might expect his bedpan from the junior student, so 

he expects his information from the qualified staff. In some weys, 

therefore, it matters less how the information is passed but by Hhom it 

is passed. This fact makes it difficult for the student to learn these 

skills as she can only really get it right when she has the necessru~ 

accompanying status. 

Discussion 

The students, on the whole, expressed a willingness to talk t..ri th 

patients. Indeed, in some cases one might argue that they t..rere aJ.most 

over eager to discuss delicate issues with patients. There seemB to be 

a tension between the students' belief that a patient has a right to know 
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and their lack of ability to talk openly vli th patients.. IJltis 

tension is resolved by the students• accepting that the doctor has 

responsibility for determining 1>1hat his pati.ent should know. Also, 

in practice, the students were often either kept "in the dark" or 

told "not to tell"; in this v.ray their desire to give the patients 

the truth was curbed if not resolved. 

This category raises important issues concerning how far the 

student nurses should be treated as members of the ward staff. It 

seems that they are expected to function as full members of the \<lark

force yet they do not have either the experience nor are they given the 

responsibility to go with it. The student is in a permanent dilemma 

as a front line -vrorker. She is taught in college that to talk with 

patients is an important part of care; yet on the ward this is made 

difficult if not impossible because of the vmy in Hhich the information 

is handled by the senior s ta.ff. 
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CHAPTER 9 

'Just passing thropgh' 
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This category emerged from a consideration of the students' 

descriptions of the constant movement, from place to place, which 

occurs throughout their training. From the start of training 

most of the encounters which the student has are circumscribed by 

place and time and are, invariably, short-lived. The placements 

in various hospital wards and departments, spells of experience in 

hospitals, other than the main training hospital and periods of time 

in the community are all arranged around blocks of weeks spent in the 

college of nursing. This fragmentation of the three years means, in 

effect, that a student moves on average, every eight or ten weeks. 

Thus, one of the main features of the student's life is transience. 

The notion of transience came to the researcher's attention 

first of all, in the consideration of the data concerned with the 

students' adjustment to the different expectations of the ward sisters. 

In the course of the interviews, the students made few specific 

references to the fact of their moving from place to place, possibly 

because this aspect of their lives was taken for granted by them. 

Nevertheless, there were many indirect references to their ephemeral 

student life. Phrases such as "just passing through" were used by 

the students in describing the transient nature of their interactions 

and the attendant consequences. It was, therefore, coined as the 

descriptive label for the conceptual category, 'transiency', which is 

elaborated in this chapter. 

There are many aspects of the general notion of transiency in 

relation to the life of a student nurse. A number of these are 

addressed here. Broadly, it can be said that the fact of the 

trapsient nature of the students' encounters leads to several 
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consequences for the students themselves, the permanent staff and, 

necessarily, the social organisation of nursing on the wards. It 

is contended here that the students utilise transience in order to 

t get through' their training. It allows them to escape long term 

responsibility for their actions because of their status as a moving 

population of workers, with some claim to student status. This same 

factor, it is argued, allows trained staff to justify their behaviour 

towards the students in terms of delegation of authority and 

responsibility .. The questions of the students' rationalisation and 

the staffs' justification of the organisation of the student experience 

form the major part of the discussion of the category, "just passing 

through". Finally, the transition from student to qualified nurse is 

considered in the context of the extension of transiency into the post-

registration phase. 

The following extract touches upon many issues and in so doing 

provides an overview of the problems of transiency. 

This student wanted to move on to another hospital in order to see 

different ways of nursing. 

Student: I'm (name) Hospital orientated and to me there is no 
other 'right' way of doing a bedbath, or right way of 
doing this; and I'd like to see other ways. 

K.M.: Do you find that there are routines that are hospital 
wide, does it feel like a hospital or a collection of 
wards? 

Student: Well, like certain procedures you have a procedu._-re manual 
8-YJ.d every ward does it exactly the same way. 

K.M.: What kind of things differ from ward to ward? 

Student: Be db a thing obviously differs. 

K.M.: 'What, when you do i tt or how? 
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Student: When and how you do it. Talking to your patients 
differs in different wards ( ••• ) the sister sets her 
guidelines, its her ward, her domain and you do not 
interfere. 

K.M.: Do you feel as a moving student population through the 
wards? Do you feel an outsider? 

Student: You do feel an outsider, my staff (i.e. the staff on her 
present ward) make you feel like that. 

K.M.: What about working with auxiliaries, are they nearer to 
you or staff? 

Student: They are nearer to senior staff, because they are there 
all the time ( ••• ). Auxiliary nurses should be changed 
from ward to ward, if they get into a ( ••• ) niche '\vi th 
the sister on the ward. If you take a dislike to an 
auxiliary or they take a dislike to you they can ~ke your 
life misery because they take back to the senior staff -
they come back to you( ••• ) I would move them around if 
I had my own way. I think sisters should move, I wouldn' t 
allow them to get into their own sort of rut.. I think if 
you moved a surgical sister to a medical department, she 
wouldn't have a clue, and that is wrong because you are 
obviously getting out of contact ~dth one aspect of nursing 
and just sort of staying in you.r own wee cupboard .. 

K.M.: Do you not think that it is a bit inevitable? 

Student: I don't see why it can't be changed. I don't see why they 
can't be rotated on a two yearly basis or something. 
Giving them long enough to get into a ward, to put in her 
ideas, her way of thinking and then changing her.. Also it 
would work in a profitable '\vay for students ( ••• ) (17) 

The student quoted above appeared to have accepted the transient nature 

of her work. Indeed, she implied that transiency was conducive to 

good nursing practice and advocated that it should be extended to all 

nursing staff, in particular to ward sisters ~nd auxiliaries. 'lliis is 

not an uncommon practice; for example it is often found in military 

settings. 
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'G€ttip.g on'. and 'getting throy.gh' 

There are two other main points to be drawn from the extract. 

Firstly, the nature of the relationship established between the 

student and permanent staff on the ward seemed to be an important 

factor in determining whether a student enjoyed her period of time 

on a:ny particular ward. Secondly, that the students were aware of 

having to 'fit in' with the 'ways of the ward'. MOst of the students 

described this need to adapt their behaviour as they moved from one 

ward to the next, in order to meet the expectations of the sister and 

the :permanent ward staff. The following extract illustrates the 

point. 

K.M.: How do you find that you get on with the trained staff, 
as a student moving around every ten weeks ( ••• )? 

Student: As a ne\AT student on the ward you get really depressed 
because, I think, even before you begin to think about 
the patients and how you are going to treat the patients 
you begin to think- 'just as long as I settle into the 
ward, get on with the staff'. That's the most important 
thing. You become very t1·m-faced you kno,.,, really, 
you 1 re doing some things and doing other things just to 
get on with the staff; and once you've been accepted by 
them, then you begin to think more about the wards and the 
:patient care and everything else. :But, its horrible, if 
you are in an atmosphere where you're not liked, you're not 
wanted; and when you first go to a ward you feel that 
anyway. (35) 

This student exemplified the feelings of many insofar as her first 

priority on going to a new ward was not patient oriented. The 

students' attention, it seemed, was focused initially upon the permanent 

staff. They felt that it was important to get along with the trained 

members of staff and the auxiliaries, as well as with the ward sister. 

Thus, the constant movement from ward to ward, it seems called for the 

students to develop a means of coping \ri th and functioning within the 

system. 
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From their descriptions of these coping strategies, the 

researcher developed the notion of transiency as an explanatory 

category, which aJ.lows some insight into the students' perception 

of ''just passing through" a collection of hospi taJ. wards. 

Transiency has advantageous and disadvantageous consequences for 

both students and permanent staff, these are addressed below. 

Transience as utility 

One of the notable features of the students' accounts was that 

'transiency' was, on the whole, accepted as a fact of a student 

nurse's life. This acceptance can be explained, to an extent, by the 

very nature of transiency. The students, it seemed, were willing to, 

cope with anything during their training because it cannot last longer 

than eight to ten weeks. The students' accounts suggest that however 

bad things were, and however much they disliked the work they were 

currently doing, the fact that it ".vould only last a foreseeable amount 

of time made it bearable. The length of each ward experience 't~as, 

however, important. The students needed to be in one place long 

enough to establish what the expectations of the permanent staff were, 

to get to knoH the ward and its routines and then, these priorities 

being achieved, to get to know the patients. As the student, quoted 

below, put it. 

K.M.: How do you find that as a way of learning to become a 
nurse, moving every eight weeks or so? 

Student: As long as you are there for at least six weeks in a ward, 
its not so bad, but if you are only there two weeks you 
haven't got time to get to know your patients or your 
staff, you're really a waste of time on the ward. You 
don't know what your patients wants, don't even know if 
they are supposed to get up. By time two weeks up ( ••• ) 
you have got to learn to work with other people when you 
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go to another hos:pi tal., when you are through your 
training you have to adapt again. You adapt all 
the wa:y through your training. 

The same student went on to describe how important her relationships .. 

with the permanent stai'f were. 

K .. M.: Do the permanent staff have anything to do with 
whether you enjoy a place or not? 

Student: Yes, I think they do, an awful lot. I've had no 
problems, but I know some of the students haven't been 
able to give and take. You have got to be able to give 
and ta..."ke or you won 1 t get anywhere in nursing. Just 
got to go as the wood goes. 

K .. M.: Is there an 'us and them' feeling if the students are 
moving through evertJ so many weeks and there is a 
permanent force sitting there waiting for the next lot -
do you feel? 

Student: Yes in some places, yes this does happen. This is wby 
I feel you should have a rotation, sisters throughout the 
block (in group of vrards). 

K.r1.: Do the trained staff stay quite long? 

Student: Yes, you have normally got, maybe two sisters, a staff 
nurse, two enrolled nurses and your auxiliaries are all 
permanent. Your students are the only ones who are 
floating through ( ••• ) Staff nurses do change quite 
frequently, but your auxiliaries and enrolled nurses are in 
with the bricks • 

K .. I1.: So is it more them that you have to get along 'vi th, in 
some cases, than the sister? 

Student: Yes, in a lot of cases its the auxiliary and enrolled 
nurse. ( ••• )auxiliaries will come and tell you in here 
we do it this way, this is the way its done. If there was 
a rotation the auxiliary who has been in the ward for maybe 
five years, would see that it is done differently on other 
places. 

K.M.: And people still live? 

Student: People still survive, yes you know ( ••• ) (laughs). 
Important things - there are at least one or two really 
permanent staff stay - they know how the doctors work. 
~igybe even six monthly. 
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K.M. : Is it unsettli:n.g having to go from one ward to another, 
or do you like the va.rie ty? 

Student: It's unsettling, it takes you about a fortnight to get 
into the routine of a new ward, you worr,y for about a 
fortnight before it. 

K.M.: ( ••• ) it's almost like going to a new job every so many 
weeks? 

Student: Yes ( ••• ) when I know which ward I 'm going to next, I 
go round everybody I know that's been to that ward, and 
find out as much as I can about it. And start worrying. 
Then the first week I bide away ( ••• ) 

K.M.: Can you say who you do pick things up from ••• ? 

Student: I follow the auxiliaries, because they have been there for 
years, lmo\v how the sister likes it done. Tend to follow 
them or the enrolled nurse. I've even asked domestics, 
because they are permanent as well, they know when sister 
likes her beds moved, this sort of thing. (26) 

This student advocated a rotation of staff around the wards, in other 

words, that transience should be built into the system of staff 

allocation. This rather unusual point of view helps to clarif.y, albeit 

in an extreme way, the students' perspective on nursing, namely, a 

constantly changing scene. This student also felt, though, that moving 

around the wards was an upsetting experience. It could be that the 

length of stay in a ward is an important feature of transiency; a 

feature which makes the prevailing form of student work organisation 

acceptable. There is, however, as she concedes, a need for some 

permanency. Clearly, if the main nursing work-force is to be rotated 

through the wards, either the style of running the wa_~s would need to 

change or, some members of staff would need to remain in one place in 

order to initiate the itinerants in the ways of the ward. At the 

present, this student's account suggests that the long-standing stable 

element of the nursing work-force comprises, in the main, the nursing 
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auxiliaries .. The role of the auY~liary in the socialisation of 

the student nurse was frequently mentioned by the students. The 

quotation below accurately reflects the students' experiences with 

this unqualified sector of the nursing work-force. 

Student: They (auxiliaries) have so much got into the way of 
doing things, that they do it a certain way and you 
have just got to fit in with them. That is very much 
so on night duty. There is no way you are going to 
change their routine on !light duty; you just have to 
play along w:i th it. You are only there for six 1...reeks, 
there is not much point in stirring things up. 

K.M.: The sorts of thin..gs that you have to play along with; 
are they thin..gs that are really rather minor, or things 
that actually matter? 

Student: Usually very minor, for example, the ones (auxiliaries) 
on night duty, they are really rather good. If ever 
you needed anybody to use their commonsense, you couldn't 
be better off. But it's just a bit annoying feeling 
that you are supposed to be in charge but you are no more 
in charge than fly in the air. You have the responsibility, 
but they just do things the way they've been doing for yearso 
To begin with you have to rely on them, it's quite comforting 
at that point, i t 1 s only when you get into the way of things. (8) 

As it has been discussed in Chapter 5, the students were, on the whole, 

prepared to accept the dominar1t position of the auxiliaries in the 

running of the wards. They freely admitted that the auxiliaries were 

of help to them both in getting to know the ward and in discovering how 

t things are done he re ' • Also, as evidenced by the comments of the 

student quoted above, there was a certain amount of resigned acceptance 

of the status quo; "there is no way you are going to change their 

routine''· In a situation where the student nurse has to subordinate 

her lmowledge and position, such that it is, to a favoured routine of 

an unqualified member of the permanent staff, some means of 

rationalisation is required by the student. Transiency is utilised in 

such a situation; the student can fall back on the fact that she is 
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11 just passing through". As the student quoted above said nyou 

are only here for six weeks, there is not much point in stir£ing 

things up". Indeed, bearing in mind the suspected collusion 

be~veen auxiliaries and the ward sisters, the students seemed to be 

waxy of adverse comment entering their tlJ'ard reports via the auxiliary .. 

This has been discussed in Chapter 7. 

The auxiliaries' usefulness to the students in terms of 'on the 

job' teachers and a means of keeping the students 'on the right side 

of sister' have also been discussed in Chapter 7. The argument is re-

stated here in the context of 'transiency' in order to illustrate one 

of the t-rays by which the students rationalised the transient nature of 

their student nurse experience. That is to s~, the students were 

able to recognise the disadvantages of transiency, yet, rationalise its 

place in the training programme. The constant movement was generally 

accepted and rationalised by the students on the grounds that moving 

around gave them experience, not only of different specialties, but of 

different 1..rays of organising and practising nursing. .As one student 

put it "I suppose it gives you a variety of ways of how to do different 

t_h.ings u • 

Students as a labour pool 

one of the most important consequence of transiency seemed to be 

that the students form a mobile labour pool. Student nurses are seen 

as the first people to move if extra staff are required anywhere in the 

hospital. The students learn to adjust, fairly quickly, to the pl&.""Lned 

moves which constitute their rotation through the wards during their 

three years training. Advantage of this ability to adapt is taken by 

the nursing managers, who are respo:n..sible for day to day staffing levels. 
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The students axe used as relief nurses, or as they put it "extra 

pairs of handstt, at very short notice. Thus, the notion of 

transiency becomes relevant, in that there can be said to be 

'moves within moves'. The students cannot be sure that they will 

be kept on the same ward, even during the span of one shift. 

The follovdng extract illustrates the point. 

K .. M .. : What do you think about it as a system of training 
people when you look at it in those terms; you are 
moved around, yes, to get a look at the different 
things that are going on, but you're constantly breaking 
new g-.cound. 

Student: Oh this is a good one (laughs) what I think of the 
system. I think i t• s a very good training and you learn 
so much, but, I really think that they use you as students. 
Well, for instance, this morning I went on at 7. 30 and 
started cleani!l..g in casualty, and there is a lot of 
cleani1~ to be done, so I did all that work there. At 
8.30 I was moved to a heavy ward to help with bedbaths and 
bed making, that is quite strenuous. Then at 9.00 I had 
to go back and start all the dressings in casualty, because 
it is busy there. Well, its not common, but you find you 
are being used to help with the heavy work and well, its 
just annoying at times, and you wonder if people do 
appreciate you, or \•Jhether they just thirL"k, oh, this is a 
student \.re 'Vdll move her from here. ( 21) 

This student, having recognised that it is a "good training", went on to 

s~ that she felt used. As she explained, student nurses could end up 

working a very 'heavy' day as they were invariably moved to another \'Tard 

in order to help out over a busy period, having just worked through a 

busy period in their own ward. In this w~ the student did not 

experience the peaks and troughs of an average shift but was forced to 

work on an atypical shift between wards, and, more to the point, a shift 

which comprised mostly peaks. 

The use of the student nurses for short term relief in low staffed 

areas of the hospital was described by the students in terms of their 

'being used', or even abused. It seemed that the students felt that the 
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nurse managers viewed them as pairs of hands to be moved axound 

t..he hospital at will. This phenomenon went beyond short tem 

relief during one shift.. The following extract sho\'IS how, once the 

students were nearing qualification, their potential as useful mobile 

labour was still tapped. 

Student: When you sit your finals you are supposed to have three 
choices of where you would like to go for your pre
registration. I said I would like to go to the 
recover>J for instance and somebody said 'you' 11 never get 
recovery room' and I said, 'well,. vlhy not- that's where 
I'd like to go' • All your training you are pushed where 
you are needed as an extra pair of hands, trying to combine 
your clinical experience in bet-vreen and oh well, they 
could.n' t put a third year student - 'waste of a third year 
student in the recovery room' I thought- how is it a waste, 
that's what I'd like to do and I think I would like to do 
that kind of work for a while- How is it a waste, you're 
supposed to get a choice but in fact if you're lucky enough 
to choose a heavy ward, to have really liked heavy wards 
you'll get it sort of thing. There's no question about it 
and if you asked for anything else you would probably not 
get it you lmow, and that's really terrible. 

K.M.: So this is the time where you're supposed to have a chance 
to begin to learn how to run a ward and the management part 
of it? 

Student: Yes, yes, and apart from that, places you might be interested, 
you know, in going to (i.e. after qualified). If its some 
place heavy you choose, you would probably get it, its a 
waste you see if its of benefit to you. From a nursing 
management point of view, its a waste, an extra pair of hands 
in the recovery room because you are only looking after one 
patient, one ventilator at the most. 'Come to another ward 
some place else, must use this girl \..rhile \·l8 1 Ve got her'. (32) 

The above extract illustrates the students' view of how they are 'used' 

by nursing management. The students constitute a mobile labour pool, 

experienced in moving around and fitting in on different wards. As 

they become more senior, their existence is even more useful to those 

responsible for staff allocation. The students often expressed the idea 

that a third yea;r student is seen, by the management, as a useful entity. 
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Useful, insofar as she can be expected to take on a certain amount 

of responsibility or at least adapt to new work situations with 

little difficulty. 

This point was further underlined when one student described the 

practice of "making up lost time". If a student is off sick during 

a spell of required experience, she is expected to 'ma_ke up time' in 

order that her training record can be signed to the effect that the 

required number of hours have been spent gaining different nursing 

experience. It seemed that this ruling was upheld when the students 

were off sick, but not 1>1hen they missed experience due to being moved 

to 1help out' elsewhere. 

Student: And another thing that really agg-.cieved me - we went 
to do our paediatrics - a two month secondment. If you 
take more than three days off for something, you're sick, 
something like that, you've got to make up a week in 
paediatrics again because you've lost a week of experience. 
On the other hand, I spent most of my time in paediatrics 
helping out on the medical and geriatric 1>1ards - days here 
and there was that not also losing paediatric experience? 

K ... M.: Yes .. 

Student: You're supposed to be here but you can be used for any ward 
'kids are very quiet', you know. And fair enough, I think 
its terrible that there are some wards with no staff and 
that that's because trained staff don't want to work there. 
There's some wards that never keep trained staff or 
auxiliaries because nobody wants to work there a.11d that's it
it's just terrible. You end up going there and yet you 
didn 1 t loose out in that way; but if you took three da;rs off, 
back you'd have to come. .And that 1..ras much more than three 
days off in geriatric wards. (32) 

One of the major consequences of the transiency which characterises the 

life of the student nurse is then, this feeling experienced by the 

students, of 'being used'. They felt used as a reserve supply of nurses 

for short term relief or for placement in unpopular areas of the hospital. 
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This abuse of the :rules on loss of experience is an important 

point. The students mentioned it in a resig~ed accepting way 

v.lhich belies the importance of the issue. Throughout the interviews 

the researcher had the impression that there was a lot of goodwill 

and positive motivation towards their work among the students, which, 

it seemed, was difficult to dampen. In their accounts the students 

expressed feelings of being 'used' and this question of 'making up 

time' is an important example of this. It could be argued that such 

an issue v.rould be taken up in a mili ta.nt sense if a similar practice 

were taking place in other areas of higher education. The students 

seemed to accept these 'abuses' of their position in a passive w~ 

~ossibly so that they did not damage their chances of achieving 

registration. They concentrated on 'getting through'. 

Orgepisational slots and stereotyped students 

The students' descriptions of the attitudes of the permanent staff, 

in the context of a discussion of transiency, are also illuminating. 

The attitudes of the trained staff towards the students, it is argued, 

are, to an extent, affected by the fact that the majorit.y of the nursing 

work-force is, made up of this transient student population. The 

pennanent staff on the wards have only a short space of time in which to 

get to knot>~ and assess the students who pass through their ward. The 

staff are u_nable to get to know the capabilities of each iv~ividual 

student on a personal basis and thus, they tend to deal in stereot.ypes. 

Each ward has a number of slots labelled 'student' and individual student 

nurses come and go through these empty positions. Thus, each student is 

judged on the basis of being a first, second or third year, and according 

to a generalised notion of progress through training is expected to be 
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able to do certain things, contingent upon her seniorit.Y. Strong 

and Davis' (1977) discussion of role formats is helpful here. They, 

in describing the decline in usage of role concepts say that the 

concept of role "provides a link between observable behaviour and more 

abstract structural concerns". Strong and Davis draw on Goffman' s 

'l.vork, who, they say, rejects the "deterministic notion of interaction 

on which traditional role theory was based11 • They go on to say that, 

in Goffman's termB: 

'the ceremonial order ·is based on a 11'\<rorking consensus" 
as to '\.rhat the nature of social reality is to be for the 
present puxposes, at least overtly'. 

Strong and navis take this argument further in a search for more 

general social orders, they offer 'role formats' as a concept which 

encompasses both the stability in relationships and the variability 

which 'role' itself does not allow. 

'If the norms 1.rithin encounters are generated by a 
particular balance of resources among the participants 
then, where the cond.i tions are such that this 
particular balance l;lolds true across a broad range of 
encounters a routinised solution is liable to emerg~. 
Its use avoids uncertainty, cuts out initial skirmishings, 
avoids trouble and enables a rapid concentration on the 
task at hand'. (stro~ and navis 1977) 

Strong and navis use their concept of role formats in a discussion of 

professional-client encounters in a medical setting. In describing role 

formats, they emphasise their flexibility and nature as technical solutions 

to interactional problems. In the context of the present study the notion 

of organisational slots on each ward, which awaited the permanent staffs' 

stereotyped version of students is analytically similar. The students' 

behaviour can be conceived of along the lines of role format usage 

resulting in the production of routinised and relatively stable responses 
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from the variety of students on the wards. 

The following student's comments make the point. 

Student: Yes you certainly feel that you ought to have done, s~, 
so ~any ~atheterizations by the time you become a red 
str1pe (1.e. third year student), because you will be 
sent off to do them by yourself. If you never managed 
to get in on the action before your third year ( ••• )you 
feel a bit of a fool to have to say actually I've never 
done one before, its never cropped up, which does happen. 
( ••• )or just read up your little blue nursing proceduxe 
book and you bash on regardless which does happen, I'm sure. 

K.M.: I wonder if there is an expectation that you should be able 
to do this, and you try to live up to it, by doing it, 
without asking. 

Student: I think that does happen actually. 

K.M. : The feeling that you ca...'Yl 1 t sa:y I don't kno\1? 

Student: Yes, I think it becomes more pronounced when you're a third 
yea:r. One time I had to go and take out clips \>lhich I 
hadn't done before, as opposed to stitches which I'd taken 
out millions of, and I felt such a fool having to admit 
1\vell actually I've never seen this'. (33) 

This student expressed the thoughts of many of those intervie\>Ted when 

she suggested that it becomes diffi.cul t, with seniority, to admit a lack 

of knovTledge. It seems that the 'stereotype' conceptualisation of the 

student nurse becomes something of a reality for the students themselves. 

They find themselves in a system which assumes that a third year student 

is capable of x, y and z, and thus have a desire to be able to fulfil 

that expectation. MOreover, the students admitted to feeling a certain 

amount of guilt if they could not meet the expectations of the 

stereotype appropriate to their position in the student nurse rruL~s. 

The notion of students 1 passing through' and the use of the 

stereot,ype by the permanent staff, as a means of handling the situation, 

led to the idea of the interchangeability of students in the eyes of the 
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trained staff .. That is to say, students are not seen as individual 

nurses, but rather as a student, with certain capabilities, from a 

pool of similar students. The permanent staff might have Nurse Black 

this week and Nurse \ihite instead next. So long as Nuxse Black and 

Nurse White are both, Salf, second years and can function at the required 

level it matters little that lfurse White is not Nurse Black. The 

students' views on their treatment by the penmanent staff seemed to be 

mixed. As it has been suggested earlier, the transient nature of the 

student life is rationalised by the student. The students appear to 

accept most of what comes their \·vay, with varying degrees of good grace 

as part and parcel of the student nurse training programme. Thus, it 

seemed, that they were reluctant to openly criticise the college or the 

wards and, in order to make their position tenable, they would 

rationalise their treatment with a sense of che sara sara. The students 

vrere also prepared to justify, on behalf of the trained staff, the 

attitude of the trained staff towards students. This justification is 

based on the essence and consequences of transiency, in relation to the 

student role. As one student put it: 

'it must be very irritating for trained people as well. 
A ne\v student to get into the way of things every eight 
to ten weeks, but at the same time, they forget you are 
another individual person'. (35) 

This student exemplifies the views of those interviewed who, whilst not 

liking the trained staffs 1 attitudes towards students, could see that 

from the staff • s standpoint it was a..n understandable one and thus 

justified it on those grounds. We shall return to this theme later. 
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Settling down 

The discussion of transiency and the experience of moving 

from ward to ward led, naturally, to the question of eventually 

settling down. There were varying opinions ·among the students 

concerning the desirability of staying on each ward for relatively 

short periods of time. The longest spell was on their first ward, 

where the students spent thirteen weeks; after that an average 

period of time on a ward was six to eight weeks. One student thought 

that the initial long spell on a ward was not such a good idea because 

she became dependent upon the ward and thus, her first move was "like 

starting all over again" .. Another student, who was indeed in the 

minority, was looking for\'lard to staying in one ward for some time. 

'( .... )the wards are very different, you go to 
different wards, you just have to fit in with what 
way the staff seem to run that ward and its awfully 
difficult. I'm getting to the stage where I would 
like to be in a ward for a little wrrile- six months 
or eight months - and just be part of that \'lard - not 
just having to go to another one, adapt to their \vay 
of thinking, just get on and ••• yes it is different 
in every ward'. (32) 

The desire to settle was, however, by no means universal, the following 

extract is more representative of the students' views. 

K .M. : So are you looking forward to being able to Ei8;y in one 
place when ~ualified? 

Student: No (laughs) no, no because when I've done thirteen weeks 
in a ward, when I get to the end I think, I can't wait 
to see the back of this place. Not that bad, I feel 
after a while everything becomes ( ••• ) so monotonous, all 
you are doing is coming to work, doing your work, going 
home - just eating, sleeping and working. That's how 
it gets towards end, 13 weeks is the longest I've had, 
in gyTl82., just same every day, doing same thing. 
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K .. M .. : Another example of how your three years as a 
student is different from what you are aiming at. 
Your three years as a student you do have this 
variety and interest and yet really what you are aJ..IDJ.ng 
at is being a qualified person that stays in one place ( ...... ). 

Student: True, yes.. I don't thi~k I'd like that, it worries me -
well I still plan to do midwifery, I was going to do my 
district but I've gone off that slightly so I'll probably 
find sick kids (1) to do or something. I won't settle 
down to a staff nurse for a wee while yet.. I don't like 
the idea of staying in one place, I think it would get 
ver,y boring after a while ( ••• ). 

K .M. : So you really have quite an adjustment to make once you've 
qualified, at that rate ( .... )? 

Student: Yes, I think its because you are so used to moving around, 
if you had to stay in one ward for something like six 
months you'd be used to it ( •.• )if you get bored with a 
tvard and start not to enjoy it, think \•Tell I 'm going to 
this next and look forward to that. (39) 

On the whole, it seems that the student nurse training provides an 

UDI€alistic introduction to nursing, because of the implicit transiency 

in the three year course. One student summed up her feelings towards 

moving wards by saying to move was "sometimes a relief, other times I 

don't want to". She thought that it was the fact of transiency which 

enabled her to enjoy some wards. 

Student: .And I often wonder whether its the thought that, vrell, 
I 'm leaving in a fortnight, makes me begin to enjoy 
it a bit more. You know I've often wondered if that's 
the thing that has kept me enjoying it. 

K.Jil.: Whereas if someone .said, right you are here for two 
years. 

Student: Yes, would I be that cheery on the ward, I don't know. 

K.M.: So how do you feel about eventually settling dotf.n 
somewhere? 

1. Refers to Community Nursing training or Registered Sick Childrens' 
Nurse training. 
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Student: Well, I' m planning to do six months, hopefully, 
medical, six surgical and then go on to do midwifery. 
So I've still got the thought of it (moving) although 
I've got a few months. (35) . 

Thus, it seems that the students weigh the advantages against the 

disadvantages of settling down. They perceive the advantages as 

having to do with getting to knmv a ward well and experiencing a sense 

of belonging. The disadvantages, however, seem to be to do with 

having to stay in one place and risk boredom. The questions of 

belonging and boredom are taken up again below. For the moment, the 

students suggested ways out of this problem of settling down are 

considered. There seemed to be a tendency to want to go on and do 

further certificates. This might well be a direct consequence of the 

unrealistically transient introduction to nursing which the students 

receive. By planning to go on to take further courses of training 

the students were projecting the notion of transiency into their post-

registration period. This desire to collect further certificates can 

be explained, in part, by the fact that the students have been used to 

'passing through' rather than 'settling down'. However, it is a 

complex issue which can be further explored with the aid of literature 

concerning what Pape (1964) has dubbed 'touristry'. 

Pape looks at a group of workers who engage in 'touristry', that is: 

'a for.m of journeying· that depends upon occupation, but 
only in a secondary sense, in that it finances the more 
primary goal, travel itself'. 

In her study of these workers, American nurses, Pape suggests that 

orientation to nursing as a primary focus, in the sense of a career 

pattern, is by no means universal among younger nurses. She contends 

that such an orientation is tied to the passage of time and that career 
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oriented nurses are found in the older age bracket and in the 

upper regions of administration and education, whereas the younger 

staff nurses view nursing much more as a minor part of a whole life 

pattern. Among the consequences of such a difference in orientation, 

Pape argues, is the fact that the 'tourists' use different standards 

in evaluating the jobs: standards which have more to do with salary, 

social amenities and the potential pool of future husbands, than the 

professional standards which the career oriented nurses would employ. 

Certainly a number of the students in the present study mentioned 

marriage and their plans to settle, but the data allow no more than 

passing comment. A suggestion offered by Dingwall and Mclntosh (1978: 

55) in an introduction to Pape's paper, is that the freedom of 

mobility which 'touristr.y' offers the nurse could be seen as some 

compensation for the lack of freedom in nursing and the restrictions 

of the \'lork itself. A second point of theirs, which might have more 

to offer in terms of these data, is that the role of perpetual student 

carries with it a certain respectability. The data of this study 

suggest that one can conceive of 'nursing work' as distinct from 

'student work'. The central activity, patient care, is common to both 

forms of work: the difference lies in the time scale and location of the 

work. 

tNu_-r-sing work' is the province of qualified staff who settle in one 

area and become the 'per.manent staff'. 'Student work' on the other 

hand is carried out in short spells of duty in a variety of wards and the 

distinguishing feature of its organisation is its transiency. When the 

student has come to the end of her period of 'student work' and become 

eligible to move on to do 'nursing work' a large number prefer to 
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continue with the 'student work' and so go on to do further 

courses and thus continue as student \otorkers. There are several 

advantages retaining 'student work' and the accompanying status .. 

A qualified member of a permanent ward staff, aside from her personal 

responsibilit.y for her patients, becomes responsible for teaching 

students, managing staff and maintaining standards in her chosen area 

of \vork. A student worker, however, has a responsibili t.y only for 

her own work. Because she constantly moves on from place to place, 

long term responsibility for her actions, in terms of general policy 

or educational programmes, is not expected of her. Parallels can be 

drawn between the student worker and the perpetual student in academic 

life. Both share a carefree existence being responsible only for 

their own certificate collection. 

Di~vall and Mcintosh (1978) suggest that there might be a 

"relationship between credential gathering and touristry as legitimate 

and illegitimate forms of mobili t.y". The students in this study did 

not mention travelling in direct terms of 'touristry'. They talked 

in terms of seeing how nursing was done in other hospitals, or a 

further training. In so far as these data go they suggest that the 

main reason for retaining the student role had primarily to do with 

evasion of settling down. Interestingly, the students often equated 

settling down with a move awa{f from the patients. This point is 

explored below in terms of the students' perceptions of the role of 

trained staff. 
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Students' vie1·1 of 'nursing ·Hork' 

The follmc~ing section exa.m.ines the differences bet\veen the 

student's life and that of the pe~~ent staff, as seen through the 

eyes of the students. It '\'las apparent after a number of intervievrs 

t-hat the students perceived that there , .. ,as a difference bet\·reen the 

activities of the three years trai~JL~g to be a nurse and the essential 

'\·rork ~Tr..ich a qualified nurse did .. It will be recaJ.led th...at student 

nurses are preoccupied Hi th "getting on 1.ri th the tr-ained staff", to 

such an extent that many described this as their primary aim, \vhile 

patient care came second. In exploring this notion of "getting on 

with the trained staff" the researcher discovered that not only did 

some of the students vie1..r their relationship 1vi th the trained stai'f as 

ro! 'us ~~d them' dichotomy, but they saw the staff nurse's role as one 

which was very different from their mm.. To put it at its simplest, 

many students felt that they spent three years doing one job in order 

to qualify to do another. Moreover, a number of students '\•rere not 

attracted to the staff nurse role because they savr it as one which Has 

removed from the patient. 

As it h..as been said, the students' preoccupation 1vi th "getting on 

with the trained staff" 1..ras such that the students often measured their 

enjoyment of a:rry particular experience in terms of ho1..r Hell they did 

nget on with the permanent staff". 

There 1otere, it seemed, certai.n factors which predisposed towards 

the students getting on v..ri th the pennanent staff; for insta...~ce, if the 

staff were prepared to allO\-r them to feel a part of the ward staff and 

not create the situation which the researcher has labelled one of 'us 

and them' .. 
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Student: Its bad for students the fact that the same staff 
have been in the ward for years and years. Its 
very clannish, they might be very nice to you but 
still this three or four people who are the best of 
friends, been there for ages, and you are still an 
outsider .. 

K .. M .. : Who are these? 

Student: Trained staff, or auxiliaries as well. Usually, they 
are very much in with the sister, very friendly ( ••• ). 
The sister tends to go to the auxiliary rather than the 
student. (10) 

The student cited above described the feeling of being an 'outsider' 

in relation to the permanent staff on the ward. Another student 

described her experience in the Accident and Emergency·Department 

which she enjoyed because, "everybody speaks to you, there is not so 

much discrimination there". She also made the point that in some 

areas the staff did.n' t talk to the students unless they had to. This 

was also true of medical staff, "except, of course, on night duty, 

when they had to speak to you because there was no one else". 

The point that this student was making had more to do with the 

fact that she felt accepted by the trained staff, than simply that they 

spoke to her. The transient nature of the students placement on a 

ward usually meant that they were not treated as part of the \vard team. 

This student qualified her remarks about gettiP..g on with staff being 

all important. When pushed to sa;y what it was that made a ward or 

department enjoyable she said: 

'the patients, it really doesn't matter if the staff 
are horrible, you can forget it and compensate by 
getting on with the other students.. .And, if you 
real.ly hate it, well you are only there for a few 
weeks'. (20) 
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The students were, then, aware of the problems caused by 

the transient nature of their role. They were in a unique position 

on the wards, in that they were not qualified so did not have the 

status of the trained stai'f; neither vrere they permanent staff so 

they were in a different position from the auxiliaries. As one 

student put it: 

'the staff are good if they are not cliquish, which 
they often are. There are problems with the 
auxiliaries and w:i, th the trained staff, we are stuck 
in the middle'. \18) 

'Us and them' is a ra~her crude w~ of describing the relationship 

between the permanent staff and the students. Nevertheless, it is a 

phrase which does appear to sum up the kind of divide which many of 

the students felt. The students described the 'cliquishv or 'clannish' 

relationships which often existed among the permanent staff. It was 

often the case that the permanent staff formed a social group, which 

spent off-duty time together. As it has been suggested, the ward 

sister knows the capabilities of her auxiliaries and is thus, more 

likely to turn to them in order to r get work done 1 than she is to 

students who she might have first of all to teach. This fact \vas 

mentioned by the students and, indeed accepted by them, in some part, 

as a reasonable way for the ward sister to proceed. One student 

commented: 

'the staff accept you and explain things to you; in 
some wards it could be better. You can't expect the 
staff nurse to remember who has been shown what, on 
the whole, if you go and aa~ they will tell you'. (21) 

This student's remarks add to the data which justify the trained staff's 

attitude towards students. Although the students did not like to feel 

•outsiders' or indeed, to be passed over for auxiliaries, it does seem 
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that they had some appreciation of the difficulties which 

transiency presents for the trained staff. This is particularly 

true in the case of the ward sister. She is faced with a constant 

stream of students passing through her ward, her staff nurses do not, 

on the whole, st~ for a long period of time, which leaves the 

auxiliary as the stable part of her nursing work-force. It is 

interesting to note in passing, the place and potential of trust in 

a division of labour. When the ward sister cannot ea_~ out all the 

patient care herself, she has to rely upon the staff, trained and 

untrained, she has at her disposal. The sister has little chance of 

getting to know the students on a personal basis and hence has to fall 

back on the stereotype of the students which she fits into her 

available organisational slots, whereas she knows the capabilities of 

individual auxiliaries and will be able to make use of their labour 

on a basis of individual knowledge and trust as well as the structural 

features of the situation. 

The data from this study clearly do not allo\v any more than 

speculation about the conseQuences of transiency for the trained staff. 

It is merely suggested then, that the auxiliary does not present any 

threat to the ward sister in terms of professional competence or desired 

independence; she is \rilling to do what the ward sister asks her to do, 

and hence is a reliable member of the nursing team. A ward sister who 

has been in one ward for a while may well find the ideas which students 

bring to the ward threatening or at least disruptive. She may also 

find that maintaining her staff nurses t loyalty is a difficult task 

should the staff nurse wish to act upon her o\vn professional judgement 

and initiative. The ward sister is in a position to ride these 
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potential hazards by using the transient nature of the s~adents' 

role as a justification for dictating and oontrolling their 

behaviour, by working the opposite shifts to her staff nurse and by 

giving her auxiliary a more prominent position than perhaps she 

otherwise might. 

Passing out - staff nurse work 

The final transition wl1..ich the student has to make is that from 

student to staff nurse, and thus from 'student work' to •nursing work'. 

It should perhaps be said that this progression is rather more complex 

than its linear model might suggest. The complexity is introduced by 

the inherent ambiguity, in terms of whether the student nurse is a 

student or a worker. Nevertheless, the transition has to be made, and 

the students described mixed feelings about it. 

There is, in the trainin~ scheme, an official provision for the 

move from student to qualified nurse; this takes the form of a pre

registration period of six monthse This period commences after the 

student has taken her state final examination and before she is allowed 

to register. This is designed to be a period of consolidation when the 

student should be given the opportunity to learn some of the management 

skills which she ,,fill require as a staff nurse .. One student described her 

attitude to\.rards her work if she lmew that she was going to be in a 

senior student's or staff nurse position on a ward "my approach to patients 

would be the same, but my approach to junior staff would have to change -

I'm told I'm too pally \rlth the juniorsu. The researcher asked if she 

got the same results in terms of work by being 'pally' with them.. "No, 

I don't get the same. If you're pally they tell you they don't want to 

do this and that, you've got to be authoritative to a certain extent". 
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One student discussed the difference between her student 

role and her future role as a staff nurse. 

Student: ( ••• ! ~ou're a student and then you are suddenly 
qualJ.fJ.ed. There is a big difference. I suppose 
you. a~e on the other side; you are making the 
declSJ.ons as opposed to acting on someone else's 
decisions ( ••• ). I'm dreading the responsibilit,y. 

K.M.: I know you have the pre-registration block eventually, 
but, does there seem to be any kind of build up to it 
or is it really that you have spent three yeaxs doing 
one thing and suddenly, now you are it? 

Student: Some wards (laughs), I shouldn't say this, when you are 
a pre-registration student, depending on what ward you 
are in, you can get into the office and have a cup of 
tea with the staff nurses, and that sort of thing. \30) 

The idea of students occupying a marginal position during the move 

from student to staff nurse was explored. The indication of students 

being accepted into the edges of their ranks was substantively trivial; 

it s.ymbolised the student's access to privileged areas of social 

interaction. For instance, the student above, who said that pre-

registration nurses could get into the office for tea. Another 

student felt that she had crossed the barrier when she went for supper 

with the v1a.rd sister. Thus the students had some insights into their 

coming role and what it might be like. However, the transient nature 

of the student role had not, it seemed, prepared the students for the 

realities of staffing. 

There was much discussion of the difference between the work of 

the staff nurse and that of the student. As it has been said, the 

crucial difference was seen to lie in the move away from the patients, 

which the students felt came with staff nurse status. Indeed, some 

students argued t:hat this move began to occur when they were third year 

students. The logical consequence of the trained staff moving a\va:y 
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from patients is that is the students who car£.Y out the rrursir~ 

care. As one student put it: 

'you spend three years 
you swap roles (o~o) .. 
Hill be gr-eat once we 
and do the paperwork 
everything" ' .. 

being told what to do, suddenly 
I've heard students say 11 i t 

are qualified, we can sit back 
and tell the students to do 

The fact that the majori~J of the patient care is carried out by 

student nurses came as a surprise to a number of the students c 

students had been under the impression that they would be 1-ror:::.-i ng 

These 

alongside the trained staff on the 'tvards .. This student in particular 

\vas very distressed on discovering the reali "t-J of the situation: 

'I \vas shocked when I came to the 'tvards and sa1v all the 
Hork done by students. I think that even if you are 
a trained nurse you should still be able to come dovm 
and do the basic tasks, tr.L8-t 1 s Hhat I see nursing as ( ...... ) .. 
I thought that the 1vard sister and staff nurse would 
muclc in \·Ti t..h. you, I didn 1 t realise that they vrere 
separate' .. (30) 

The student quoted above said that she did not Hant to become a staff 

nurse if it entailed leaving the patients in favour of the papervrork .. 

One of the striking features of the students' accounts of the staff 

nurses' role was the amount of potential discretion which they felt Hent 

along with it. \f.hilst on the one hAnd the students contended.that the 

staff nurses moved a1va;y from patients, some Here adamant in their view 

that this need not be the case. 'Ihroughout three years of training, 

s~~dents had become accustomed to seei~~ staff nurses doing a 9 seemiP~Y 1 

different job from the one vlhich they 1.-rere currently apprenticed to do o 

r~ of the students thought th~t the staff nurses' role need not be 

handled in that -r.vey, others sav1 no alternative, and consequently did not 

relish taking on the staff nurse roleo Those who felt that the staff 
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nurse need not be so divorced from the patients tended to feel 

that she should 'pull her weight'. The data discu~sed in 

Chapter 6 illustrate this point. The main argument being that if 

there is \<TOrk to be done, all the available staff should join in and 

get through it, rather than leave all the heavy work to the students .. 

The following comment sums up the students' notion of the discretion 

attached 

'well, I think its really what you want to get out, if 
you want to back away from patients, you have got an 
ideal excuse'. (32) 

The researcher pursued the question of a differentiated role for the 

ward sister, and to a lesser extent, for the staff nurse. The 

students seemed to place more value on the fact that the 1•Jard sister 

'rolled up her sleeves' and 'mucked in' rather than her managerial 

activities. They suggested, for instance, that she "must be able to 

join in ~ organise", such comments pointed to the fact that the 1vard 

sister's separate function over and above the one shared by the rest 

of the nurses on the ward. One student said: 

'when the staff nurse is in charge she has t\vo roles; 
one v1orking with you and one run:ning the ward ( i . e • 
organising and doing the clerical work)'. (2)) 

This student recognised the second function, which she ascribed to the 

staff nurse, as ward sister's '"ork; yet if the staff nurse '>Tas 'in 

charge 1 in the absence of the ward sister it seemed that she should not, 

by this student's account, be allowed to relinquish her 'mucking in' 

role .. 

The students frequently referred to the 'papervmrk' or 'office 

work' which for.ms part of the staff nurses' work. The 'office work' 

was often used as a justification for the move away from the direct care 
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of patients, which the students, on the whole, saw as part and 

parcel of the staff nurse role. Thus, it seemed that there were, 

in the students' eyes, three aspects of the work of the trained staff; 

namely, organisation of the nursing, clerical duties and participation 

in direct care .. The first two aspects of the work were seen to be 

prestigious, whereas the third was viewed more in terms of 'helping 

out'. The following comments illustrate the point: 

'Those who have enjoyed their training want to go 
on with nursing care, others sit back. It depends 
on the ward, if ): t is busy the staff nurse must be 
out working'. \25) 

And, underscoring the point about prestige: 

K.r1.: Should the v.rard sister join in like any other nurse? 

Student: Not lL~e any other nurse, no, they have got promotion. 
They should get some benefits, maybe not benefits, 
maybe get out of doing the mucky jobs. (28) 

This last comment not only suggests a ranl<'..ing of nursing '\vork, but a 

legitimation, in terms of length of service, of a move away from the 

patients. It also suggests a distinction, in the minds of the students, 

between prestigious and lower grade 'mucky"' '\·mrk (cf. Hughes 1971, 

' dirty work' ) • The notion of 'acceptable nursing work' is discussed 

elsewhere in the context of profession. It is mentioned here because 

it could help to explain why the students preferred to see the ward 

sister and staff nurse doing the same work as themselves. It is,to 

some extent, bound up with the idea that nlll'sing work is not very 

desirable, and is seen in tenns of a '\vorkload to be 'got through' 

(cf. Chapter 6). It could be that the students feel that they are 

being left to get on with the work, while the trained staff a_-re allo\ved 

to escape it by claiming other duties. If it is the case that parts of 
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nursing work are construed as undesirable and 'dirty work' the 

consequences for :patient care and the development of nursing might 

be important· r.rne data do no more than hint at such a state of 

affairs in the shape of comments about the discretion attached to 

the staff nurse role. If newly qualified nurses are going to shun 

direct patient care, then it seems that there are serious questions 

to be addressed concerning who should do the bedside nursing. Is it 

to be left to the unqualified and the untrained? 

If this is the case then the student has two a~ternatives; she 

can either tal{e the same line and 1V'ai t until she is a staff nurse and 

thereby shirk the routine care, or, she can re-define the staff nurse 

role and work vli th the :patients. The second option would be going 

against the ~£ain, according to the experiences reported by the students 

in this study. \fuether the students would actually live up to their 

ideals, upon becoming qualified nurses, is, of course, another matter. 

It must be remembered that the staff nurse and ward sister roles are 

bei~~ discussed here as they are seen through the students' eyes. The 

incumbents of these roles mey have a very different perspective, which 

might explain their behaviour in rather different terms. As it is, 

the students, on the whole, seemed to think that they spend th_Tee years 

doi:p.g the Hark in order to gain staff nurse status and, ipso facto, 

merely supervise the work. 

~ 

This category has been concerned with ~he students' accounts of 

their work in terms of the frequent moves v.rhich they have to make and 

adjust to. From their early days in training the students pass from 

ward to ward and from clinical areas to college work in fairly rapid 
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succession. This transiency, it has been argued has imolication.S ' ~ 

for both the attitude of the students towards their work and placements 

and the attitude of the permanent staff towards students.. The students 

discussed the transient nature of their work in a ver,y matter-of-fact 

\.Yey and indeed, seemed to accept it with resignation. Not only did the 

students manage to rationalise the \vay in \4Jhich they \vere treated by the 

permanent staff, they also defined the permanent staff's behaviour as a 

reasonable reaction to the student presence. This tout comprendre c'est 

tout pardo11ner attitude characterised many of the students' accotunts of 

their difficulties both on the hospital wards and in the college of 

nursing. 

The constant moving and lack of settli11..g in a:ny one clinical area, 

it is contended, does not offer the students a realistic preparation for 

staff nurse \vork .. This is yet another example of the inade~uacy of 

anticipatory socialisation \vhen examining the student nurses' training 

eXJ?erience. The final d.ifficul ty Hi th the system of training nurses is 

pointed up with the students v accounts of hml{ they intended to avoid 

settling down as staff nurses. It seems that by and large their three 

years of transiency give: the students an appetite for moving on rather 

t-han a yearning to settle down. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Doing nursing and being professional 
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r.rh:is category arose out of several, seemingly disparate, 

items of data .. The students described the work they did in the 

hospital wards in various 1>1a:ys, but one frequently occttrring phrase 

Has that \·Tork in certain areas was "not really nursing11 .. This 

caused the researcher to pursue the idea of what the students 1·1ere 

prepared to call nursing and vrhat they were not. T.here was also 

a tendency on the part of the stu_dents to talk about doing things in 

a 'professional' Hay .. These remarks often arose in the context of 

discussions of job satisfaction, careers and hmv nursing differed 

from 11 just a jobn .. After much perusal of the data it seemed to the 

researcher that there 1>1ere some conceptual links bet\t1een the data 

concerned Hi th \<That constitutes nursing and \vhat, for the students, 

m.al<:es nUTsine a profession. 'Ihe e:A'J)lication of this category is an 

attempt to demonstrate these links and point up some areas for 

discussion .. 

Doing nursiAB: 

The question of Hhat is nursing is one i.'lhich :provol~es endless 

debate in academic nursi~~ circlese The interest in developing a 

scientific basis for nursing practice has led to a steady gro1vth in 

'models' and 'theories' and 'conceptual frameworks' in the nursing 

literature (cf. Scblotfeldt 197.5; Orem 1971; I11m.an 197.5; HcFarlane 

1976; Roy 1974; Dickoff and James 1968) to name but a few. 

Indeed 1\filliams (1979) (l) says that: "Identification of a conceptual 

frame\..rork has become a sine qua non for educators responsible for programs 

of nursing educationtt .. It appears then that there may be a tension 

1.. \·lilliams 1!1 Dotms and Fleming (1979: 89) 
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between those who theorise about nursing in this way and those 

v.1ho actually 'do nursing'. This possible tension is explored in 

the light of these data. 

It seemed that although the student nurses had no difficulty 

in talking about nursing in abstract terms, when they came to 

describe the different areas in which they had 1<1orked, 'nursing' 1vas 

defined in a more pragmatic way. The extract presented below serves 

to illustrate the ways in which the students determined what was and 

what was not nursing. 

Student: I think maybe you should get more encouragement during 
your time on the 1vard - you kn.ow, somebody saying 'you 
did th~t well' because it gives you a bit more incentive 
to 1..rork especially say in geriatrics and everything is 
more or less the same every day ( ••• ) 

K.M.: Did you enjoy working in geriatrics? 

Student: Yes, well when I heard I was going to geriatrics I thought 
its goi1~ to be a slow pace you kl!ow, because I had left 
surgical where you are busy all the time. But when I got 
there I loved it. I was a wee bit apprehensive about 
going. 

K.M.: Had you been ~vhere before the surgical? 

Student: Yes, I had been in medical before surgical ( .... ) Medical 
is quite a fair pace and surgical is even more but 
geriatrics is slower. It all depends on what's wrong 
with your patients (on medical ward) because if they are 
long-term patients you have got to do a lot more for them 
than if they are just waiting for Part 4 (residential 
care). When they can do a lot for themselves you don~ t 
really do that much for them apart from the odd 
encouragement, sometimes you feel you are not doing very 
much for them, they are just getting on with everyday life 
themselves. 

K.M.: What did you feel about that, looking at it from your point 
of view as a n~e, did you feel that you were nursing 
them ( ••• ) ? 
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Student: ; ou didn't really feel that you were nursing them 
oecause I :m:p:pose you a1 ways think of nursing as the 
more tecru:ucal sort of things like your injections 
an~ dressJ.ngs and giving out medicines and things like 
th1s! but I mean, geriatrics is really just basically 
nursJ.ng care, you knovr, very basic, keeping them clean. (2) 

This student appeared to be equating fast moving, technical work 

with nursing; and so she did not "really feel that you were nursing" 

geriatric patients. In fact she went on to say that these older 

patients needed just basic nursing care. Thus, the fact that the 

patients were either physically independent and simply in need of 

encouragement, or not in need of technical care, but required only 

basic nursing care, made looking after these patients not really 

nursing. Discussions along these lines prompted tiLe researcher to 

divide the student nurses descriptions of care into three main groups: 

viz 0Real nursing', which occurred mostly on surgical wards, happened 

at speed and involved te~hnical procedures or drugs administration. 

'Just basic nursing care', '"as the tenn used by the students to 

describe the situation where the care required was all nursing care, 

which was independent of medical prescription. It is distinguished 

as a separate type of care because of the dismissive tone in which the 

phrase was often uttered. 'Not really nursing 9 was the phrase most 

often applied to nursing in geriatric wards, or to elderly patients in 

medical wards, who were in need of social care, prior to an alternative 

arrangement being found. 

These three kinds of care described by the students provide the 

basis for the following tentative explanation of how the students came 

to see much of the work which they did as "not really nursing". The 

students seemed to stand in need of external reference points from which 
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to judge whether or not their work could properly be described as 

nursing. The two main ones identified in the data were patient 

variables, notably age and severity of illness, and the location of 

the patient in tenus of area of medicaJ. special ty .. 

K .. M.: ( •.• ) So maybe just to start, what matters to you most 
in nursing, you know, when you are nursing a patient, 
what do you thinl{ is really probably the most important 
thi11..g to you? 

Student: How they feel, I suppose really.. It really depends on 
the age g-..coup you' re working with. Caring for them, you 
do the best you can, you know, to try and understand ( ..... ) 
if its old people, well you just want a basic nurse you 
kno-vr make sure they don' t get sores and they are al -vta;ys 
clean. Because they like their pride and it gives them a 
wee boost and that. But really for younger people I think 
its more, well, looking after them and IDB-~ing sure whatever's 
happened to them is getting sorted. But I think -vri t.h. 
younger people· its more understanding .. 

K .. M.: Your understanding of them or to help them understand what 9 s 
happening? 

Student: Both, its sort of completely different really. You like, 
s~ a bed bath for an old person compared with a young person. 
Quite traumatic for the young person to have to have a bed 
bath ( ..... ) 

K .. M.: And how do you cope with the differences yourself? Do you 
have any preference for types of patients for nursing? 

Student: I didn't think I could ever work \vith old people~ but I've 
just spent nine weeks with them and, you know, its great. 

K.M.: Can you say what you liked about it? 

Student: I think, some of them were just model patients ( ••• ) they 
really sort of help us, the ward is all they know because it 
was all long-term patients that were there .. 

K .. M.: So what did you feel that you could do for them, as a nurse? 

Student: Well most of them, there was really nothing wrong with them, 
you know. I mean it was just like gi vi!l_g them an interest 
and, you know, even talking to them ( .... ) 
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In contrast when asked what she liked about nursing younger 

:people the same student said: 

'Well the or~y young people Iqve nursed were in surgical 
and I suppose that all the interesting operations a_nd 
~hat, plus when you're nursing people younger, you know, 
1n your own age group, you seem to have a lot more in 
common'. (2) 

This student made an immediate distinction between older and younger 

patients tvhen asked what she thought was important in nursing.. She 

also made reference to the medical aspect of their care; the old 

people just needed a basic nurse; whereas th~ younger patients' care 

was viewed rather differently - "make su._-re vrhatever' s happened to them 

is getting sorted" .. She found it easier to nurse ~he young patients 

because they were closer to her age group and, thus, she sa\<T herself 

to have more in common with them .. 

The :pace of the work which related often to the nature of the 

condition, seemed to be an important factor for the students; it was 

also a factor which figured in their determining tvhat tvas and v.1hat tvas 

not 9 really nursing'. The comparison of surgical and geriatric tvards 

made by the student ~uoted below makes this point. 

Student: If you go from surgical to geriatrics then you've got 
problems, one extreme to another. 

K.M .. : How? 

Student: Surgical fast, geriatrics a very slotv pace, totally 
different kind of nursing. 

K.M.: What sort of things did you feel you tvere doing that was 
nursin_g in a geriatric setting? 

Student: :Baths, big baths, always seemed to come back to bedbath 
and big bath, pressu_-re care, oral hygiene, more occupational 
therapy tr,ying to get your patients involved rather than 
just sitting aJ.l day. 
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K.M.: ~ou said nursing is so different at the beginning that 
~ts hard to sort of generalise about it. Do you feel 
that that was as much nursing as the work you were doing 
on the surgical ward vias? 

Student: No I tl:ink on surgical you felt you were actually doing 
someth~ng for your patient, whereas in geriatrics you feel 
y~u are only tr.ying to better the latter part of their 
lJ.fe. ( ••• ) whereas in surgical you knew you:.r:: patient 
would go back out, into the home environment. 

K.M.: Is that just the age of the patient? Imagine if you were 
on a young chronic sick 1.vard, constantly looking after 
paraplegics, multiple sclerosis- that kind of thing. 
How would you feel about that, day in day out, bed baths, 
yet they are a younger age group? 

Student: I think again, it would be different nursing, !lley"be its 
just when people are old. 

K.M.: Yes, that's what I'm trJing to get at- is it because they 
are old, or is it because of the patient care that you are 
giving that makes it less like nursing? 

Student: I find in geriatrics it is really very clifficul t, I like old 
people, in a surgical ward then you don't mind because you 
have other patients ( ••• )you find you can give them time 
and the others.. But l..rhen they are all together its 
hopeless, because you do something for one and they all want 
it, all jealous and envious of the one. Younger ones, 
chronic sick, multiple sclerosis, they have such a sad life 
in front of them, whereas old geriatrics, they've had their 
life, probably a good life ( •.• ) 

K.M.: What would you feel towards them that you \vouldn' t in a 
geriatric \vard? 

Student: ( ••• ) give more consideration to ~he relatives. Sometimes 
in geriatrics you think: the family could do a lot more than 
they are doing, just coming at visiting, show faces for half 
an hour (~ .... ) (18) 

When the student elaborated on these differences it emerged that the 

question of the pace of the work \..ras only one factor among a much more 

complex set of considerations which influenced her approach to nursing 

and, indeed, her conception of nursinge In the surgical ward she felt 

that She was doing something for the patient rather than just passiP~ the 

time, which she felt was the case in the geriatric ward. This question 
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of doing something appeared to be important to the students & 

It could be argued that the students take their lead from the 

medical '"'ork, which is going on alongside the nursing ,10rk, and use 

this as their external reference for the value of their own work. 

The age of the patient seems to be an important factor in 

determining the student nurse's attitude towards the care of the 

patient. The student quoted above at first seemed to be saying that 

it was the monotony of the work, all bathing, -vT[l..ich made the \vork in 

the geriatric ward both difficult to do and difficult to envisage as 

nursing. Yet 'tvhen the researcher asked about the young chronic sick, 

~he student shifted her argument and explained her attitude in terms 

of the patient's age rather than the care required. She was, however, 

prepared to concede that nursing old people in a setting where there 

were also you_Dger patients was different from geriatric nursing; 

because she thought that nurses could then devote the necessary time to 

old people when there were not too many competing \vi th one another for 

the nurses' time. This comment shifts the focus of the argument back 

to the heaviness of the work rather than the simple fact of the patient's 

age. 

Alternatively, the actual setting in which the patients were nursed 

could be said to have some bearing upon how the nurses viet,; the work 

there. Old people in surgical wards are candidates to receive 'real 

nursing' because they have a condition which the nurse recognises as 

having a legitimate need; following the medical lead. Similarly, care 

of the young chronic sick, '\-Thich to all intents and purposes resembles 

that given to old people, merits the term 'real nursing' because of the 

wa:y in which students viev.1 the young patients. The student (above) said 
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that the old person has had their life whereas the ymLng chronic 

sick have a sad life. This led her to view the nursing of each 

group in a different way. Indeed, a moral judgement entered into 

the student nurse's justification for having a more favourable 

attitude towards nursing the young chronic sick th&~ the elderly. 

The nursing actions Here the same but the social context different; 

this caused the student to deem the younger patient to be more t>Tortby 

of 'real nursing' than the elderly patient. 

Thus, the reasoning underlying the classification by students of 

t..heir 1-rork as nursing or not really nu.r-sing varies according to 

circumstances, social and situatio1Lal. The situ~tional argument is 

interesting in the light of the findings of B~~er (1978) in relation 

to the care of geriatric patients. Ba."ker coined the te:rm 1 honorary 

geriatric' to describe patients vrho: 

'because their nursing care was indistinguishable from 
that received by patients 1-rhom the nurses defined as 
11 geriatric" and ·Hho cov..formed to the geriatric 
stereotype in everJ particuJ.ar except age' 

·Here thus designatedo Ba.~er describes the care of patients of 

different ages \vi thin a geriatric setting. The nurses \.J.e re, 

seemingly, able to transcend the situational dictates of a geriatric 

setting in the care of some patients. Baker cites one patient who, 

aJ.. though in her eighties, was treated preferentially, and in a way 

which was not L"1. the 'routine geriatric style'; this t>Tas because she 

had the status of a 'young patient'. She had lived for maD~ years 

on the ward, after being admitted as a young~er patient, and her 

original status had remained '\·Ji th her. The student in the :present study 

appeared to require the older patients to be 'diluted t tri th yormger ones 
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and indeed transferred to the youv~er setting of the surgical ward 

before the 'geriatric stigma' and the 'not really nursing' outlook 

could be removed from her conception~of the nursing care. Baker 

suggests that in defining 'geriatric' we must distinguish formal 

meaning from subjective meaning. A formal definition includes all 

the patients on the wards designated 'geriatric•; whereas the 

subjective meaning of 'geriatric' derives from nurses' categorisation 

of particular patients as 'geriatric' on the basis of their possessing 

certain, usually discreditable, attributes. In the case of the student 

quoted above, it would seem ~hat she took her subjective definition from 

a formal situational lead. 

Most of tl1e items of data, which lead to the formulation of the 

'nursing' - 'not really nursing' distinction, were concerned with the 

comparison between work on geriatric wards and the more acute wards. 

These comparisons were made by the students in terms of doing some~hi~~ 

for the patient or, seeing rewards in terms of cure and discharge home .. 

This concept of nursing is exemplified by one student who thought that 

patients should actually "look ill". 

Student: When I did my geriatrics I didn't find it stimulating at 
all, I enjoyed it but I found that the patients never got 
a lot to do, just sat there ( ••• ). There were no activities 
to do for them, there was music and things like that but it 
was up to the students to make something happen that day. 
But you always felt when I leave here nothing is going to 
happen its just going to go back into the same old routine 
because to the auxiliaries that have been there for 25 years, 
run the ward their wa:y ( ••• ) .. I did.n' t mind it but I didn't 
think it was nursing as such. 

K.M.: Could you say what you do think nursing as such is, what has 
to go into it that makes it nursing? 
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Student: I don't know if you expect somebody to be ill, you 
know, look ill, for it to be nursing. A lot of the 
old people, they are not actuaJ.ly ill, they are there 
because they are a danger to themselves in the community. 
Maybe its just that, they are not ill and they don't, 
maybe need so much from you, it \vas more supervisory than 
anything else. I don't know, meybe it was just lack of 
physical care that you had to give ( .... ) (31) 

This student also mal<;:es the point that she did not feel needed in the 

situation \1here she saH the work as "not being nursing as such" .. 

This is perhaps not too surprisiYl.g because nurses, conventional '"isdom 

has it, commonly make patients dependent upon them and feel somewhat 

impotent when they find themselves in a situation where the patient 

requires little of them. 

So far, then, the data have suggested that the students preferred 

the technical aspects of their \vork and had a tendency to describe 

such work as 'really nursing' .. Criteria used in the process of 

labelling work as 'not really nursing' or 'really nursing~ it has been 

suggested, have for the most part to do with the location of ~he patient and 

various patient attributes. However, the data do suggest, as mentioned 

already in passing that the student nurses take their lead from the medical 

profession in determining which areas of care they are most prepared to 

value and consequently refer to as 1 really nursing'. This medical 

influence is explored more fully below. 

:f\'Iedical dominance 

Whilst it must be said that this was not alt"lays the case, the 

students did seem to require some medical or technical overlay in their 

work befo"re they were prepared to sanction the care that they gave as being 

the real province of nursiP_g. 'Basic nursing carei was often described 

in tems of "anyone can do it" and thus dismissed as "just basic nursing 
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care" .. One student put a rather different view, a1 though this was 

the only one of this kind it is worth noting before the discussion 

progresses, if only to point up the fact that there is scope for 

differences of opinion. Asked what she thought constituted the 

nursing part of geriatrics, she described their 'social care' and 

said: 

'keepi:n.g them occupied is nursing because they are in 
hospital to be nursed, and they require amusement so 
that is your job in that kind of work (., .... ) \1/hatever 
the patient requires is nursing'. (26) 

This response represents a rather extreme nominalist approach to nursing, 

v.rhereby \vhatever the nurse did became nursing., 

Preference for technical, medically oriented vrork v.ras evidenced by 

students favouring surgical wards .. 

K .. M .. : Have you any preference yet between medical and surgical? 

Student: Surgical, I don't like medical it's too slow and patients 
are around for maybe months on end.. In surgical you get 
a different side of it, the turnover of patients is a lot 
quicker than it is on the medical side; plus you see a 
lot more different things coming in ( ...... ) 

K .. M .. : Is it the speed you like, or the variety? 

Student: I think it's both, actually, I like the speed of the Hork 
and the variety of work.. You're never just sitting nursing 
~hest infections and M .. I's (coronaries) which is all it 
seems to be dovm medical, or diabetics with undiag.aosed 
diabetes coming in or diabetics coming in with infections ( .... ) 

K .. :r.L.: (.,e .. ) Do you find that you nurse in t..he same 1..ray in medical 
and Slll'gical? 

Student: No, I've found it's different, totally different. 

K .. M.: What sorts of things are different? 

Student: Up in surgical you have got a lot more observations to do 
on the patients than what you have on medical. On 
surgical I feel I got more responsibility. (4) 
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Another student when asked 'Whether she had preferences in nursing said: 

Student: I like surgical rather than medical. 

K.M.: \Vby? 

Student: Surgical is better than medical. Quicker turnover of 
patients, it's faster. 

K.M.: Is that just the day to day pace? 

Student: Yes, although medical care is just as fast in a 
different vmy.. Treatments are faster in surgery, 
medical investigation takes a long time. 

KoM. : Seeing results you mean? 

Student: Mm, medical nursing couJ.d be good if you are there a 
long time so you could see results, but for us only there 
eight weeks, a lot of patients you don't see go through ( ••• ) (11) 

The surgical wards, it seems, are preferable for some students not only 

because of the pace of the work, but because of the results which are, 

generally speaking, more forthcoming on surgical than medical wards .. 
'• 

This preference is interesting, for one might argue that in the areas 

where the doctors are playing the 'sit and wait' game, as is often the 

case in the medical vTards, there is more in the way of independent 

nursing care to be given. Whereas in the surgical wards, the bulk of 

the work is either done by ~he surgeons or is dictated by them; 

consequently there is little scope for nursing which is not dependent 

upon medical directives. 

Freidson's (1970b:l4l) discussion of medical dominance is relevant 

here; it is a theme which is taken up again later. Freidson argues 

that: 

'In the medical organisation the medical profession is 
dominant. This means that all the work done by ·other 
occupations and related to the service of the patient is 
subject to the order of the physician. The profession 
alone is held competent to diagnose illness, treat or 
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direct the treatment of illness and evaluate the 
service.. "Vli thout medical authorisation little can 
be done for the patient by paraprofessional workers'. 

If we accept Freidson's position, then it should perhaps be of little 

surprise that the student nurses look to medicine as a legitimating 

body, in order that they might determine which aspects of their work 

to value. Freidson (1970b:l44-14S) suggests that the division of 

labour in the health services, v.rhich is organised around the professionaJ. 

dominance of medicine, produces a social order similar to that provided 

by a bureaucratic division of labour. Thus Freidson says: 

'The paraprofessional \<Torker is, then, like the 
industrial worker, subordinated to the authority of 
others. He is not, however, subordinated solely to 
the authority of bureaucratic office, but also to the 
putatively superior lmowledge and judgement of 
professional experts'. 

This professional domiPAnce argument, which Freidson uses in order to 

describe the relationship between medicine and other health care \<Torkers, 

including nurses, might be used to explain the student nurses' tendency 

to value medically dominated aspects of their work. The students \-Tere 

prepared to call the technical and largely medically prescribed aspects 

of their work 'real nursing' and to dismiss, as 12 not really nursing' 

those parts of their work which are not dependent upon medicine. It 

seems that the students in this study -vrere reflecting, in their 

attitudes, the hierarchy of special ties in medicine. (l) These data 

allow no more than speculation; the relationship between the preferred 

clinical areas of nurses and the distribution of merit awards in medicine 

might rep83 further investigation. 

1. See Shortell (1974) 
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If the current move towards nursing developing an independent 

body of lcnowledge, couched in nursing models and theories, is in 

tune with the nursing work done on the wards one would expect there 

to be a hei@!tened interest in the areas which allowed scope for 

such developments in nursing rather than the medically dominated 

areas .. ~vo possible explanations for this not, apparently, beL~ the 

case are offered here on the basis of these data. These explanations 

are bound up \lJ'i th the dismissal of 'just basic nursing care' by some 

of the students which has been described above. If the nursing care, 

which has the potential for independence of medicine, is seen in terms 

of "anyone could do this", it does not appeal to nurses because it is 

either lo\<I status \vork or, not sufficiently interesting work. The 

remedy for both of these difficulties with nursing work is to be found 

in medicine .. The students take their kudos from medically dominated 

work and maintain an interest in their work by introducing a 

theoretical element, pertaining to medicine,. The ~uestion of the 

introduction of 'theory' to the student nurses' programme in order to 

sustain their interest in nursing has already been discussed.. The 

following extracts illustrate the point for the purposes of the present 

discussion. 

K.M.: You talked about being an extra pair of hands and we were 
just talking about what makes nursing nursing.. Other 
students I've spoken to have talked about working in 
geriatric wards and just keeping the patients amused, get 
them out of bed and put t..hem back to bed again and they 
say that's not really nursing.. Do you find that what you 
do in different wards you could either say was nursir..g or 
was not nursi11..g? 

Student: Yes, well to a point yes, everything is nursing to me, in 
my depressed moments, I'm just going to leave - I've got to 
be Jack of all trades and master of none. ( ••• ) I mean 
things like, I mean some geriatric wards, in a \vay it's 
nursing at its essence, you're doing everything for that 
patient. ( ••• )But the patient knows he~s got a family, ~hey 
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\<Till go back and assume a normal existence. In a 
long-term geriatric vrard there's nothing you have 
got to thinl-:: everythil'l..g for them, that is probably 
nursing at its best where you do everything for them, 
on the other ha~d you can get so unstimulated because 
you are getting nothing back, no results.. Really it 
is a constant toil, reaJ.ly and no results and in a way 
its nursing, but its not nursing.. On the other hand 
some of the work done in geriatric v1ards anybody could 
do it- you don't really need a ver,y expert person but 
you could use it to the patient's benefit if you were 
really interested enough you know. (32) 

These comments demonstrate the tension which exists for the students; 

geriatric nursing is seen at once, as something wr~ch can be done by 

anyone and as an activity which, if carried out by an expert, could 

benefit the patients. Typically it was the lack of reward or results 

and the tedium which caused the students to dislike geriatric nursing, 

or at least, to dismiss it as 'not really nursing'. 

The student cited below found her re\..rards in t.~e orderly wa:y in 

vrhich surgical \'lards proceeded: 

'There is a lot of order, you get your patient coming 
in your ordinary admission for appendix or something, 
not an emergency, then you see them getting from really 
down after the operation to fine; ·whereas in medical 
wards patients come in with, say, hypertension you can't 
do much for them. Doctors do blood tests, you the drug 
therapy, \ve administer the drugs, fair enough, but as 
far as you are concerned they are virtually the same as 
when they came in.. You find the medical wards get bunged 
up with stroke patients.. I'm working in a medical ward 
at the moment, half of it is all stroke patients, that 
need everytr...i.ng done - whi·ch I suppose you could sa;y is 
just lLke geriatricsa The other side is acute, it doesn't 
mix well, there is not enough staff to manage -t.h.e two 
different aspects of it ( ..... )' (36) 

Similarly another student preferred surgery for the interest .. 

'You are on the go all the time and it is interesting, 
knowing all about drips and drains and types of operations~ 
I v.ras very junior when I first did surgical, I didn't 
really get told much just sort of left to get on, making 
beds and washing folk ~nd that, but now (eeu) you are told 
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a bit more about the condition of the patients and 
this is really interesting; also types of operatioP~'. (6) 

TI!ese extracts illustrate the reliance on medicine to provide, for 

nursing, both interest a..""ld work of a higher status than 'just basic 

nursing'. The stroke patients, which the student says "bung up!' the 

medical \vards, it might be argued, have needs which could be met by 

nursing actions whiCh are not dependent upon medical prescription. 

Yet, these patients do not appear to be popular with the students; 

they prefer patients who, by virtue of their medical condition, afford 

more in the wey of visible results and hence, some kind of rev.rard. in 

exchang·e for the time nurses invest in them. It seemed not to matter 

whether these results stemmed from nursing actions, the mere fact that 

results were seen vias sufficient rev1ard for t_he student nurses.. The 

nursing v.1ork on the surgical vlard t'las seen to be closely associated 

with the doctors' work which produced the ready and visible 

improvement. Also, interest in the students work v1as provided by the 

possibility of learning about the operations and "all about the drips 

and drains" • Such technicalities, it c~n be argued, ar? a means of 

sustaining the student vs interest in the tedium of the routine \vork of 

a surgical ward. 

The nursing li teratu.....-re concerned with nursing ftL."Ylctions which are 

independent of the doctor is growing. There has been a move by a small, 

influential minority towards makin~ nursi~~ an academically respectable 

discipline. Yet, according to the students, ultimately much of the 

patient care, however it is planned using any n~ber of theories and 

care plans, is routine and, at times, tedious. As one student put it: 

·I 

' 
j 
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'Ho-v1ever far you go into the technical side of 
nursing you canut get away from basic nursing care. 
There is now much more theory that somebody on the 
ward must know, but you \vill always need nurses to 
do the basics 9 • (36) 

This apparent dichotomy led the researcher to investigate the students' 

ideas in relation to the status of their work. It seems that 'just 

basic nursing care' is, at once, the core of nursing and so easily 

dismissed in favour of 'higher status '\4ork'. The students' accounts 

of their work, in terms of their relation to the notion of 'profession', 

are discussed below. 

A note on 'profession' 

Carr-Saunders and Wilson (1933), in their semi~~l work, surveyed 

a number of professions and thereby sought to describe the emergence of 

professions, the rise of professional association and the effects of 

state intervention and regulation upon the organisation of the 

professions. There has been an abiding interest in the sociology of 

professions; with work focusing on professionalisation, professionals 

within bureaucratic organisations and the pm-rer of professions .. 

(Etzioni 1969; Vollmer and Mills 1966; Scott 1966; Abrahamson 1967; 

Hall 1968; Freidson 1970; Johnson 1972). 

The main concern of much of the work on professions has been to 

answer the question 'What is a profession?'; although this was never 

the explicit aim of Carr-Saunders and Wi1son (1933:3) who state that: 

'It is no part of our purpose to attempt to draw a line 
be~~een professions and other vocations, we are not 
concerned to say what vocations are professions and what 
are not ( ••• ) Indeed, the dra\•Ting of a boundary-line 
'\vould be an arbi tra.ry procedure, and \·m s...h.all not offer 
either now or later, a definition of professionalism. 
Nevertheless, when we have completed our su__-rvey it will 
emerge that the typical profession exhibits a complex of 
Characteristics, and that other vocations approaCh this 
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condition, more or less closely, owing to the 
possession of some of these characteristics, fully 
or partially developed' • 

Carr-Saunders and Wilson, whilst denying the production of a 

definition of 'professionalism', do come close to it with their 

"complex of characteristics" .. In adopting this approach to the 

analysis of profession they could be said to foreshadow the work of 

the attribute theorists.. This has been the dominant approach to the 

study of professions. The attribute theorists' analysis assumes 

that a set of criteria can be identified and used in order to 

determine whether or not an occupation is a profession. These 

criteria have proved to be difficult to draw up; Millerson (1964:5) 

has produced perhaps the most rigorous list. Drawing on the work of 

others in the field, he produces a league table of professional 

criteria. He also offers a definition: 

'(profession) is a type of higher-grade, non-manual 
occupation, with both subjectively and objectively 
recognised occupational status, possessing a well
defined area of study or concern, and providing a 
definite service, after advanced training and 
education'. (Millerson 1964:10) 

This definition does not take us very far along the way to knoviing '"'hat 

is meant when someone uses the term 'profession'. Particularly 

problematic is 1'f.illerson's use of the phrase "subjectively and 

objectively recognised occupational status". In an attempt to provide 

some basis for understanding the usage of 'profession' this discussion 

will focus on the work of Freidson (1970a and 1970b) and Becker (1970). 

Freidson (1970a) provides a different leverage on profession from 

that offered by the attribute theorists. His analysis of the medic:a.J( 

profession is drawn upon here. He sets out to present: 
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'an extended analysis of a profession ( ••• ) emphasis is 
on both .sides of the meaning of the word "profession" 
as a special kind of occupation, and ttprofession" as an 
occupation which has assumed a dominant position in the 
division of labour, so that it gains control over the 
determination of the substance of its own \vork. Unlike 
most occupations it is autonomous or self directing. 
The occupation sustains this special status by its persuasive 
profession of the extraordinary trustworthiness of its 
members. The trust\vorthiness it professes naturally 
included ethicality and lmowledgeable skill q. 

(Freidson l970a:xvii) 

Freidson makes a distinction between 'professionalism', which he 

describes in terms of an ideology of profession, based upon a set of 

attributes said to be characteristic of professionals, and ~profession' 

which he defines in terms of structural distinctions .. Professionalism, 

he says, seems able to exist independently of professional status .. 

Freidson's (1970a:82) major criterion for making professions 

distinct from other occupations is that they must have a position of 

legitimate control over work. This is clearly not the case with 

nursing which comes into the class of occupations which Etzioni (1969:v) 

has called the 'semi-professions' .. These he refers to as: 

'a group of new professions whose claim to the status of 
doctors and la\vyers is neither fully established nor 
fully desired. Lacking a better term we shall refer to 
those professions as semi-professions. Their training 
is shorter, their status less legitimated, their right 
to privileged co~ication is less established, there 
is less autonomy from supervision or societal control 
than "the" professions' .. 

Etzioni adds the caveat that he does not use the term semi-profession 

with any derogatory implications. 

Freidson' s main t..hesis is that t.~e consequences of the paramedical 

occupations being organised around the central established profession of 

medicine, are that, whilst on the one hand, they lack autonomy, 

responsibility, authority and prestige, they do, on the other hand, 
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possess elements of professionalism. Freidson (1970a:63) sums 

up the nurses' dilemma thus: 

'while nursing originally established itself as a 
fully-fledged occupation of some dignity by tying 
itself to the coat-tails of medicine, it has come to 
be greatly concerned with finding a new, independent, 
position in the division of labor. One of its dilemmas, 
however, lies in the fact that its work c~n no longer be 
controlled by the occupation itself. Most nursing takes 
place inside the hospital where nursing has not achieved 
autonomy'. 

For Freidson, 'professionalism' is the means by vlhich: 

'subordinate occupations claim to the public and to 
themselves that they have worthy tasks of service and 
evidence personal qualities of professionals ••• indeed 
the claim is to be a profession as such, if o~~y by 
identification with the profession of medicine'. 
(Freidson 1970a:67) 

It can be argued that Freidson's analysis is not all that different 

from the attribute theorists' work (cf. Di~~all 1977:119). DiD..gwall 

argues that Freidson having found his 'fundamental criterion' in 

professional autonomy uses it in his identification of other 'professions' 

in the same vein as the attribute theorists. 

'There is a central ambiguity in his (Freidson's) work 
betvmen specifying an objective definition of "profession" 
and examining t..he subjective knotvledge of collecti vi ty 
members ( ••• ) The strain between the objective and 
subjective elements is usually resolved in favour of the 
objective. This, of course, leads Freidson into 
legislating a social reality in just the same wa:;y as a 
classic attribute theorist'. (Dingwall 1977:119-120) 

Eecker's (1970) paper concerned with the nature of profession is now 

discussed. He cites Flexner's (1915) classic paper 'Is social work a 

profession?' in order to demonstrate the attribute approaCh to the study 

of professions .. Flexner, he SalfS, set forth six criteria for 

distinguishing professions from other kinds of work: 
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'··· P~ofes~io~ activity was classically intellectual, 
carry~ng WJ.. ~h ~ t great personal responsibility; it was 
lea~ed, b~1.ng based on great knowledge and not merely 
rout1ne; 1. t v1as ;Qractical, rather than academic or 
theoret~c; its technigue could be taught, this being 
the bas1s of professional education" it i•las strongly 
orgw..ised internally; and it was m;tivated by altruism, 
the professionals viewing themselves as working for some 
aspect of the good of socie~J'· (Becker 1970:88) 

On testing out his criteria against the attributes of certain occupations, 

Flexner found that social work had no technique of its ov.T:rl and thus was 

not a profession. 

He then qualified his objective criteria drastically with the 

caveat: 

'what matters most is professional spirit. All 
activities may be prosecuted in the general professional 
spirit. In so far as accepted professions are 
prosecuted at a mercenary or selfish level, la'" and 
medicine are ethically no better than trades o In so 
far as trades are honestly carried on, they tend to rise 
toward the professional level eoo The unselfish 
devotion of those who have Chosen to give themselves to 
maki11..g the vmrld a fitter place to live in can fill 
social work ·v1i th the professional spirit and thus to some 
extent lift it ·above all the distinctions ivhich I have 
been at such pains to ma'k:e'. (Becker 1970:88) 

This caveat, in a sense, undermines Flexner's whole analysis; for it 

suggests that a profession is only a profession in so far as some 

sociologist is prepared to say it is. Becker (1970:89-92) suggests 

that the difficulties experienced among students of profession in trying 

to arrive at an ag-.ceed upon usage of the term rtprofession" stems from 

the fact that: 

'one term is being made to do two quite different jobs'. 

The term "profession" is used by social scientists as a scientific 

concept, in order that they mi&~t distinguish professions as one of 

several forms of occupational organisation in a societ.y. Yet, Becker 
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scientists. 

9 L~en habitually use it to refer· to certain kinds 
of work and not to others, which they describe 
variously by "business", "sciences", "trades", "rackets" 
and the like. Used in this way in the ordinary 
intercourse of our societ.y, the term has another kind of 
meaning. Instead of describing and pointing to an 
abstract classification of kinds of work, it portrays a 
morally desirable J.rj_nd of work.. Instead of resembling 
a biologist's conception of a mammal, it more nearly 
resembles a philosopher's or theologian's conception of 
a good man'. 

Becker suggests that there is nothing v.rrong with using the term in both 

senses, that is to "use morally evaluative criteria to create an 

objectively discriminable class of phenomena" .. Yet, he says, that 

difficulties arise because people conventionally apply profession, in 

a morally evaluative sense, to certain occupations, t.ypically medicine 

and the law. Similarly, convention refuses to allow the use of the 

term profession for certain occupations, Flexner uses plumbing as an 

example .. Nevertheless Becker says: 

'to some people, both ~hose within the professions in 
question and l~en, it is not so clear that medicine 
and laH are necessarily morally praisev.rortby and 
plumbing is not'. (Becker 1970:91) 

The problems surrounding the use of the te:rm "profession" exemplify what 

Becker says is a perennial problem in social sciences; when the 

cli scipline' s concepts refer to matters tvhich concern both the people 

they a_~ applied to and the general public. 

'In an effort to make concepts abstract and scientific, 
we tend to lose touch with the conceptioncr l~en. 
Yet, if \ve try to incorporate their concerns into our 
concepts, we are faced with ambiguities like those 
surrounding profession'. 
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Becker offers a way out of this difficulty and proposes that 

v.1e should give up the attempt to produce a definition which is 

objectively specific whilst still conveying the l~'s sense of 

which occupations are really professions. Instead, he 8~8 we 

should take a radically sociological view, regarding professions 

simply as those occupations which have been fortunate enough in the 

politics of today's work world to gain and maintain possession of 

that honorific title. In this way 'profession' is not used as a 

scientific concept but as a 'folk concept', that is as part of the 

apparatus of the society we study, to be understood in the way that 

society uses it. Becker goes on to look at what he calls the 

characteristics of the 'honorific ~bol'. This analysis, he says, 

is different from the attribute theorist approach; for where they 

look at characteristics of existing occupational organisations, 

Becker is concerned here with "conventional beliefs about what those 

characteristics ought to be". He argues that: 

'Although people disagree as to what occupations are 
"really" professional, ( .... ) beneath these surface 
disagreements we can find substantial agreement on a 
set of interconnected characteristics which symbolize 
a morally praiseworth~ kind of occupational organization'. 

In order to effect this ~nalysis of the 's.y.mbol' Becker draws on the 

work of the attribute theorists on the grounds ~hat these definitions 

tried to take account of popular conceptions and "furnish an adequate 

source of characteristics out of which to construct the symbol of 

profession in our society". He concludes that 9 symbol 1 dDes not 

describe a:ny actual occupation but rather, it is "a symbol that people 

in our society use in thinking about occupations, a standard to which 
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they compare occupations in decidi:rt..g their moral worth". Becker 

recognises the limitations of symbols, particularly that they might 

become so removed from reality that they are unattair~ble. 

Dingwall (1976) suggests that sociologists should seek to 

understand the vpractical usage' of 'profession', rather than attempt 

to legislate a correct use of the term. He set out to examine heal t..h 

visitors' use of 'profession' in relation to their own and others' 

behaviour in terms of 'professional' and 'non-professional' conduct. 

In this endeavour DiD..gwall drew up a summar,y of his field data in a 

schematic form. The resulting list included summary statements 

concerning the health visitor as a person, the autonomy of heal~h 

visiting work, the attributes of the occupation, responsibilities for 

supervising others' work, equality of health vi si tors \vi th other 

professionals, the discrete area of v.mrk of health visiting, and the 

health visitor's assumption that her view of her social location was 

accepted by others. The formal scheme drawn up from the data is not 

definitive or exhaustive but Dingwall (1977:122-123) claims that: 

'Nevertheless by looking at the usage of terms over a 
series of interactions \'le may seek to assemble a 
repertoire which might plausibly correspond to some 
more or less organised interpretive scheme held by 
members of the health visiting community' • 

This analysis, Dingwall seys: 

'involved abandoning any attempt to legislate the 
definition of a "profession" and, instead, t..11e study 
of its usage to establish the activities of heal t..h 
visitors as a "profession" rather than an "occupation" 9 • 

He concludes that: 
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'health visitors' claims to professional status are 
based upon their conceptions of the social structure 
of their societ.y and the relative placing of 
occupations \:.Tithin it. This involves t..h.e location of 
health visiting as equal, inferior or superior to ot.."he.r 
occupations. Such self location is not, of course, 
necessarily recognised by those other occupations'. 
(Dingvlall 1977:141) 

Dingwall's discussion of health visitors' claims to professional status 

is helpful in considering these data6 

Students' usage of p~ofession 

Following Di11.b'f'\vall, the researcher looked for opporttuli ties to 

explore the students' use of the term 'profession'. During the course 

of the fieldHork, the researcher gained the impression tb.at the 

students used the term in an everyday sense, "\\Jb.ich took it for granted 

that nursing Has a profession. In studying the transcripts, it 

appeared that the students used the actual 1vord sparingly yet someho\v 

managed to invoke the concept 'profession' in order to set nursing aside 

from 'just another job', or indeed, from the work of the nursing 

auxiliaries .. 

The students' limited usage of the term vprofession' presents an 

interesting question for an~ysis .. The ldnds of things the students 

vrere saying appear to amount to notions which sociologists v.Jould combine 

a.11.d label as a claim to profession; yet the students did not actually 

articulate this claim. In an attempt to produce the students' accounts 

of their world this analytic point is a noteworthy one .. 

Despite the fact that the students were apt to describe their work 

as 'not really nursing' and, implicitly, if in no other 1-1a;y, to suggest 

that a lot of nursing work required little specialised skill, let alone 

knoi.vledge; the students referred to the work using the term 
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'professional' .. .Aeain it should be borne in mind that the students' 

usage of the vmrd is of interest .. It was used in many different 

senses? felv in the tradition of Carr Saunders and subsequent exponents 

of 'profession 9 • 

The following extracts illustrate the students' articulation of 

their vlOrk: 

K .. M .. : Are you conscious of needing the exam at the end of 
the daJ'? Of needing to pass it? Is it there all 
the time, the pressure? 

Student: At the moment, yes. 
the time). 

(The student 1,ras in college at 

K.H .. : Do you feel it in the college more than on the wards? 

Student: Yes, yes but I don't think its a bad thing, I thiruc 
it would sort of sift out the ones that, I \vouldn~'t 
lvant myself to be associated wi t."l1., I think ( ...... ) 

K .. M .. : Sorry, how do you mean? 

Student: Well, I think, if you can't &et through the exams, I 
think they have got to keep a certain standard in nursing .. 
Even things like headlines in the papers "nurse found with 
several men" ( .... .,) it a..ml.oys me, it maybe sounds snobby 
but, it turns out to be a..n auxiliary or something.. We 
are all classified as v nurse' • He' re not all, 1.ve are all 
nurses but there are definitely different categories .. 

K .. M.: Its a difficult argument in some areas. 

Student: Yes it is, but I think there have to be certain standards 
and people have to step in line v-li th those otheTivise, we 
a...T-8 all going to go dm.r.a with them. ( .... ) you know, sort 
of a poor standard of nursing in a hospital, everyboqy is 
going to be classed as the same, so I do think the exams 
are essential. (34) 

This student does not once use the Hord 'profession 9 ; nevert..~eless a.h.e 

is making a claim for the separate categorisation of the occupational 

group. Indeed her comment about sifting out those with whom she would 

not want to be associated suggests that, although she does not use t"l1.e 

term 'profession~ she has some judgemental yardstick, akin to Becker's 
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'symbol', in mind. Her remarks suggest that she would rese:rve the 

term 'nurse' for a g-..coup of workers, vrho might do the same work as 

nursing auxiliaries but who are also in some sense different. This 

position was taken by several of the students. "lh..ilst they could not 

always say vihy nursing either deserved a particular position in the 

classification of occupations, or was indeed, a profession, they 

displayed a tendency to \vant to set it apart as a rather special 

occupation. 

The student's comments below illustrates the inability to define 

profession .. 

K.H .. : ( .... ) I don't know if you feel that it is more of a 
profession th~n a job? 

Student: A profession .. 

K .N.: \·lha t ma..:.Ces it that? 

Student: Its not just a job; you don't just go in and do it, it 
progresses. A job you just go in and do, come back and 
leave it. A profession you progress in, I can't explain 
it. (37) 

Students' accounts of their work varied; some chose to discuss nursing 

in relation to occupational alternatives, as evidenced by the followiD~ 

extracts: 

K .. M .. : ( .... ) so in general terms, can you say \.rl'~t you think is 
important in nursing? 

Student: Depends what you want out of it I think .. 

K .:r-t. : You mean perso:r1ally, can you perhaps say v1by you came in to 
nursing? 

Student: I've been \vorking Hi th people before in a public relations 
department, highways department, shops on Satu.rdays before 
I started nursing. I far"Lcied \·mrking wi t...h people, I 
couldn't bear to be shut in &"'1 office all day, just didn't 
appeal to me at all, boring.. So either nursing or teachin..g, 
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I did decide when I was doing my '0' grades; the 
careers mistress informed me that there weren't many 
jobs going but there 1-.rere opporttmi ties to go into 
nursing· in various parts of the country, so I decided 
to do nursing. 

K .. H.: Ho\v have you found it since you started, vJhat do you 
like about it? 

Student: I like working in the wards but I did.n' t realise that 
there Hould be so ma...ny exams and things ( ..... ) (28) 

Similar vie1vs \I./ere eJ...--pressed by a..nother student: 

K .. H .. : ( ...... ) What do you really think is important in nursing? 

Student: I think you have got to have a liking for people, \vorking 
Hi th people got to have a compassion tot~Jards people.. I 
thinl-;: nursing 1vill have to put out a lot more advantages 
of coming into nursing in the future; as far as I have 
seen on the 1vards they are really short staffed .. 

K .. M .. : \fua t brought you into nursing? 

Student: I \vanted a job where I could Hark Hi th people and I \vanted 
to get a1•1a;y from home that's maybe my main reason, and 
nursing just seemed to be a job which suited me, but I've 
found out to my cost it isn't tl1e job that suits me. 

K.M .. : Can you elaborate on that? 

Student: \·lell for one thing·, coming a\vay from home I find I can~ t 
live on the salary, I' m overdra-vm every month, I tl1ink 
that is just coming aHay from home.. .And you are given 
more re sponsi bili ty on the Hards than I think you catJ. cope 
Hi th a..nd I don't like \vorki ng shifts. (4) 

The students cited above discussed their reasons for 'doing nursing' in 

terms of the attractions of the \vork in contrast with othe:::.- possible 

occupations .. Social and structural considerations, v.Thic..h. had to do Hi th 

conditions of vlork and the lifestyle which could be achieved t-hrough the 

work vrere important Hhen these students gave their vieHs of nursing .. 

K .!1. : You said at the beg·inning that t-he thing that you t-hought 
Has most important was carirt..g for your patient and cari11..g 
for your profession. Do you see nursing as a profession -
how do you vieH nursi1~ 
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Student: Oh yes I definitely see it as a profession. ~21d I 
th..ink if 'v!e are going to have any advancement - there 
have been so many advances in medicine that nursing has 
obviously got to follow - and if v!e don' t start banding 
together and sticlring up for ourselves as a profession I 
thinlc t<Te are going to lose all status. As it is I 
don' t quite knm!l \<!hat our status is ,.n_ thin the general 
:public, hoH they feel about us.. I'm sure the almost 
condescendiP..g Ha;y they say 'oh you do such a wonderful 
job' , really they mean, 'I don' t really knotv hotv you can 
do it, it is so horrible, but He need someone to do it so 
you must be tvonderful'; that comes out in a lot of peoples' 
attitudes. It's a very middle class profession, so many 
people become student nurses and they are altaJ"ays fairly \<Jell 
educated, not just a lot of people who have got a couple of 
v 0' grades, t..h.ey have managed to go on and do 'Highers', and 
quite a fevr of them have even been to urriversi ty and colleges 
and then decided to go back to nursing because they have 
decided that they don't 1.va.nt a more 'classical' type of 
education, but vlant to be doing things with people.. Nursing 
seems to be a middle course for most of tlLem, they like to 
have responsibility, and at t..h.e same time be looking after 
people. In that way nursing is good ( .... ) (33) 

In the first two extracts above the students vTere talking about nursing 

in terms of job expectations and job satisfaction. The desire to work 

"!.vith people, not surprisi1~ly, cropped up in most students' accounts of 

\vhy they chose nursing. The student in the last extract defended the 

status of nursing work. She saw nursing as a profession for the 

educated middle classes \vho VIant a responsible job "!.·Ji th people, but do 

not vTant a university t;y-pe education .. She stressed the point that IDELny 

student nurses are eligible for Ul1iversity entrance. This comment 

stands in rather sharp distinction from that made by the student who was 

81L-rprised to find that nursing \vas 'so academic' .. The same student \vent 

on to discuss the -vrork of auxiliaries. She felt that t..here should be 

more qualified staff actually doing the nursing care. 

K .. M .. : ( .... ) that doesn't quite square does it with what \-Ye 
taJ.ked about earlier, about how nurses say that t..h.ey \vant 
to work vli th and help people; no\v \·le are talking about they 
\Afant to move at.,ray from patients ( ..... ) 
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Student: Yes, if you really t.ranted to work with peo:ple you \.Jould 
be an auxiliary because they are the ones that al1.vays 
H~rk wi t.h people, they never progress so they are always 
\VJ.. th the patients. That's '\.Yhy perhaps nursing should 
perhaps be changing more, there should be less auxiliaries 
about - and I'm aJ:Hays changing rrry mind about what should 
be done - but in some '"ay there should be more trained 
staff and less auxiliaries, so that there are more trained 
people looking after and doing the basic care for the 
patients, and al1vays doing the baths and bedbaths .. 

K.Mo: Yes, because the picture that you are painting suggests 
that the students do that (i.e. basic care), and if there 
are trained staff there and students, the staff are happy 
to sey 'oh Hell, the students should do that because they 
are here' .. 

Student: Yes, and some of the trained staff they even prefer to be 
doing th..ings like just making empty beds, rather than 
doing basic things like beds and bedba ths; -vrhich is so 
1.Jrong, because you always learn so much about the patient 
in intimate surroundings, you just get to know them so 
'\vell ( .... ) r1aybe it is a time 1.v-e got back to basic, more 
basic nursing .. 

K.M.: Raise the status of it, I wonder if that is at the root of 
it; a drug trolley is high status, washing somebody is 
not so good. 

Sttldent: (Heavy with sarcasm) Yes, anybody ca...11 do that, v1hereas 
only trained staff or t11o students ca..n do the drugs ( .... ) 
I thiP.lc things are a bit upside-do'tm. (33) 

She Hent on to say that senior student nurses displayed the tendency 

to move awey from the patients even before they joined the ranks of t..he 

trained staff. Tney preferred to do the more teChnical work and to 

leave the basic nursing to the up and coming juniors; this point '"as a 

recurrent one t..h.roughou t the study. 

The researcher pursued this question of the students' desire to 

move away from the patient, by asking how far the students thought tr~t 

this desire 1>1as in keeping with the 'professional' ethos, or even the 

claim to wan.t to 1110rk with people'. In the extract quoted above the 

student thought that "things -v;ere begin_ning to get a bit upside-do1m" .. 
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J3"1J this she meant that nursing was being done, in the main, by 

untrained nursin..g auxiliaries and students, instead of by qualified 

staff. In other ,.,ords if students come into training in order to 

nurse patients 'men they qualify, why is it that they appear to move 

away from direct patient care as they approach qualified nurse status? 

This question also interested the researcher. 

The students are faced with a problem ,.,hen t.'ley consider the 

natu:re of their work .. The student cited above exemplifies the tension 

which exists, ivhen she tentatively suggests that there should perhaps 

be less auxiliaries. It seems then, that in making claims to 

'profession', if indeed they are, the students are left with a dilemma. 

If they declare t..hat nursing is a profession, ,.,hich requires traiD.i.ng, 

and has a body of ~kills and knowledge, they must reach the conclusion 

that untrained auxiliaries should not practise nursing. On the other 

hand, it is the case that auxiliaries do engage in very similar '"ark 

to that u_ndertaken by many students, thus the latter might equally well 

argue that if auxiliaries can do nursing it is not specialised work and 

therefore cannot be considered to be a profession. Malcolm Johnson 

(in Hardie ~nd Hockey 1978:115) supports tl1is second view, in a paper 

concerned with 'nursing professionalisation'. 

'Perrktps the greatest stumbling block to professional 
elevation is the vast range of work which goes on under 
the nursing rubric. Nursing auxiliaries are not OD~Y 
numerous, they carry out \oTork of a.n undeniably important 
kind w"i th little or no trainirr..g' • 

This dilemma raises the original questions posed by Becker (1970) 

surrounding what is meant by 'profession'. We shall return to this 

question after consideri~~ one other aspect of the students' approaCh to 

'doing nursing' • 
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The notions of 'getting through the \>lark' and 'pulling weight' 

have been discussed in Chapter 6 .. This approach to doing nursine 

is relevant here as it has implications for claims to profession .. 

It is convenient here to summarise this approach. There was a 

tendency for students to regard the nursing care as a '·viorkload' to be 

got through, and the nursing staff as a '\vork-force t to get through it. 

The students talked of other nurses or students not 'pulling their 

Height', 'skiving' or not 'mucking in'. This was the picture of 

nursing \AJhich the students painted; it might be captured in the 

approach to work of one ~~othetical student (idealised pastiche of the 

vieHs of many) • "I 'm prepared to get on '~ri th a fair share of w..is 

nursing -vmrk, if you \>Iill get on Hi th yours; if \ve all work together 

the sooner we vlill be finished" .. 

It must be said before going any further that ~his summarised 

approach does not seek to deny the existence of finer feelings of 

altruism among the students .. It merely demonstrates tl!e ambiguities 

which exist in their ap:proac..h to nursing; it is simply that reasons 

for being nurses and the hospital system of \.Jork are confronted here .. 

The extract below illustrates the point. 

K.r1.: 

Student: 

K.M.: 

One of the t:h..ings that has come out of these discussions 
is the idea that nUTses are not reaJ.ly i.>Ja.nting to do the 
work ( ..... ) It's alright if all the nurses go out and do 
it, ;,.fnich fits in with t..he idea that it is alright if the 
ward sister rolls her sleeves up and the staff nurse will 
help, in a 'let's go and get on with it' way ( ••• ). 
That approach put up against t..he idea of being a caring 
professioP~ nurse ( ••• ) seems like a different thing, one 
1:·1ey it sounds like the conveyor belt and tb.e Hork-force 
comes in( •.• ) 

It is a bit lL"k:e that though. 

I 'm not saying it in a derogatory sense, maybe it is the 
only way to see nursing practice. I just wonder if we are 
not setting up a complication to make it sound like sometr~ng 
terribly professional and special. 
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Student: I think it i~ a veJ."'Y important point, the other day 
we vTere talking amongst ourselves about how people see 
us and ho-v1 we felt. It Has to do with that prog--ramme 
'.A:ng·els' (a ] .. B .. C.. drama serial) ( ...... ), -vre \vere thinking 
they a~ degrading our :profession, \ve vlere thinldng in a 
professlonal \vay and then started talking about how people 
see ;you. People ask you what you do and you sa:y a nurse 
and they say 'oh, I could never do that'. And you thiiLk 
what exactly do they mean; do they mean that they wouldn't 
like to clear up all day, or" I really admire your 
patience and understanding.. And then you realise that 
they have a false impression - mop brm.;s and clear up. 
They don't ln1ov.T that there are a lot more technical things 
that have to be acquired ( ..... ) There are a lot of 
complicated things a.nd it does take a lot of teaching as 
\vell as the way you treat people, and the general care and 
attention( .... ) (29) 

This student immediately rose to defend the title 'profession' for 

nursing. The researcher's suggestion that to claim profession merely 

clouded the issue, ·Has rejected by the student \.o~ho Hent on to adduce 

evidence, in terms of "complicated things" in nursing, in support of 

her claim to professione Her comment upon the public image of nursing 

is interesting. She suggests that the public may not, indeed, see the 

nurse as a member of a profession, but simpl;y as a 'noble soul' doing a 

dirt,y job a.nd therefore stru1ding in need of praise. This attitude 

verges on patronage. 

:Discussion 

To retll-TD to the original question concerning what the students 

meant by 'profe.ssion' .. The data support the suggestion that student 

nurses are prepar~d to describe nursing as a profession, rather th~ any 

other t.ype of occupation .. \fuat is not quite so clear is upon v!hat 

grounds they do this .. The nature of the Hork, they ''lould adm.i t, is at 

times basic a.nd requires li'ttle skill; an argument Hhich they support 

by reference to the fact that unqualified aQxiliaries are often doir~ 
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tb.e same 1..ro~ck., Dinoovrall' s discussion of claims to professional 

status is of SOL1e help here. 

Dinu~all (1976) suggests that the health visitors' claim to 

'profession' \·lhich he interpreted as a claim to Ha particular kind 

of social location in relation to other social groups", is not 

without its problems. In making this claim the health vi si tor 

encou..n.tered problems vlhich DingHall describes as "problems of 

exclusion a...11d. inclusion" .. Exclusion, in his context, has to do ivi th 

dcfinixJ.g oneself as a discrete occupation; in the case of Di:rl.g\<Tall' s 

health visitors, the Hork of general nurses and social Horkers created 

problems of this kind because their work overlapped vri th that of the 

health vi si tor .. Problems of inclusion vmre posed, on the other hand, 

by the fact that the occupational groups from which the health visitors 

wished to distinguish themselves, in terms of viOrk 9 Here the same 

groups \vi th Hhich they ivished to be identified as social equals .. 

Clearly the doctors formed such a group. 

The students in the :present study are faced \•li th the overlapping 

of auxiliary 1<1ork an.d their ovm; the auxiliaries being an occupational 

group from Hhich they wish to distinguish themselves .. The data do not 

provide any clues as to hm.; the students thought that they should rank 

socially vis-a-vis such occupa tiov..al groups as the docto~s. However, 

thei~ use of the term 'profession' was indicative of some judgemental 

. ' f . t . process occurring. The students were either us~ng pro ess1on 1n 

order to claim some moral respectability for their work (cf. Eecker 

1970); or, as DingvTall suggests in the case of the healt-h vi si tors, in 

order to claim social status within ~he P~erarchy of occupations. 
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The data do not allmv any further comment upon whi eh of these 

alternatives more closely resembles the students' motives. The 

students certairJ..y seemed to be sayiTl..g that nursing was in some Hay 

different; not 'just at"J.other job'., HoHever,- in the absence of 

comparative data, it is impossible to say \•lhether this particular 

claim is in any way unique ~o nurses. There could be said to be 

an analytic distinction be"bween t\·10 kinds of claim to being 'different'; 

firstly, claims being made on t..h.e basis of t..he Hork being service 

oriented, ru1d thereby linked '~th 9profession' on altruistic grounds. 

In this sense nurses could claim 'differentness 9 because they work 

\vi th sick people, a..nd are thus in a position of :privilege and trust .. 

Secondly, claims to 'differentness' from other occupational groups 

might \-Tell be made on the basis of creativity or craft. The craftsmen 

'\•Tho produce works of beauty through skill and long-standing :practice, 

might claim that their \vork is v different' from production line work; 

for example, hand-made reproduction furDi~e craftsmen as opposed to 

high street mass produced furniture workers. Thus the student nurses' 

claims to doing a 'different' kind of job, not 'just a job', do not 

necessarily tell us anything about nursing as occupation or profession. 

In the light of the above discussion, 1-.re cannot equate student nurses' 

claims to 'differentness 9 with claims to profession. 

In this chapter the students' accounts of what constitutes nursing 

work have been considered. The students are prepared to call certain 

aspects of their t<Tork 'not really nursing'; the aspects of their work 

which they are prepared to call nursing tend to be of a technical 

11ature. It has been suggested that this is not unrelated to the 
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possibili "bJ that nurses tal\:e their kudos from medical v;ork, which 

is of a mo:re technical nature.. 'Real nursin.g' and 'not really 

nursin£;·' as a distinction, can be defended by the students, broadly 

in terms of the age of the patients.. Old people \vho simply need 

looldng after rather than medical attention do not, the data suggest, 

merit the 'real nursing' which the acutely ill patients deserve. 

It could also be argued that the students find it easier to nurse the 

yo~~er patient, who passes through the ward more quickly, and rewards 

the student for her efforts by improving and goiYJ.g home.. It might 

be that the student can empathise more readily -vri th a patient Hho is 

simply passing through on his \va;y to recovery, than wi tb. t.he long 

term chronically sick. This factor might also go some 1.va;y to 

explaining '!.vhy the students tended to have a preference to acute 

nursing in the surgical sphere. In short, it may be easier to empathise 

\1i th a younger patient \<Tho has a transient, curable condition .. 

Fin~ly, there remains the question of profession, on the one hru1d, 

it seems vle have a large Hork-force consisting, for the most part, of 

t~e u~qualified and the untrained, (students and auxiliaries) doing the 

nursing on t.he basis of medical prescription. \f'nilst on the other hand, 

a small, but ever growing, academic faction are promoting nursing as a 

profession independent of medicine. Hm<~ are the t\vo to be reconciled? 

The data of this study allow no more than speculation on the part of the 

resear~her, in the form of possible extrapolation from the students' 

accounts of profession.. It is suggested here t..hat the growing literature 

concerned tvi th nursing theory is produced by and serves the needs of a 

professio~~ising elite in nursing, which is remote from ~he mainstream. 
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The behaviou:r which the students in this study describe as 

'professional', it is argued, is no more than a result of the 

'professionalism' which they claim through working in the shadow of 

the medical profession. Freidson's work is helpful here. He 

maintains that the fact that the paraprofessiorulis are subordinate to 

medicine is made more acceptable to them by their claim to 

professionalism; this lvould seem to be one e:A'J)lanation of the 

position 1vhich the student nurses in this study describe.. In the 
)~ 

light of this discussion, it~ argued here that the tension betvJeen the 

professionalising claims of the nursi11g theorists ru1d the claims to 

professionalism by these 'doing nursing' is not as problematic as one 

might at first suppose. For, far from being ~~o oppoGing perspectives 

on the same phenomenon, they are, in fact, a..nalytically different 

claims. The professionalisers, it could be said, are discontented with 

their lack of autonomy; and are striving to achieve professional status 

in their O\v.a right. Thus, nursirtg diagnoses, prescriptions a.11d 

independent practice, in at least some areas of nursing, are the ultimate 

goals of this group. \ihilst those claiming professionalism are content 

to obscure their lack of professionaJ. status p:!7oper, and settle for the 

sta~~s conferred upon them by virtue of working in close association with 

~~e medical profession. In Freidson's words: 

qparamedical occupations hold a distinctly subordinate 
position in a complex division of labor, dominated by 
a profession, a position ,.rhose character is at once 
obscured and made pal. a table by the claim of 
p~ofessionAlis.m'.- (Freidson l970a:70) 
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The data concerned with 'being professional' presented in 

this chapter, have been disct:tssed in terms of Becker' s notion of 

a 'folk concept' and Freidson's an~lysis of profession. The folk 

concept focuses on the meaning intended by those 1.mo use t..~e term, 

in t:b..is case, student nurses.. Freidson's work \•Tas dra\·.rn upon 

firstly, because it provides some possible explanation of the students' 

use of the term 'profession' from an alternative angle to the folk 

concept, ~nd, secondly, because he discusses nursing in terms of 

profession a._nd in relation to the dominant profession of medicine .. 

'Ihe issue of professionalisation is taken up again in the next chapter .. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Concluding analysis 
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In this study the researcher set out to see how student nurses 

vie\'led their work and training .. Thus far, the students' accounts 

of their nursing world have been presented; the major themes from 

the data explored and set out in analytic categories described in 

Chapters 5 to 10. The task facing the researcher in this c~-apter, 

then, is to examine these categories in order to discover \>That they 

tell us about nursing as it is understood by the student nurseG 

It has been observed already that the analytic categories are 

not discrete entities. There are many ambiguities, overlappings ruLd 

interrelationships which, for clarity of presentation, had to be 

resolved by producing distinct categories. The ambiguities in the 

data \<Tere at once ar.talytically problematic and encouraging, the latter 

because they reflect the complexities of nursing. Often in writing 

about one category or analytic theme the researcher had difficulty in 

sustaining one line of argument as the concept ur1der consideration had 

implications for other parts of the analysis. Preservation of the 

essence of the data and the tenor of the argument, \vhilst. acknoHledging 

the interrelationships in the analytic categories created are ever 

present problems of analysis. To summarise and attempt to draw the 

categories together would not t~~e the discussion of the students• 

world much further forward. It is the intention in this chapter, 

therefore, to focus upon three issues which emerged from quite different 

substantive discussions during the fieldwork; each of these issu.es has 

already been discussed under more than one category heading. The 

issues demonstrate the interrelationships among categories insofar as 

disparate data i terns could result in one category and different 

categories could be developed from similar items of data. Also, it 
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seems reasonable to suppose that these issues are firmly grounded 

in the data ru1d merit discussion beyond theJ.·r· · 1 t orlgiD..a explora ion 

in the categories. 

The issues to be discussed are, firstly, how the student 

experience prepares the student nurse for staff nurse work; secondly, 

the interchangeability of students and nursing auxiliaries; and, 

thirdly, the notion of medical dominance in the students' world. 

Before proceeding to consider each of these issues it is necessar,y to 

elaborate the analytic concept of t fitting in', -vrhich permeated all 

the categories. This concept, which has so far been alluded to only 

indirectly, \vas developed in order to explain one of the students~ 

main concerns, namely, meeting the expectations of those 1.vi th whom they 

v1orked, especially those in authority. 

'Fitting in' 

Throughout the interviews the students referred to their need to 

meet the expectations of those \vi th whom they worked. On the 

hospi taJ. 1.vards this meant, first and foremost, fitting in with the way 

in which the ward sister ran her ward. The wards vrere 9 according to 

the students, in one sense similar, in that the 'external routines' 

were similar; they differed in terms of 'internal routines', which were, 

by and large, determined by the ward sister. 'llie students felt that 

they had to find out what the sister expected of them and to 'fit in' 

accordingly. 'Ihe ward sister's expectations \vere not, hovrever, the 

only ones to be met. 'Ihe other qualified staff on the ward frequently 

had a different set of expectations and the students found themselves 

having to accommodate these. A major force 1.vi th whi eh the students 

had to contend was the body of nursing auxiliaries. These permanent 
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members of the i•Tard tvorkforce Here seen to be set in their wa:ys, 

usually older ·v.rornen, and, invariably, very close to the tt~ard sister .. 

The students soon discovered that to 'fit in' w1·th +he ·1· · - v_ au.x.l._~arl.es 

vras not only expedient but almost a..n imperative .. 

From this brief discussi. of 'fitting in t , and there l1..ave been 

many examples of this in ihe explication of the six categories, it 

can be seen tl1at 'fitting in' constitutes a major part of the 

students' behaviour. The s~~dent meets the expectations of her 

tutors, \vardi. sister, penna.nent qualified, and, importantly~ auxiliary 

staff on the tvards .. The student has only a short time in Hhich to 

effect thiso As it has been discussed, the transient nature of the 

student's role, means that she does not remain for much more than six 

or eight \·reeks on a..YlY one vrard. Consequently the students concentrate 

their efforts firstly, on fitting in with the staff &!d secondly, on 

the actual patient care.. There are sound reasons behind this seem.i11 .... g 

mal-ordering of priority. The vrard sister has at her disposal a 

potential sanction, in the fom of the student 1 s \>lard report .. Thus, 

the student has both her dey to day comfort at \<Tork a.nd her 1.vard 

report, which constitutes part of her assessment, to consider in her 

dealings with the ward sister. 

The students t'lere very much a1.rare of the fact that if their time 

on a particular i.Jard ':7as to be trouble-free, they "~tlould also have to 

get on and 'fit in' 1ri th the au.xiliaries. The auxiliaries occupy 

a po\verful position in the Hard, because they tend to be loP_g 

t ..:l.:.., b f th h p· tal stafi"'.. a fact 1.-rbich often leads s an.u..J..ng mem ers o_ _ e __ os J. , 

them to develop a close \vorking, and sometimes social, relationship 

1ti th the \·lard sister. The students relied on the auxiliaries for 

guidance in their first few days on a ward. They also knetv that if 
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they were to ~~tagonise the auxiliaries, their position might 

become uncomfortable. The students were suspicious of the close 

relationship vlhich often existed between the sister and the 

auxiliar'J; and so felt that unfavourable comment might find its 

way into their ward reports. 

Whilst most commonly the discussions of t fitting in' referred to 

vTork on the \vards, the students were aware of the need to know \-.rhat 

constituted the 'college way' of nursing. Tney gave much more 

em:phasi s, hovrever, to their 'fitting in t on the wards. 'Fitting in' 

is then, an important, if relatively simple concept. Tb~oughout 

the fieldwork it recurred as one of the major preoccupations of the 

students. Indeed, they often used the expression 'fitting in' 

themselves when discussing their work on the wards. It serves then 

as a backdrop to the discussion of the main issues in this chapter. 

1 • THE STUDENT EXPERIENCE 

This section is concerned vdth the appropriateness of the three 

years spent as a student for the eventual vTOrk as a staff nurse. In 

other words, how does the student experience help the newly qualified 

staff nurse in her v10rk; that is to do what one student called v a 

different job'. Can these three years of 'fitting· in' prepare the 

student to be a qualified nurse? 

From the data already presented it can be seen that the students 

become adept at moviP~ from place to place, they adjust, pick up the 

routines and 'get the work done'. Alongside this practical experience, 

the students have lectures and tutorials in the college. The 

teaching, according to the students' accounts, tends to be disease 

oriented and medically dominated. Furthermore, this is presented vd th 
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a framework of an individualised care approach to nursing. 

However, on the wards the students have found that care is carried 

out in the form of routines and the work often split up into 

simple tasks which militates against an individualised approach. 

However, where there vras a requirement for more complex technical 

work this vras, on the tvhole, carried out by senior students and the 

staff nurses. To effect the organisation of \>lork along these lines 

a qualified member of staff allocates the nursing work on each shift, 

in a way which has been likened to the 'scientific management' 

approach which is common in industry .. This involves a degradation 

of labour, and a divorce of the specialist kno-vrledge from the actual 

carrying out of the tasks; in this way a less skilled t·rork-force can 

effect the work (Braverman 1974); ti1e exception bein_g the specific 

instances where complex technical skills -vrere required .. The student 

nurse spends three years on the receiving end of this style of 

organisation; on becoming a staff nurse she must also become~ in the 

absence of the \vard sister, a manager. The questions posed here are: 

how does she make this step from •worker' to 'manager' and how is she 

prepared for this? 

Socialisation 

It has already been argued that the reaction approach to 

socialisation, which focuses on the student rather than the professional 

role, is appropriate when considering the socialisation of the student 

nurse (Olesen and Whittaker 1968, Becker et a1 1961, Simpson 1980) .. 

The v fitting in' behaviour described by the students in this study 

supports the notion that s~~dents temporarily abandon their long-term, 
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altruistic, professional-type goals in favour of meeting the 

requirements of the moment. Becker et al (1968:422) s~ of the 

medical students they studied: 

'\>le believe that the medical students enter medical 
school ope~~y idealistic about the practice of 
medicine and the medical profession. They do not 
lose this idealistic long~r~~ge perspective but 
realistically develop a "cy-.aicalu concern with the 
dczy to day details of getting through medical school' .. 

Psathas (1968) in a stu~ of student nurses took a different view 

from Becker et al. Psathas prefers not to assign either values or 

motivational significance to the attitudes of the students; rather, 

he sees expression of a 'realistic' or 'cynical' approach to -v1ork as 

"indicators of successful socialisation and of the adoption of 

relevant perspectives rather th..an as si tuational adaptations". 

Despite their different analyses both Becker et al and Psa~~as describe 

the \vays in vThich the students behave in the face of the realities 

which they encounter during their process of 'becoming' doctors and 

nurses. The tactics \Y"hich they describe represent the students' 

attempts at 'getting through'. 

In this study the notion of 'getting through' has to be seen in 

the context of working on the \vards, getting satisfactory ward reports 

and passing examinations. Interestingly, the students made ver,y 

little reference to the written examinations which they had to pass in 

order to achieve registration. They appeared to consider themselves 

to be part of the work-force on the wards and \vere therefore much more 

oriented to 'fitting in' and 'getting through' there. The student 

experience in the college of nursing, it could be argued, is 

inappropriate for the preparation of staff nurses on two counts. First, 
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it does not offer a style of nursing which accords with the reaJ.i ty 

of life in the wards and second, it does not prepare the students 

for this discontinui~J. These shortcomings of the college education 

could go some "~/tay to accounting for the students r seeming ambivalence 

tov.rards the need for a theoretical basis for nursing. As it has 

been discussed (Chapter S) they would argue on the one hand, that the 

auxiliaries did the same work and could function as well as student 

nurses; yet, on the other hand, that some 'theory' was needed for 

nurses. The need for theory v1as defended in a variety of ways, mostly 

pointing to\vards a claim to 1 differentness' for nurses vis-a-vis 

auxiliaries. 

The researcher can only speculate about \•Thy the students placed 

little emphasis on 'I.Yritten examinations. \f.hen these were mentioned, 

it was in a general "exams make me nervous" sense; rather than in any 

attempt to discuss their relevance to registration. In contrast, the 

medical students in Becker et al's (1961) work tried to approach 

examinations in an 'intelligent' vlay, by electing to learn topics which 

would be of use in subsequent practice as well as get them through their 

examinations. There were too many topics and subjects to cover and so 

the Kansas medical students were faced with making choices about what 

to lear.n and what to leave out. Eventually, Becker et al argue, the 

students concern themselves with discovering vThat the teaching staff 

expected of them, and then concentrated upon learning that. 

'they must decide which of the many facts they are 
brought into contact \ri th they will try to remember 
and make use of; for a while some students try to make 
this choice by thinking ahead to their prospective 
medical practices and seeing what will be most needed 
there. But they knovr nothing of medical practice so 
this is not a workable criterion. What is much more 
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pressing is their discovery that they must first 
of all pass the examinations set for them by the 
faculty; if they do not they will not practise 
medicine at all' (Beck er et al 1961:423). 

The different approach to the 'theoretical' (l) part of the student 

experience in the present study and that found in Becker' s work is 

interesting. 'lne medical students take for granted that all of the 

theory they are taught is of some use but suppose that some parts will 

be of more use in their future practice. Ho'ttrever, as Becker points 

out, the medical students have little experience of practice so are 

unable to select Hhich parts to learn for examinations using future 

utility as a criterion of selection. They Here, hoHever, able to 

discover Hhat the faculty expected them to know and concentrated on 

learning that; this tactic resolved their difficulty in selecting 

topics to learn for examinations(Becker et al 1961). llie student 

nurses in the present study are familiar Hi th nursing on the v1ards and, 

therefore, are also aware of the fact that the 'theory' is of little 

practical help to them. The student nurses knoH what the college 

expects of them in terms of examination perfonmLnce; what they are 

much less sure of is what the ward sisters expect of them in terms of 

practical performru1ce. Thus, on the basis of these data it is 

suggested th-at the student nurses' emphasis upon 'fitting in' and 

'getting tD-rough' on the wards is appropriate to their situation. 

There is an interesting question of power behind tbis issue. The 

student nuxaes were not always sure just what was expected of them by 

th · ndi ·dual ward s1· sters· this they had to find out when they e ~ Vl , 

reached the ward. Also, the students clearly had the impression that 

the sisters either liked or did not like certain students and that this 

1 .. t Theoretical t is used in the sense of the 'book \·mrk' part of the 
course 
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had as much to do vTi th personaJ.i 'bJ as with anything else. Thus, 

the students were really charged with the task of meeting the 

expectations of those above them both on the wards and in the 

college. However one construes the students' position, that is as 

students, workers or apprentices, their progress is contingent upon 

their creating a favourable impression upon those above them. 

Evidence of the students' concern to make this good impression has 

been presented already. O'.ae frequently occurring comment bears 

repetition. The students 'l.vere reluctant to complain or to seek 

support from their tutors or ward sisters over matters which concerned 

them. Their reason for this reluctance 'I.>Tas to avoid a:.ay adverse 

comment in their file or ward reports. It seems, therefore, that the 

students faced their lot v.ri th a degree of resignation; they 'l.vere 

prepared to 'fit in' ~~d 'get through' for three years in order to 

become registered nurses. 

Student to staff nurse 

As it has been said, Becker et al (1961) suggest that students 

come into a profession with an idealised view of the attitudes, 

values ~nd knowledge of its members. By means of interaction with the 

members of the profession and an exposure to its teachings the students 

can adjust their ideals by reference to the reality.. It is argued 

here that the major difficulty facing the student nurse is a practical 

one of ho\..r she 1rill function as a staff nurse. Thus, the main thrust 

of this discussion does not so muCh concern how the student nurse adopts 

professionaJ. attitudes, values, and the like; but rather, ho'l.v she 

learns to function as a staff nurse. This is an import~nt question 

to address as the eventual achievement of registration and qualification 
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is the aim of the three years spent as a student. 

The 'professional' role, towards which their socialisation is 

aimed, does seem to the students to be different from the student 

role which they have taken for three years. 

in terms of status but in terms of content. 

Different, not merely 

According to the 

students' accounts, the staff nurse's work is further removed from 

the patients, especially when she has to take charge of the ward in 

the absence of the ward sister. 

It has already been noted that the idea of anticipatory 

socialisation is not a particularly helpful concept in considering 

the student nurse's training for her 1.vork as a staff nurse. T.he 

students when faced with questions about hov1 they might deal 1.vi th a 

situation when they were staff nurses, tended to take a Vcross that 

bridge when we come to it' approach. This can be t8.tlcen as an example 

of the students' tried and tested method of 'getting through'. That 

is to say, a student upon entering a new situation, finds out all there 

is to know about it, and on the basis of the facts as she sees them, 

determines her action. To be sure, She will build up a. stock of 

responses to situations which she knows will work, but these come from 

experience rather than any attempt to anticipate events and her 

reactions to them.. This si tuational approach to learning to function 

as a student nurse is consistent with the behaviour of the medical 

students in Becker et al.'s (1961) work. The dictates of the situation 

and meeting of the d~ to day requirements are the real priorities of 

the student's world. In the words of Becker et al (1961:442): 
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'He adapts his behaviour to the situation as he 
sees it, ignoring possible lines of action which 
seem pre-ordained to fail or unworkable, discarding 
those which may cause conflict - in short, choosing 
the action which seems reasonable and expedient'. 

The main tra.nsi tion thent that the student must make on becoming 

a staff nurse, is from the position of a worker undertaking tasks 

allocated to her to the position of a qualified member of staff, 

allocating the work. It has been suggested that the ward sister 

adopts a bureaucratic rather th~n a professional solution to her 

problem of supervision of unqualified and untrained staff. The 

student has had the opportunity to see this style of management in 

action but has not practised it herself. There is a tension between 

two models of nursing organisation: the college taught, individualised 

care based on professional judgement model and the bureaucratic, 

1 running the ward 1 model • ~1is tension is resolved, in practice at 

least, in a fairly arbitrarJ w~. That is to say, the students 

learn from the college the rhetoric of individualised care and the 

bases for professional judgement, yet they soon discover that this does 

not work on the \v.ards, where the sister commonly adopts a 'bureaucratic' 

approach in order to acllieve her ends in patient care. T'ne students 

fou_~d that the individualised care approach was inappropriate on the 

wards and adapted to the ways in which the qualified staff organised 

the nursing, invariably by routines. The students soon reached a 

point where they were prepared to justify the discrepancy between what 

they were taught and what they saw; the justification was made on the 

basis of expediency in the face of shortages of staff and time. 

There are difficulties with the bureaucratic solution to the 

supervision of work which lie in the de-skilling of the work. These 
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difficulties arise with the question of professiona.l 

socialisation, in terms of the students learning to apply their 

knowledge in order to make ~professional judgements•. It has been 

argued that trained staff solve the problem of having to achieve 

nursing work throu~'l unqualified a.11d rmtrained workers, by resorting 

to s:pli tting up the nursing work into tasks which results in nursing 

by routines. Also, it has been suggested that the students have 

some notion of how to function as staff nurses because they have 

observed staff nurses at work. ~1e students do not, however, get a 

chance to see how the college-based notion of professional judgement 

is translated into the bureaucratic organisation of care on the ward. 

In other words, where the ward sister determined the patients• care, 

on the basis of her professional judgement, and then translates the 

overall plan into a set of routines to be undertaken by the students 

and au_tiliaries, the students can only observe the resultant 

bureaucratic model. The professional judgement was an invisible 

process which the sister used to produce her plans for the care of the 

patients. There is, of course, a possibility that not all sisters 

go through the professional judgement stage when using bureaucratic 

approach to supervision. 

The newly qualified staff nurse, it is suggested, org~ses the 

work on the basis of 'routines', which she has learnt as a student .. 

On the face of it two approaches \4hich the staff nurse might take to 

t getting the work done' might appear to be the same. In the first, 

if she simply supervises the carrying out of routines, \vhich she has 

seen tried and tested, then conceptually her work is not so ver.y 

different from thAt which she undertook as a student. However, 
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ta:cing the second approach, if she vrorks f:rom first principles, 

and applies her theoretical lmm·Tledge 9 acqUired as a student, and 

arrives at decisions about patient care she can be said to be using 

her professional judgement. Tnese decisions may then be carried 

out in a bureaucratic iifa::J, via routines .. The data tend to suggest 

that the students regard the 'theoretical' input from the college as 

irreleva.YJ.t on the ·v-Tards; th.J.s '\'lould render the 'first principles' 

approach to nursing an unlikely option. In pl~ctice, it is not so 

easy to separate the notions of a routine 'bureaucratic' approach and 

a 'professional' approach to nursing. Indeed, the t\·To concepts are 

interrelated because of the organisational context in '\vhich nursing 

is carried out. The 'professional judgement' approach, it could be 

argued, is more a question of degl~e. The vrard sister might use her 

professio!l..al judgement and then achieve the Hork along bureaucratic 

lines. Alternatively, and the data \>Tould suggest this rarely happens, 

the sister might also allow professional judgements to be made by her 

staff. The question is then, perhaps not so much of Qprofessional 

judgement' versus 'bureaucratic' modes:·. but, the extent to tv-hich 

professional judgement is employed ru1d by whom. In order to operate 

along entirely professional lines the nursing staff w·ould have to be 

firstly, ~ualified, and secondly, experienced. As this is not the 

case the 1buxeaucratic' approach enables the work to be achieved with 

a less qualified workforce. 

The approaches have been juxtaposed in order to point up the fact 

that Hhen the bureaucratic solution is adopted there is an assumption 

that the 'manae;-er' is '\·TOrking on the basis of professional judgement .. 

It is this assumption \vhich is being questioned here. A neHly 
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qualified staff nurse has not had the opportunit,y of practice 

nor the experience; she cannot, therefore, transfer her working 

:premise from routine to professional judgement overnight.. There is
9 

then, a possibility that this transition might never actually occur; 

in which case nursing would be practised on the basis of tried and 

tested routines handed down from the dalfs of their formulation, when 

the ward sisters '\vere women of long standing experience .. If this is 

the case the three years spent in training can almost be seen in te:r:ms 

of the student '\vorking her wey up from the ranks, in order that she 

might asrrwme command when she has put in the requisite number of years 

and achieved registration.. This, it could be argued, is an expensive 

use of personnel. An analogy vri th the armed forces is not out of 

place in a discussion of the nursing service. The army recruits its 

leaders, by and large, from a different population from the one 

providing recruits to the ranks. Nursing, it seems, uses its future 

'officers', along \vi th auxilia:cy staff, to carry out a large volume of 

nursing vmrk. The question of employment of auxiliaries versus the 

employment of students is addressed in the next section. 

The questions raised here concerning the preparation of the staff 

nurse for her role, have to do with the structure and content of the 

training. The emphasis which the students themselves placed upon 

'fitting in' and 'getting through' demonstrates the fact that the tb_nee 

years are seen in tenus of short spells in different clinical areas; 

the students are constantly at>Tare of their next move. This approach 

to their student experiences is consistent with the little value which 

is as cri bed to the 'theoretical' content of training. This is a 

process which is rather different from one which allov.rs anticipatory 
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socialisation to occur. For anticipatory socialisation to occur 

the students would need to spend longer periods of time in one place 

and to take more responsibility than is at present the case; in this 

way their work would more closely resemble that of the staff nurse. (l) 

Indeed, it is almost the opposite state of affairs in that the 

students become used to being highly mobile and t~king little 

l~sponsibility; they are then faced with settling down in one ward 

and having to pl a;y a part in 1 running it' • 

and after registration? 

Although these data \.J"ere gathered from student nurses and are in 

the main concerned with the students' world, some discussion of the 

staff nurses' \vork is appropriate. It is mostly beyond the scope of 

these data to do little more than speculate about the consequences of 

becoming qualified; however, as the students made several references 

to the nature of work after registration, it seems apposite to make 

some comment. 

The tv1o main observations which the students made about the work of 

staff nurses were: first, that the staff nurses' work involved, very 

often, a move away from patients and secondly, that the staff nurse was 

still required to 'fit in'. The data suggest that the students did 

not wish to move into the ranks of the qualified staff, largely because 

they equated this move with one awa:y from the patients. They 

acknowledged that there was probably some element of choice involved, 

(1) Events have overtaken this study and the proposals for a new 
curriculum include longer spells of time for each clinical 
experience. cf .. Schemes for Training for the Register of Nurses, 
General Nursing Council for Scotland 1978. 
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and that it might be that the staff nurses actually preferred less 

patient contact. Nevertheless, the idea that they might adopt a 

similar approach to nursing upon registration disturbed a number 

of the students. 

These two comments upon staff nurse '\'fork are of interest as 

they represent both continuities and discontinuities with the student 

experience. Tne students felt that as staff nurses they would be 

required to move avray from patients and undertake \'fork '\Y"hich was 

different and more administratively oriented than the student work to 

which they were acc~stomed. However, there were also seen to be 

continuities v.ri th the work insofar as the staff nurses v.rere, according 

to some of the students, still required to 'fit in'. 

It is unlikely that many of the students entered nursing in order 

to obtain a professional qualification which they regarded as a ticket 

to professional functional autonomy. These data do not suggest that 

the students had independent nursing practice, in professionalising 

terms 1 in mind when they embarked upon their training. What they did 

appear to expect, after some time as a student nurse, was some degree 

of freedom in their practice. Yet the newly qualified staff nurse 

finds that she is working in a strictly bureaucratic organisation and 

having to continue to 'fit in' as she did during her three years as a 

student nurse. 

This question of the professional within. a bureaucracy is, of 

course, by no means unique to nursing. llie role of a professional 

within an organisation has been studied many times by sociologists. 

It has been suggested that even the traditional professions of law 

and medicine lose some autonomy in favour of organisational rules by 
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virtue of being employed by organisations (Scott 1966)0 In the 

everyday sense, however, the professional retains a good deal of 

professional autonomy even though the or~~sation regulates the 

conditions of his practice in some v.ray (cf.. Dingv1all a.nd Lewis) .. 

Di~~1all ru1d Le1~s describe the Ja.nus character of a professional 

\-ihen one face is directed to .... rard private individual client transactions 

and the other to the society 1..rhich confers their monopolistic licence. 

1~s ambivalence, they argue, reflects the semi-autonomous position of 

the professions in relation to the state. 

'The individualised model of service has orga:t1isationaJ. 
implications. Tne preferred form is collegial in 
11ature, based on loose federations of practitioners in 
their o\m right. Such a model enshrines each 
professional's individualised discretion and equal 
conpetence The principle of professional autonomy 
encourages the view that, if the recipient of a personal 
service is unable to monitor its q_uali ty, that q_uali ty 
is guaranteed by the conscience of the providing doctor~c 
(DingVTall and Le\<Jis, in press). 

For the purposes of this discussion the Hider questions of the 

professional Hithin the organisation need not concern us. It is the 

hierarchical order in the nursing structure and •the staff nurses t 

position \vi thin it Hhich is of concern here o Qualified staff nurses 

find themselves vrorki:n_g under the control of the i>Jard sister .. Tbis 

arr~~ment has been discussed in relation to the supel~ision of 

nursing \vork. TI1e professionAl or colles~ate approach to supervision, 

it might be argued, is appropriate \-There qualified staff are worl:ing 

alo:n~ide each other. Yet, as the data have shmm, it is more often 

the case that trained staff must supervise the '\·Iork of the untrained 

and the unqualified .. The means of achievi:ng tbis supervision, 

commonly employed, is the 'bureaucratic model'o \'!hen ·the staff nurse 

and ward sister 1..rork together for the same spell of duty, according to 
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the students, the staff nurse st1·11 has to f't · 1.. J..n .. The problem 

to which the s~Qdents referred in the case of staff nurses 

'fitting in' with the sister has more to do with the specific 

issue of how qualified staff can best work together, than with the 

wider and different issue of the professional within the 

organisation. 

Overall, it seems, that the student experience does not prepare 

the students for the \'lork of a staff nurse. It does prepare them 

to pick up different weys of working ana to 'fit in' with w;s given 

system of nursi11..g and, importantly, to 'get the \vork done'. The 

original question- does three years of 'fitting in' prepare the 

student to be a qualified nurse - remains. There seems to be wide 

scope in the staff nurses' work -vrhich is dependent in part, upon what 

she makes of it a.11.d in part, upon hovr far the ward sister expects the 

staff nurse to 'fit in'. It must also be remembered that this 

discussion of the staff nurses' role is based on accounts of student 

nurses. ~rteir future performance as registered nurses and indeed 

their views after registration could well differ from their present 

acconnts. The students' accounts do, hmvever, represent a defensible 

picture of ward organisation. It is argued here that so long as 

nursing care is carried out in an institution, where thirty or more 

patients are the responsibility of a small number of ~ualified staff, 

assisted by auxiliaries ~nd students, a b~~aucratic approach to care 

is defensible, and possibly inevitable. What is in question is the 

degree of freedom of practice which is possible within such a s.1stem. 

The ward sister has some degree of freedom in her managBrial style 

(cf. Pembrey 1978); the staff nurses' position is determined by the 
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sister's attitude towards delegation. She mey either treat the 

staff nurse as another student, who happens to be legally qualified 

to take oveF in the sister's absence, in which case tfitti~~ in' 

will characterise the staff nurses' beh~vioux. Alternatively, the 

sister may recognise the staff nurse as a colleague, albeit a less 

experienced one, and Hork with her on a collegial. basis .. 

2.. STUDENTS AND AUXILIARIES 

This section is concerned Hith the idea that the ·students and 

auxiliaries are interchaP~able as members of the nursing workforce. 

The important part Hhich the auxiliaries play in the students' life 

has been a recurrent theme of this stu~ (cf. Chapters 5 and 9). 

The notion of interchangeabili~! of students and aQxiliaries raises 

important issues about the idea of professionalising nursing .. 

There is a school of thought vrhich argues that nursing auxiliaries 

should not be referred to as 'nurses', because they are not qualified 

members of that occupatio~~ group. (l) Hovrever, these data, 

supported by others (cf. Brucer 1978, Hardie 1980) suggest that nursing 

auxiliaries are, indeed, doing nursing .. It seems, therefore, unhelpful 

to argue along nominalist lines of 'these are nurses, they do the 

nursing, these are not nurses ergo their work is not nursing work' .. 

:Nursing vTOrk could be better described as work done for and to 

patients .. If this approach is taken then it is possible to look at the 

different aspects of the 'patient work' and decide who might best carry 

1.. Interesting to note also, that the Royal College of Nursing \till 
not accept nursing auxiliaries as members WDilst student nurses 
ffia\V join 
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it out' rather than call it nursing work and look to a nurse to 

do it. 

work': 

Hughes (1971:312-313) says, in a discussion of 'nurses' 

'Some may think that nurses are a bit presumptious 
in daring to describe ever,ybody else's work in order 
to learn what is their own. But that is the only 
way to do it well ••• an occupation or a job consists 
of a bundle of several tasks.. The thing that holds 
them together is that they are all done by one person 
and under a single name. A person, a name and a 
bundle of tasks • • • 'W"'ey are the tasks in this bu..YJ.dle 
done by the person who is called a nurse? For not all 
the tasks in the bundle require the same degree of 
skill'. 

At the extremes of 'patient work' are the complex technical aspects 

of care introduced by the adv~YJ.ces of medical technology and the less 

tangible ps.ycho-social aspects of care. The former, it is not 

denied, must be carried out by trained personnel, whether 0nurse' 

training is appropriate or desirable for these aspects of care is 

another matter. Technological advances in medicine bring with them 

ne\v breeds of technicians, this has already been seen in the form of 

anaesthetist technicians in operating theatres. The psycho-social 

aspects of patient care, it is increasingly claimedt must be 

undertaken by educated nurses. Ho\•Tever, it is the case that there is 

a wide range of tlfork undertaken in the name of 1 nursing' and much of 

this is undertaken by nursing auxiliaries (Johnson 1978); it is to 

tbis issue 'Which we nov.r turn. 

Interc~ability- students and auxiliaries 

It has been argued that, in· many respects, the student nurses and 

the auxiliaries are interchangEable as members of the work-force. 

Ind d · s me cases the students felt that the trained staff held the · _ ee , ~n o 

au.xilia_-ries in higher esteem than they did the student nurses. The 
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aucdliaries are a stable element of the ward wo~cforce, they 

lmovl the ward \-Tell, have no formal training needs and are, 

therefore, often more efficient and less demanding of the trained 

staff than are the students. Also, the auxiliary is one of the 

lcey figu_res in the students' occupational socialisation. The 

students freely admitted that on entering a new ward they would 

seek advice from the aUY..iliary in their attempt to 'fit in' &""ld t get 

through' .. Hardie (1978) supports this thesis: 

'Because of \vard assignment policies and other 
factors such as age and permanent local residence, 
auxiliaries are more likely to be a very stable 
element in the nursing team. This 1-ras aclmm.rledged 
by nursing administrators and by auxiliaries 
themselves, both as a source of support to the head 
nurses and student nurses, and as a source of 
coP~lict. The head nurse has over time knowledge 
of the capabilities that a particular nursing 
auxiliar,y can undert~ce and may rely heavily on her. 
Student nUTses, especially in the first vleek or t11o 
in a ne·1:1 environment, may be taught their duties and 
procedures by an auxiliaxy. Nevertheless .... the 
auxiliar,y remains at the bottom of the hierarchy and 
can foresee no ch.a.P_ge' (in Hardie and Hockey 1978:48) .. 

The interchan_geabili~J of nursing aQxiliaries and student nurses has 

implications for both the cost of the nursing service and the future 

development of the profession. It is the latter \vhich is of concern 

here; it is, hm•Jever, interesting to note in passing the economic 

question raised. The question becomes all the more important \vhen the 

turnover rate of qualified staff is considered. 

!1ercer (1979) has ah.mm. that newly qualified nurses are a r~gbly 

mobile population. They are, hmvever, mobile wi tbi_n the service o 

About 'one quarter of nurses contribute to the a:rmual 'turnovert, that 

is move into, be~~een or out of positions in the health service, each 

year. He sums up the trained nurse 'turnover' pattern thus: 
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'The mobility of trained VJlrses assumes a 
distinguishable profile: little is across 
occupations or be~~een employers (i.e. beyond the 
N.H.S.) and mobility between regions is only 
moderately evident. Instead nuxse turnover is 
essentially 'inter-firm' or 'in and out of work' 
(Mercer 1979:89). 

Hardie (in Hardie and Hockey 1978:50) suggests that the major trade 

off in nursing employment appears to be between qualified staff and 

au_tiliaries .. wwnere there are fev.r registered nurses, there are 

many nursing auxiliaries and vice versa". It is not entirely clear 

what the implications of th~s employment pattern are, but, coupled 

'\vi th the interchangeability of the students a.11.d auxiliaries it could 
~.,;>c>L4L...!) 

be seen as a warning light to(be 'professionalisers' and a possible 

attraction to planners and policy makers. Rardie (1980:229) found 

that: 

'The extent to which any given health district is able 
to rely upon the use of learner labour as an employment 
strategy would appear to be the strongest determinant 
of the number of auxiliaries '\vho will also be required 1 • 

Hockey (1978), in putting the economic argument in connection with the 

employment of auxiliaries, said that it v.1as the nresponsibili ty of the 

nuxsing profession to define the danger zone, that is the prerogative 

of qualified nursing work11
• In this wa;y nursing managers could lmow 

what ratio of qualified to unqualified staff they should have. Thus, 

Hockey urges for a professional basis rather than an economic basis 

for the decisions regarding employment. In her words, "The 

professional must be able to identify the professional result of 

substitution"(Hardie and Hockey 1978:64). We are still left with the 

question, how does nuxging decide what is the 'daP~r zone'. 

It is argued he_re that much 'nuxsing work' is carried out by 
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unqualified staff. At present students not only do much of the 

same work as auxiliaries but often learll hotv to do it from 

auxiliaries. !"'.r.aybe -vrhat is required is more auxilia:cy nurses, 

being supervised along 'scientific management' principles with the 

planning being separated from the delivery of care, in all but the 

complex technical areas of work.. The 1 scientific managers' 'ltTould 

require rather more in terms of preparation than simply spending 

three years as a worker and then 'getting to be in charge'. At 

present, the division of labour bet\veen trained and u_ntrained staff, 

it is maintained, is obscured by the presence of student nurses. 

Following Hardie (1980), if nursing auxiliaries are not being employed 

and students are not available, then the only option is to employ 

qualified staff. The question raised here, then, is how far can 

nursing insist that the 'nursing' 'l.r.Tork ~be done by 'professionclJ.s•. 

In other \vords is Hockey's 'danger zone' a question of patient safety 

or professional imperialism? It might also be argued that the 

employment of student nurses, because of their pre-professional status, 

and ongoing education, whilst still not qualified nurses, furnish the 

t>Jork-force with a 'professional 1 image which the nursing auxiliaries 

do not. In this respect, students and auxiliaries are not 

interchangeable. 

The ggestion of profession 

It has been suggested already that if nursing is to make claims to 

professional status, tb~se claims are somewhat weakened by the presence 

of large numbers of nursin..g auxiliaries \vho are 'doing nursing'.. There 

is, it is oontended here, a tension for the students. lliey experience 

on the one hand a convergence between their work and that of the 
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auxiliaries; yet, on the other, there is a divergence as the 

professionalising lobby, supported, in part, by the nurse 

educators, encourages the students aw~ from the idea that their 

'\~TOrk is interchangeable with that of the nursing auxiliaries .. 

Johnson (1978) suggests that the 1 dirty '\..rork' of nuxsing is done, by 

and large, by students and auxiliariesu This situation he maintains 

is handled differently by the tHo gr·aups concerned. The students 

can leave or regard their place in the hierarchy as a temporary one 

from "~tlhl.ch they Hill eventually emerge to supervise other workers 1.vho 

vlill do the 'dirty vrork' • The auxiliarJ does not lLave this option, 

she must either leave or stayo The alternatives in the way of 

female employment may force her to do the latter. 

'Her (the auxiliar,y) position as a hired hand at the 
bottom of the pile in nursing is the one which offers 
least in the '"a:! of status and improved monetary 
re\vards' (in Hardie and Hockey 1978 :113) .. 

Just as the nurses Here content to receive Hork \..rhich the doctors '\'fished 

to cast off, such as blood pressure tru<ing, laterly blood taY~P~, 

measurement of central venous pl~ssure, electrocardiogram readiP~ and 

administration of intra-venous cL...-rugs; they are nmv engaging in a similar 

exercise Hi th the au_.-v-._iliaries 6 :r~ledical 11ork \vas \velcomed by nurses 

because it represented special skills and responsibilities \vhich allowed 

them to enjoy the reflected glor,y of the dominant professione This 

t :prestigious r vmrk assisted them, some 1vould contend, in their 

professionalising efforts; others, i.d th the researcher, \vould argu.e that 

the nurses only hope i.d th such a venture 111as to achieve 'professionalism' 

(cf. Freidson 1970a). 
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This taking on work from above, in the hope of rising, and 

sloughing off work below is by no meru1s a new phenomenon; Hughes 

in a discussion of "Social Role and the Division of Labour n said: 

'The ranking has something to do wit..~ the relative 
clean-ness of the functions performed. The nurses, 
as they successfully rise to professional standing, 
are delegating the more lovlly of their traditional 
tasks to aides and maids • • • As medical technology 
develops and changes, particular tasks are constantly 
down-graded; that is, they are delegated by the 
physicia.YJ. to the nurse. The nurse in turn passes 
them on to the maid. But the occupations are being 
up-graded, within certain limits. The nurse moves up 
nearer to the doctor in techniques and devotes more of 
her time to supervision of other workers' (Hughes 1971:307). 

The students in the stu~ expressed interest in the technical aspects 

of their 'fork; they placed greater importance on the medical knowledge 

rather than the 'nursing' they were taught, in short they succumbed to 

medical dominance. Such attitudes are consistent with the status 

claims described by Hughes. 

1 Professio11.alism', 'managerialism' and ••• ? 

Nurses, it can be argued, may seek to enhance their status by 

taking on m~~rial tasks (Ca_~enter 1977) or tec~~ical tasks (Hughes 

1971); Hughes also aclmo,fledges that the nurses would have more time to 

devote to the managerial work of supervision. Hov;eve r, the main thrust 

of his argument has to do with the adoption of technical tasks by 

nurses. It is helpful in this discussion to conceive of 'technical' 

and 'managerial' tasks separately. Neither of these activities, it 

could be argued, constitute nursing work. The attraction which either 

avenue holds is that it does not fall into the realms of 'anyone could 

do it' \ITork; work t-rhich could be carried out by nursing auxiliaries. 
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Carpenter (1977) describes the effects of the Salmon stxuctuxe 

upon nursing in terms of vrhat he calls the 'net.J manageriaJ..ism' and 

'new professionalism'. Re argues that the Salmon refo:ons over-

emphasised the managerial changes in nursing job descriptions to the 

d.etriment of clinical changes .. 

'It created a formal structure in which power, prestige 
and remuneration increase with distance from the point 
of patient contact' (in Stacey et al 1977:85) .. 

Carpenter also says: 

'Now nurses had absorbed ~~ more complex managerial 
functions and the elite wished to relieve themselves 
of these routine tasks. There was an alliance 
between members of the elite, who found the routine 
tasks tiresome, and the state wishing to economise on 
skilled manpower and subject such jobs to productivity 
criteria. Once freed from these onerous tasks, the 
elite \.Jould be better placed to engage in higher planning 
functions and move closer towards parity with other 
elite groups' (in Stacey ~ 1977:178). 

As a reaction to this 'managerialism', Carpenter argues, the 

'professional model' was revived by \.Jard sisters, who showed an interest 

in developing clinical nursing. This clinical development, Carpenter 

suggests, is modelled on the Americ~n notion of the clinical nurse 

consul t~nts, v.rho 1 cream off' the more complex parts of nursing.. He 

also suggests that these clinical 'new professionals' might Hell push 

for the delegation of more routine functions of medicine. (l) The 

fomation of the Joint Bo&~ of Clinical Nursing Studies in 1970 and the 

subsequent proliferation of post-basic clinical courses for nurses 

formalised the position of clinical specialisms in nursi1~. The most 

important event for the 'new professionalism', as Carpenter terms it, 

(1) cf. Habenstein and Christ•s(l955) use of the term 'professionalizer' 
for those nurses who entrust low status tasks to auxiliaries and 
cling· to the medically oriented work. 
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came in the form of the proposal of the Briggs Committee Report 

\vhich sought to further separate educational from service needs .. 

This move \vou.ld mean sometl1..ing much more akin to student status for 

student nurses. Such a proposal would necessitate a large intake 

of nursing auxiliaries to replace the student labour. 

The interrelationships bet'l.<reen Carpenter's 'nevr professiov...alism', 

'ma...nagerialism' and the Briggs' proposaJ.' s emphasis on student status 

are important in terms of the future development of nursing .. If the 

aims of the 'ne·H professionals' are to be realised then the general 

programme for nurse t:caining must be improved. TDe Eriggs' proposal, 

to this end, \vas to separate the students' educational requirements 

from the service needs of the hospital. Clearly, if the student 

labour vTere to be less amenable to service needs, then extra staff must 

be brou&ht in; the grade of staff envisaged to fill the gap left by 

the students \vas, not surprisingly, the nursing auxiliary .. The influx 

of au_xiliaries leads to further considerations. Firstly, hovT is their 

\~Jork to be distin..guished, if indeed it is, from nursing \~Jork and, 

secondly, the implications of increased trade unio!'l..ism which came into 

the hospitals with the increase in nursing auxiliary numbers. The 

'ne-vr :professionalism' in combination \·Ti th an increase in the number of 

auxiliaries, Carpenter suggested, would lead to a divide between 

t clinical' and 'basic' nursiTl..g. 'Clinical', he uses in the clinical 

consult~~cy work sense, as developed in the United States, and 'basic', 

in the sense of nursing care \vhich is not prescribed by doctors. 

t Such a separation between 11 clinical n and "basic" nursing 
would represent a final break with trad.i tional nursing 
values. No longer would the perfo:rma.nce of basic nursing 
tasks be seen as noble and worthy in its own right, but 
as something to be perfo:rmed only so long as it is 
necessar,y to learn how to do it' (Carpenter~ in Stacey et a1 
1977:186). 
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The students' accounts of 'basic' nursing in this study were 

interesting; for on the one hand they would dismiss it as nnot 

really nursing vrork" to be 'got through', v.rhilst on the other, they 

were anxious not to be moved from the direct patient contact which 

they felt the traLned staff lacked. Nevertheless, the general 

tenor of the data suggests t~4t, at least some students, took 

Carpenter's line, they do it "only so long as necessary to lear.a" .. 

Carpenter's analysis fails to take account of the fact that the 

nursing \vhich he calls 'basic 1 is the area of nursing work tvhich is the 

focus of those ,,Jho are promoting nursing as an activity independent of 

medicine. 'Basic', therefore, should not be used in any perjorative 

sense, for it is the 'caring' core of nursing. McFarlane (1976) 

advocated the use of the word 'primal~' in relation to nursi~~, in 

order to convey the me~Ding of the: 

'the acts of helping and assisting individuals in 
activities they normally perform unaided, that 
are related to health. Primary nursing takes in 
both simple and complex acts'. 

Clearly, this re-construction of 'basic' nursing refers to the 

independent aspects of nursing vmrk \.rhich are important to those t·Tho 

seek to enhance the status of nursin~. 

It might be helpful to build upon Carpenter's notion of the 'new 

professionalism' and consider what might be called the academic approach 

to professionalising. The 'academic professionalisers', it could be 

argued, are promoting the autonomy of nursing through the elevation of 

the 'basic' nursing which Carpenter having distinguished it from 

'clinical t work, relegates the former to the auxiliary and a\vards the 

latter to his 'new professionals'. The 'academic professiolLalisers' 
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refuse to classify the less technical aspects of nursing, wb~ch 

are independent of medicine, as either 'basic' or 'dirty work'. 
J 

·lii 

Rather, they seek to set the care, which McFarlane (1976) has 

called primary nursing, on a more academically respectable footing, 

via a logic~ problem-solving approach to nursing care, namely the 

nursing process. (l) Thus prirnary nursing has both an attendan~ 
literature and functional autonomy. 

There does seem, then, to be a potential divide between those 

who vTOuld 'professionalise' and those vmo 1.>1ould 'unionise' nursing .. 

'Unionise' is a notion vThich must be treated vli th caution. 

Profession and union need not be mutually exclusive ideals, one has 
f't..D~&:.,."';) .-lOLVD.ej':> 

only to look at the B .T1.A. and the R .. C .. N .. with its recent(_T. U .C. 

affiliation. Ho\>Tever, in the context of this discussion 'unionise' 

and 'professionalise' are used, following Carpenter (1977) in a broad 

sense in order to typify ;.v-hat he sees as the two major responses to 

'new managerialism'. Professionalising has been discussed already 

and can be summed up as promoting nursing autonomy, and claiming 

professional, and_therefore social, status. \{i th respect to 

unionising Carpenter says: 

'nevl ma:nagerialism has also led to the rapid g-..cowth of 
trade unionism among nurses. Emergent trade union 
consciousness was closely li~~ed to the re-structuring 

(1) There is an ever-gro1.ring literature concf!t.-TTied with the nursing 
process. The process can cynically, but aptly and succinctly~ 
be described as t a schema for intelligent behaviour1 • Kratz 
(1979 :3) l'l...as a useful and more conventional definition; n (it) 
is basically a proble~solving approach to nursing that involves 
interaction vrith the patient, making decisions and carrying out 
nursing actions based on an assessment of an individual 
patient's situation. It is followed by an evaluation of the 
effectiveness of our actions". 
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of the labour force o Trade unions were st-.relled 
by the grm,;ing an:IJy of auxiliary· and assistant nurses 
Hho, WP..atever their pre-dispositions, \-rere excluded 
from professional organisations' (in Stacey et al 
1977:187-188). 

Dingwall (1977) in his introduction to Carpenter's paper states 

that: 

'The extension of capitalist rationalit,y to the health 
service has replaced a moral with a formal basis for 
elite legitimation.. The interests of nursing leaders 
and the ranl-c and file have increasingly diverged into 
a classical scheme of management and 1vorker' (in Stacey 
et al 1977:16}-164). 

Carpenter states that along Hi th the au.xiliary-preci:pi tated union 

involvement in the health service, there \vere large numbers of 'rru1k 

and file' (l) qualified nurses who have little ambition in terms of 

career and \<Tho, in Carpentert s vrords nbecame disenchanted by the 

careerist ethos of professional associations" .. The ' ra:r.L'k: and filet 

qualified nurses who do not share the status ambitions either of 

tl1eir managerial or clinically oriented, 1new professional', colleagues 

merit some attention. Not least because these 'rank and file' nurses, 

described by Carpenter, appear to have much in common with the 

student nurses of this study. The students expressed a preference 

for medically oriented, technical nursing \vorke It is contended here 

that there is a third possibility in nursing for those who reject the 

managerial or clinical s:peciaJ.ist al ter.(l-.atives; follmfing Carpenter, 

this is described as the 'rank and file'. It is suggested that the 

1.. These nurses Carpenter says fit the "wage worker" model; tvard 
sisters and staff nurses v.rho do not consider themselves 'career 
minded' (cf. Briggs postal survey, paras. 526-529) cf~ Eabenstein 
and Christ's (1955) 'utilizers' are comparable 'wage workert nurses 
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students in this study could be described as 'ra11..k and file' 

nurses who take their status from doctor-oriented work, enjoy 

patient contact and a variety of nursing \vork .. They are, moreover, 

not disturbed by a lack of autonomy ru~d do not aspire to professional 

status claims beyond those relating to Freidson's (1970a) notion of 

'professionalism'. Carpenter suggests that for 'rank &~d file' 

nurses: 

'O'ne of the attractive features of nursing as an 
occupation has been the variety of the \ITorkload. 
Advocates of clinical nurse consultancy seem to 
want to cream off the more complex parts of nursing, 
~nd deny the rignt of even the ~nk and file trained 
nurse to carr,y out a wide range of duties' (in Stacey 
et al 1977:189) .. 

It \-Jas stated earlier that one Hay of nursing enhancing its status 

was to adopt technical aspects of care. It is contended tl1at 

technical doctor-devolved ,.,ork, which the students in this study 

enjo~red, is the type of nursing work favoured by the 'rank and file 1 

nurses. The claim to status via 'professionalism' is one possible 

explanation of this; alternatively, it cou~d be argued, that these 

nurses favour tech.nical \vork in order to distinguish themselves from 

the auxiliaries. 

Jobnson (1978) explores yet another result of the managerial 

development in nursing from the auxiliary standpoint, in a discussion 

of deference ( cf e Ne1-rby 1977). It has been argued in this section 

that the aUY..iliary and the student are interchangeable as part of the 

ward workforce. This notion of intercha..,."lgeabili ty can o11~y be taken 

so far; for 9 although their work is ostensibly of the same nature, 

their positions differ in both status and time scale~ The discussion 

of deference is offered in an attempt to point up this difference. 
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The main thesis of the deference work is that deferential behaviour 

does not necessarily represent a deferential attitude. Thus, ' real ' 

deference only exists when the attitude and behaviour are deferential; 

for deferential beh4viour ivithout the same underlying attitude is 

calculative and, by definition, not deferential. The auxiliary is 

in a position \•There deference is required in most of her interactions e 

Jo~nson suggests that the auxiliaries• position stretches the rules 

of deference to their limit.. He says that the auxiliary is given 

orders from above yet gets little support in her work, and can often 

be pushed beyond her true competence. Johnson sums up the auxiliaries' 

position in this divide: 

'There seems to be great potential for calculative 
behaviour in the role of the nursing auxiliary, Hho 
has acquired skills and understanding through 
experience. In recent years she ivill have witnessed 
action amongst her trained colleagues \aJ'hich served to 
widen the gap between trained and untrained. But she 
too has become increasingly unionised... The 
auxiliary, increasingly in the front line of nursing 
care, lives in a nursing world pre-occupied with 
education, research and management. She sees the 
occupation of \vhich she is part moving a-...va;y from sustained 
patient contact in pursuit of other, more status-oriented 
goals. Thus a rift is occurring bet....·men those 1mo provide 
the front line patient care and those who control their 
1..rork' (in Hardie a.nd Hockey 1978 :114) .. 

It is this last point which Johnson suggests will strain the bonds of 

deference. The students in this study described the move a\vay from 

patients 1.vbich starts to happen in their final year; thus, Jobnson' s 

point about a wide11..ing gap can be taken. In the light of the students' 

accounts of their college education, and their pre-occupation -vri th 

'fitting in' on the wards, not least with auxiliaries; Johnson's 

comment about the world of education, research and management sounds a 

little removed from reality. The pre-occupation with management 



would appear to be the most likely candidate for the auxiliar,y's 

attention. The student nurses are also awa...-re of the line 

management in nursing, they commented commonly on there being too 

many managers, the nursing officer being the main target group to 

come in for criticism. However, as Johnson points out, the student 

nurses are on their v.rey into the hierarchy, t4Thereas the auxiliary is 

at the bottom with no prospects of rising. 

vlliilst Johnson's analysis of the auxiliaries' position is an 

interesting one the data of this study might throw into question his 

application of the 'deference' work to the auxiliaries' situation. 

The students fmmd that the auxiliaries v1ere significant figures on 

the ward both in terms of socialising agents and, at times, educators. 

The students also portrayed the auxiliaries as stable trusted members 

of the ward work-force on whom the sisters relied, both for work and, 

arguably, exercise of the social control required to preserve the 9tvard 

w~' of nursing in the face of a constant stream of transient student 

labour .. Far from being deferent in either attitude or behaviour, it 

seems from the students' accounts, that the auxiliaries represent a 

self-assured, well integrated stable part of the permanent ward staff. 

The student nurses, it seems, spend three years in a uniq_ue 

position in a divide between, on the one hand, the nurses, (cf. Hughes 

1971) seeking 'professionalism', and the managerial elite who seek 

professional autonomy; and, on the other, the large body of 

unqualified nursing auxiliaries and the 'r~nk ~nd file'. The student 

is in a position where she is exposed to the daily task of caring for 

patients, where her eo-worker is often an auxilia_ry \vhose conditions 

of employment are protected through a trade union. She is also in the 
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process of becoming a qualified nurse, and thus exposed to the 

lobbies of professionalism and professional autonomy. The 

interests of this latter group can be protected in the name of 

'professional association' which has connotations which elude the 

simple trade unions, whilst fulfilling a similar role. 

The students in this study expressed a desire to stay and \<lark 

with patients, rather than move away. \ihether this represents the 

eagerness of youth, which will fade, or a 'rank and file' approaCh 

to nursing \<Thich requires a variety of '\vork, and the status of 

profession, 1vi thout the attendant casting off of 'basic' work, remains 

to be seen. 

3. NKDICAL D01"11NANCE 

The third issue raised by a consideration of the categories is 

concerned with the dominant position of medicine among the occupational 

groups involved in health care a The students in the study expressed 

a preference for work in the more technical, fast-moving and medically 

dominated areas of nursing; in short, the technical doctor-devolved 

\vork preferred by the 'rank and file' nurses. It must be borne in 

mind that this preference might simply reflect the stage of their 

development, both as adults and nurses. Nevertheless, in the absence 

of contradictor,y evidence it is reasonable to accept the studentst 

stated preference for the type of nursing 1<1bich :has medical connections 

and is thus regarded as prestigious work. 

This preference hig~~i~hts a potentially important tension between 

the academic professionalising element in nursi11..g, '\1:bich is pressing 

for more autonomy and independence of medicine; and, the mainstream 

rank and file of nursing which, it is contended here, might be content 
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1ri th the reflected 'professionalism' which is gained from the 

close \<rorking relationship \<Ti th the medical profession (Freidson 1970a) .. 

The area in which nursing is most likely to gain a foothold for 

independent practice is in the care of t:h..e long-term sick.. This 

specialty has several attractions for the professionalising nurse .. 

It is not overly popular with the doctors, there is not a great deal 

of diagnosis and treatment in a conventional medical sense.. Care 

rather than cure, social as well as clinical well-beir~ are the goals. 

This is not to suggest that the social well-being of the patient does 

not concern the medical staff in other special ties. It is simply the 

case that when cure becomes an impossible goal because of the multiple 

pathology and degenerative diseases of old age, the potential for 

improvement tends to lie in daily living and social activities. :Much 

of th..is kind of i•TOrk can be achieved by nurses making assessments s 

setting goals and \vorking tmvards these in order to help the patient 

reach his full potential. This is part and parcel of the rhetoric 

of the vacademic professionalisers'. Yet, it is argued on the basis 

of this study that the students, whilst they expressed a su_~rised 

liking for geriatrics, by far the most favoured clinical area was the 

surgical ward, \<There there is likely to be more technical 1..rork. 

It is not the intention here to argue the case for the 

professionalisers or those content to bask in professionalism. The 

point is simply that the student nurses in this study follo-vring 

Carpenter's (1977) 'rank and file' nurses, showed little interest in 

divorcing their work from medicine. They were, in fact, happy to 

describe certain aspects of patient care as 'doctor's business' for 

instance, telling t._ne patient his diagnosis and prognosis, or giving 
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information about his condition .. This willingness to 

subordinate rru:t'sing to medicine \otas not seen by the students to 

detract from nursing in any way. 

The students vTere, by and large, .content to consider that it 

was the doctor's place to decide what 'his patient' should be told 

about his condition, and act accordingly" Such ~~bordination,it 

could be argued, is evidence of the student surrendering a:n:y claim 

to professional autonomy. Such an argument turns on the analyst's 

perspective on profession, whether he takes a 'trait', functionalist, 

approach or Becker's (1970) notion of a 'folk concept'. It could also 

be said, settL11g aside the finer details of an.alytic debate, that the 

vie\.v taken by the students \vas a realistic one. They recognise 

medical dominance for \·rhat it is and do not all oH it to interfere vii th 

their conception of nux·si~~. Tbi s realistic vi eH is summed up by 

Freidson (1970a:76) \vho argued that the dominant :position of medicine 

frustrates a.ny efforts wl"...ich the 'paraprofessionaJ.s' make tovTards 

securing· full professional autonomy. 

'It might be noted that paraprofessional occupations 
usually seek professional status by creating many of 
the same institutions as those w~~ch possess professio~~ 
status. They develop a formal standard curriculum of 
trai11..ing, hopefully at a university. They \vri te codes 
of ethics. ~1ey are prone to seek support for licensing 
or registration so as to be able to a~ercise some control 
over who is allowed to do their \·Tork.. But \..rh.at they 
persistently fai.l to attain is full autonomy in 
fo:rmulating their training and licensi11..g standards and 
in actuaJ.ly perfo:rming their \vorke Their autonomy is 
only partial, being second-:ha.nd and limi. ted by a 
dominant profession•. 

In a similar vein, but tri th respect to education1 Katz (1969) states 

that: 
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'!(ru.ch of the content of the modern nursing curriculum 
supplements physiology and anatomy with behavioural 
science items. This has doubtless added a measu_~ 
of socio-cul tura1 sophistication to innocent 9 

undifferentiated T.L.C. (l) But nurses have not 
thereby achieved a distinct body of knowledge that 
has been accepted by their medical colleagues. In 
addition, the behavioural knowledge about her 
professionalism has done little to alter the nurses' 
subservience to the hospital physician.. :Behavioural 
scientists have not really proven that they are 
capable of aiding the ladies in their professioP...al 
distress' (in Etzioni 1969:75). 

The trappings of profession are present but the autonomy, it seems, 

is unattainable so long as the profession of medicine dominates. 

One of the striking features of the students' accounts wa~ their lack 

of concern to rid themselves of medical dominance; indeed they seemed 

rather to cling to it and take the medical position as their point of 

reference .. 

(1) Tender loving care. 
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'F.J 'rTING IN t TO NURSING .......... ? 

The analysis of the students' accounts, t4Tbich has been presented 

in the fom. of six conceptual categories, has tended to highlight some 

of the more negative aspects of +he studen+ · 
V.U. V ex:penence .. However, the 

ambiguities tri thin the data help to redress the balance a little 

insofar as the students would be at one moment critical, yet, at the 

next, tvould either rationalise their position or make justificatory 

statements in defence of the organisation of their teachingo Thus, 

whilst the students voiced their difficulties on the -vrards and in the 

college, they Here accepting of, and, on occasion, a.mr..ious to justify 

the status quo., It shou~d also be said that the overriding impression 

gained from the students' accounts is one of a g~nuine motivation, on 

their part, to 'do a good job' and to help the patients L~ their care., 

Thus, it did not appear that the students felt th~t the difficulties 

they experienced so frustrated these immediate goals as to call for 

radical changes in the organisation of their educatiorl: and traini11_g., 

The students recogn..:ised that the college of nursing did not 

provide an altogether realistic preparation for Hark on the '\-Tards; 

moreover, they could not always see the relevan.ce of nursing management 

to the care of patients. The students did have some conception of the 

t;.J"orkings of the line management structure .. They acknowledged that the 

staff nurse's position required her to 'fit in' with the ward sister, 

,.mo, in turn, w·as directly accountable to the nursing officer .. Thus, 

the students accepted the fact that, once qualified, they still faced 

a diversity of influences which would impinge upon their work and hence 

upon the realisation of their prime goal, that is, to 'do a good job' 

for the patient. The reification of these diverse influences suggests 
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the existence of various groups within nursing, each with its own 

interests, a point vrhich is consistent with the literature already 

discussed. In this last section, then, it is the intention to 

examine this question of diversity in the occupation which the 

students spend three years preparing to join. 

For the purposes of this /discussion Carpenter's (1977) t..rork is 

dravm upon and extended so that four groups ca.n. be identified Hi thin 

nursing: 

'new managers' 

'net•T professionals' 

'academic professionalisers' 

1 ra.Ylk a.n.d file' .. 

:Briefly these groups can be characterised thus. T'ne 'net.r managers' 

emerged after the Salmon (l) report recommendations. They operate 

according to ru1 industrial model of professionalised ~~ement 9 their 

orga._nisational structure takes the form of bureaucratic line ma.n.agement 

rather than a colleg~al model of professional behaviour. The~~ 

professionals' are, as yet, a ve~J small gToup of cliDical nurse 

specialists, ( 2
) d-escribed by Carpenter as a result of a reaction to the 

'net..r managerialism' o These clinical specialists, who are independent 

of line management, sta..n.d outside the hierarchical structure of nursing. 

The 'academic professionalisers' are to be found, in the main, in 

1. Report of the Committee on Senior Nursing Staff Structure (1966) 
( Chai:rman: Salmon, B) 

2. These are nurses with specialist lmm'fledge and experience in a 
particular area of clinical practice; they act in an advisory 
capacity providing a clinical consultancy service for less experienced 
nurses in the field 
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academic circles, and might be seen to be removed from the patient 

setti11 .. gs. The work of this group centres mainly upon research and 

the teaching of undergraduate nurses. They seek to achieve 

autonomy for nursing by elevating the status of 'basic' or 'primary' 

care, and placing less emphasis upon medically prescribed work. In 

short, their aim is to promote a style of nursin~ founded on 'nursing 

theory', which ca.1J. take its place among other academic 1vri tings
1 

rather 

than nursing 1.Jhich is founded merely on tradition and medical dominance .. 

The fourth group, the 'rank and file'~ carJ. be regarded as the mainstream 

of nursing. These are the nurses who enjoy both the doctor-devolved 

work iAJhich they undertake and, the reflected 'professionalism', which 

comes from wor~ir~ closely with the medical profession. 

\olr..ilst the students in the study appeared mainly to identify \4i th 

the 'rank and file's they were exposed to the influence of at least one 

of the other th:ree groups, namely the 'nevr managers'. In their 

capacity as 'workers' the students are subject to the authority of the 

t ne1v managers' • It is also possible that the students came into 

contact \vi th the 'nm'l professionals' and, indirectly, with the 'academic 

professionalisers' through their education programme. 

The followin~ discussion is necessarily discursive~ for, whilst 

its subject matter is rooted in the data, the debate moves beyond them. 

It is offered as a. means of pointing to the v.dder issues Hbich the study 

~.;s· t·h· ese J... ssues bave to do 1dth the occupatiol'1..al structure of ..~..o..~.. es; 

nursing, and might repay further investigation. !1uch of the discussion 

in previous ch.apters has centred on 1..rhat nursing is; here, this question 

is considered in the light of its interpretation by each of the four 

groups within nursing. It is suggested that whlle all four groups have 
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as their officially understood aim an underlying concern with the 

provision of health care, each has a rather different approach to 

nursing in terms of expectations and motivationse The implications 

of this diversity of approach need seriously to be considered. For, 

if nursing is to move foTI·Tard as an occupational group \>Ti th a solidarity 

Hhich malces it a cohesive body, the question must be asked- uin whose 

interests are these various developments and in which direction should 

the occupation as a vrhole move?" Can these four groups be accommodated 

in a heterogeneous occupational group, or will there be a struggle for 

hegemon~, which might not be in the best interests of either the 

patients or nursing. 

Conflicting inter~sts 

The 'new managers', Carpenter (1977) suggests, seek to professionalise 

through their managerial \ifork, vlhich is based upon principles of business 

administration, rather th~ through their nursing skills. The development 

of this administrative work has resulted in the group becoming rather 

dist~Lced from direct patient care. A further consequence of this 

distancing is that sight can be lost of the fact that the 'new managers' 

can only justify their existence in terms of their role in the 

facilitation of patient care. Compounding the situation even further, 

is the line management structure, which militates against a collegial 

approach to the \vork .. The 'new managers' do, however, offer advantages 

to nursing, insofar as they represent nursing on committees, at all levels, 

in the health service. \~Dether this is beneficial to nursing is clearly 

contingent upon how well the 'new managers' are able to represent the 

'coalface' view of the nurses \tlho are in daily contact '"i th :patients .. 
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The 'new professionals', described by Carpenter, are not 

discussed here in any great detail, as they consti~ute a small 

minority amon_g nurses. It is possible that this group of clinical 

specialists might lead the vrey to a clinical rather than a 

managerial elite. If such clinical specialisms developed, it might, 

as it has been argued, be at the expense of the work satisfactions of 

the 'ran~ and file'. 

In one sense the 'academic professionalisers' can be seen simply 

to coexist with the other three groups and not impinge a great deal 

upon their work. Although, it should be remembered that vrb.ilst the 

'academic professionalisers' are not dependent upon the health service 

for funding1 they are in the hands of the administration when it comes 

to finding clinical placements for their students. Thus, the 

relationship bet-vmen the 'academic profession..alisers' a..nd the 'new 

managers' is a_n importruJ.t one; and, the 'academic professionalisers', 

if they are not to become entirely removed from the clinical area, must 

bear trJ..s relationship in mind. 

However, the 'academic professionalisers' efforts in the promotion 

of nursing autonomy and the development of 'nursing theor.y', might be 

seen to have possible implications for both the 'new managers' and the 

'rank and file'; indeed, their activities present a potential threat 

to these two groups.. In the case of the 'nm•l managers', the challenge 

stems from the fact that this group~ which Carpenter has dubbed 'the 

managerial elite', have sought to professionalise through the 

abandoning of those very skills of 'basic' nursing care, 1'1Those 

development the 'academic professionalisers' believe to be essential in 

the struggle for nursing to become an autonomous profession. 
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Hence, the professionalising power of the managers lies in their 

administrative skills, and any attempt at forming an academic elite, 

on the basis of 'primary nursing', 'ttrould pose a serious threat to 

the 'new managers'. Indeed, such a development on the part of the 

'academic professionalisers' would require so great a eh~ in 

both the approach ruLd the function of the 'mar~gerial elite', as to 

undermine their power. 

T.ae 1 ran.k and file' might be seen to be threatened by the 

'academic professionalisers' for different reasons. The latter group 

could be said to have interests which are not in line with those of the 

former.. The academic nurses are eager to promote those areas of 

patient care in 1vhich medicine need only play a small part, if indeed 

any, for example in the long term care of the elderly. These are the 

ver>J areas in 1vhich large numbers of untrained staff, the nursing 

auxiliaries, work and are the areas which are not held in great esteem 

by the 'rank and file' nurses. For, as it has been argued1 whilst 

the students in the study defended the work of auxiliaries, they also 

made certain claims of 'differentness' for their own work .. The 'rank 

and file', it is suggested~ would find this 'differentness' through 

their coD~ections with medicine rather than through the 'academic 

professionalisers' reconstructed approach to the 1basic 1 aspect of 

nursin...g care • Furthermore, if, as it seems, in their moves to elevate 

'basic' nursing care to a position of prestige, the 'academic 

professionalisers' are suggesting an alternative approach to this type 

of work, the 'ra.11.k and file' could be antagonised. For when the work 

which has always been carried out by the 'rank and file', or indeed by 
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the nursing~ n:ux·l·. . . d 
Q l larles~ lS sud enly questioned and approached 

·. dif~ t (l) 
ln a 1 r.eren v.ray by the 'academic professionalisers', then 

the 'r~nk and file' might feel both criticised and threatened. 

Leaving aside the issues of any future conflict between the 

'academic professionalisers' and the 'new IDEU~ers' or the 'rank and 

file', it is instructive to examine the current line management 

approach to clinical nursing. This approach, it is arg~ed here, is 

inappropriate, insofar as it confuses management of nurses, in a 

personnel \-Tork sense, and management of nursing, in a clinical sense. 

A prime example of the inadequacy of this approach cru1 be seen in the 

relationship between the '\>Jard sister and the nursing officer. 

Officially, the nursing officer, through the m~nagerial structure, 

has a responsibility for the management of clinical nuTsing. However9 

it \>TOU~d appear that the responsibility for this aspect of management 

rests vTi th the \<Jard sister; and she may v.rell feel that she lt..as no 

experienced colleague to ·Hhom she can turn to for clinical advice 

should she need it .. According to the man..agement structure she \>Till 

be expected to consult her immediate superior, the nursing officer, who 

may well not have the relevant clinical experience, or has become more 

interested in managerial than clinical issues. !·1oreover, the ward 

sister's perception of the nursing officer as an experienced clinical 

colleague, mey \oiell be contaminated by their hierarchical relationship. 

A major facet of this relationship is the ward sister's certain 

1mowledge that she will be formally assessed and appraised by her 

nursing officer. This line relationship could place limitations on 

1.. Tne 'nursing :process' \.Jhich lays emphasis upon the assessment end 
plw..ning as well as the carrying out of care 
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such a request might be interpreted as a sign of incompetence by 

a superior" Thus there is little hope of advancement in a 

clinical career so long as nursing confuses advice with assessment 

and remains too far entrenched in a hierarchical ma.n..agerial system, 

\-rhich militates against a collegial model for nursing.. Such a model 

would uphold the notion of equality of competence and individual 

professional discretion among its members, \-rho, \vhilst recognising 

the existence of senior and junior status, vrould complement each 

other's practice. 

To1..rards a reconci1iation of interests 

The four groups vihich have been identified \vi thin the wider 

occupational group of nursing, it has been argued, have different 

interests in ~nd expectations of nursing. Rather than &vell upon how 

these differences might be resolved, by the proselytising activities 

of the more powerful ~roups, or, indeed, by fiat; it is the intention 

here to examine hovr the groups might articulate "''i th each other in 

their efforts to provide a nursing service. In discussiD~ the 

possible ways in which these groups might co-exist 9 attention is given 

to the motives 1.-.rhich might underly the approach of each group to 

nursing. 

The 'new professionals' in conjunction \-Jith the 'academic 

professionalisers t might provide a basis of nursin_g knotvledge which the 

'rank and file' could incorporate in their own work. This wouJ..d go 

some \•Ta;y towards meeting the \-Tard sisters' need for clinical aivice 

which they are often unable to obtain from their management oriented 

superiors. In this sense both the 'academic professionalisers' and 
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the 'new professionals' might be said to have more to offer 

the 'rank and file' than have the 'ne"1 managers t .. It has already 

been argued that the line structure of nursing management is an 

inappropriate model for the ~nagement of patient care at ward level. 

It is possible, therefore, that the 'rank and file' might see that 

~he clinical knowledge available to them from both the 'academic 

professionalisers' and the 'new· professionals' is of practical use 

in their tvork. Such a development might pose a th...-r-eat to the 'new 

man~ers' as the other ~vo groups could be held in greater esteem by 

the 'rank and file' insofar as they represent specialists in nursing, 

rather than in administration. 

Such co-operation between three of the groups leaves us t>fi th the 

'netv managers', '!.vho are, it must be remembered, at present a pot>ferful 

group. A cli~ical alliance on the one hand~ and a m~nagerial elite 

on the other, is suggestive of some need for a stronger clinical input 

into the managerial structure of nursing. If the 'new professionals', 

who are largely clinical specialists 7 t-.rere to be dratm into the 

hierarchy rather t~n, as is the case at the present 9 remainin..g on the 

periphery, such a clinical stre~o-thening could be achieved. In order 

to realise this clinical stre11~h, the 'new professionals' would have 

to join the 'new managers' on clinical terms; that is on the terms of 

the 'new professionals'. This would, in effect, resemble the medical 

profession's managerial structure in that clinical expertise remains an 

important factor all the wa:y up the hierarchy.. If such a system of 

nurse management were implemented, the clirical aspects of the work 

might regain some of the ground which has been lost since Salmon, in 

favour of a managerial emph..asis. 
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Beyond their function as providers of knowledge, as outlined 

above, the 'academic professionaliserst
1 

it would seem, have to 

make a case for their continued existence as part of nursing as a 

wholeo If they hope to play a signific~~t part in the workir~ of 

nursing, then their attitude towards the other th~e groups should 

be an important consideration.. It has already been said that they 

might present a threat, on different counts, to both the 'ran_"!{ a...v:td 

file' and the 'new ~~rs'a It is perhaps pertinent here to 

consider the possible motives which mi&ht underlie the behaviour of 

the 'academic professioD~isers'. It could be argued that this group 

obtain their satisfaction from the intellectual exercise of promoting 

nursing as an autonomous activity, which is based on academic 

theorising and is free of medical dominance. Whether or not this 

group would sustain their interest if they Here to find themselves 

practisin_g according to their 1~construction of 'basic' nursing, might 

be another matter.. The question remain~~ whether this intellectual 

activity is undertaken for altruistic reasons concerning patient 

'\.Jelfare, or ,,rhether it is a means of achievin_g academic elitism. 

rrhis is probably a question more easily raised than answered. 

The 'academic professionalisers' could be said to be in danger of 

faul t-findi:n..g and producing critical reports of current practice without 

always providing viable alternatives. They ca.11., as it was suggested 

above, also be accused of taking a position which is isolated from the 

mainstream of nursing activity and indulge more in 'annchair nursi:ng' 

than in practical nursing. The future of 'academic professionalisers', 

it is argued, is in their o'~ hands. So long as the group provides 
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the other g-.coups, it should secure a future in the wider 

occupational group of nurses. Horeover, the products of academic 

nursing, both in terms of nurses and research findings, could be 

used to facilitate the 1>1orlc of the 'rart.k and file', 'ne\v marUlgers r 

and 'ne\'1 :professionals'. 

Success of the 'academic professionalisers' in setting 'basic' 

nursing upon a ne\v foundation? \vou~d inevitably have implications 

for the other groups, ru!d for nursing educationo T.ae neH f ounda ti ons 

involve the notion that nurses should be able to prescribe, plan and 

assess care in relation to patient needs, in those areas of health 

care which do not demand medical involvement. Remembering the 

limitations of the bureaucratic solution to the supervision of nursi~~, 

it could be argQed that the 'academic professionalisers' along with the 

'new professionals' might develop a style of nursing based on 'theor,y' 

and, thereby, go some way towar.ds producing a 'scientific manager' (1) 

type of 1..rard sister. These nurses would have been taught nursing 

skills first and foremost with the medically dependent work taking 

second place in their prestige ratil!g. As it has been discussed, one 

of the problems of the transition from student to staff nurse, was 

the management of nursing care and the exercise of professional 

judgement .. It is suggested, therefore, that nursing might benefit if 

the education of nurses proceeded along the lines suggested above and 

1. The concept of 'scientific management' is discussed in Cl'l..apter S 
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nursing concentrate upon the production of a small number of these 

nurses, who would become the 'scientific manager' ward sisters; 

rather than, as is currently the case, producing large numbers of 

nurses, many of t...rhom function at a lot•Ter level than the one proposed 

here. 

Such a solution would provide among the 'rank a_nd file', 

clinically competent ward sisters \vho would have no objection to 

obtaining help from the clinically oriented 'new professionals' or 

the 'academic professionalisers'. At the same time it would provide 

the 'academic professionalisers' with the opportunity to facilitate 

the v.rork of the 'rank and file' .. Whilst this arrangement would 

produce the possibility for complementary work to take place, it 

would? once more, alienate the 'new managers'. There seem to be at 

least two alter~atives here. On the one hand, the 'new managers' 

might v.mrk in close conjunction vli th the 'ne\•1 professionals', and allovi 

this latter group of clinical specialists into the power structure. 

Together these \vould clearly form an important group. If, on the 

other hand, the 'net.J managers' had only managerial elitist interests, 

and showed little interest in clinical involvements, there could be a 

strong case made for managing nurses through a personnel department, 

with a professionalised managerial approach. This need not include 

nurses at all. Either of these altervAtives, it seems, would undermine 

the power of the 'nevT ma.I1.agers' as a single group .. This is largely 

inevitable, because, not only are the 'ne\<T ma.:nagers' at present the most 

powerful of the four groups discussed here, but the suggestions for 

change demand a move away from their managerial/elitist activities 

to\vards the more commonplace ones of clinical nursing. Also, if, as it 
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has been suggested, the 'rank and file' is allowed, thxough its 

association 1.ri th the 'academic professionalisers r, a stronger 

voice in nursing care, this group might pey less heed to the 'net•T 

mw..agers' Hhenever it can .. 

The influence of the work of the tacademic professionalisers' 

on nursing education could focus on the production of 'scientific 

managers', as outlined above. These 'scientific manager' sisters 

could then supervise the \l}"ork of a less skilled, possibly unqualified, 

staff .. The 'ra.:P.k and filet \ATOuld then comprise the wide rat'l_ge of 

talent \~hi eh it does at present, the difference 1.vould lie in the fact 

that this characteristic of the t rank and file' vwuld be recognised .. 

Nurses could then be differentially trained to do a sufficient range 

of \vork, \vhich would enable the 'scientific manager' styled 

supervisors, the vJard sisters, to delegate plan_ned \vork to a \vork.force 

\•Ti th a sui table functional capacity .. In this 1..Jey the 'scientific 

management' approach to a buxeaucratic supervision of nursing work 

could occur 1.-ri thout trainii'l .. g all the 'ran.k a.YJ.d filet beyond their 

req_uired functional level.. (l) At the same time the ward sisters 

cou~d be provided with a more adequate education in preparation for 

IDELnaging nursing, than the three years of· 'fitting in' described by 

the students in this study. 

!htrsing, it would seem, stands in need of a flexible structure 

vlhich vJould allow for the continuance of a variety of interests within 

the occupation. Having looked at some of the possible directions in 

1.. The data pertaii'l..ing to the interchangeability of student nurses 
and auxiliaries is releva.Tlt here 
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"lfrhich the different groups Within nursing might choose to take 

an occupational lead9 we return to the student nurses' accounts 

of their 1vork and training. These students expressed a positive 

liking for patient contact, albeit difficult at times, for reasons 

\•rhich have been discussed. They also suggested that the pace of 

the vrork and their connections 1<li th medicine ,.,ere sources of 

satisfaction for themo Finally, although there was little direct 

discussion of 'profession' as it is understood by sociologists, they 

gave a distinct impression that they considered nursing to be an 

occupation Hhich vras 'different' from many, and, one 1.<Jhi eh carried 

Hi th it social value. 

Tile student nurses were aHare of the fact that one of their prime 

activities throughout their three years training 1-.ras that of 'fitting 

in' .. They also accepted the fact that they placed little emphasis 

upon college 1vork and instead concentrated on the 'Hard v.ra:y' of 

nursing. ill in all? this did not seem to them to add up to a 

negative experience. They accepted that much of the difficulty of 

nurse traiD.ing Has inevitable a.t"l.d continued to 'fit in' and t get through' .. 

These students, it has been suggested, identify most closely 1d th 

the largest of the four groups in nursing, namely the 'rank and file' .. 

The \•l8~l in which these and other nurses of the 'rank and file' proceed 

in their nursing work could be said to i11~'1.uence the future of patient 

care~ from the patients' perspective, more than the activities of the 

other three groups, 'tri th the possible exception of the 'new managers' as 

this group is both a powerful and well established entity. :Much of the 

professionalisin~ rhetoric and academic aspirations appear to have more 
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to do with Ln.ternal occupational development than 'With the service 

which nursi1~ provides. It is, of course, true to say that these 

factors are not unrelated; but for some considerable time to come 

the patients \·Till see nursing as it is presented to them through the 

'rw.k a..nd file v • The existence of the other groups can, then
9 

only 

be justified insofar as they enable the 'rank and file' to provide 

as good a nursing service as is possible. To this end, the 'new 

managers' \\~th their reprBsentation on health service committees should 

ensure that the means for effective patient care are available to the 

nurses -vrorkin_g in the patient areas .. The 'new professionals' role 

in the facilitation of patient care is not at the present time 

immediately apparent, although some pro~£ess towards clinical 

excellence should be mediated by these specialist nurses. Their future 

'l.vould probably hold the most promise if they can ta2<e their clinical 

strength into the managerial structure. The 'academic professionalisers' 

should provide all three groups with research findings and theoretical 

insights into the practice of nursing. 

It has been argued that whilst they are all ostensibly concerned 

with health care, the four different groups have different approaches to 

and interpretations of nursing. Broadly~ a distinction can be made 

betvreen a convergent approach to nursing, as exemplified by the 'rank 

and file' and a divergent approach which the 'academic professionalisers' 

could be said to adopt .. The convergent approach shm.rs no interest in 

brea.ting a1-1a;y from medicine in order to develop an autonomous profession .. 

This approach could be seen to be congruent \nth the cUXTent trends of 

teamwork and a multidisciplinar,y approach to health care. \>lhereas the 
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divergent approach seeks to develop nursing as distinct from 

medicine, and in that respect runs contra to current trends .. 

. ,\'lhere an occupational group so diverse as nursing has to put forward 

a united front to the outside world, whilst ridLng and reconciling 

its own internal differences, the choice between convergence and 

divergence is a difficult one. It is, however, worth noting that 

the convergent approach should only be adopted with some cautione 

For, Hhilst the profession of medicine remains dominant its interests 

Hill triumph; and it is by no means certain that the interests of 

the medical profession coincide with those of the patientc Nursing 

could, and the researcher would argue should, play a role in 

protecting the patient from the excesses of medical dominance. 

Although, it must be said that the development of an autonomous nursing 

profession might be as detrimental to the patient interest as it has 

been sucgested medical dominance is. Professional advancement and 

patient interest are not easily reconciled, whichever professional 

5£oup is involved. The 'rank and file' nurses might mediate in this 

potential difficulty by virtue of their 1..rilling acceptance of medical 

involvement in nursing. 

On the basis of these students' accounts, it is suggested that the 

occupational group, which operates 1ll1.der the name 'nursing', must accept 

that there e:d sts vTi thin it a '1:-Jide ra_nge of interests, skills a_nd 

academic ability, if it is to continue as one groupc Ifuch of the 

difficulty L"1 defi11ing \vhat nursing .is,. both in tem.s of activity and 

professional status, lies in the heterogenei~J of the groupc The 

:recognition of the abilities and limitations, a..'Y)_d of the expectations 

and motivations of the different factions within the totality of nursing 
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\'lould seem to provide some hope for the survival both of nursing 

as a united occupational group, and of its officially understood 

aim - the promotion of health care. Its futu_~ will, to a large 

extent, also be dependent upon the changes both within the medical 

profession and society as a whole. Cb.a.P..ge in the age structure., 

disease patterns, population tr~nds, economic and social constraints 

which result in less emphasis on the tech.YJ.ological and more on the 

hu.n:l.al1 aspects of care "rill, in all probability, lead to nursing 

coming into the forefront of health care. In this event, there must 

exist a united nursing body, \~Jhich \\rill .not only be able to represent 

the needs of the nursing service at government level, but will also 

be able to provide care of various complexity, requiring different 

levels of skill, safely and efficiently. 

The realisation of a united occupational group is contingent upon 

the abili t-.1 of the four sub-groups to articulate Hi th each other in 

order to produce, a11.d l~produce, an efficient nursing service. This 

thesis has been concerned \Uth the students' construction of their 

encounters \U th the occupational group \vhich undertakes \~Tork recognised 

as 'nursing'. The students described how they 'fitted in', throughout 

their training, both on the wards and in the college. This pa tter.n of 

behaviour, they recognised, v1as a short-lived necessity during their 

student days .. As they approached registration they expressed 

ruLxieties about joining the qualified nurses. This was partly because 

they perceived staff nurse work to be intrinsically different from 

their student work 9 but also because they realised that they \vould have 

to continue in 'fit in', this time, in a more endu_--ring sense, into some 

part of the occupational group, 'nursing'. Paradoxically, the 
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students, having spent three years 'getting through' their student 

days, had resel"Vations about becoming staff nurses .. There is a 

subtle distinction to be drawn here: the students r aim was perhaps 

simply to stop being students, rather t~~ to become staff nurses .. 

In the light of the above discussion of the four groups within 

nursing, it is contended that the students' apprehension is 

understandable, once it is recognised that nursing is not simply one 

occupational group, but a group of groups. The complexities involved 

in the occupational structure, along with the experiences described in 

this thesis, might go some .,,.ra:y tm<Tards explaining the students' 

reservations about -becoming registered nurses. Although they were 

referring to the medical profession, the 'vords of Bucher and Strauss 

neatly sum up the position of nursing today: 

'the assumption of relative homogenei VJ '"i thin the 
profession is not entirely useful: there are many 
identitiess many values and many interests' 

(Bv_cher and Strauss 1961). 
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ENDNOTE ON I1ETHOD 
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Grounded theo:cy revisited 

Th..is thesis was influenced by the vTork of Glaser ac"'ld Strausa 

(1967) and has benefited largely because of the fle:tibili ty vlhich 

their approach offersD The notion of generating 'grou...nded theory' 

Has problematic from time to time during the fieldwork.. The 

difficulty arose 1vhen the re sear dler became overaHed by the feeling 

t:b..at the production of one 'substa.'ltive grounded theovJ' should be 

the end point of the study., Hmvever, it became apparent as the work 

progressed that the key to the analysis lay in the explanatory power 

of the conceptual categories., \fuen the links bet1>Teen t.l:l.ese 

categories vrere made explicit an overall picture of the student nuxses' 

world became clear. This thesis ~~s, then, attempted to present an 

analysis of the students' accounts of their 1..rorld by explicating~ the 

themes of the data via conceptual categories. The concept of 'fittin_g 

in' offers probably the most succinct an~ytic me~ns of presentiP~ the 

essence of the students' \vorld. 

In retrospect, the researcher views the \'iork of Glaser and Strauss 

in a different light; that is \'ii th an emphasis on the spirit rather 

than the letter of grounded theory generationo Their description of 

the procedures for generating theory, \•Tlnch at times tended to confuse 

rather than clarify, left the researcher \>Jith a sense of lLaving fallen 

short of their ideaJ.s. However, their defirdtion of theory bears 

repetition as it offers some hope and leaves the analytic methods of 

this study not too far remove~ from the position taken by Glaser and 

Strauss. They define theory in sociology as: 

'a strategy for handling data in research, providing 
modes of conceptualisation for describing ~nd explainJUQg'. 
(Glaser and Strauss 1967:3) 
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Thus, Hhilst this stucy arrives at no theory vrhich can be stated 

in a concise way, the conceptual categories are offered as a means 

of describing and explaining the student nurses' accounts of their 

work and training. 

The fieldvTork method employed in this study, it is contended, 
I 

has had some success in eliciting the students' views of nursing. 

The informal and flexible approach, loosely based on the idea of 

t grounded theory' generation, allovred the students to raise topics 

which the researcher \vould not have thought to include in a:n:y more 

structuxed research design. This study~ then, has contributed to 

our knowledge of the student nurses' perspective on nursing. At 

the time of Hri ting the structure of nursing, and the organisation of 

its education, is on the brink of change. (l) It is suggested that 

it would behove the planners to take cognis~nce of the insights into 

nursing, such as those offered by this study, especially at a time of 

organisational change. The student voice is a v1eak one, but, it 

should be remembered, it represents a major element of today's nursing 

\-rorkforce a.nd, importantly, tomorrm-'1' 1 s qualified nursing service. 

1. Implementation of the Nurses, Midwives and Health Visitors Act 1979 
iS UXlde r\i!a:f 
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APPENDIX I 

Extract from_ 'Patterns of Ward Organisation' 
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Extract from Moult, Hockey and Melia (1978) 'Patterns of Ward 
Organisation• (pp. 129-130). (1) 

This study set out to determine whether nurses talk with 

patients outside the context of direct care. It was hypothesised 

that, nurses do not talk with patients unless they are involved in 

some physical aspect of their care, and that nurse-patient 

conversation per se would be more prevalent in a 'patient 

orientation' system of organisation. 

The first hypothesis was confirmed. llie findings suggest 

that little nurse-patient conversation takes place at all at times 

other than when the nurse is undertaking some direct care activity. 

The time spent in talking with patients was found to be limited to 

such a degree that 'conversation' is hardly the pertinent term. 

The second hypothesis was neither confirmed nor refuted. 

There was marginally more nurse-patient conversation, occurring, 

without any accompanying nursing activity, within the "patient 

orientation" system of ward organisation, than in the "task 

orientation" system. It has already been suggested that there could 

be a combination of factors contributing to the greater amount of 

communication in the "patient orientation" system. 

The multiple regression analysis did not produce any significant 

linear combination of 'predictor' variables-for the dependent 

variable of time spent in conversation. This analysis did however 

(1) This extract is from the discussion of the researcher's 
observational study of student nurse - patient communication. 
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suggest that the "patient orientation" system of ward organisation 

and "elderly" patients were variables whic.."b. bore some relationship 

to the total time that nurses spent giving direct care to patients. 

The possible connection between "patient orientationu system of 

ward organisation &"Yld the total time the patient spent with the 

nurse is supported within the limi. ts of this investigation. 

The main finding of this study was that the average length of 

a nurse-patient conversation which was not linked with another 

nursing activity was 45- seconds. If, as the researcher contends, 

communication between nurse and patient is an essential part of 

nursing it '\>Tould seem that this study has shotm the need for 

improvement in the area of nurse-patient communications. 
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APPENDIX II 

An outline of student nuxse training 
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Qutl:tne. of .. stu.dent nurse traim~ ,J 

r.rhis description of nurse t"i"n.;Vl.;·ng .; 8 -i"Mcl. d d · · d t 
k~~ ~ ~L u e ~n or er o 

provide the reader with an idea of the· r.D'!:I.n"i • t · f 
- O-o~~sa lOn o nurse 

training· As each college of nursing has a certain amount of 

freedom \vi thin general national guidelines, this outline does not 

pretend to reflect any specific training programme. 

The students t,ypically start vrith an 'Introductor,y Block' of 

about eight \veeks, during \vhich time they attend lectures in the 

college ~nd are introduced to the hospital. This is followed by 

periods of time, eight to twelve weeks, spent nursing in different 

clinical special ties including: medical, surgical, paediatric, 

operating theatre, community care and psychiatric experience. The 

students can spend time on more than one '\tTard during a particular 

experience, \t~hich mea11s that whilst the placement might be, say, 

'surgical', they could go to t1<~o separate wards and spend perhaps four 

or six weeks on eacho 

There are further, usually three, 'Blocks' of time spent in 

college at intervals through the training. After approximately six 

months the students sit the 'Bar Examination'; this is a state 

examination which they may resit once ~nd failure to pass prevents the 

student from continuing with training. After two and a half years 

the students sit their State Final Examinations, the remaining six 

months, the pre-registration pb_ase, is a time for consolidation ~nd 

preparation for registration. 

Satisfactory clinical progress must be maintained throughout the 

three years, and, before the student's name is put fo~vard for 

· -t t· the D;recto-r of Nurse Education must certify that clinical reg2s ra 1.on -- · ..._ '"' - - . 



proficiency has been achieved. 
'Ihe nature of the students' 

clinical progress is evidenced by their reports, which are made, 

generally speaJ.ting, by the sister on each ward.. Thus, in order to 

become registered nurses the students must satisfy the college of 

nursing in both their 1m tten and practical work. 
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--------~C~OM~M~U~N~IC~A~TI~O~N~INuN~U~RS~I~NG~-~3~-------

CO u 
nt nu 
i f 

' • r 1n 
A discu si on of a Ualitativ method 

A group of student nurses were 
askec!- to say wh.at they thought 
was unportant m nursing. The 
results of this research reveal 
that more time could be spent 

actually ~g to patients 

Kath M. Melia, B. Nurs (Mane), SRN~ HV, NDN Cert 
THIS PAPER is concerned with a 
methodological approaP1 to the 
question of 'how do student nurses 
view nursing?' The following 
discussion is, therefore, twofold, first 
the substantive area in question is 
considered and secondly, the research 
method employed is discussed. 
The study arose out of an interest in 

discovering what student nurses 
.thought were the important aspects of 
nursing. This mterest itself was a 
progression from a concern with the 
amoW1t of time that nurses spent 
talking with patients. The researcher 
had been involved in an observational 
study which attempted to relate style 
of ward organisation to the amotmt of 
time that student nurses spent talking 

-with patients. (Moult, Hockey and 
Meliaf 1978). 

Talking 
One o~ the main finding$ of the above 

study was that whatever the 
organisational style of the ward, the 
nurses spent very little time simply 
talking with their patients. It must be 
borne in mind that these findings :were 
based on a · small number . of 
observations and that the researcher 
was only recording those occasions 
where nurses spoke to patients outside 
the context of any other nursing 
activity. It was with these findings in 
mind that the researcher became 
interested in discovering more about 
what the student nurses thought of 
nursing and, indirectly, if 
communication with patients· would be 
raised as an important part of nursing. 
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. . . the researcher 
became interested in 
discovering more about 
what the student nurses 
thought of nursing and, 
indirectly, if. 
communication with 
patients ~ould be ·raised 
as an important part of 
nursing 

The study of 
student nurses 
The Wlderlying premise of the· 

present study is that nurses' actions, 
particularly student nurses' actions 
cannot be taken at face value. There 
are other factors, social contextual 
factors in operation which might affect 
what a nurse does. It seemed a logical 
progression, therefore, to move from 
observation of the students to a 
research method which allowed some 
insight into their construction of 
nursing. This raises the second and 
important issue of this paper, that of 
finding an appropriate method by 
which to study students' views on 
nursing. 

The method employed is . briefly 
described here in order that the more 
general ·discussion of the case for 
qualitative methods in nursing research 
might be illustrated. The method 
chosen was that of informal interviews 
which the researcher tape-recorded 
and later transcribed. There was no 
fonnal order or structure of questions 
in the informal interview. The obvious 
advantage of this method lies in the 
fact that while certain topics are 
covered, there remains opportunity for 
the respondents to introduce issues 
which concern them. 

The predetermined topics were 
concerned with the way in which 
nursing work is organised on the wards 
and the socialisation of the student 
ntirse into the hospital culture. The 
interviews were undertaken with 40 
student nurses at various stages. of 

697 
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their training. The students were all 
volunteers and gave their time both 
generously and enthusiastically. This 
fact in itself enhanced the method, as 
the data collected were freely given. 
The researcher· explained before the 
interview started that it was to be 
carried out in an informal 
conversational style; and that she was 
interested in what the students had to 
say on the subject, in general, not just 
on the issues raised by the researcher. 
. The point was emphasised that if the 

student wished to raise a topic which 
she considered to be relevant to the 
research area, she should feel free to 
do so; as free participation is the 
cornerstone of this method. 
The method adopted draws heavily 

on the work of two American 
sociologists, Glaser and Strauss (1967). 
These researchers, were interested in 
the events surrounding dying patients 
in American hospitals. They observed 
patients and staff and talked with them 
over a period of time· and on the basis 
of the field notes, which they made 
during these observations, they 

· developed what they called a 
'grom1ded theory'. This notion of 
developing a theory which is grounded· 
in the data was adopted for this present 
study. 

Data 
The theory which emerges should . 

explain the data in a conceptual way, 
which enables those concerned with 
the area to make sense of the data and 
give . them some insights into the 
subjects of study. Central to this 
method is the simultaneous collection 
and analysis of data. If the ideas of the 
respondents are to be allowed to direct 
the study it is necessary to analyse 
early data, in this case the interviews, 
in order to establish the main themes to 
follow up in later data collection. 

In practice this meant that each of the 
40 students was asked in a very open 
way to say what she thought was 
important in nursing. · . 

The standard opening question was: 
'I am interested in what nurses think 
about nursing. The kind of things I 
would like us to talk about, from your 
own experience so far, are what you 
think m,rrsing is all about, what views 
you have on patient care, how nursing 

· 1S organised-hospital life in general. 
Perhaps to start with, what matters 
most to you in nursing?, that is what do 
you think is really important in caring 
for patients.' 

This meant that the interview 
followed the pattern set by the student. 
Yet as it progressed the researcher was 
able to introduce topi~ from the 
predetermined list where the student 
did not mention them spontaneously. 
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This mode of interview proved to be a 
·fucc~Jlli way of eli~ting the views of J ~ ent nurses; It was sufficiently 

o to allow them to 'speak frankly 
yet .had enough direction to be 
ftmctional. The fact that the students 
:ere able to ~omm~nt quite openly on 
ran~e of topi~ ~hi~ they considered 

to be Important Is .m Itself evidence that 
the . me.thod merits serious 
cons~deration as a viable style of 
nursmg research . 

· It is not within the scope of this paper 
to elaborate any findings beyond the 
level required for illustration of the 
method; the description below serv~• 
to demonstrate category fonnation. 
The category described below 
emerged from interview data which 
we~e concerned with nurses talking to 
patients. . ·. 

Nursing in the dark . 
. This. cate~ory emerged after several 
mternews m which students described 
the diffi~ties which they experienced · 
co~cemmg what. they could say to 
J?atients. There. is a wealth of nursing 
literature, particularly in the nursing 
press, which is devoted to 

· communication. Nurses are. being 
exorted to talk with patients to explore 
their social circumstances, to nurse the 
;.vhole. patier;t and so on. During these 
mternews It became apparent that 
there are very real barriers to this style 
?f nurs~g inherent in the way nursing 
IS orgarused on the wards. The main 
factor which militates against nurses 
talking freely with patients is the way 
in which information is handled by the 
senior staff on the wards. The students 
frequently said that they did not lmow 
enough about the patients or indeed 
how much the patients lmew about 
themselves; hence the idea of 'nursing 

· in the dark' emerged. 
Several students said that the ward 

report which they received at the start 
of a .shift was inadequate. There is a 
tendency to be given a list of names, 
diagnoses and possibly some 
instructions about care. The latter 

r nearly always related to the physical 
Exciting 

1 
side of the care rather than an updating 

, of how the patient was responding to 
. The analysis and writing up of a study and coping with his conditibn. Clearly, 

resulting- from a qualitative approach this state of affairs presented far more 
has its difficulties. The early stages of _problems with some types of patients 
the work tend to be exciting 'as ideas than others. _ 
come thick and fast and the researcher One student said: 'On. some wards 
is keen to move ·on to another you don't even get'a proper report on 
interview in order to follow up or test the patients-you don't feel safe to be 
out an idea from the last. At the end of let loose on them.~ 

· the day, however, this set of themes Information 
and concepts has to· be drawn together 
with the data and presented as a whole, She said that the nurse in charge. had 
which will convince its readers that the infonnation but the ones who had 
here is, in fact, an adequate . to do all the basic work, namely, the 
explanation of the substantive area stud~nts, are not told 'properly'; . 
under study. . consequently: 'You don't lmow what to 

A& the tapes were played back and say to patients when they ask you 
transcribed the ideas and themes things-just because you are not well 
which emerged began to ·fall into enough informed about them.' · 
groups. This categorisation not only The same student said that it is 
helped to order the data but also extremely difficult if, /as had happened 
provided conceptual labels for the main to her, a patient says, 'I've got cancer' 
themes in the data. These conceptual and the nurse herself didn't lmow the 
categories form the building blocks for diagnosis because of the way 
the explanatory statements which the information is handled on the ward. 
researcher -must arrive at in order to As she said: 'The ward I'm on at the 
explain the data. · moment you might not get a report for 
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six or seven days.' 
One student expressed much the 

same difficulty when she said: 'Quite 
· often you have to 'play ignorant', 

which. is really bad if the patient has 
plucked up courage,to speak to you.' 
She thought that: It would be good if· 

the infonnation cqul? l;e shared but the 
senior nurses hoard It. 

Lack of communication 
This student was working on a 

radiotherapy ward and said that it was 
surprising how many people did not 
realise that radiotherapy is a treatment 
for cancer. The problem of ·lack of 
information among the students was, 
therefore, quite acute as they are 
constantly faced with patients who 
may or may not lmow their diagnosis. 
Questi9ning of the students by these 

patients could be difficult because 
sometimes the student had no way of 
knowing whether the patient simply · 
wanted to disCuss what he already 
knew or if he was indeed seeking 
information about his diagnosis. 
Another student said that it is aifficult 
to nurse patients if you have not 
managed to discover 'if he knows'. 
before you approach him. 
She said that the root of the problem 

was the lack of communication: 
'Doctors arid senior nurses never tell 
you.' . 
. Yet another student said that she did 
not like patients asking her things 
because she felt ill equipped to answer 
them; 'On a lot of wards you are not 
told enough about the patient, the 
report is very quick.' 

. The overriding impression was one of 
student nurses being left in . the 
uncomfortable position of being front 
line workers with barely enough 
information to work on. A common 
problem, apart from not knowing 
enough about the patient, was that the 
students often did not know what the 
patient had been told. Consequently 
the students have to develop strategies 
for coping with this information gap, 
Strategies which often involve a 
guarded approach to nursing. 

Qualitative research 
and nursing . 
The research approach finally 

adopted for the present study falls into 
the category of research methods 
w~ch can broadly be described as 
qualitative methods. Qualitative 
method, or interpretive methods as 
they are Sometimes called, place the 
emphasis on an understanding of the 
data from the perspective of the 
subjects of the research. This 
invariably means that there are few 
preconceptions at the outset of the 
research which has at its heart, the 
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constant ~terplay of data collection 
and analysis. 

The q~titative methods, not least 
the s~ . survey, have gained 
pop~ty ~t!'t the advent of computer 
an.al~Is. Fmclings can be put over in a 
SCient~cally respectable fas}tion with 
the ~d of . sophisticated statistical 
analysis, . which, along with larger 
sample SIZes, have, ·in some instances 
the a~ded advantage of being 
generalisable to a wider population. 

Researchers 
The adVa.ntages of the quantitative 

approach to social research cause some 
researchers to dismiss any data and 
findings resulting from informal 
interviews and other qualitative 
approaches. Such data are dismissed 
on the assumption that they are too 
'soft' and thus invalid .. 

Nursing has been studied from an 
operational research perspective, when 

·tl;le emphasis has been on who 
undertakes what tasks and for how 
long. Yet, there is an elusive element in 
nursing which cannot be observed; this 
element has to do with the caring 
aspect of the work. The unseen 
reasons for certain nursing actions, the 
almost instictive parts of a nur5e's role 
which are incor-porated unwittingly 
into the nurse's work pattern; these are 
the areas of nursing which are 
amenable to .. a qualitative research 
approach. . · 

Qualitative' methods have mucJ: to 
offer in nursing research preasely 
because of this elusive element in 

nursing which· cannot be observed and 
quantified. . . 
Wiseman (1974) likens the qualitative 

researcher to a detective in a classic 
murder mystery. 'Starting with few 
clues the detective questions persons 
connected with the case, develops 
hunches, questions further on the basis 
o; those hunches, _.begins to see a 
picture of "what happened" start to 
emerge, looks for evi9ence pro and 
C?n, elaboJ?-ting or modifying that 

· picture-until finally the unknown is 
known.'· 

She .contrasts· the quantitative 
researcher in murder mystery terms 
when she says: 'The elements to be 
investigted are known-much as a 
murder where the modus operandi 
(MO) is known to the police. The 
structure provided by fu.e MO or 
hypotheses allows for a preorganised 

·investigation just as it does· in survey 
research with preceded answers and 
set questions.' • 
It would seem that. if nursing 

researchers were to take a long hard 
look at their methods they· might find 
that the qualitative methods have great 
potential for nursing. A word . of 
caution is provided by Zelditch (1962) 
when he argues that choice of research 
method is not an either/ or affair. His 
concern is to obtain the best fit of 
research method and problem. This is 
particularly relevant in the diverse 
substantive area of nursing. Zelditch 
has the last word: 'There is a tendency 
to be either for or against 
quantification .. ·. To some extent the 
battle lines correlate with a relative 
concern for "hardness" versus "depth 
and reality'' of data. Quantitative data 
are often thought of as "hard" and, 
qualitative "real and deep", thus if you 
prefer "real deep" data you are for 
qualitative participant observtion. 
What to do if you prefer data that are 
real deep and hard is not immediately 
apparent.' . 
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